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CHRONOLOGIES 
~\o'~~!!:;;;~;LiM o(C. G.lrms tmd Wolfgtmg Pduii 

c. G. JUNG (~) 

1875 Born 26 July in ICemriI, Kmton of TInupu. a c:itiun of Bud. 
Parents: Dr. Paul Achilles Juug (~), clergyman. and 
Emilie Preiswerk (1I!4~1'P3). 

1879 Takes up residency in K1einhiiningeD, near Buel. PrimaJy- and 
secondary-school education in Basel. 

1~5-19"" Medical studies and final examination in Basel. 

'9"" Second assistant at the Burgholzli, the cantonal mental institu
tion and psychiatric clinic of the University of Ziirich. 

'902 Promoted to first assistant. 

Dissertation, Zur Psycholagie und Patholagie aogmannter oc
culter Phiinomene [tr., On the Psychology and Pathology of So
called Occult Phenomena]. 

"}02-'903 Winter semester. Attends the lectures of Pierre Janet in Paris. 

'903 Marriage to Emma Rauschenbach (1882-1955), hom Schaff
hausen . 

'903-'905 Volunteer doctor at the Zurich psychiatric clinic. Experimen
tal works on normal and pathological word associations, to
gether with their physiological attendant symptoms. Devel
opment of the complex theory, published in Diagnostische 
Assoziationssludien [tr., Studies in Word-Associations] . 

'905-'909 Senior staff physician at the Zurich psychiatric clinic. Runs a 
polyclinic course on hypnotic therapy. Research into the psy
chology of dementia praecox, published as Uber die Psycholo
gie der Dementia Praecox [tr., The Psychology of Dementia 
Praecox] . 

'905- 19'3 Lecturer [Privatdozent] in psychiatry on the medical faculty of 
the University of Zurich . Lectures on psychoneuroses and psy
chology of the primitives. 
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CHRONOLOGY 

'907 

'<}09 

Meeting with Freud in Vienna. 

Leaves the clinic because of the pressure of private consulta
tions and psychotherapeutic cases. Sets up private practice in 
Kiisnacht-Ziirich as specialist in psychotherapy. 

Invitation to the twentieth anniversary of the founding of 
Clark University, Worcester, Mass. Lectures there on the Asso
ciation Method and receives an honorary doctorate . 

Editor of the Bleuler-Freudian Jahrbuches fur psychologische 
und psychoPathologische Forschungen [Yearbook for Psycho
logical and Psychopathological Research). 

Founds the lntemationale Psychoanalytische Gesellschaft [In
temational Psychoanalytical Association) and becomes its 

president. 

Wandlungen und Symbole der Libido [tr., Psychology of the Un
conscious: A Study of the Transformation and Symbolisms of 
the Libido, '9,6] . Critical examination of the Freudian libido 

theory. 

Invitation to give lectures at Fordham University, New York, 
(published as Versuch einer DarsteUung der psychoanalytischen 
Theorie [tr., The Theory of Psychoanalysis)). Awarded an hon
orary doctorate of law. 

'9'3 Final breakaway from the Freudian movement. Names his own 
psychology "Analytical Psychology," later also known as "Com
plex Psychology." 

19'7-'9,8 Commander of the interned British prisoners of war in Cha
teau d'Oex. 

'9'7 Begins research into the problem of types and the links with 
the individuation process (Psychologische Typen , '9" [tr., Psy
chological Types , '923)) and into the nature of the collective 
unconscious and its connection with consciousness. (Die Be
ziehungen zwischen dem Ich und dem Unbewussten, '928 Itr., 
"The Relation Between the Ego and the Unconscious")) . 

'921 Publication of Psychologische Typen . 

'9"4- '925 Visits the Pueblo Indians in Arizona and New Mexico to study 
primitive psychology. 

'925-'926 Research trip to the Elgony on Mount Elgon Kenya British 
East Africa . I I 
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C.G. JUNG 

~~'~1=~=t;:;:=:f:. BIDt. [tt, The s.cm of the Golden ~. Itio I d Wilhelm. •. 1.,. e .·.the DeabcbcnArztlicben GeseDschaft 
fer Pa,cIwtLer.. t [German Mcdic:aI Auociation for Psycho-
therapy). 

'932 AwudecI the Lileialme Prize 01 the City 01 ZIiric:h. 

Start. the Co~ with Pauli 
'933 President of the Intemationalen AIIgemeinen ArztIicben Ge

sellschaft liir Psychotherapy [Intemational General Medical 
Association for Psychotherapy) and editor of the Zenualblatta 
fur Prycho/herafJi. und ihre G~ [Gentralloumal for 
Psycho/hera/»! and lIB Border""u"). 

Resumes academic lectures, this time at the optional subject 
department of the ETH in Ziirich. Modern Prychology. 

1934 Appointed member of the Kaiserl. Leopold.-Karolin. Deut
schen Aleademie der Naturforscher [German Academy of 
Researchers) . 

'935 Founds and presides over the Schweizerischen Gesellschaft 
fUr prahische Psychologie [Swiss Association for Practical 
Psychology] . 

Appointed professor at the ETH in Zurich. 

1936 Lectures at the Tricentenary Celebration at Harvard Univer
sity, Cambridge, Mass. on "Factors Determining Human Be
havior." Receives an honorary doctorate of science. 

1937 At Yale University, New Haven, Ct., gives the 1937 Terry Lec
tures, Psychology and Religion. 

Invited to the twenty-fifth anniversary celebrations of the Uni
versity of Calcutta, India. Receives the honorary degree of doc
tor of letters (O.Litt.) from the Hindu University of Benares. 

Honorary degree of doctor of science (O.Sc.) from the Muslim 
University of Allahabad. 

1938 Honorary degree of doctor of law from the University of 
Calcutta. 

Honorary member of Indian Science Congress Association in 
Calcutta. 
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CHRONOLOGY 

l<)~ Honorary deg= of doctor of 1Cien_ (D.se.f< 
Univenity. 

'939 

194" 

1<)44 

'945 

Appointed Honorary FeDow of the RoyIl Society of MecIlciIle 
in London. 

Chairman of the Curatorium of the Lehrinstitutes fOr Psycho
therapie [Teaching Institute for Psychotherapy] in Zurich. 

Resigns from the ETH in Ziirich. 

Ordinarius Professor in Basel. 

Honorary member of the Schweizerischen A1eademie der Wis
senschaften [Swiss Academy of Sciences] . Serious iIlness. 

Honorary doctorate of letters from the University of Geneva 
on the occasion of his seventieth birthday. 

Eranos lecture: "Zur Psychologie des Geiste, ["On the Psy
chology of the Spirit"] . 

From J<X6 on, Originally Compiled by A. Taffe 

,<)46 Psychologie und Emehung [Psychology and Education]. Auf
,atze zur Zeitgeschichte [Essays on Contemporary History] . Die 
Psychologie der Ubertragung [The Psychology of the Transfer
ence] . Eranos lecture, "Der Geist der Psychologie" ["The 
Spirit of Psychology"]. 

,~ Opening of the C. G. Jung Institute in Ziirich. Symbolik des 
Geistes [Symbolism of the Spirit] . Eranos lecture, "Uber das 
Selbst" [On the Self] (published 1949)· 

'950 Cestaltungen des Unbewussten [Forms of the Unconscious]. 

'95' Aion, J~ng's portion of the book in GW/CW 9ii. Eranos lec
ture, "Uber Synchronizitat" [On Synchronicity]. 

'95% Symbole der Wandlung [tr., Symbols of Transformation (exp. and 
reworked version of Wandlungen und Symbole der Libido, 1912.)] . 
Another serious iIlness. Antwort auf Hiob [tr., Answer to Tab]. 

'953 First volume to appear of the English edition of the Collected 
Work., Bollingen Series 20, New York, Psychology and Alchemy, 
CW12.. 

'954 Von den Wurzeln deB Bewu .. t.eins [From the Roots of 
Consciousness] . 

'955 Honorary doctorate in Natural Sciences from the ETH 10 
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WOLI'CANG PAUU 

Endof~.'" 
.1)58 Em ---JI7tI-. v.. DDpa. .. _ m..-l ,n'" 

wnt.n. [tr., FIyi", Sauc-. A AfooIrm.",. of'J'lthr.p S- in 
the Sly). 

lqOO First volume of the Swiss edition of the era n.mJt.n w.rw 
[Collected Works), voI.ro, ·Praxis der Psychotbcapie: 

Awarded honorary citizensbip of Kamac:ht-Zllric:h OIl the 0c

casion of his eighty-fifth birthday. 

1<)6. "Approaching the Unconscious; written in English, in Man 
and Hi. SymboI., ufoS. 

6 June, dies at his home in Kiisnacht after a brief illness. 

WOLFGANG PAULI (190<>-1958)" 

'9"" Born in Vienna, 25 April, and "baptized according to the rites 
of the Roman Catholic Cburcb" on 13 May. 

'918 Shortly after graduating from the Dobling Cymnasium in Vi
enna, he publishes his first scientific paper on general relativity 
(1919) . 

Enrolls for the winter semester at the Ludwig-Maximilian Uni· 
versity in Munich. 

'921 Completes his studies with a dissertation on the hydrogen 
molecule ion HI + ('922) ,vith Arnold Sommerfeld. 

Publishes the "Relativity Article" (192'). 

In the winter semester, Pauli becomes tbe assistant of Max 
Born at the Physics Institute of the University of COttingen. 

'922 In the following summer, semester Pauli moves to the Physics 
Institute in Hamburg as assistant to Wilhelm Lenz, whom he 
had befriended in Munich . 

• From C. P. Em: and K. von Mc)'enn, Wolfgang Pauli Ods Gcwinert d" P1tl'il (Braun
schweig: Vieweg. 19B8). pp. ,15- 18. 
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CH1lONOLOGY 

IC)U 

1923 

1925 

In June, he goes to Gilttingen, ~eAI Bobr • 
lectures on atomic physics. It 11 beAI that him to 
spend the academic year in Copenhagen, beginning in the win
ter semester of IC)U. 

Becomes occupied with the theory of the anomalous Zeeman 
effect. 

Habilitation (university lecturing qualification) in Hamburg. 

In November, while working on a lecture on the quantum the
ory (uP9), Pauli discovers the exclusion principle (1925)· 

Because of work on his major reference work on quantum the
ory (1926) Pauli's time is almost completely taken up, so that 
he participates only indirectly in the significant progress 
achieved in summer by Werner Heisenberg with his matrix 
mechanics. 

In the winter, Pauli calculates the hydrogen spectrum with the 
aid of quantum mechanics, thus achieving general recognition 
for the new formalism. He also violently opposes the "rotating 
electron" of UhIenback and Coudsmit, which he regards as re
gression back into the old pre-«uantum mechanics way of 
thinlcing. 

lcp6 Pauli is awarded the title of professor. 

1927 Pauli sets up a general program for the development of a quan
tum electrodynamic, which mainly involves the participation 
of Pascual Jordan and Werner Heisenberg. 

In May, Pauli publishes his umelativistic spin theory, in which 
he introduces the so-called Pauli matrices. 

The dispute over the correct interpretation of the quantum 
theory reaches its climax and temporary conclusion in Septem
ber during the Volta celebrations in Como, and in October at 
the Fifth Solvay Congress in Brussels. 

lcpS For the summer semester, Pauli is appointed Professor of The
oretical Physics at the ETH in Zurich, a position he is to 
hold-with interruptions-until the end of his life. 

192<) Publishes the first joint work with Heisenberg on the founda
tion of the general quantum-field theory. 

1930 Trip to Russia, where he takes part in a congress in Odessa 
during July and August. 
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WOLPGANG PAlILI 

Jficiel,dae_ to his DeIItrino hypoth
Iadia and gentlemen.· 

~Iear PI"aiclm Congreu in Zurich. 

1Iit·~~!tihit ·(Jj".illU .. iD _lMIort OIl the Jetum journey, 
..... cIe die 'hu'_ I'hJisitilb Coapas in Rome, where 

Enrico Fenni lint hem of doe aeutrioo hypotloeaU. 

In October, Pauli is awuded doe Loteatz medal in Leyden. 

"932 Work on the tefetence book CID __ loan;"" (1IJ33). 

StClrl. the Correspondence with fury: 

1933 At the Seventh Solvay Congreu in October, alta Heisenberg's 
paper, Pauli gives his first public report on his neutrino hy
pothesis. 

1934 In April, Pauli travels to London, where he marries Franca 
Bertram. 

In July, together with his assistant Viktor Weissltopf: he pre
sents the so-called anti-Dirac theory. 

In October, he takes part in an international physicists con
gress in London and Cambridge. 

1935 In March, lectures on relativistic quantum theory ('936) in 
Paris at the Institut Henri Poincare. 

In the winter semester of 1935-1936, Pauli takes his second trip 
to the United States. Lecturers and seminars at Princeton and 
a visit to Berkeley. 

'937 Takes part in the Congress for Nuclear Physics in Moscow. 

'938 In March, lecture tour to Cambridge and Leyden. 

'939 Papers with his assistant Markus Fierz on general relativistic 
field equations for particles with any spin. 

In summer, Pauli prepares a report on the state of elementary 
particle physics for the Solvay Congress planned for autumn. 
This report leads to two publications later (1940) and (194') . 

• Viktor F. Weisskopf. born 19Q8. assistant to Pauli 1933 (Wolfg.mg Pauli and Vtktor F. 
Weisskopf jointly publ ished OMr di~ Quantisi.run& der .kalartn rtlativistischm WJI.n
&Ieichung tOn the Quantiz.ation of the Scab r Relativistic \Va\'e Equation) ); aft~r th~ war, he 
was professor of physics at MIT un til 1974. From U)61 to u)li5. he was ~neral Director of 
CERN. 
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CHRONOLOGY 

.<)40 Together with his wife, Fra?CI, ~.~ IeDCI Switzerland an~ 
for the duration of the war IS a vlIltiDg JIIOfa- at the Insti
tute lor Advanced Study in Princeton. While most of the 
American physicists are occupied with "war physics,· Pauli, in 
the immediate vicinity of Einstein, is able to carry on with 
basic research. 

'94' 

'945 

Papers on the meson theory of nuclear lorces ('946). 

In the summer semester, Pauli becomes a visiting professor at 
the University 01 Michigan. 

Lectures at Purdue University. 

Awarded the Nobel Prize (.<)46). 

Pauli takes over the publication of Physical Review lor two 
years. 

'946 [n January, Pauli is granted American citizenship. 

[n March, visits Schrodinger in Dublin and returns to Switzer
land. 

Resumes lectures at the ETH in Zurich in the summer 
semesteL 

Participates in the first major postwar international congress 
in Cambridge ('947). 

Travels to Stockholm in December to deliver the Nobel Lec
ture ('947). 

'eW! Lectures at the Psychological Club in Zurich, >8 February and 
6 March leW!: "Der Ein/lu8B archetypi.cher Vorstellungen auf 
die Bildung naturwissen.chaftlicher Theorien bei Kepler" [tr., 
"The Inlluence 01 Archetypal Ideas on the Scientific Theories 
01 Kepler") (see Appendix 6) . 

Participates in the Eighth Solvay Congress on elementary par
ticles ('eW!). 

'949 Pauli receives Swiss citizenship on 25 July. 

Conference on the lundamentals 01 quantum statistics in 
F10rence ('949) . Trip to America in winter. 

'950 Conlerence on elementary particle physics in Paris ('952) ' 

'95' Trip tAm " . 0 h . . 0 enca In spnng. n is return, Pauli travels to Lund 
mMay. 
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WOLFGANG PAULI 

~ of the Kepler work (C. G. lung and W Pauli, in 
NoItUIIIHIInnr,t tmd J'ryt:M Itr., The Imer(netdtion of Nature 

I11III "" ,."..!9S5). 
S_1ChooI in La Houches (199)· 

In the winter temater. Pauli embarb on a long trip to India. 

Visits Homi lebangir Bhabba in Bombay. 

1953 Lectures on nonlocal field theories in Turin. 

Attends a physics conference in Sardinia in spring. 

'954 Visits America in spring. Internationale Philosophen-kongreu 
in Zurich (1957)' 

'955 Pisa Conference (1956) in lune. 

In July, Pauli chairs the conference to mark the fiftieth anni
versary of the Theory of Relativity in Berne (1955)· 

In November, Pauli accepts an invitation to hold lectures in 
Hamburg. 

1956 Visits America. Announcement of the proof of the existence of 
the neutrino in June during the CERN symposium. 

'957 Announcement of the parity violation in January. 

Conference in Rehovot, Israel, in September (1958). 

End of Correspondence with Jung 
1958 Trip to America in spring. Lectures in Berkeley on quantum 

field theory and makes visit to Max Delbriick in Pasadena. 

And then to Brookhaven. 

Awarded the Max Planck Medal in Berlin in April (in absentia) . 

Flies back to Zurich in June and participates in the Eleventh 

Solvay Congress. 

Dispute ,vith Heisenberg about the spin theory of elementary 
particles during the CERN Conference at the end of June. 

In August, participates in the summer school in Varenna 

(1958). 
ZO-Z2 November: Visits Hamburg and receives an honorary 

doctorate from the university. 
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CHRONOLOGY 

1958 On 15 December, Pauli dies in the Red Cross Hospital in 
Zurich after a short illness. On :>0 December, the funeral is 
held in the Fraumiinster in Ziirich, in the presence of large 
number of mourners from Switzerland and abroad. 
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PSYCHOLOGY 

LEXICON OF TERMS 
in l'Iychology and PIay.ie. 

amplification - The augmentation of what lie initially .-pRbensibIe 
dream contents (ligures, moti&, etc.) with pnIIeImllteJilil (wheacoe, 
possible from the same cultural level of the dreamer) from ""tbolugJ. 
religion, folklore, and so on, to provide a better unde,sla,,,,",& 

anima (La tin) - The name for frequently recurring dream or fmtur 1ig
ures of women (in men) who have a strange, mysterious, or Dllminous 
quality. They represent the feminine part of the man's psyehe, which is 
relatively unknown because it has hitherto been unconscious. 

archetype - An intrinsically abstract predetermined formal factor of the 
psychic life; to a certain extent, the psychic representatives of the in
stincts, which is why, at all times and in all places, the archetypes manifest 
themselves in identical fashion in so-called archetypal images (d. reli
gious symbols) or archetypal patterns of behavior. 

attitude (type) - Meaning introversion or extraversion: in general, people 
tend mainly to treat the external object as important (extraversion) or are 
more interested in the subject (introversion) and his reactions. 

dream - Spontaneous manifestation of the unconscious in the form of im
ages. Often stands in a compensatory or complementary relationship to 
the conscious situation of the dreamer. 

{unctions - Jung distinguishes four basic functions of consciousness: think
inglfeeling and intuition/sensation, which form two pairs of opposites and 
thus fit into a cross-shaped ordering system. Usually, one of the four is 
dominant and thus well differentiated (main function), whereas its oppo
site function is poorly developed or remains unconscious ("inferior func
tion"). These functions are often represented by specific colors: blue = 
thinking, red = feeling, green = sensation, yellow = intuition. 

individuation - A state finally achieved through a gradual process of analyt
ical work, in which the four functions are in relatively harmonious bal
ance. It is the ultimate objective of the individuation process or the har
monious wholeness of the personality. 
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LDICON OF11!IIMS 

libido _ Psychic energy, dynamic force as such. Can be un~t~ as ~sic 
instinct or its symbolism. Is divided up into several distinctive dnves, 

such as sexuality, etc. 

"""""'''' (Smuml) _ Schematic figure in the shape of a circl~, with a 
square inside or outside this circle and four segments (sometimes four 

colors). 
fl4r1icifl4tion myrtique - An expression coined by the French philosoph~r 

and sociologist Lucien Levy-Bruhl (185"]-"1939), Pans, Sorbonne. In hIS 
works Le. {onclions mental •• dan. Ie •• ociite. in{irieure. (1919) and La 
mentalili primilive (19U) , it is a generally widespread feeling among 
'primitives' about the "magic' connection to an object, also to a person. 
Jung uses the term for us, too. 

qUdlmJity - The four functions represented as wholeness. 

self - Center of the integrated personality (consciousness and unconcious
ness). Potentially preexistent. Expresses itself figuratively, for example, in 
the .hape of a cross or a center with concentric circles (mandala) . Often 
appears figuratively as imago dei, the image of God . 

• hadow - Name for dream or fantasy figures of the same sex as the 
dreamer, with unpleasant, dubious characteristics, thus representing an 
unconscious aspect of the personality that is difficult to accept. Devilish 
when embodying absolute or objective evil. Can also be helpiul when 
these negative characteristics might actually be useful. 

ryrnOOI- Metaphorical or literal expression (among others) for a situation 
that is only partially known and rationally comprehensible but which has 
an irrational component. It represents a product of collaboration between 
consciousness and unconsciousness and is an object of fascination . 

synchronicity - Jung's term for phenomena that coincide in time and space 
for which there is no causal explanation but which have a clear meaning
ful connection. They can occur between psyche and psyche, telepathically 
to a certain extent, as well as between psyche and physis-i.e., outside, in 
physical reality (psychokinetically) . Allow me to give an example of the 
latter, as told to me by Pauli: P was sitting alone at the window in the Cafc! 
Odeon, pondering over his inferior function (feeling-color red). There 
was a large, unoccupied car parked outside the cafe. P. could not take his 
eyes off it, and then it suddenly caught fire and burst into Aames ("Pauli 
effect") . 

unconsciow - ~e complex of contents of the total psyche of the whole 
pertonahty, whIch usually remains unconsciou •. A distinction must be 
made between the personal unconscious, which might also be conscious 
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PHYSICS 

but is suppressed or forgotten, and the collective unconscious, of which 
we are really not aware and which mainly manifests itself in archetypal 
images or situations. 

PHYSICS 

Algol - The Demon Star of the Arabs. Second brighten, variable star in the 
constellation Perseus, consisting of three !tars rotating around a common 
center; these three stars eclipse one another with a period 012.9 days. 

antiparticle - The "charge-rellected" -i.e., charge conjugated-version of 
a particle, with otherwise identical characteristics. eutral particles may 
be their own antiparticles. 

atom - Smallest particle, which cannot be destroyed or changed in a chem
ical reaction, consisting 01 an atomic nucleus and an atomic shell . 

atomic nucleus - Center 01 the atom, in which the predominant mass A 
and the positive electrical charge Z are concentrated. The diameter 01 the 
nucleus is approximately 100,000 times smaller than that 01 the atom. 

atomic .hell - Built up of electIOos, which obey Pauli's Exclusion Principle 
of W Pauli, arranged in concentric shells. 

automorphism, Automorphy - Isomorphic representation 01 a mathemati
cal entity (usually a "group") onto itsell. 

charge conjuga tion - Rellection operation, which reverses the sign of the 
charge of a particle, transforming it into its antiparticle. 

classical physics - The physics developed belore quantum physics, in 
which all quantities change continually, causally, and deterministically. 

cobalt - Chemical element with charge Z = 27, whose stable isotope has 
the mass A = 59. 

complementarity - A concept formulated by Niels Bohr after '924 that de
scrihes a mutually exclusive opposition, rather than a contradictory one, 
between two physical quantities, or, more generally, between two quali
ties, the exclusivity being based on the fundamental impossibility of pre
cisely measuring both at the same time. 

complex numbers - Solving quadratic (a nd higher) equations calls for an 
imaginary entity i = -I, with the aid of which the complex numbers are 
defined as x + iy with any real values x and y. 

cosmic ray. - High-energy atomic and subatomic particles that irradiate 
from the cosmos. The problem of their origin and high energy has not 
been fully solved. At sea level, 75 percent are secondarily generated 
muons. 
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LBXICON OF 11!RMS 

Co-;8, Co-6o - Radioactive isotopes 01 the element cobIlt (Z - 11) with 
3' (A = S8) or 33 (A = 60) neutrons. 

CPT thlOronI - The product of the operations chuge conjugation C, pu
ity P, and time reversa1 T is according to this fundamental theorem an 
invariant of local relativistic 6e1d theories. Proofs by G. Liiders (1954), 
W Pauli (1955), and R. Jost (1957)' 

dif{mntial and inlegral calculus - The differential of a function fIx) is the 
limit 01 the difference in the function values lor a vanishingly small inter
val of x. The integral is the limit 01 the sum 01 differentials. Calculus was 
created by G. W Leiboiz (16!4. 1686) and I. Newton (1687)' 

.Iectric dipole -A directed line segment (vector). associated with two elec
trical charges +e and -1l and the arrow connecting them. 

electrodynamics - Theory 01 electrical and magnetic phenomena and their 
propagation in space and time, summarized in the Maxwell equations. 

electromagnelism - Phenomena described by electrodynamics. 

eleclron - The ligbtest particle, carrying a negative elementary charge and 
with spin th, which constitutes the atomic sbell and is the carrier 01 the 
electric current and the negative radioactive betadecay. 

eleclron shell. - See atomic sbell 

energy I .. el- Discrete value 01 the energy in a bound, localized atomic 
state. 

energy quanta - To explain the characteristics of thermal radiation, Max 
Planck postulated in 1<}OO that the transmission of energy between radia
tion and matter occurs in multiples of a basic unit (quantum). This hy
pothesis was consequently fully confirmed and has since become the basis 
of quantum mecbanics. 

ether - Element in the heavenly sphere of Plato; the wind guiding the plan
ets according to Descartes; a state of tension in the electrical field of 
Faraday. "Through the postulate of relativity, ether as a substance has 
been removed from physical theories, since there is no point in speaking 
about bemg stationary or in motion with respect to ether if this cannot 
basically be aseertained through observation" (Pauli "Theory of Relativ-
ity," lz) . ' 

/ield --:- A concept introduced by Faraday around 1830, in which the force 
actmgon a con~eptual pointlike body with unit charge is assigned to a 
pomt 10 space-ttme. While it originally related to electric charges, the 
concept has been generaltzed smce Einstein to apply to forces whose 
sources are of a nonelectrical nature. 
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PHYSICS 

f4rI airiieNiif-A 0CJIIfeClUCIICe III the spin of the elec:trons, which, under 
the iiIllucace tA • IItIdear charge, pa rise to line spectra1 doubleb. It 
caD be lID effed of the .-. tt-y III RIatMty (·RIatiYiJtic doublets") 
or the SCRCDiag of the mWI cbmp Z by iDtemaI electron sheDs 
("screening doubleb1 (Pauli. .Quautum 'I'beorJ" DO.. 34l. 

frequency of oscilltltiom - The number of osciJIations per unit of time. 

group - Mathematical structure G with the pioperties of multiplication 
(for any two elements dP helonging to G, the product db also beIoup to 
G), associativity (three element. d, h, c heIonging to G faJfi) the reIatioo 
a(be) = (ab)e) and the inclusion of the identity as an element. II. poop 
can be considered as a generalization of the concepts III ·number" md 
"numerical multiplication." 

H·atom - Hydrogen atom consisting of a proton as nadeus md an e1ec
tron as atomic sheU. Its diameter is approx. 0.0000000l mm. 

half-life period, half·life - Period in which haH of the nuclei of a raclioactM: 
substance decays. 

isomorphism, isomorphy - Single·valued representation of one mathemati
cal structure onto another-i.e., the inverse of the representation exists 
and is single·valued. In a group, the representation of a product of two 
elements is the product of the representations of these e1emenls. 

isotope - The charge Z of a nucleus is carried by Z protons; ils mass A is 
shared by these and (A-Z) neutrons. The isolopes of an e1emenl differ in 
their masses A, whereas the chemical properties are defined by the same 
charge Z. 

isotope separation - As isotopes vary in mass, they can be separated by 
means of a mass spectrometer. 

magnetism - Phenomena comprising both Ihe action of Ihe force of a mag· 
net as well as its malerial cause. 

microphysics - Collective name for the physics of alomic and subalomic 
systems described by quantum mechanics. 

molecular beam - Siructures consisting of several aloms generaled through 
acceleration. 

momentum - Defined by Ihe producl of mass and velocity of a particle. 

multiplet - Whereas the "coarse" muliplet structure (doublet, triplet, etc.) 
of atomic spectral lines is resolved only in a magnetic field, the fine struc
ture doublets are present without field. 
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muon, mu-maon, po - Heavy electron with 2tY{ ~ greater -. tha .. 
single electron? which dec:aYs with a baIf.Iife period of .approumatet, 
one miDionth of a second, mto an electron and two onbiDoI. 

""turdl 'YI'''''' - A term used &equently by Pauli for the periodic system of 
chemical elemenls (correspondence, '<)24; "Quantum Theory; "p6; lec
ture, '952)' It was established by D. Mendelejew in .869 and explained by 
Pauli's Exclusion Principle. 

n"B"lron - Synonym for electron. 
neutrino - "Little neutron" (from Italian via E. Fermi), postulated by 

W Pauli to explain the energy deficit during beta decay (see radioactiv
ity) of a radium isotope (A = =) into the chemical element radon (Z = 
86); "they could be electrically neutral particles, which I will call neu
trons, which exist in nuclei, which have spin Ih and which obey the Exclu
sion Principle" (letter of Pauli on 4 December '930) . The existence of the 
neutrino was confirmed only in '956. Neutrinos playa crucial role in the 
energy budget 01 the stars. 

neulron - Neutral version of the proton with a 0.' percent larger mass. The 
isolated particle decays with a hall-life period of about ten minutes into 
a proton, an electron, and an antineutrino. 

nue/ed' redclion - Artificially induced radioactivity irradiated by atomic or 
subatomic particles. 

Rue/em - See atomic nucleus 

oriented nucleu. -In '9240 Pauli postulated the existence 01 a nuclear spin 
01 the nucleus. If this is not zero, the nuclei can be directed parallel to a 
magnetic field, i.e., oriented. 

parity - A reRection operation that turns a right-handed coordinate system 
into a left-handed one. 

photon - Light quantum, a particle with zero mass and spin 1. It is the 
complementary interpretation 01 light waves. 

Planck constant/quantum of action - The universal constant h introduced 
by M. Plan~k to explain thermal radiation; it has the dimension of action 
(energy x bme). 

panderomotoric effect - The lorce exerted by a magnetic field on an electri
cal conductor. 

pa,itron - Antiparticle of the electron. 

p,obability law. -: The fO.rm of law in quantum physic., not valid for indi
VI.dual observabons, as In classical physics. Quantum phenomena mani
fest themselves rather in classical measuring apparatuses that can be 
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~~ ... .u" ... ~.·IIDtia8acnced by the observing subjects. In thiJ 

.,!:=~~:::aa-iCi'.objectiwe JUIity, regulated by prob-
" ~ und phyP1aJkhe ReaJiut"). 

proton - Stable AI ........ '" puticIe with poIitiwe eIementaty charge 1 and 
spin Ih. which tuptber with the DeUtiw formt the atom nuclei. 

P,i, '" - Symbol introdueed by E. Sduliclinpr for the wave function (prob
ability amplitude) in wave mcchmics 

qUlin tum rmu:/uJniCi - Formalism inboduced by Wema H~ in 
I'PS for quantum physics in the puticIe inte'pielalton, in aaIac1 to du
sical physics, with the quantities of daalical putide mechanics being Ie

placed by noncommuting operators (matrices). 

quantum phy.ic. - Twentieth-century physics, dealing with the atomic and 
subatomic phenomena that cannot be apprehended by eweJyday intuition 
and thus necessitate the introduetion of new conc:epb AJCb .. energy 
quanta and the fundamental uncertainty of measwed mues. A quantum 
is an indivisible, discrete entity of a physical quantity such .. energy, 
which in earlier physics was regarded as continuous. 

radioactive decay - See radioactivity 

radioactivity - Phenomenon of the emission of (positive) a1pha-. (positive 
or negative) beta-, and (neutral) gamma rays in the spontaneous decay of 
atomic nuclei. Alpha rays are made up of helium nuclei (two protons and 
two neutrons); negative beta rays are electrons; positive ones are posi
trons; gamma rays are high-energy photons. 

radium decay - Radioactive decay of the isotopes of the element radium 
(2 = 88). 

ref/ection symmetries - Symmetry operations witb the special characteristic 
that their twofold application creates an identity. Examples are parity, 
time reversal, and cbarge conjugation. 

relativity physics - A theory established by Einstein, tbe kinematics of 
which mix space and time coordinates (Special Relativity theory, 19"5). In 
the General Relativity theory ('9,6), massive bodies play the role of 
sources that locally defonn the space and time continuums, giving rise to 
a "metric field : 

Riemann surface - Functions {(z) , such as sin z,log z, etc., reveal their full 
characteristics only when one allows z to be a complex number r + iy. 
The functions then become complex, fIr + iy) = u + iv, so th.t they can 
be seen as a mapping of the complex plane onto itself. As the functions 
are generally multivalued, with a degree of n, one introduces n "Ie.ves· of 
the r,y-plane, moving from one leaf to the next by circling a singularity of 
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the function. The leaves thus connected at their singUlarities .. caDecl. 
Riemann surface after the mathematician G.F.B. Riemann. It bas • fun
damentally different topology from the plane, which caUJeI the function 

to be single-valued. 
scatt.ring _ Particles or waves radiating into a field of force (generated, for 

example, by an atomic nucleus) are diverted by it-i.e., scattered. 

space ref/ection - See parity 
space-time continuum - A concept introduced by H. Minowsld in ,~ join

ing space and time, which in relativity physics cannot be separated. 

spectral line _ The spectrum of a source of radiation is the resolution of the 
emitted radiation according to frequencies (spectroscopy). For visible 
light, this dispersion produces the colors of the rainbow. The spectrum 
radiated by an atom consists of sharp lines, which are explained by quan

tum mechanics. 

spectrograph - Apparatus that registers the spectroscopic frequencies. 

spectroscopy - Experimental technique for resolving radiation according to 
frequencies. Of special historical interest for quantum physics are the 
line spectra of atoms . 

• pin - The inherent angular momentum of a particle . 

• tatidical corre.pondence - The concept of correspondence between 
atomic spectral lines and the light frequencies generated by classical 
movement, formulated by Niels Bohr after '9,6, was generalized by Pauli 
in his essays on the statistical connection between the complementary 
"ideas olthe discontinuum (particle) and the continuum (wave)." 

test body - See field 

thermoelectricity - Phenomena in which electrical quantities (voltage, cur
rent) and thermal quantities (temperature, heat) are connected. 

time Teversal - ReAection symmetry that reverses the direction of time
i.e., interchanges past and future. 

topalogy - In its set theoretical form (as opposed to its algebraic form), 
topology IS concerned not with distances and angles but only with the 
properties (e.g., connectivity) of the neighborhood of spatial points. 

uncertainty Telatio"" indeterminancy Telation. - Inequalities formulated 
by W Heisenberg in '9'7, which state that the product of the measure
ment uncertainty of two complementary observables cannot be smaller 
than h/41< where h is the Planck constant. 

valence - The number of valence electrons, by means of which two ele
ments combine chemically. In the case of a polar bond, these electrons 
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_ aehanpcI; lila covalent bond, they are ,hared. The covalent bond is 
oltea .. pRMBtecIbJ .--IDs. 

Nt-I. -See __ 

wei'" lIIIChcmiel- It. theory fonnuIatecI by Erwin Schr6dinger in 1<J26 for 
quantum meeh'nia in the waft reptescntation. which is complementary 
to the particle view. Schrildinger also demonstrated the equiva1ence of 
wave and quantum mechaniel. 

weak interaction. - Forces that define the racIi.-:ti,it" in contrast to the 
"strong interactions," which bind protODl and neoboDl together in the 
atomic nucleus. The forces of electromagnetism, by way of contrast. are 
of intermediate strength. 

world formula - Nonlinear wave mechanics equation for particles with spin 
1/2 with internal symmetry, combining left- and right-handed particles 
and antiparticles. This equation was established by W Heisenberg in the 
hope that it describes all existing particles; toward the end of '9)1, it 
formed the basis of the last collaboration between him and Pauli. In the 
spring of'958, this formula appeared in the world press, to Pauli's great 
regret. 
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JUNG AND PAULI 
A Meeting of Rare Mind. 

111' BEVULB1' ZABamaE 

Readers of the Swiss psychiatrist C. G. 'ung _ _ familiar with 
Wolfgang Pauli's unconscious than with his waking life mel acbieYement. 
Through lung's Prychology and Akherrry-m exposition of "the problem of 
individuation" and "normal development ... in a highly intdJicent 
person" -depth psychologists have known the Nobel laureate', deaou. not 
his professional genius. Meanwhile, the scientists who continue Paulr. pur
suit of the nature and composition of the material universe know little of 
the quantum physicist's depth exploration of his unconscious, his fascina
tion with the interface of matter with psyche, and his collaboration with 
lung in probing connections that appear to be acausal. 

In tum, many who know lung's studies of psychic phenomena are not so 
at ease with his development of the parallels between psychic process and 
the material matrix in which the mental is embedded. For those who lack 
lung's scientific background and grasp, his claim of an empirical method, his 
pursuit of the metaphors of alchemy, and his evocation of analogies in phys
ics to psychic mechanisms have seemed far-fetched, tangentiaJ. difficult, or 
unnecessarily encumbering. Yet lung persisted in pursuing the physical and 
meditative experiments of the alchemists and in perusing the findings of 
contemporary scientists. Throughout his career, lung argued that his work 
would carry the gravitas of the relevant and enduring only if it had both a 
place in the history of thought and a context in the modem disciplines. 

This collection of letters between lung and Pauli offers insightful infor
mation about a relationship that was valuable for both analytical psychology 
and quantum physics, two realms of investigation that at first seem to have 
no point of contact. Historically, physical science and religion have focused, 
from different perspectives, on the sources of the universe and its inhabi
tants. Religion and psychology, in a similar fashion, have had overlapping 
concerns about the nature of existence. Science traditionally seeks the most 
lunda mental, objective, and universal facts by confirming and measuring 
external reality through experiments. Psychology, however, while presum
ing both norms and anomalies in its dynamic descriptions and differential 

Revised from the original, "Jung and P:auli: A Subtle Asymmetry," Th. Journal of AnalytIC4I 
P'ychology 4" ('995)' )3I-)l. 
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diagnoses, is concerned primarily with subjective expaience md incImdua1 
appn:hension. .., 

As psyehology describes psychic contents WIth psychic means: payc~ IS 

subject and object, medium and message, sou~ and goal; there IS no pomt 
01 observation outside the human psyche. PhYSICS, by contrast, pursues ma
terial reality both via and, to the greatest degre~ possible, beyond the 
human experience, but it also uses the mental medIUm ID both .ts concep
tions and inventions. While it utilizes impersonal and unvalenced mea
sures, the questions and thus the proofs originate in and are dependent on 
the buman mind. In this sense, our grasp 01 the universe is essentially an
thropic. Also, as a contemporary Nobel laureate, the particle physicist Ste
ven Weinberg, reminds us, 'we cannot require that all experiments should 
give sensible results,' because "by definition there is no observer outside the 
universe who can experiment on it."1 

The letters between Pauli and lung reveal two large minds in a twenty-six
year comspondence about fields 01 expertise that, it could be argued, saw 
the most extensive developments in the Western intellect in the twentieth 
century. Each scholar was intent on moving the boundaries between the 
Irnown and unlrnown in his own tradition. Each had the imagination to cross 
the lines within, beyond, and between their disciplines in order to search for 
the Iinh between the observable and the unknowable. Each, too, had the 
humility essential to look for precedents in the past, as well as the arrogance 
necessary to risk speculation about the luture. 

Eacb thinker was concerned with the effect of the particular and specific 
on the universal. lung's concern was individual experience: the psyche's per
ception and conception, emotion, and imagination regarding inner and 
outer realities. He focused on the individual's psychic development as it 
interrelated with recurring. and thus collective, predispositions and repre
senlations of human experience. He was especially curious about the ways 
in which images produced by the psyche become unprovable but assumed 
beliefs. Pauli sought to prove theories about the nature 01 the tiniest parti
cles in the ever-extending energy patterns 01 the material universe and to 
find the formulas and means of measurement that would reveal the uni
verse's past, preseot, and luture. While focusing on the most lunda mental 
elements in the world's makeup, as a quantum theorist Pauli was also alert 
to the effect of the particular presence 01 the observer on what is observed. 

CoMPLEME,.,..ARmES 

lung (,875-''16'} and Pauli ('900-'958) met in '930, when Pauli, in lile dis
tress and psych.c despal~ sought.out lung for direction in attending to his 
emotIonal and psycholDglcal pam. While never Pauli 's analyst, lung re-

I Wcinborg '991'. p . ...s. 
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!!=~=~~E::ichams and studied a selection from the o-yan of contact, the younger man', knowI-
• ,f', ...... ! hact· ...... Jane" thought. 

fa .. 'uag ad Pauli published a iuxtaposition of their ideas in The 
l~fioIJ a{N4tut."""",. ,."..In their work, they c:roaed paths on 
complementaJy vectors. 

& the phenomenal wudd ism .~pkoftbe procmu of atomic mag
nitude, it is naturally of the patest importance to fiDel out whether, and 
if so how, the photons (shaD _ say) mabie III to pin a definile bowl
edge of the reality underlying the mc..Jimve eDeII)' JIW" II ... Licht 
and matter both behave like separate particles and abo Jib, waves. This 
... obliged us to abandon, on the plane of atomic magnitudes, a cauaaI 
description of nature in the ordinary space-time system, and in ill place 
to set up invisible fields of probability in multidimensional spaces.2 

Pauli? No, Jung. 

Division and reduction of symmetry, this then the Ir.erneI of the brute! 
The former is an ancient .ttribute of the devil .... If only the two divine 
contenders-Christ and the devil-could notice that they have grown so 
much more symmetric.!!' 

Jung? No, Pauli, in • letter written a year before his death to Werner Heisen
berg, a lilelong friend .nd colleague. 

By the time th.t Jung met Pauli, he h.d been deeply affected and "tre
mendously impressed" lor nearly three decades by William James. In Prin
ciples of Psychology, James posited coexisting and possibly split modes of 
consciousness-the "upper sell" and the "under sell" -which even while 
mutually unaware 01 and ignoring each other bave complementary effeds 
on each other. In The Varieties of Religious Experience, James wrote of the 
"field" that, despite the indeterminacy of its margins, guides attention and 
behavior.' Jung adopted the Jamesian notion of psychic fields and the lan
guage regarding the complementary nature 01 the constituents 01 the psy
che. When he was a psychiatrist at the Burgholzli clinic, trying to grasp the 
import 01 the striking images produced by disturbed patients, Jung began to 
find precedents lor them in mythology, philosophy, religion, alchemy, and 
the historical notions 01 the natural sciences. At first compelled by the con
tents of these images, Jung became consistently more concerned with the 
process in and for which the psyche produced them. He postulated that 
dreams and autonomous fantasies were the complementary conceits by 
which the psyche attempts to retrieve or complete its knowledge in pursuit 
01 greater consciousness and, in cases of imbalance or damage, to reestablish 
equilibrium and heal internal splits. 

, lung 1~7, par. 438 l HeISenberg 1971. P 13+ • Card '99.h, pp. 9"53 
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James also perceived and named the CQ[D~eIIllmbllit!''''Ilw_. 
and depth-psychological fields. and 

chew attention to the correspondence of the concept of field in phyIb 
with the newly formulated psychological concept of the subconsciou., It 
is thought that physicist Niels Bohr also borrowed fr~m ,James the term 
complementarity. with which Bohr formulated the Principle of Comple
mentarity that characterized his philosophy of nature.' 

As a professor at Zurich's Eidgenossische Technische Hochschole (ETH). 
a leading university in the sciences, Jung was exposed to current theory, He 
saw psychology as an empirical science of observation, exploration, and on
going reformulation. Throughout his life, he remained convinced that just 
as matter is in a constant process of redefinition, so too must psyche and 
spirit be continuously redefined. The development of Jung's thought and 
that of physics in the first half of the twentieth century are both comple
mentary and symmetrical. In the studies on the association experiment that 
Jung published in 1904 to 1<)06 with Franz Riklin, he described psychological 
complexes as knots 01 psychic energy. each with its own agenda, charge, and 
resonance. The existence of these fields in the personal unconscious relativ
ized the consciousness and autonomy of the ego. 

In '<}oS, Albert Einstein's annus mirabilis, "while also working out the 
quantum theory 01 light and a theory of the motion 01 small particles in 
fluid, Einstein developed a new theory of space and time, now called the 
special theory 01 relativity:6 Jung recalled that he had met Einstein in the 
"very early days when [hel was developing his first theory of relativity .... 
His genius as a thinker .. . exerted a lasting influence on my own intellec
tual work: 7 In the Tavistock lectures. Jung remembered, "I pumped him 
about his relativity theory. I am not gifted in mathematics .... I went lour
teen leet deep into the floor and lelt quite small : 8 In '9:>.8, when Jung 
received the German translation 01 a Chinese alchemical treatise called 
"The Secret of the Golden Flower" from Richard Wilhelm, he lelt imme
diate sympathy with the Chinese notion of time as a continuum in which 
certain qualities manifest relatively simultaneously in different places. In 
hIS 192') essay on the "Golden Flower" and his 1930 Wilhelm memorial, Jung 
made relerence to what he would call synchronicity as a parallelism 01 
e~ents that cannot be explained causally. Jung's reading 01 alchemy took 
him mto a deep study of "all kinds 01 opposites" and, as he wrote twenty
five years later, led eventually to his understanding 01 the unconscious as a 
process . 

. In Dream. of a Fi~al !heory, Wei~berg observes that Einstein's 19'5 spe
Cial theory 01 relativity fit 10 well With a dualistic view of nature: there are 

' Ibid. 
, lung '974. p. ''''/. 

xxx 

6 Weinberg 1994. p. (}S. 
• lung ,<)68, par. "",. 
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!~~~~:r:~:=~~~aud neutrons in ordinary atoms, and the electromagnetic field ..... lust five 
t t} ... ,au old Pauli, rather than feeling "fourteen feet 

iDto the 1Ioor," pl'NiIhed bit OMI c:ritiquI of this relativity thesis. Ein-
wrote: 

No one studying this matwe, gnmdIy conceived waR c:ouId believe that 
the author is a man of :II. One wooden what to admire !DOlt, the psych0-
logical understanding for tbe daelopsoeat of idea, the ___ of math-
ematical deduction, the profound physical imight, the capacity for Iueid 
systematic presentation, the complete treatment of the subject matter, or 
the sureness of critical appraisal.IO 

In 1926, using his classmate Heisenberg'. matrix mcchanic:s, PmIi pr0-
duced a quantum-mechanical calculation of bydrogen energy levels. It WIll 

an "exhibition of mathematical brilliance, a sage-like use of Heisenberg'. 
rules and the special symmetries of the hydrogen atom. . .. No physicist 
alive was more clever."" Pauli thus validated quantum mechanics, most 
simply described as "the study of the behavior of atoms and tbeir constitu
ents. Quantum is the Latin word for so much or bundle, and mechanics is 
the old term for the study of motion. Quantum mechanics i. the study of 
the motion of things that come in little bundles" ---in contrast to a relativity 
theory based on the assumption of point particles.11 

By age twenty-eight, Pauli held the cbair of theoretical physics in Zurich. 
With Bohr and Heisenberg, he arrived at a new philosophy for subatomic 
matter. In 1929, Pauli and Heisenberg presented a field theory of physics 
that elided the distinction between matter and force . They described both 
particles and forces as manifestations of a deeper level of quantum fields in 
which "not only photons but all particles are bundles of energy in various 
fields . . . electrons are bundles of the energy of the electron field ; neutrinos 
are bundles of the energy of the neutrino field; and so on."" 

Meanwhile early in his career during his short but intense relationship 
with Freud, Jung had struggled with a sexually based drive theory. By the 
time he spoke at Harvard in 1932, lung had identified at least five kinds of 
drives: hunger, activity, sexuality, creativi ty, and reAection. But he gradually 
came to conceive of "libido as a psychic analogue of physical energy, a more 
or less quantitative concept, which should not be defined in qualitative 
terms ... [nor in] the prevailing concretism of the libido theory." He later 
recalled to Aniela Jaffe: "I wished no longer to speak of the instincts of 
hunger, aggression, and sex, but to regard all these phenomena as expres
sions of psychic energy." He sa id: 

9 Weinberg 1994, p. 141. 
\I Weinberg 1994, p. 6<}. 
I ) Weinberg 1994, pp. 171-71. 

10 Peat 1991, p. 15. 

U Hazen and Trefil191P. pp. 6)-66. 
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In physics, too, we speak of enellY and itl VlriOUI mgnj~, !1Ie 
situation in psychology is precisely the lime ..•. We are dalmg pdmariIy 
with energy, with measures of intensity, with greater or lesser quantities 
... in various guises. If we conceive of libido .1 energy, we can tab a 
comprehensive and unified view ... such as is provided in the phyaical 
sciences by the theory of energetics .... 1 see man's drives as various man-
ifestations of energic processes ... forces analogous to heat, light, etc}· 

lung's notion of the archetypes of the collective unconscious implied, so 
to speak, a supercharge, an "overplus," of energy emerging from those 
"fields· of interrelated experience that the human psyche is predisposed to 
find significant. For lung, archetypes are not structures but "habitual cur
rents of psychic energy," "systems of readiness for action." Pauli refers to 
them as "statistical laws with primary probabilities.· These exist before and 
beyond the only personal data of the individual time-and-space-bound ego 
and so further relatime it. Late in his life, lung remarked in a filmed inter
view that Einstein "first started me off thinking about a possible relativity of 
time as well as space and their psychic conditionality. More than thirty years 
later, this stimulus led to my relation with the physicist Professor W Pauli 
and to my thesis of psychic synchronicity."" 

PAULI AND IUNGIAN ANALYSIS 

In his physics, Pauli sought a unified field. But his personal life was one of 
fragmentation and dissociation. Within one year, his mother poisoned her
self in reaction to his father 's involvement in an affair, and Pauli plunged 
into a brief marriage with a cabaret performer. At thirty, he turned to lung 
for help. 

lung, in his 1935 lectures at the Tavistock, offered the following example 
of dreams effecting change: 

I had a case, a university man, a very one-sided intellectual. His uncon
scious had become troubled and activated; so it projected itself into other 
men who appeared to be his enemies, and he felt terribly lonely because 
everybody seemed to be against him. Then he began to drink in order to 
forget h,s troubles, but he got exceedingly irritable and in these moods he 
began to quarrel with other men ... and once he was thrown out of a 
restaurant and got beaten upl6 

!~ng saw that ."he was chock-full of ar~haic material, and I said to myself: 
ow I am gomg to make an mterestmg experiment to get that material 

absolutel,~ pure, without any inAuence from myself, and therefore I won't 
touch It. He referred Pauli to Dr. Erna Rosenbaum, "who was then just a 

.. j. HI '<)6S. pp. >08-<). " lung '97' p. l~. 16 j ,.. -., ung I¢S, pat. 40~ · 
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.. ; ............... Pauli applied the 

hun-ii=5:.=to~-:' £ In a five-

i55~~~'-~h~mud~L~ in a '1IIIiboIi~rwl. 

phy WIt 10 -:ri.:::~~::~=:t himself, . .. for about I" ' 
me .... I did not have to explain _'eIIl'''' 1'IaIIi ..... pHW • 

perfectly normal and JeIIOll8ble Ifc' a.r DDt ddalllllJ -. he 
became completely adapted and every Japect __ •• He W • new 
center of interest.· Jung had thirteen huudnId aI Paah .. , drums u the buia 
for his research into alchemical symbolism in • mocIem .... -At the tad 
of the year I am going to publish a selection from hii lint four Inmchd 
dreams, where I show the development of one motif onIy..n 

The physicist F. David Peat believes Jung's ammnent 01 Paah"s atate 
after his termination with Dr. Rosenbaum was too positive. Pauli's new-rea
sonableness" didn't last, and later he again dranIt excessively. 

While Pauli's work aimed toward a ·psychophysical monism; his intenae 
inner tensions seemed to manifest physically in the so-caIIed Pauli Effect, 
when his mere presence caused laboratory equipment to explode or faD 
apart. 19 His internal "monotheism" and his sharp critical acumen and 
tongue earned him the titles ·scourge of God," "the whip of God," and "the 
terrible Pauli." Even in the midst of personal disarray, Pauli kept his stance 
as a scientist of such rigor that he was called "the conscience of physics." 
Asked whether he thought a particular physics paper was wrong, he replied 
that was too kind-the paper was "not even wrong."'" Heisenberg's account 
of a '927 conversation reveals that, in his youth, Pauli was concerned about 
the distinctions between knowledge and faithII Heisenberg saw that behind 
Pauli's 

outward display of criticism and skepticism lay concealed a deep philo
sophical interest, even in those dark areas of reality or the human soul 
which elude the grasp of reason. And while the power of fascination ema· 
nating from Pauli's analyses of physical problems was due in some mea
sure to the clarity of his formulations, the rest was derived from a con
stant contact with the field of the creative and spiritual processes for 
which no rational formulation as yet exists.ll 

For Pauli, the creativity of science included considerations of the psy
che. In science, he subscribed to the quantum uncertainty theory that the 

17 Ibid ., par. 403 
19 van Erkelens 1991 , p. 41. 

21 Heisenberg 197 1, pp. 82~1. 

"Ibid .. pan. ¥'I-6. 
20 Weinberg 1994. p. 1)7. 

u lleisenberg 197+ p. }C. 
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position and presence of the observer changes the perception mel JeaIity Of 
what is observed. To that thesis-that one cannot measure the wave mel the 
particle at the same time-he added a psychological dimension, observing 
that insofar as the scientist must opt to know 'which aspect of nature we 
wantto make visible . . . we simultaneously make a sacrifice, ... lal coupling 
of choice and sacrifice."23 

Pauli demonstrated the value of intuition to science's empiricism. As 
Weinberg recounted, 

physicists in the early 1930'S were worried about an apparent violation of 
the law of conservation of energy when a radioactive nucleus undergoes 
the process known as beta decay. In 1931., Wolfgang Pauli proposed the 
existence of a convenient particle he called the neutrino, in order to ac
count for the energy that was observed to be lost in this process. The 
elusive neutrino was eventually discovered experimentally over two de
cades later. Proposing the existence of something that has not yet been 
observed is a risky business, but it sometimes works.21 

In a metaphysical leap, Pauli referred as well to "forms belonging to the 
unconscious region of the human soul" and stated that "the relation be
tween a sense perception and Idea remains a consequence of the fact that 
both the soul and what is known in perception are subject to an order objec
tively conceived:2s He acknowledged that he had realized in a dream that 
the quantum-mechanical conception of nature lacked the second dimen
sion, which he found provided by the archetypes of the unconscious. 

It seems, however, that he could not find his way to the uncertainty, the 
'choice and sacrifice" that allows for reparation within analysis. While Pauli 
knew "that a truly unified view must include the feeling function, since 
without feeling there is no meaning or value in life, and no proper acknowl
edgment of the phenomenon of synchronicity: M.-L. von Franz said that 
he later sought only a "philosophical discussion of dreams": 

He wrote to me ... [and) made it clear that he did not want analysis; 
there was to be no payment. I saw that he was in despair, so I said we 
could try. The difficulties began when I asked him for the associations 
whic~ referred to physics. He said, "Do you think I'm going to give you 
unpaId lessons in physics?" ... He wanted something, but he didn't want 
to commit himself. He was split.26 

Van Erkelens speculates that Pauli would have had to submit to a transfer
ence and to a ~~e.!"" Eros than "his inner urge to develop a unified view of 
matter and spmt. For whatever reasons, von Franz and Pauli were not able 

n Heisenberg '97+ pp. J5-j6. 
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.......... apbive emotiona1 
.:t~: .. ~.: .. :IIC::";:_~ IIId to a IUffered 

notion of complementarity iDtraduced by Niels ... fD JiiCHide a hellier 
explanation for the paradoxical mlfjombjp lletuem _ .... paticIa 
in nuclear physics can abo be applied fD the rei ..... .,. n , •• , .... 
unconscious states of a psychic contaat. 11ais &c:t _ Ii. II by Jaac. 
but it was particularly elaborated by Wolfgang Pauli.Z7 

QuANroM ScIENCE AND AI C9'I!M1' 

"Quantum mechanics and special relativity are nearly inwmpdilole: writes 
Weinberg, "and their reconciliation in quantum field tbeoty impcwd p0w

erful restrictions on the ways that particles can interact with each othe!. ... 
In Peat's view, Pauli's insight was "that, at the quantum !net. aD of nature 
engages in an abstract dance" and is divided into two groups, "according to 
whether they engage in an anti symmetric or a symmetric dance." This was 
the basis lor a major theoretical contribution, the Pauli exclusion principle, 
indicating the strongest taboos and most powerful restrictions on the ways 
particles behave, His "notions 01 symmetry within the quantum domain" 
explain why particles with the same energy are always apart from each other. 
"This exclusion 01 particles from each other's energy space ... arises out 
01 ... the abstract movement 01 the particles as a whole." It is then "the 
underlying pattern 01 the whole dance [that] has a prolound effect on the 
behavior 01 each individual particle."l9 Simply put, two electrons in an atom 
can never have the same set 01 quantum numbers. One electron's presence 
keeps another electron with the same quantum numbers from getting too 
close, causes electrons in an atom to stack up in a series 01 energy levels, and 
prevents electron stacks from collapsing into the lowest-energy quantum 
state. Only so many electrons fit into a single orbit belore quantum num· 
bers duplicate. So the Pauli rule requires that if there is one more electron 
than can be accommodated in an atomic orbit, that electron must be in a 
separate orbit. This breakthrough in technical understanding loops back to 
alchemy, as the exclusion principle offers the basis lor the structure of the 

n von Franz. 199-1. pp. 145- 46. 
Z9 Peat 1987. p. 16 

2t 'Weinberg 1994- p. t.p.. 
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periodic table of chemical elementl. Thia in ita tum iIIbD ........... 
zation of the alchemical goal. 

It was not until the Twentieth Century and the atomic age that men welt 

enabled to change the elements into one another. Such processes ~ me
tallic transmutation consist in changing the number of protons In the 
atomic nucleus of the basic elements. If iron is to be changed into gold, 
53 protons must be added to its nucleus of ~ protons, if it i~ to be tran~ 
formed into the element of gold which carnes 79 protons In .ts nucleus. 

SYMMETRY 

There is another subtle and profound link between the intuitive if clumsy 
probings of alchemy and Pauli's work, based on his use of symmetry and its 
effects. Symmetry is a roving and variable concept, used and applied differ
ently to objects, categories, and laws in various fields, including aesthetics, 
mathematics, and physics. It may describe symmetries of things-faces, 
crystals, cubes of salt-as well as internal symmetry principles that "impose 
a kind of family structure on the menu of possible particles;ll and "the 
symmetries that are really important in nature . . . the symmetries of laws 
which state 'that when we malte certain changes in the point of view from 
which we observe natural phenomena, the laws of nature we discover do not 
change.' So the "symmetry principle is simply a statement that something 
looks the same from certain different points of view."" But in the mathe
matics relevant to Pauli, "a symmetry isn't a thing; it's a transformation. Not 
any old transformation, though, a symmetry of an object is a transformation 
that leaves it apparently unchanged."13 Symmetry also states that all ele
ments of a system can undergo transformations-rotation or reAection in a 
mirror-without being fundamentally altered and so "has become the epit
ome of truth and beauty."" Symmetry is implicit in such alchemical dic
tums as "For there is one stone, one medicine, to which nothing from out
side is added, nor is it diminished, save that the superfluities are removed." 
It is more explicit in the motto "as above, so beloW; as within, so without." 

The alchemists imaginally and physically aimed toward succeeding stages 
of conj~nctions between pairs: couplings, and asymmetric symmetries, both 
m phySIcal expenments and m psychic attempts to achieve inner balance. 
Their intent was to provide the purest, perfect, most inclusive physical sub
stances, as .well as internal integration. Their motive was to replicate or imi
tate the. on~nal oneness, when all was potential in the mind of the creator, 
before .t dISpersed into the four directions, four elements, and discrete 
forms . 

.. Fabricius 1989. p. 8. 
Il Ibid .• pp. 1)6-37. 
.. HO<gan 199+. p. 9'/. 
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strong-tbat actually • it 
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grate elements and to jHuvide themlllllwl widt =, )1IIIl ..... to ..... 
tate as they sought equilibria between _ .,mt. .... badJ. P U L ,.,. 
cists now deal with thousands of numben iDYoIwed ia the jIIUpGtia of the 
elementary particles known to date. While the coascioaI iutcat iI dIItiIeIj 
physical and not psychological, the symmetry jHineipIe anieI 011 tile IaIda 
for "the beauty of simplicity and inevitability-the beauty of perfect Ibac
ture, the beauty of everything fitting together. of oothiog being f !.us hie, 
of logical rigidity. "36 

From Jung's perspective of the psyche's tendency towanl an cwdaiugo 
mandalic pattern of compensation, it foDows that in the attempt to deal 
with inner fragmentations Pauli, as a scientist, was deeply drawn to the 
notion of a unifying principle. For Pauli, symmetry was the archetypal sbuc
ture of matter. Just as the alchemists looked for the substratum of Jeality 
beneath matter, he came to the view that the elementary particles were not 
themselves the ultimate level of reality. ru he became more familiar with 
alchemy as a psycho-physical unity, Pauli saw the same lumen IUJturae, the 
light of nature, or the ·spirit in matte~' glimpsed by Paracelsus and Jung. 
"Rather than seeking the ultimate level of nature in tenns of elementary 
particles, Pauli believed that the material level is the manifestation of some
thing deeper, an Unus Mundus that is also the domain of symmetry: where 
mind and matter, religion and science originate.n 

During his fifties, Pauli concluded that in order to develop a unified 
framework for modem physics and depth psychology, "besides physics, psy
chology, and a neutral language, a fourth element is needed-Eros."lS He 
went so far as to define physical knowledge as the meeting place of inner 
psychological images and outer facts.39 This accords with the view that it is 
"the self-same reality which, looked at from within and from without" is 
described by alchemy, depth psychology, and physics, as 'we largely con
cern ourselves with the same subject, that unknown living factor ... the ani
mating power in matter which for want of a better name we now call the 
unconscious. '"40 

n Wt:inbe.rg 19')4. p. 147. 
J1 Peat u~88, pp 16-17 
'" von Franz 1991, p. 13 

16 Ibid. p. "19 
~ van Erkelens 1991, p. 43. 
.. Ibid., p. '1i9. 
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In his domain, lung came to see the psyche as one fonIe -taiaitig miIJti. 
pie perspectives, "a multiplicity within unity.· He inaaIingIy - piJdIlo 
ene'ID' as a large field from one source, with two ~plementary ~ not 
incompatible conduits, the conscious and the unconscIouS. These eDIt be
tween the subjective and objective, emerging from a mind-matter contin
uum that can only partially observe itself, which lung came to call .psy
choid." lust as Pauli perceived physical knowledge as the meeting place of 
inner psychological images and outer facts, lung extended from his psychic 
end into the spectrum of matter. The inclusion of subjectivity in quantum 
observation was seen as complementary to lung's assertion of "the objective 
reality of the archetypes .... lung credits C. A. Meier for the insight regard
ing "the parallelism of psychological and physical explanations" through 
which relations of complementarity are seen to exist not only within psy
chology and physics but also between them in "a genuine and authentic 
relationship of complementarity as well .. " 

From 1946 onward, lung further differentiated his concept of the arche
type as transconscious-that is, as beyond psychic integration and thus psy
choid. It is also transpsychic insofar as "not purely psychic but just as much 
physical in nature." As the unknowable structuring element in the collective 
unconscious, it also arranges the registering of acausal events" Matter and 
mind are both objective and subjective, complementary in their structure 
and, at the psychoid level, reflective of each other. Further, as he wrote in 
his last major work, "we do not know whether what we on the empirical 
plane regard as physical may not, in the Unknown beyond our experience, 
be identical with what on this side of the border we distinguish from the 
physical as psychic .... They may be identical somewhere beyond our pre
sent experience.' He also anticipated further research: "Microphysics is feel
ing its way into the unknown side of matter, just as complex psychology is 
pushing forward into the unknown side of psyche. Both .. . have yielded 
findmgs ... and both have developed concepts which display remarkable 
anaJogies."+4 

SYNCHRONICI1Y 

In their joint volume, lung ~nd Pauli presented the synchronicity principle. 
It presum~s that mdestruchble energy has a dual relationship to the space
hme contmuum: on the one hand, there is the constant connection through 
e.ffect-that is, causality; and on the other, there is an inconstant connec
~I~n through contigence, equivalence, or meaning that is itself synchron-
ICIty" For a h . . t t ' b' . . P YSlCIS , equa Ions are not 0 lechvely accurate reflections of 

.. Card '9')lh. pp. S3-5+ 

.. Jung 1!j68, pot ?6S-68. 
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dependent upon.. .;1. I ... 1iI .. __ 
dental but meaningful , , II .. "' .. _ oata 
events--of making or die Ia. :It aped-
enced and the • ....,. WI: _ of partiO-
pating in "acts of in time.· 'l'biI iltimilalo die _ 1 ilil, of_ 
gions based on individual experience of the murifat, such u • an Mit 
Egyptian and the Native American. 

For Peat, Pauli's "discovery of an abstract pattern th8t lies hidden bo
neath the surface of atomic matter and determines its beba.ior in • oem
causal way" links the Pauli principle to the physical huis of synchronicity: 

Just as Einstein added time to space to produce the mueh deeper concept 
of space-time, so Jung proposed completing causality by adding a non
causal link. Certain patterns, he argued, are linked in nonmechanical ways 
to form a "causeless order." .. . its patterns are meaningful and are ech
oed in both mind and matter'7 

Concerning the nonpsychic "psychoid sphere" that "forms a bridge to 
matter," Jung associated acausal orderedness with the quantum-physics en
gagement of momentum and energy without "classical determination of a 
precise location in space and time."<8 His formulation of the interaction 
between the unconscious and conscious follows the alchemical conceit of 
the coniunc/io. He identified its imagery of king and queen in the poses of 
intercourse as suggestive of the alternating positions of the conscious and 
unconscious. This may be seen as a psychic analogy to the proposition in 
uncertainty theory that wave and particle are in constant juxtaposition, 
though only one can be perceived and measured at one time. In this com
parison, the movements of the unconscious into consciousness are like 
waves of psyche manifesting at nodal points as particles of consciousness. 

ANALOGY AND M ETAPHOR 

It might be said that, whereas the Freudian metaphors of psychodynamics 
are of the nineteenth-century mechanical genre, the Jungian perspective, 
through alchemy and particle physics, adds sixteenth- and twentieth
century metaphors. The genetic interpretations of the reductive approach 

. 7 Peat 1991, pp. 11""18. ... Card 199U1, p. 17. 
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ale consonant with a Newtonian world of callie mel effect. WMa daa. .. 
conscious is perceived as preceding and antedating the ego and capable cf 
compensatory comment on what is experienced ~~sly: ~ ego ~ 
in space-time relativity. When the complexes.are ~tal s~ub m compullive 
instinct, overwhelming emohon, archetypalldenhficahon, we can concep
tualize fields of quantum bundles. But are these analogies valid beyond use 

as fanciful metaphors? 
A psychologieal theorist, Julian Jaynes, questions the relevance of psy

chology's use of scientific metaphor. He refers to "a delusion in our reason
ing" and a "huge historical neurosis. Psychology has many of them. And one 
of the reasons that the history of science is essential to the study of psychol
ogy is that it is the only way to get out of and above such intellectual dis
orders .... He argues that 

each age has descnbed consciousness in terms of the images of its exter
nal gestalt. In the golden age 01 Greece, when men traveled about in 
freedom while slaves did the work, consciousness was as free as that ... an 
enormous space whose boundaries ... could never be found out. ... Au-
gustine among the cavemed hills 01 Carthage was astonished at the 
"mountains and hills of my high imaginations,' "the plains and caverns of 
my memory. "0 

Jaynes refers to the first hall of the nineteenth century as "the age 01 the 
great geological discoveries .... This led to the popularization of the idea 01 
consciousness as being in layers." Then, "in the middle of the nineteenth 
century, cbemishy succeeded geology as the lashionable science, and con
sciousness ... was a compound structure that could be analyzed in the labo
ratory .... As the steam locomotives chugged their way, ... the subcon
scious becomes a boiler 01 straining energy.' He then notes that "when the 
astonishing successes 01 particle physics were being talked of everywhere," 
when "the solidity 01 matter was being dissolved into mere mathematical 
relationships in space," this seemed to psychologists like the same unphysi
cal duahty as the relationship of individuals conscious of each other.'1 

In contrast to Jaynes's critique, Arthur Koestler sees that "all decisive 
advances in the history of scientific thought can be described in terms 01 
mental c~oss-Iertilization between different disciplines."'l {And for the cul
tural cnbc George Steiner, "even the illicit metaphor, the term borrowed 
though ~msunderstood, may be an essential part 01 a process 01 reunifica
bon. It IS ve,>: probable that the sciences willlumish an increasing part 01 
our mytholDgles and imaginative relerence."!! Even Jaynes admits that the 

.. J.m<' "/90, p. 7· 
" Koestler .¢4. p. J5. 
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dO~hLk~~~i:~~~~~~!!!!~~~~~~t;~~~ thought, and 
such non-verballanguaga II 
of chemical or electronic reIation.5S 

And conversely, the physics, rnlthern"'" ..... .. .A) II '.'" ei 
bookstores now carry such titles II n. Cod flu" w If,., Ua •• ,. ,., 
Answer, What i. the Que.tion?; n. Mind of Cod; ..,., S, ' ,. ,. COlI 
a Geometer? 

For Jung, "the common background of micwp,","" and cIepIh Meld
ogy" is as much physical as psychic, and so is "neither, but ather • tWnI 
thing, a neutral nature which can .t most be grasped in hints sioce in _ 
sence it is transcendental."S6 Pauli sought "to find a new Imguage tbatcould 
make the hidden dimension in nature accessible to the intellect •.. neutral 
with respect to the distinction between psyche and ~tter ... from the 
physical and mathematical symbols ... in his dreams." He aDuded tn the 
self as the "radioactive nucleus," and in a 1950 letter to Emma Jung he 
described synchronistic phenomena as "radioactivity."" 

SYMMETRY AND A5YMM:1mtY 

While he believed physics was in transition toward fuller understanding, 
Pauli's own attachment to symmetry came nearly to dominate the Self. Von 
Franz believes he had come "to believe in symmetry as a form of god," as 
stable and unchanging. Pauli held that symmetry-also called "even· 
handedess" in broad analogy to the bilateral symmetry of the human bod)'
structured the basic forces in nature. When it was theorized that the weak 
interactive force violated left-right symmetry, Pauli offered to bet a very 
high sum, declaring "I do not believe that." After the new thesis was proved, 
Pauli offered a restatement: "I am shocked not so much by the fact that 
the Lord prefers the left hand as by the fact that he still appears to be 
left-right symmetric when he expresses himself strongly .... Why are strong 

Sot Jaynes 1990. P 50. 
S6 lung 1943. par. ?68. 

Sf Str:iner 1<1'9. PP 44--1; 
S7 See lttter 4+ 
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interactions right-and lelt-symmetric70S8 Twelw yean after Pauli'. NaW 
Prize, the 1957 awan! went to Tsung-Dao Lee .~d ~ Ning Yang ~ 
demonstrating that if the universe were reRected '? • mmor, ~ be~ 
of weak interaction would not be the same. Pauh was also dll1ppomted 
when his symmetTy-based unified theory of elementary .particl.es was not 
weB received. Pauli withdrew, perhaps because of his disappomtment or 
perhaps because of illness, and in 1958, this man who spoke of the "radio
activity" of the self died of rapidly advancing cancer. 

Despite the fundamental difference between physics and psychology, in 
their meeting of the minds Jung and Pauli reconnected the meditative and 
scientific strands in serious alchemy, as well as the complementarities that 
emerged from William James's philosophy. They linked ancient questions 
and modem theories and experiments, the interior search of reRective 
depth psychology and the outward gaze of scientific inquiry. 

Von Franz believes that "if we tTy all the same to meet, it is for the reason 
that in its fringes, where psychology reaches over to other fields of science, 
there should exist-il possible-no fundamental contradictions. A psychol
ogy which does not keep pace with the findings of other sciences seems to 
me no good.'s, We may easily be carried away by broad analogy, but despite 
the seemingly magical in mythologies and the peculiarities of the alchemical 
opus, their intuitions about the origins and potential 01 matter lor transmu
tation have been realized with elaborate technology. "The scorn of late 
nineteenth century scientists for the alchemists was noticeably absent after 
the discovery that transmutation of elements does take place in nature."60 

But even a nonscientific mind, "sunk" like Jung's, by the mathematics of 
contemporary science, may find resonance with the Ruidity of process de
scribed in modem biology, brain research, chemistry, astronomy, and theo
retical physics. What are some 01 the "findings" with which to "keep pace"? 

The alchemists imagined progressive integration through conjunctions 
between pairs that were both like and unlike; a current thesis holds that 
"matter and antimatter are not mirror images 01 each other but instead 
e~bit a subtle asymmetTy."61 Scientists posit that without asymmetry, the 
urnverse would not exist: Had the big bang spawned precisely the same 
amounts 01 matter and antimatte~ they would have annihilated each other 
on contact. Aristotle and western alchemists posited four elements: earth, 
au, .fire, and water: today, scientists reler to lour forces: gravity, electromag
netism, the strong lo.'ce that keeps protons and neutrons gripped, and the 
weak force .fr.om whIch comes nuclear decay (electromagnetism and the 
w.eak lorce lOon on the electro-weak lorce) . The alchemists mused on lemi
none salts and masculine sulphurs connected by mercurial sparks; modern 

51 Stewart and Colubitsky 1991. p. 181 . 
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Scientists posit that for CftIJ putide ....... edit........ .. 
mental}' particle yet to be diowtaalla tile = '2 ..... " « .... 
symmeli}', fermions (particles wbic:h COIIItitute 1IiIIIIeI} ......... (wIIicIa 
transmit forces) are seen to shan. deep .,iIiUiCbies.. 'I1Iaa, ........ JIIIdI-
cle may have a relatively massive supenymmetricll )IIIIbIer (_ ...... ticlc1 
and is dependent on 'the coupling constanb- that an: = a of '" &f' 
of the forces. "In supergravity theQl}', particles that transmit ~ mo
as gravitons, have supersymmetrical partnen caDed gnvitinoL OQ 

Supercolliders necessal}' to achieve a unified theory would need to be ODe 

thousand light-years circumference (the solar system being one 1ipt-dly 
around) and thus would be immeasurably larger vessels than the a1chrmical 
retorts. And yet the modem terms in the search for the prilfllJ _flOrid are 
"quaintly" akin to the alchemical language of synthesis in descriptions of 
reunions of coupled energies imagined as sun and moon, king and queen, 
dog and bitch. 

Alchemists linked the levels of reality through the doctrine of 'signa
tures' and through imagined correspondences. Analysts peer into the psy
che for hidden connections between forms of experience, behavior, and re
lativizing links between conscious and unconscious. Physicists fantasize 
about superstrings, which in a sense encircle the universe and generate all 
forces in nature-gravity strings pictured as inhabiting twenty-six dimen
sions. Their vibrations are said to give rise to quantum properties that ·can 
merge and separate, like interacting particles; their geometric nature lends 
itself to being made relativistic""] Alchemists rivaled each other to trans
form lesser metals into gold and to approach the understanding of the 'unus 
mundus' through their meditations on the opposites in powerful attraction 
and repulsion. As I write in the summer of 1999, competing, powerful accel
erators are in a hot and tight race to find "The God Partide: the Higgs 
boson which as "the universal giver of heft' is believed to endow all the 
constituents of matter with mass. The Higgs would be very heavy for a 
boson, but it could as light as 109 billion electron-volts-somewhat less 
than the weight of an atom of silver. Its creation requires a collision of two 

62 Jbid .• p. 10 2. 61 Stewart and CoJubitsky 19Q1. p. 25), 
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onIinaJy particles; through multiple c:oDi~i~ ~ ~ Hilp,· .. ·':,1 
nism might explain the specific masses of mdividual partic\eI. 

From 1946 on, lung called the transco~ou. u,chetype piJthoicI. 'b~ 
is, transpsychic insofar as "not purdy pSychIC but lUst as much ~. m 
nature."6i They contain all the collective patterns. for c:onceptua1iziug 
human experience, including those "phenomenologtcal contents of the 
mind" that lung recognized as exhibiting certain d/>fHJmJtly lawful arche-

typal patterns. "., 
In his thesis 01 "frozen accidents, the complexIty theonst and Nobel 

physicist Murray Cell-Mann, discoverer of quarks, the elementary particles 
of the atomic nucleus, approaches in the physical world what lung broached 
through his apparently lawful psychic archetypes. 

The effective complexity of the universe is ... a concise description of its 
regularities .... [Itl receives only a small contribution from the funda
mental laws. The rest comes from the numerous regularities resulting 
from "frozen accidents." Those are chance events of which the particular 
outcomes have a multiplicity of long-term consequences, all related by 
thei.r common ancestry.6S 

Cell-Mann argues: 

The consequences of some such accidents can be far-reaching. The char
acter of the whole universe was affected by accidents occurring near the 
beginning 01 its expansion .... The long-term consequences of such an 
event may take on the character of a law, at any but the most fundamental 
level. A law of geology, biology, or human psychology may stem from one 
or more amplified quantum events, each of which could have turned out 
differently." 

Jungians see archetypes as "contaminated" by and inseparable from one 
another. Nonsymmetry physicists speak of cellular automata, in which the 
state of each cell is determined by the state of its immediate neighbors, or 
of "loop-space theory."67 The physicist David Bohm speaks of an unknow
able holomovement or Bow of an explicate and implicate order, in which 
w~ve functions ar~ ~hysical, like classical force fields, guiding particles. In 
hIS theory, the poSlbons of all particles and the quantum-mechanical wave 
funCllO? ~~ '= calculated with certainty, whereas the older theory is non
determlR'!lIc. So~e th;orists find Bohm's scheme more approachable 
tha.n the superposlllons 01 quantum mechanics, which deal with mys
tenes a~ non facts and in which the wave functions that represent the states 
01 phYSIcal systems are mathematical objects.69 The nonlinear dynamics 01 

.. Ibid., p. 10>, and jafft 197'. p. , . " Cell· Mann 1995, p. 134-
" Ibid. " Horgan 1m p. J04. 
"von Franz 1991. PP. 1S1-52. In AJbert 1994. pp. 58-6']. 
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elusive neutrinos. LiD 
with normal matter they _ « 
traced with a powerful teIacope baiaecI ."" 
sixty-seven years after Pauli insUtecI GIl their ... , F .... 

mass been determined, in 'apan. Aa an aid, "11Iae .. Iiay 
sparks of the World-Soul, that is, of the ¥t 01 natum. , 'I wi « .. -
tered in and through the fabric of the great wodcI into. the fmib 01 the 
elements everywhere.· 

Both as an inner process and as an outer endeavor, aIcbemy _ focused 
on reachieving the un us mundus through the mysterious conjunctions 01 
the soul-spirit·body with the world as it was at the beginning of time. One 
alchemist asked, "Why speak ye of the manifold matter? The substance of 
natural things is one, and of one nature that which conquers all." Modem 
physics and astronomy are not concerned with the introverted or the noo
material spectrum. They are in quest of theories that "hold out the promise 
of illuminating the fiery birth of the universe, when a single supreme force 
may have briefly reigned, [and] ... are also known as theories of every
thing."'o One alchemist wrote, "The sparks were already in the chaos, the 
prima materia at the beginning of the world" 

Pauli pursued the symmetries. The Chinese spoke of the yin and the 
Receptive in the Tao. The ancient Egyptians honored the goddess Maat as 
an extended grid against which all could be measured and balanced. The 
Navajo imagine Changing Woman, who, with her bundles, re-creates crea
tion in space-time. Modern mathematicians write, "Yes, God is a geometer. 
But never forget: She's better at it than we are."' 1 

Heisenberg noted Pauli's reference to the "theologians to whom I stand 
in the archetypal relation of a hostile brother: but he nonetheless con
tinued "in his wrestlings with the One." Pauli declared that if neither ratio
nalism nor mysticism was powerful enough, 

nothing else remains but to expose oneself in one way or another to these 
intensified oppositions and their conflicts. Precisely by doing so, the in
quirer can also more consciously tread an inner path to salvation .... I 

70 Horg. n 1994, pp. 9~. 11 Stewart and Golubihky 1991. p. 269. 
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on'IOOOC'I1ON 

c:oosider the ambition of overcomiug oppositeI. iad"-:=::~ embncing both rational understanding and the myatiall ci 
unity, to be the mythos, spoken or unspoken, of our praent clay and •. n 

CoNNECTION AND DIVERGENCE 

l\uIi was concerned with science, philosophy, and religion throughout his 
life. Speaking from bis doubt that human societies could live with sharp 
clisinctions between science and faith, the young I\uli believed that "it's all 
bound to end in tears . ... The central order is part of the subjective as weD 
as the objective realm, and this strikes me as being a far better starting 
point."73 A few months before he died, I\uli told the Gnostic scholar Gilles 
Quispel that while he could accept "the Cod of the Gnostics . ... I could 
never accept tbe existence of a personal Cod. No such Being could possibly 
endure the suffering of humanity." According to QUispel, Pauli, in searching 
for a meaning to his life while confronting his death, came to reassert his 
lewisb tradition.7' Perhaps I\uli's need for symmetry did not allow him to 
embrace a reality of subtle asymmetry or broken symmetries. But Pauli still 
stands as a central figure in the history of science and, through his partner
ship with lung, in the bistory of psychology. As a modem poet writes: 

I drag myself too often to those whose work it is 
to calm those devastations of the surface 
which are, like coincidences, 
tbe visible traces of untraceable principles. 
A physicist said that, not a medium7s 

lung did not repudiate the wisdom accumulated before the Age of En
ligbtenment, nor see psychology as a field unto itself, derived only from the 
observation of personal symptom and behavior. He looked back to tribal 
myth, to classical mythology, to gnosticism, to alchemy, for intuitive theo
ries of everything. He looked out to physiology and chemistry, mathematics 
and physiCs. He lound a place wbere his psyche was at rest in the "grand 
unified theory" 01 the unus mundus. ' 

Pauli was. aI.so drawn to this unity but seemed not to have found psychic 
peace. Pauli did not expect that the concepts of the unconscious would "go 
on developmg Wlthm th~ narrow frame of their therapeutic applications, 
but that theu mergmg.Wlth the general current of science in investigating 
the phenomena of hIe IS 01 paramount importance for them ."76 

n Heisenberg '9740 pp. J7-}II. 
7l Heisenberg 197'. pp. 8~ 
: Pagels 1q88, p. p6. as cited in Rossi 19119, pp. "]-8. 

Levine _ p. 70. 

" Jaffe 19'710 p . • 3-
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JUIIC NIl) PAUU 

__ "';'I=~1hoaId be .. I1I1II-

jliUjiiidc CD tile 
Dmd Bohm toeliewd ... -....... 
the older emotiooal baia _ tIIe_ 

'I1Iis 
1'IIe..
_) 'Iy -.. 

In their attempbtoliat:_ .......... '1 ........ 1\ ,n • 
image and ooocept. Jung and P.auIi placed at 'i •• die", .. 4 
those humanistic and sprndatM phiIolMJlllen ........ liN .. 
protoscientific operimo:nten who ima&i ...d UDduIyiiic iata If 
of "sympathie.: "conespondences: "siguatiilEl" = .... __ _ 
stituents of the universe. They would comfortably politi " tc....., ill .. 
discourse. among scientists of many traditions. 

Pauli and Jung--<lespite their asymmetry in the n:aIm 01 the 1oeIiac-
nection to matte .. psychological-shaied a sensibility both with thewilb ill 
the frontier and the alchemists of old. Jung valued the voluntary sacrifice for 
the sake of peiSOnaI transfonnation that alchemy had in common with the 
Mysteries. Pauli recognized that, in contradistinction to akhemy. the 0b
server in physics i. not himself transfonned, because "the 'gift of sacrificing' 
is not a part of him.self, but a portion of the external world.' But DOW neu
roscientists such as GeT2rd Edelman further the psycbological and exis
tential queries about the observers: AIe they things; why can they refer to 
and categorize other things; and wbat occurs ·when .. ." oundves observe 
observers"': 

Einsteinian and Heisenbergian observe .. , while embedded in their ""TO 
measurements, are still psychologically transparent. Their corucioume .. 
and motive. do not have to be taken into account to practice physics. The 
mind remains well removed from nature.so 

He propose> that 

matter itself may be regarded as arising from processes of energy ex
change. In modem science, matter has been reconceived in terms of pr<>o 
cesses; mind has not been reconceived as a special fonn of matter. That 
mind is a specia.I kind of process depending on special arrangements of 
matter is the fundamental position I will take.SI 

" Sieg '99'- P 56 
• Edclnun lC)9l. P u 

" von F flllU '99'- P >8cj 
" IbKt, P 6 

,. Bobm J988. P .6 
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INTllODUCI'ION 

Mathematicians ask whether symmetries an: intrinsic pattema of 1I8luIIf. 
artifacts of human perception. And they answer that the hUIIIaD brain, u 
part of natu"" obeys natu",', laws and thus may have evolved to detect the 
psttems that a'" "really p",sent."82 . 

One physicist believes that "everyday we need new approaches to bUild 
new images of natu",.· Yet another states, "Converting science into litUlgy 
would be dep",ssing." Meanwhile, the "study of the history of science does 
not require a moral justification, but if it did, it might be to teach humil
ity."Il And a contemporary Nobel laureate notes that even "quantum field 
theory is not secu"' .... We are not likely to know the right answers until we 
are close to knowing the answers."8. lung adds his prognosis, "What de
mands psychology win make on the other natural sciences, and on physics in 
particular, only the future can tell."" 

The mathematical "way out" of the obstacles to Pauli's symmetry-based 
theory, ·which the disparity among the four forces presents[,] has to do with 
interactions taking place at higher energies which change the strength and 
ranges of the forces." The "way out" of the dilemma about the interactions 
between matter and psyche at higber energies requires the persistence, the 
awareness, and the wonder about invisible patterns shared by lung and Pauli 
with the alchemists of old and tbe scientists at the frontier. 

lung once wrote that when future generations read our psychology, they 
would wonder if we knew what we meant. He and Pauli both gloried in the 
possibilities of the human mind and also remained aware that all human 
understanding must remain open to question. They might well speak the 
lines from a contemporary English play, Copenhagen, in which the character 
of Niels Bohr says to the character of Werner Heisenberg: 

We put man back at the centre of the universe .... It starts with Einstein. 
He shows that measurement, on which the whole impossibility of science 
depends-measurement ... [isla human act, carried out from a specific 
point of view in time and space, from the one particular viewpoint of a 
poSSIble o~server. Then, here in Copenhagen in those three years in the 
mld-tw~nhes we dIScover that there is no precisely determinable objec
bve um~er~e. Thatthe universe exists only as a series of approximations. 
Only WIthin the "mlts determined by our relationship with it. Only 
through the understanding lodged inside the human head .56 

" Stewart and GoIubitsky 1<)9l, p. 159. 
M Weinberg 1m p. In. 
.. Fray" 199i1. pp. 73"1+ 
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Giventhebreaddsofili.lutb._u Ii ",.tIIe.. ' ..... 01 
theseletten __ pgtobu'iJ'" .-.... 1 ......... 1-. 
however, fortunate eoougb to be.we ID aaII apIIIl .... ofpeaple .. in 
their different ways and with their difftaent .... _ .we to help _ 
overcome many of the problema that _ My tJ.aIa F to Dr. Sauu 
Shamdasani, of the WeDcome Imtitute in London, aad JoIm CtamiUie, 
Emeritus Professor of Philosophy at the Uniwnity of eer.p. at AthmI 
and, at the time of writing. DiRctor of Studies at the Juaac Ig .. i.ute is 
Zurich. They read the first draft and allayed any mii&i'h¥ I mipt hawe 
been harbouring with regard to the approach that I had adopted. Their 
comments and encouragement were much appreciated. Additional thmb 
to Dr. Shamdasani for his suggestions concerning the revision and augmen
tation 01 the editorial apparatus. 

Special thanks go to Professor Bruce Patterson of the Physics Department 
at the University 01 Zurich. With unfailing good humour and enthusiasm, 
he proofread those passages in the translation that deal specificalJy with 
physics, skillfully translorming the clumsy and sometimes wildly inaccurate 
terminology of my schoolboy physics into a language altogether more pol
ished and prolessional. 

The laborious task of cross-referencing and making corresponding 
changes and extensions to the footnotes was undertaken by DL James 
Donat. He set about this task with admirable attention to detail. 

My final thanks go to Mr. Ulrich Haemi 01 the Jung Estate for his metic· 
ulous reading of this translation and his valuable suggestions. 

Tradattore, traditore-translators are betrayers. Never have I been more 
aware of the import of these words than with the translation of this corre
spondence. However, had I given a literal, word-lor-word rendering of the 
German sentence structures, I doubt whether the results would have made 
palatable reading. What I have endeavoured to do is to allow myself a cer
tain freedom of expression and yet retain the spirit 01 the original letters and 
01 the personalities of the writers. 

Jung and Pauli were major figures of the twentieth century. In their corre
spondence we see aspects of their characters that do not emerge in their 
books. It is my hope that this translation will make Jung and Pauli-both as 
individuals and in their relationship-more accessible to the wider audience 
of the English-speaking world . 

University of Zurich DAVID ROSCOE 
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EDITORIAL NOTE 

Springer Verlag. which published the German .edition of.this conespon
cIentt in 19'}2. also produced, in 1995, an EnglISh translation of the Ger· 
mm articles by Pauli that aTe refened to in these letters. It appeared under 
the title, Wolfgang ""uli, Writing. on Phyri .. · and Philosophy, edited by 
Chades P. Em and Karl von Meyeno, translated by Robert Schlapp. 

IlefeltlKXS to Jung's works are more complicated, because he often cites 
early Gcnnan editions that are not easily accessible to us today. However, 
the Colkttd Worn of C. C. lung (CW) have been made available to us in 
English. in an edition that parallds Die Cesammellen Worke von C. C. lung 
(CW) in most volumes, using numbered paragraphs. 

The compiling principle of these coDected editions was to include Jung's 
most recent version of a given text, which often meant incorporating revi· 
sions. en1aIgements, and title changes from the original works cited in these 
letters. Here, in an attempt to bridge the English- and German-speaking 
wOOds two generations removed from the original Jung references, every 
effort has been made to cross.reference, by volume and paragraph numbe~ 
the older editions with those that appear in the CW/CW. This was not done 
in the Gcnnan edition of 1992. 

As this edition does, the German edition of this volume included num
bered footnotes to the letters (the buIlt of which were written by Pauli), with 
C. A. Meier's notes given in alphabetical order at the end of each letteL 
Both note systems contained bibliograpbic details of varying degrees of 
completeness. Here, a fuU bibliography of cited works has been included at 
the end of the volume, thus making it unnecessary to include all the original 
reference details in the notes. Cross-references have simply been added to 
Meier's notes, some of which have been revised. A few footnotes and end
notes have been added, and they are demarcated by symbols ( .. t, etc.). 
When cross-references have been added to the Pauli notes and letters them
sel'-e5, they appear within square brackets. In addition, at the top of each 
letter, Meier used square brackets to indicate the letter number, where the 
letter W2S written, and the method of writing-handwritten, typewritten, or 
~Titten ~th handwritten notes in the margins. The only other inten
tional change m the appearance of the original text is superficial: book titles 
and foreign words (Latin and French) have been italicized. 

A .hort~~ of the German edition is that no attempt was made to 
ma~ch paglnation references within the original letter to the printed text. 
nu. has been done here by adding bracketed references. 
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EDITOIUAL NOTE 

Eaglish version of this volume the 
the inegularities in the manner of re

lit eetwa. This abo includes the Gennan titles 
1Iy ,.... trautlatimu in I'JWIR' brackets, some

times with GWICW iI run otimI added. 

James Donat studies at th£ C. C. Juag lIJItitute in Zilrich """ at the WdIcome 
Institute, and bas coedited volumes of the 11i_ T..rt6ooi. 
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To the gentle TOtJder 

FOREWORD 

~itif*Vir ...... liM dliquo 
.", cfiriacI MmqUtJm (vit.· 

--CIcao 

The compiling of this correspondence, wbidJ exteodcd b _. CjUder 
of a century, was no easy task. Our collection contisb 01 the eipty eJdmt 
letters: thirty.nine by Pauli and thirty-ooe by Jung. The appee'i_ "M,'ai" 
more writings by the two authors that, although they come &om this period, 
cannot be given exact dates. The fact that this coDection has been ~ 
virtually in its entirety is due to a number of institutions and individuals, 
to whom I here express my deepest thanks. Mention must be made 6nt 
and foremost of the Erbengemeinschaft C. G. Jung (ZUrich) and the .... uIi 
Committee at CERN (Geneva), which granted permission to publisb these 
letters. The research carried out by Dr. Beat Glaus, diJector of the C. G. 
jung Archives and the Pauli Archives at the Eidgeniissische Technische 
Hochschule (ETH) in Zurich, which he made available to me so readily, was 
particularly valuable. My gratitude also goes to the ETH administrators, the 
Psychology Fund and the Dr. Donald C. Cooper Fund. each of which made 
vital contributions to the production of this book. Sincere thanks are due to 
Mrs. A Schultze and Mrs. K. Weinmann for their conscientious and pains. 
taking work on the manuscript, as well as to Prof. j. Frohlich of the Institute 
for Theoretical Physics at the ETH, who made it possible for the .. two 
women to do their work. 

And my special thanks also go to my two physics advisers, Charles P. Enz 
(Geneva) and Markus Fierz (Ki.isnacht) for their willing and patient c0-

operation. 
All these happy circumstances have come together to make possible this 

edition of correspondence between two men who were among the greatest 
in their fields . This confrontation of giants, as it were, still makes a deep 
impression on the reader, all the more so because the two disciplines-
physics and psychology-seem to be so far apart and yet, as emerges clearly 
here, they have much in common in their basic principles. Even as long ago 
as 1935, I pointed this out in my contribution to the Festschrift for jung's 

• Schopenhauer, "EJSay on Spirit Seeing ... ,- p. 267. 
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sixtieth birthday, and in so doing was fortunate enough to IIOUIe J1IIII'. 
genuine int.rest in theoretical physicsb Since then, much has been wriItIm 
on this subject, but unfortunately it has rarely been approached with the 
same scholarly consci.ntiousness that Pauli and Jung devoted to it. Many 
oth.r physicists, without even realizing it, fall victim to their unconsciou .... 
with the consequence that in their fantasi.s they "install physics on the 
throne of m.taphysics ... • Someone else who managed to keep a remarkably 
clear head whil. studying the ''background'' to scientific research was the 
mathematician Jacques Hadamard (1865-1963), whose work [An Essay on] 
The Math.matician', Mind: The Psychology of Invention in the Mathematical 
Fi.ld, (1945) is particularly relevant here. Hadamard takes as his starting 
point the lectures of Henri Poincare. He did not know Pauli or Jung, nor did 
they know him.' 

Pauli is the great exception in his field, in that he was able to make a clear 
distinction between the conscious and the unconscious. His eHorts to 
understand his dream symbols, while still keeping in mind the subject of 
physics, are nothing short of paradigmatic in their scrupulous integrity. 
What is particularly praiseworthy is the caution with which Pauli applies 
Jung's "amplification method." One cannot help admiring his courage, hon
.sty, and attention to detail. When it came to work of this nature, Pauli was 
in a very fortunate position in Zurich, for at the university and the ETH he 
could callan a number of highly qualified advisers from all branches of 
science. This was a major lactor in Pauli feeling so much at home there; he 
loved "his Polytechnic" dearly and was happy to return alter the war. Later, 
howeve~ this happiness was destroyed when the concept of the conserva
tion of parity was shattered. He felt betrayed in his love of symmetry, but his 
peace of mind was gradually restored as he buried himself in his workd 

I must ask the reader always to bear in mind that these letters were never 
intended for publication and that some of them were written more than 
fifty years ago. They are now being published first and foremost because 
th.y are of major significance not only for the worlds of physics and psychol
ogy but also for the history of science itself, philosophy (especially episte
mology), and theology. [t should also be borne in mind that Jung was 
~entr-five years older than Pauli and thus was probably a "spiritual father 
figure to him. 

Perhaps w. could express it as follows: 

(W + P) • (C + G + 1) 

2 
= I 

A second reason why [ feel these letters should be published is that it is a 
way of revering the memory of two great friend s. 
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~111!1:~'" iato _tact with psy
beJoaptoan 
_in 1931-

i;:i;~I93;2;;,;~ 

This impreuive _IBell 

psychological problema as well. c:==el 
be completely spared the task of 

quoted by Pauli and by Jung himself m~:~5~~r:~~=~~. plies to Pauli's work on Kepler,c which, not 
lished together with Jung's work on 
several discussions on the principle of syncbronicity. ewidcoce Gl _1iCI1 .. 
the quatemio, for which Pauli was largely mpOll.ible: 

p 
Causality'---+I--:Synchronicity 

q 

In this context, I would like to remind the reader of what lung wrote in • 
letter on 25 Feb. 1953: 

Professor Einstein was my guest on several occasions at dinner .... It was 
Einstein who first started me off thinking about a possible relativity of 
time as well as space, and their psychic conditionality. Over 30 years later, 
this stimulus led to my relation with the physcist Professor W. Pauli and 
to my thesis of psychic synchronicity.' 

So even in those days physics was exerting a mild form of influence on 
lung's thinking. Although the significance of Bohr's concept of complemen
tarity is revealed clearly in the discussion, it is still worth finding out more 
about it from the two articles by Bohr in which he comments on its rele
vance to biology and psychologyh 

Gerard Darn's formula of the unus mundus, which lung found so fasci
nating, is actually a synonym for the "general idea of synchronicity" and is 
thus its precursor. 

For no reason that we know of, the correspondence came to an abrupt 
end. It would be reasonable to assume that having gone as far as they could 

• The existence of the neutrino was first postulated by \Volfgang Pauli in the early 19305 to 
account for the conservation of energy in the beta.decay process, but the particle was not 
actually detected unlil1956. 
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NOl1!S 

1 .,.. ... DO man .... great acept be hove • touch of the divine." Cicao, 0-..., 1M N.rbn 0( 1M Goth. 2. 167a. 
'"'Modeme l'IIy>iI:-Modeme Psychologie;' in Di. hlltUl1!lle BeJ.utung tier Ka. 

,... f\; , "I" (The Cultural Signi6=ce 01 Complex Psychologyl. pp. 319-62, 
a..tm. Julius Spomg<r ~ 1935. Not tr. into English . 

• My thmb to Karl .... Meyenn lor pointing this out. 
• Cf.1m essay. "Die Vedetzung von Spiegelungs-Symmetrien in den Gesetzeo tier 

Alompbysik" II.. 1De VooIatioo 01 R£8ection Symmetries in tbe Laws 01 Atomic 
I'bysoa. "in Pauli. Wntingr on Phyrico and Philosophy. pp. 183-92 . 

• Pauli. IDconcn bei Kepler";.oo in Pauli. CoUected Scientific Pa".,.. vol 2, pp. 
I023-11J+.1I.. Pauli, "Kepler"; same II: in Pauli, Writing. on Phy.icr and Phil"""*,, 
pp.219-79. 

flung. "SynchrooizJlit" 1I:,1ung, "Synchronicity"; also in C\V 8, pars. 816-968.1n 
CW 8. 2d ed. 1969, the II: is revised. 

'See long's letter to Dr. Carl Seelig (1894-1962), in lung, Le/terl, vol. 2, pp. 
10!I-9. 

'ID Die N4tunriaeruduJ(tm 21:13 (31 Marcb 1933), pp. 24S-50; and as "Licht 
und Lebm-ooch ei!lllU!," in the same journal, 5G-.24 (December 1963): 225-27. 

'The originaIlettm, as wdI .. Pauli', private library, are in the Pauli Archive in 
CERN (Gmev.a); long's original letters are in the lung Archive at the ETH in ZUrich 
mel in his b"bruy in Kiisnacht. 

I. 



W. Pauli, 1953. Copyright CERN, Geneva, Switzerland. 





C. G. Jung at Eranos, 1935. Photo courtesy William McGuire. 
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(Kft ......... ) .. November"W nn-nttea c:arboo copy) 

Unfoituoetely I ~ forpt that I haw to go to v_ nest M0n
day and will thUi be uuab1c to _ you. I haw DOW put you clown for the 
same time, D o'clock, OIl Monday. Jot Nomubcr. 

With best wbes, 
'bn sinceoely; (C. G. Jmtc) 

2] 
(IC/imacbt) 5 May '933 

Dear Professor, [Typewritten c:arboo copy) 

Unfortunately the 12 o'clock session next Monday is a1Rady booUd, and 
so I cannot see you until Thursday (u May) at 12 o'clock. 

With bnd regards, 
Yours sincerely, [C. G. lUNG] 

3] 
[Kiisnacht]19 October 1933 

Dear Professor, [Typewritten carbon copy] 

I think it will be best for you if we resume our customary Monday ses
sions. The first Monday after 1 November would be 6 November, and I shall 
expect you at 12 o'clock as usual. 

With best wishes, Yours sincerely, [C. G. JUNG] 

4] 

Dear Professor, 

Please find enclosed the 

• See Letter 6. 

[Kusnacht] 2 November 1933 
[Typewritten carbon copy] 

ids Bohr clipping, t which I would kindly 

t Niels Heinrik David Bohr, Danish physicist, bom in Copenhagen on 7 October I88S. where 
he spent the ma jor part of his life and career and where he died on 18 ovember 19fu. Combin· 
iog Ernst Rutherford's model of the atom with Max Planck's quantum theory, Bohr created his 

3 
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request you to return in due course. Many thanb for aendinc nu.t1. .... 1 
article "Licht und Leben" [Light and life).' 

Yours sincerely, [C. C . JUNg) 

• Bohr. "Licht und Leben"; also "Licht und Leben-noch .inmal": pnMdcd '" /wee Bobr. 

5J' 
[Kusnacht] .s April 1934 

Dear Professor, [Typewritten carbon copy] 

My best congratulations on your marriage.' I am very pleased that you 
have arrived at this conclusion. 

With best wishes, Yours sincerely. [C. C. JUNG] 

I To Franca Bertram, in London. [Sec Letter 19.] 

own atomic mood in 1913. which was improved only slightly by modem quantum theory and for 
which he won the Nobel Prize for Physics in u)2.l. After two further years in Manchester, Bohr 
was appointed professor at the University of Copenhagen, where he founded the Institute for 
Theoretical Physics, where all the eminent young theoreticians of the day spent some time: H. 
A... Kramen, 0. Klein, Pauli, Heisenberg, and many morc. &hr expanded his atomic model 
through the idea of the shell structure, which was given a solid basis in 1915 by Pauli's Exclusion 
Principle. The development of the new quantum theory was given a decisive impuJse by Bohr's 
Correspondence Principle, which states that the traditional, clanical description of atomic 
systems is correct in the limiting case of large quantum numbers. Bohr played a major role in 
this development. He stressed the indivisibility and individuality of quantum phenomena. He 
also coined the philosophical concept of complementarity, which expresses the fundamental 
duality of quantum physical observation, which at anyone time selects one of two mutually 
exclusive aspects of a single phenomenon. From 1936 on, Bohr concentrated on the study of 
nuclear reactions, which he sought to explain through the "droplet model," and this acquired 
central importance in the theory of nuclear fission (Bohr and Wheeler 1(39). Bohr applied the 
epistemological concepts that he had developed in quantum theory to the problem of "Light 
and Life." He 'MIS also constantly preoccupied by the basic questions of human knowledge and 
wrote three treatises on the subject: Atomlheorie und Naturbe.chreibuns, Atomic Phy.ia and 
Human Knowledge, and Euay. 1958-JC}62 on Atomic Phy.ic. and Human Knowledge. 

Pauli was a lifelong friend of Bohr and was invited to his institute on several occasions . 
• In the Gennan edition of this book, Letter %9 was misdated to 1939. (The original docs not 

have a year indicated on it.) It has been left in its numerical place, though chronologically it 
follows this letter. 
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KAm'M'ht_ZOrich, D May 1934 
('Ijpewrittcn carbon copy) -.Ii&t,.. .at _ whether it. _ftDimt lor you if 

WI: c1Imge our 1fI' Blilbllalt 1Iiid""'" to u o'clock. t I haw: to Ieaft at 1 
o'clock lor Fail aad 10 it WIIbId lie imp''''' far me to meet you at 
12 o'clock. 

With best whes, 'bn __ ely. [C. G. jmIc) 

7P 

Dear Dr. Jung, 
Zilricb 7. 26. lL J4 

[Hmdwritten) 

Since you conjured up the spirits of theoretical physics in "Sede uruI 
Tod" [Soul and Death],' your paper concerning the interpretation of so
called parapsychological phenomena, these spirits now seem to be gradually 
convening. 

Jordan's essay, a copy of which is enclosed, was sent to me for appraisal by 
the publisher of the journal Die Naturwissenschaften.b He has certain mis
givings about its publication, not because of the actual contents but because 
there is a risk that all sorts of incompetent people might get involved in the 
discussion. However, this danger could possibly be mitigated by the addi· 
tion of an appropriate editorial note to the essay. 

As for the author, P. Jordan,' I know him personally. He is a highly inteUi· 
gent and gifted theoretical physicist, certainly one to be taken seriously. I do 
not know how he came to be involved with telepathic and related phenom
ena. However, it may well be that his preoccupation with psychic phenom
ena and the unconscious in general is due to his personal problems. These 
manifest themselves particularly in the symptom of a speech defect (stutter
ing), which almost made it impossible for him to pursue his career; this 
could have led to a certain fragmentation of his intellectual activities (he 
even feel s that in his specialized field he has "run out of luck") . He seems to 
be familiar with some of Freud's writings, but probably not with yours. 

I would be interested to hear your opinion on the contents of the essay, 
especially as Jordan's ideas seem to me to have a certain connection with 

• See Lett er 30. 
t See Letter 30. which was misdated 1939 in the German edition of this book.. Chronologi. 

cally, it follows Letter 6. According to research by the editors. Erna Rosenbaum S2w Paul i for 
five months, aft er which Pauli had self·analysis for three months. Jung then took O\~r analysis 
for two years . 
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your own. In the last section 01 the essay in particular, he CCIIDeI ... , ... 
to your concept 01 the collective unconscious. Do not be put off by the1lei1d 
·positivistic"; it is unlikely that J's ideas have anything to do with lIJIyphilo. 
sophical system, and I would suggest that he replace the word "positivist" 
with "phenomenological." I do have certain misgivings about the picture 
(p. 12), according to which the conscious should be located as a "narrow 
borderline area" to the unconscious. Might it not be prelerable to advocate 
the view that the unconscious and the conscious are complementary (i.e., in 
a mutually exclusive relationship to each other), but not that one is part 01 
the other? 

01 course, I shall be happy to refer your works to the author. Please lor
give me lor taking up your time by asking you lor a (brief) written comment 
on the essay, but it may be of interest to you, even il there is nothing new 
in it lor you. (By the way, I do not need to have the copy retumed.)d 

With regard to my own personal destiny, it is true that there are still one or 
two umesolved problems remaining. Nevertheless, I feel a certain need to 
get away from dream interpretation and dream analysis, and I would like to 
see what life has to bring me from outside. A development of my feeling 
function is, of course, very important to me, but it does seem to me that it 
could come about gradually through life itself, with the passage of time, and 
cannot emerge solely as the outcome 01 dream analysis. Having given the 
matter much thought, I have come to the conclusion that I shall not con
tinue with my visits to you for the time being, unless something untoward 
should arise. -With my deepest thanks for all your trouble, I remain 

Yours sincerely, W PAULI 

'In Eu'opdiICh. Rnu. 'oo, (4 Apnl '934): "9-38; th.n in Wi,Hich •• il tW 5<.1. I Reality of 
the Soull, '9340 pp. 11>-3"; tr. CW 8, pars. 7'fHI'S· 

b Arnold Berliner was the editor of Die Naturwi"m,chaften. Jordan's article, "-Oher den 
positivistischen Begriff der Wirklichkcit· [On the Positivistic Notion of Reality] . A better title 
would be "Obcr den phanomenologischcn. etc," iOn the phenomenological, etc.) 

~ Pascual Jordan (U)Ol-19Bo). theoretical physicist, Rostock, Hamburg (where he succeeded 
Pauli, with whom he published jointly), Planck Medall942- Gauss Medal. He was interested in 
biology and parapsychology; cf. his Verdrilngung und Komplemmtaritat [Repression and Com
plementarity), Hamburg. 1947. 

• See Jung's letter to Jordan of 10. XI. *' in Jung, Letter., vol. 1, pp. IM8. 
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7 PAVU / 8 JUNC 

[~J 29 October 1934-
['Ijpew,itten cmbon copy) 

1IiIa'*.i'liJl' ............ tiadIy .. ...Ii"" me JonIao's essay. I 
beIieft that -, should be pd.!ifhrd, as it .... with the actual shift 
of the pbywieaI appoadi to the jiijc .... .p:.i ...... This essay _ mm-
table. It was ineYitabIe that the .,lIe_tv: in. II ..... of the unknown 
center of the atom, which bas led to the coacIusioa that the ob.enecl sys
tem is also a disturbance caused by the ob.emdioa, -W .bow that the 
essence of the observing process will be pe,c:eptible in the cIiotwbauc:e 
caused by the actual observation. To put it _ simply, if you look long 
enough into a dark hole, then you perceive what is IooIdng in. Hence, this is 
the principle of perception in Yoga, which derives aD perceptioo &om the 
absolute emptiness of consciousness. This method of mgnitioo is thus a 
special case of the introspective exploration of the psychic in gcneraI. 

With regard to Jordan's reference to parapsychic manifestations, spatial 
clairvoyance is of course one of the most obvious phenomena to repoaent 
the relative nonexistence of our empirical image of space. Taking this ugu
ment further, he would also necessarily have to bring in temporal clairvoy
ance, which would represent the relativity of the image of time. NaturaDy, 
Jordan looks at these phenomena from the physical point of view, whereas 
I do so from the psychic point of view-specifically from the fact of the 
collective unconscious, as you have correctly noted, whicb presents a layer 
of the psychic in which individual distinctions of consciousness are more or 
less extinguished. However, if individual consciousnesses in the uncon
scious were extinguished, then all perception in the unconsciow would 
occur as in one person. Jordan states that a sender and a receiver in the same 
conscious "space" observe the same object at the same time. One could Just 
as easily tum this statement around and say that in unconsciou.s "space: 
sender and receiver are one and the same perceiving object. As you can see, 
my point of view as a psychologist would be that of the perceiving subject, 
whereas the physicist expresses himself from the standpoint of the common 
space in which two or more observers find themselves. Carried to its ulti
mate conclusion, Jordan's approach would lead to the supposition of an 
absolute unconscious space in which an infinite number of obsetven are 
looking at the same object. The psychological version would be: In tbe un
conscious there is just one observer, who looks at an infinite number of 
objects. 

II you wish to draw Jordan's attention to my writings, may I perhaps rec
ommend that, in addition to the essays you have already quoted, you also 
mention the one in the same volume on "Das Crundproblem der gegen-
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OCTOBJUlI934 - JUNE 1935 

wartigen Psychologie" [The Basic: Problem of ea. ..... .;.) 
{p .• J.b With regard to the collective III1COIIIC:iouI tbeae is 
volume, Seelenprabl ..... tkr G.pnWdrt [Soul Problema of the ....... :1 ....... :-; 
essay in which I go into this subject in some depth, namely "Die ..... ir 
der Seele· [The Structure of the Soul] {p ...... J. I would be obliged if I coaW 
hold on to Jordan's essay for a while. 

By the way, it has just occurred to me that on the subject of time IeIativity 
there is a book by a student of Eddington, Dunne, An Experiment wifA 
TIrTUl,d in which he deals with temporal clairvoyance in a similar way to how 
Jordan deals with spatial clairvoyance. He postulates an infinite number of 
time dimensions that more or less correspond to Jordan's "interrnediaJy 
stages: I would be very interested to hear how you respond to these argu
ments of Dunne's. 

I also thank you for the news of your well-being and hope you continue to 
make progress. 

With best wishes, Yours sincerely, [C. C. JUNG] 

'nus lett .. bas aheady been publUhed. in the tnrulation 01 R. F. C. Hull . See)UDg. Lcttm, 
,'ClI. .. pp . • ~. 

' In WirtIichhit de.. s..t., pp . .... 31: tr., slightly rev. "Basic Postulates 01 AIulyticall'lycbol
ogy: CW 8, pan.~. 

< In Ser/m/JrDbhm. de.. c.g.m..rl, pp. '+1-'75; tr. 'The Structun: 01 the J>.ycbe," CW 8, pan 

>8J->P-
• )oIm William Dunne (.&])-'919). R.ganImg the multidimeruionality of tim<, sec: his Er· 

p.rimDrl with Tnnr, ef. also his boo!: Tho S<ri41 Un .. .,.., pp . ...s--s+ lung I,t..- refer. to the 
-Volema cbeam" 01 Dunne (An Ertxnmmt in Ton<, p. #-), in his '99 .... y on 'S}-nchroo
icily." CW 8, pan. 8s>-53-

9P 

Dear Dr. Jung. 
[Zollikon-Ziirich] 22-V1'35 

[Handwritten] 

Over a period of time I have accumulated several notes about products of 
the fantasy, and I cannot think of anything better to do with them than to 
send them to you. On the one hand it seemed a pity just to leave them lying 
in a drawer, and on the other hand I certainly have no wish to take up any 
of your time; unlike in the past, I do not feel the need for medical comulb· 
tion at the moment. However, as you once expressed a certain interest in 
how things would develop with me, and as the material is perhaps of some 
interest to the psychologist, I shall send it to you. It is, of course, entirely up 
to you what you do with it, and I am not expecting to hear from you on tho 
subject in the near future. 

8 



8 JUNG I 9 PAULI I JO JUNG 

=~:~the~ one baud, indWations of aD sorb of 
haft to fOrt out by myself as far as I 
.. Iinb with those controversial 

_ BOt asily Ie C V: The fan.. 
"'Mlii by IIIiDg physical termi

.1 IWa, - "&ae slructure: 
_i ~. • .. L~ .. "_ • ... ..... .., RIG n,!,:! IJUUIIR. 

"racilWac:tiYe nuc:fCui." etc.). to espat • " ria with ,.,.m: facts that I 
can ooIy vaguely 1IIIIDiIe. There are a few cImriap from JaIl rear that do 
not fit into this envelope. Should you be iDtaated, I -'d ICad these as 
weD in due course. 

In conclusion, I should like to thank you for aD the trouble you haw: taIren 
with me. At the moment I am feeling very weD, and if things mnain as they 
are I shall be content. I have been invited to America for the winter __ 
ter, and my wife and I are looking forward very mIM:h to the trip. 

Wtth best wishes, 
Yours sincetely, W PAUU 

10J 
[Kfisnacht) 24 June 1935 

Dear Professor, [Typewritten carbon copy) 

Many thanks for kindly sending me your material, which I have added to 
your file .. It was most welcome as I am particularly interested in how the 
process continues with you. I would be grateful if you would send me the 
additional drawings as well , whenever convenient. 

In the summer of 1936 I have to go to America as weD, to Harvard Univer
sity.' Wmter in America is as unpleasant as summer, but I hope you will 
have a good time there. 

Greetings and best wishes, Yours sincerely, [e.. G. JUNe] 

• To deli.., a lecture at the Harvani T<tcrnleJwy CeIebr.otioo, ~.a September J936. pub
lished as "l'sy<:boIogical Factors DctemUning Human II<brnor • CW 8. pan. ~ 
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llP 

Dear Prof. lung, 
[ZoIIiIron-ZilricbI4-Y11-193S 

[Hmdwritteal 
Many thanks for your last letter. Here then are the notes that go with the 

material you have already received. There are three largish drawings and • 
sketch. The latter is a typical example of the misuse of physics tenninology, 
which asserted itself rather intrusively from the unconscious with a certain 
degree of persistence. It is probably a sort of free association in analogies, to 
be seen as a preliminary stage of conceptual thin Icing. 

With best wishes, 

12J 

13P 

Yours sincerely, W. PAUU 

[Letter of 21 September 1935 is missing.] 

The Institute for Advanced Study, School of Mathematics 
Fine Hall, Princeton, New lersey 2. x. 35 

Dear Professor lung, [Handwritten] 

Your interesting letter of 2l.1X only reached me yesterday;' I had already 
left Zurich when it arrived. What you propose to do is no way objection· 
able to me, provided my anonymity is fully guaranteed (nor should it be 
apparent that the dreamer is a physicist) . I am very pleased that my dreams 
may be seNe some scientific purpose and am curious as to what you will 
have to say. I wonder whether I shall always be in agreement with your 
interpretations?' 

When I began worlcing with Frau Rosenbaum I was 32 years old; to be 
more precise: I was born in Vienna on 25.IV1<)OO, and the work with Frau 
Rosenbaum began in February '932. 

I should like to take this opportunity to come back to something that I 
hinted at in my last letter. It is the use of physical analogies to denote psy. 

"-rraumsymbok de. Inw';d""OOruproz<u<>; in Era ... /ahrbuch '935. 1936. pp '3"'3~ 
rmsed. title change. !r .• "Ind,.;dU21 Dream Symboli,m in Rebbon to Alchemy; CW u (ad 
cdn·l. pan. ir33l. 
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U PAULl I 12 JUNC I 13 PAULl 

it ill a _.eli«, roundabout lOR of 
~,.. CD '1"''' bad bcm CO.hmed and, 

~115~5A~'~'~' coIIctpCI bad bcm iavited to 
tile = ; .. of the diams to my per-

.. die ft'" '.1Ie _ .bIoIute 
_....,. •• ..,... to tbote 

nbjecb tIriIt .... c • taw, W" " OR ia dwir ......... that their 
penoaaIitia .. Iach _ UI :' lely D,de.ml. It ended lip with the at
tempt to draw up • table (or Iaicoa) far the tp* ' .... of die (Sj .. obo'ioca!\y 
interpmcd) pb)'lical esprmioas iato their Mel-pal I..... I . As the 
lacts are objective OiICI, I sbaII be 10 bold .. to cac:be a brief ample and ask 
you to let me know what you think when you haft time and what your 
response is. I do not actua1Iy have tbe acamate tr,m ....... ill eoay iad Ii. ", 
and sometimes there seems to be IIIOI"e to tbe amIogy than I caD COiKCptU

ally formulatc. 
I quitc like it hcrc. Thc above address is valid until tbe end of April. 
With my best wishcs, 
Yours sincerely, W. P.wu 

• Missing. 

[Enclosure to the lettcr of 2 October 19351 

"Phy.ico.l" rymboli.m. 

1.) Mapping 
Note. The mapping always appears 

through a polar field of force, conveyed 
in such a way that tbe people mapped 
are related to each other. 

A special case of thiJ iJ 

2.) Small dipoles arranged in paraDeI 
fashion (as found physicany in a mag
netic solid body.) 

~ --
l) The ,.,pention of the mopping comes 
about in this case when a dipole starts to 
rotate as a result of its inherent heat. 

In another image. the same thing is 
represented by the separation of is0-
topes. (By isotopes one mcaOJ chemical 
elements thai occupy lbe same place in 

PrycholograJ inl«T/Inf4lion.. 

L) "Participation mystique" 

2.) Many people with an unconsciow 
sense of identity, as III the case 0/ a bY»
notic experiment. 

l) Suspension of the parbcipabon mys
tique by means of mdivtd...J differentia· 
tion. 

II 
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the periodic table and th.t can be sepa
rated only by means of extremely diffi
cult methods.) 

+) A similar symbolic image is the split
ting of spectral lines in a magnetic field 

Without field I 
With field I I 

Groups of corrtlponding Ii.... so
called doubleta. triplet •• or multiplets. 
also frequently appear as an image. 

5.) Radiooctive nucleu. 

6.) Resonances 
Every engineer Knows what the cata

strophic effects can be 01 the coinci
dence of 1 vibration frequencies. But 
what the simple worKer does not usually 
know is that one can escape the reso
nance by raising the rate of revolution. 

+) Proc.a of di"""'li4tion 
But what doe. the """" liclcl_ ia 

psychological tenos? It must be -misl 
as the cause of the differentiation. AD 
I know is that the ",m. polarity is abo 
represented by dominoes. playing canis. 
or other games (in two or in lou"I)
The polar field must express a sort of 
dynamic regularity of the collrcti .. un· 
conscious. 

5.) 'Self" 
lt is clear that "nucleus" means the 

same as the individual center. But what 
does "radioactivity" mean in psychologi
cal terms? On the onc hand it seems to 
indicate a gradual tranB(onnation of the 
center, and on the other hand an effect 
radiating ou/ward, (raysl ). 

6.) Archetypes 

= falling into the archetype by identifi· 
cation. 

I could go into these examples in greater depth. but initially I would just like 
to have your general impressions. 

14] 
[Kiisnacht] '4 October 1935· 

Dear Professor. [Typewritten carbon copy] 

Please accept my grateful thanks for your friendly cooperation .' As I have 
already stated. you can rest assured that your anonymity will be guaranteed 
in every respect. I have selected only the dreams that contain symbols of the 
"Self: and these I have largely condensed. The interpretation is not of a 
personal nature and refers solely to the configuration of ideas. to which. 
moreover. I have given historical parallels. Thus. there is hardly likely to be 
anything in my essay with which you might disagree. for the historical paral-

12 



wI •• 
layaar-.dleideaofdlepr hce ....... .....,c.. cledwith 

your earliest chamt of the pole of HcaiiCIL TIle pole • die ceater of a 
rotating .,.tetD, which actually 'epsCKilb die _, .... e1. The t.ic ....... ,..) 
idea behind this seems to be that people ...... Rified ia thillicid of 1uRle. 
The ·pole" is also iePieleilted, as __ to be the cae with )IOU. .. au 
emanating nucleus. I have just discoven:d such a medinallefi: I .laljoo ia 
London. The nucleus is often depicted as a !apia. .. a mediator. ... w-
lum and ligamentum elementarum, the connection of the demeDb. The idea 
seems to be linked to the medieval concept of the microcosm aud maao
cosm, according to which aU men ale contained in the mac:.0C0IUl, with 
every individual representing the whole as a microcosm. 

The dipoles probably indicate first and foremost the complementary re1a
tionship in a sell·regulating system. Thus in psychological terms: corucious 
=unconscious, projected: man and woman, which, next to the family. repre
sent the simplest case 01 participation. The rotation of one pole is indisput· 
ably the beginning 01 individuation, hence the numerous rotation symbols 
in your dreams (historically designated as circulalio ' />irituum, and in Chi
nese as the circulation 01 light). It is probably basically a spiral rotation with 
a perpetual movement toward the nucleus. The representation by isotopes 
and spectral lines is along the same lines. They are fixed units or fixed 
groupings 01 units symbolizing the individual case (= individual + related 
individual or series 01 individuals). 

Generally speaking, the unconscious is thought 01 as psychic matter in an 
individual. However, the sell.representation drawn up by the unconscious 
01 its central structure does not accord with this view, for everything points 
to the lact that the central structure of the collective unconscious cannot be 
fixed locally but is an ubiquitous existence identical to itself; it must not be 
seen in spatial terms and consequently, when projected onto space, is to 
be lound everywhere in that space. I even have the leeling that this peculiar. 
ity applies to time as well as space. The representation 01 the collective 
unconscious usually consists 01 the so-called quatemium-which is the 
medieval term-meaning the lourfold emanation or radiation that has been 
designated by a medieval philosopher as the exterior 01 the nucleus. A bi<>
logical analogy would be the functional structure 01 a termite colony, pos' 
sessing only unconscious performing organs, whereas the center, to which 
all the functions 01 the parts are rdated, is invisible and not empirically 
demonstrable. 

13 
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The radioactive nucleus is an excellent symbol for the IIOIIl'Cle of eDeIIr
the collective unconscious, the ultimate external stratum of which Ippad 
as individual consciousness. As a symbol, it indicates that COIlICiouaua 
does not grow out of any activity that is inherent to it; rather, it i. constantly 
being produced by an energy that comes from the depths of the uncon
scious and has thus been depicted in the form of rays since time immemo
rial. The center is thus represented by the Greek Gnostics as Spinther (the 
spark) or as Phos archetypon (the archetypal light) . 

Alongside this representation of the psychic structure, there is another 
one, actually the reverse; namely, the soul as a shell enveloping the spheri
cally shaped cosmos, in the innermost part of which lies the earth as tbe 
heaviest and most dead part. In this case, the rays are directed onto the 
earth from outside through the medium of the stars. So one could speak 
here in terms of an introverted and an extraverted attitude. However, I be
lieve that they are essentially one and the same thing, in that these oppo
sites only come into being through the projection onto space of what is in 
itself a non spatial (i.e., transcendental) existence. In my essay, I have actu
ally attempted to show these things to a certain extent but have deliberately 
refrained from going into the parallels with physics, since, for obvious rea
sons, I did not wisb to draw attention to this particular aspect. The center, 
or the nucleus, has always been for me a symbol of the totality of the psy
chic, as the conscious plus the unconscious, the center of which does not 
coincide with the ego as the center of consciousness, and consequently has 
always been perceived as being external. That is also why it was always pro
jected onto the conception of the Deity, the One, the Monad, and so on. 

I hope you are enjoying America. With best wishes, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, [C. G. JUNG] 

~ Pauli's material OIppeared in the published version of lung's lecture, "Traumsymbole des 
Individwtionsprozesses" {Dream Symbols of the Individuation Process] and in Pqchology and 
Alchemy, CW u pars. 44-331. 

15J 
[Kusnacht] '4 February 1936 

Dear Professor, [Typewritten carbon copy] 

By the same post I am sending you an offprint of my essay on the dream 
motif, which I have already mentioned in our correspondence. You will see 
that the dreamer has remained anonymous, and there is nothing at all in the 
dreams related that could prove embarrassing, even without the anonymity. 

14 
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Dear Professor Jung, 

14 - 15 JUNC I 16 PAULI 

... ". Ire cujoJing your stay in America. With 

YOun 1iDcereIy, [C. G. JUNG) 

[PriDceton) 28-D-~ 
[Handwritten) 

I recently received your letter and most inteRSting essay. I am pleased 
that you have been able to make so much use of my material. I couldn't help 
smiling a little when you praised it so much, thinking to myself that it was 
the first time I had ever heard you address me in such a way. 

I was personally amazed to learn how many parallels to the later develop
ment are already to be found in these early dreams. And yet I read it as if it 
were a report from far-off days. By way of my contnbution to the paraDels 
mentioned, I would like to mention just one point where I had the feeling 
that your dream interpretation was not entirely accurate. (As you can see, I 
still won't be "fobbed off" with just anything.) I am referring to the inter
pretation of the seven and the ace of club. in lines 13 and 16. These two 
dreams have both a retrospective and a futural meaning. In my seventh yea~ 
my sister was born.' So the 7 is an indication of the birth of the anima. rnus 
appeared again in later dreams.) I can also offer further evidence of the 
connection for me between the anima and number 7. In a much later 
dream, the card wi th the 7 of diamonds came up, and it looked like this: 

x X 
X X X 

X X 

And then the "wise man" in the dream explained to me that this also 
meant M and referred to Mother and Mary, And he said that the step from 
the personified Mary to the 7 of diamonds went much further than Cathol
icism (which fits in beautifully with your interpretation of "expeJling" as 
excommunication) . N,B. The diamond card is also a reference to the color 
of the sun, 

As for the ace of clubs, I am sure you are correct in relating it to the shape 
of the cross, but for me there does not seem to be such a direct connection 
to the Christian concept of God as there is for you, In my view, this ace of 
clubs, which comes before the seven, is thus the "Origin of the birth of the 
anima," an indication of a Keplerian archetype of power, which appe'" 
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FEBRUARY - JUNE 1936 

much later as "Diocletian,· "Danton,· or "the dub: who m-...... 
(By the way: this interpretation also lits in with the .ebOl)lCdite a_ ' , 
of the dream-and with the dark color of the club.) 

What also struck me was Dream II, with the croquet baD that an .... 

the mirror into pieces. The mirror is, I feel, not just the intellect but con
sciousness in general. The croquet ball reminds me of the wasp Hying bJ; 
and the smashing of the minor makes me think of the wasp's sting (the 
wasp's venom is always meant as inBationary, causing blindness). 

One could say a lot about the cosmic aspect of the "Self" and the space
time problem that is bound up with it, but I don't want this letter to get too 
long. Instead, I am going to write out a dream that I had immediately after 
reading your essay, so that you can see how my unconscious reacted to it 
(see enclosure).b It is also connected with the problems mentioned in my 
last dream Thank you also for your last letter (of 14-X-35).' I would like to 
hear sometime what you think about the collection of dreams (in the mate
rial 1 sent to you earlier), in which the dark anima asserts with a certain 
persistence that there is a "magical" connection between sexuality and erot
icism on the one hand, and political or historical events on the other. This 
is the aspect of the anima frequently represented in dreams as "Chinese." I 
believe that there is also a connection with the workings of the Self that 
appears in the enclosed dream and which is represented as "diffraction of 
the molecular rays in the polar field" (see my last letter). 

1 do hope that my questions won't put you to too much trouble. Actually, 
1 have spent very little time recently on dreams and the unconscious, and 
only rarely do I write my dreams down. I am generally in good health, and 
things seem to be fairly stable in that respect. Breaking away from you 
and from analysis made things rather difficult for me for a while, but that 
seems to be allover now. 

Once again, many thanks for your essay and the trouble you have taken. 
With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, W. PAULI 

• Hertha Ashton·Pauli was an actress and writer, best known for her book Def Rin Jer Ut 
phi durclt mein Huz, She was born in Vienna in 1909 and died in New York in )973. 

1JMwing. 
'" Letter l.4-
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[1COmacht) 19 May 1<J36 
nn-ntteD carbon copy] 

:!t~~JII=:t!~=::!:t:.=·~~~i~Z ~ :4";", work. 

'bn - • .." [C. c. '1mC) 

'TIl;' IectuJo, .......... Zeit aad Em 'w iD der .. ! _...,.... _1l0ii-.i ...... 
th. Zarich PhiJoooph .... Sociot)I No. I. I9J4, aad; II + ! ID SciMIiou I<, '"Spooe, T-. 
and Causality in Modem Phyla: iD I\aaIi, WriIiuoJr .. ,..,.. aad 1'1' 1 ,I,. pp. 9t"'06-

18P 
ZOrich 7. lHl-Jfj 

Dear Professor. (HmdwritteD) 

I am taking the liberty of sending you further materiaJ-....the observations 
of the previous year-in the hope that it will be of inteRSt to you and with 
the request that you add it to my dossier. Since March of tIm year, there has 
been a further development in the dreams which. among other things. are 
connected with the link between Eros and political eyents--a Iinl: that is 
extremely surprising and unexpected for me. But all this is still too new for 
me to be able to present it to you in condensed form. 

I hope you received my letter from Princeton. in which I thanked you very 
much lor your essay. In that letter I also pointed out that the symbol dis
cussed in this essay-the ace of clubs-suggests an archetype. which in later 
dreams appears personified as "Diocletian: "Danton" or as the "duke" and 
a sort 01 "wish lor power." I have since given much thought as to how that 
is consistent with the crosslike shape of the ace 01 clubs and have come to 
accept the idea that the ace 01 clubs is like a shadow cast by the Christian 
cross-in other words would symbolise the dark side o{Christianity. Do you 
regard such an interpretation as possible and are there historical parallels? 

In the hope that I have not taken up too much of your time. I send you 
my best greetings and thank you once again for the essay you sent. 

Yours sincerely. W. PAlJU 
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MARCH - MAY 1937 

19J 

Dear Professo~ 

Your letter gave me much pleasure, and I thank you JIIOIt IiuceRIr b 
your willingness to make more of your dream material available to me. Ita 
you know, I have always taken a lively interest in your unconscious pm
cesses, and I really would he most grateful if you at least continued to IeIId 
me those dreams that are of a significant nature-you are fully aw;ue of 
what I mean by that. Most dreams, as you rightly say, are insignificant; that 
is, when the extemal situation changes, they soon lose their value, which 
ooly lasts for a certain period of time. Such dreams fade away quickly if they 
are not written down, and this is DO great loss. The sigoi6cant dreams, 00 

the other hand, and especially yours, are of great value when it comes to 
scientific research into motifs. 

J have not been able to spend any time on your dreams recently, as I bad 
to ·excavate" the ancient and medieval lines that have led to our dream 
psychology. But sooner or later I shall tackle these dreams and extend the 
aamination to the additional dreams, and not just the 400 dreams that 
have come in so far. 

\Vith best wishes, Yours sincerely, [C. G. JUNG) 

20P 

Dear Professor Jung. 
ZUrich 7, 3· v. '937 

[Handwritten) 

I refer to your kind letter in March of this year aDd so am sending you 
further dream material, to which I have added a short chronological table. 
There is also a drawing that goes with the material, which I shall send to you 
in the next few days. 

All the dreams are from the year 1936, but the accompanying notes wer. 
written ooIy recently (April 1937). These Dotes are in no way meant to pre
dude a psychological interpretatioD by the expert; their sole aim is to estab
lish the context, especially the link with the earlier material. Any detailed 
scientific interpretation would certainly have to make comparisons with 
other material (possibly with historical material), which is quite beyoDd my 
competence and my abilities. 

Ilea .. e it entirely up to you as to whether you wish to make further use of 
the material, and reDlaio, with best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, W. PAUU 

18 
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1ge,.. htl .. May "m. 
('I;pcwlitteu c:adIoo copfl 

t.iIIIIIi"fII_I"'~lr 'C-""''''1IIIteriaI. hanut 
1_ fa. , .'.a to..., it in dcpIh. 

...... i'" IC. c. Jmcl 

22P 
Z6rich 7, Z4- v. rT 

Dear Professor lung. lHaachrrittmI 
I would just like to say a brid wood of tbanb for seudiug me your batiIe 

on alchemy.' It wa. bound to be of great interest to me, both as a sc:ieutist 
and also in the light of my persooaI dream experiences. These haft shown 
me that even the most modem physics also lends itself to the symbolic 
representation 01 psychic processes, even down to the last detail. Of course, 
notbing is further &om tbe thougbts 01 modem man than the idea of pene
trating the secrets of matter in this way, lor he would actuaDy rather use 
these symbols to penetrate the secrets 01 the soul, since it seems to him 
that, relatively spealcing, less researcb has been done on the soul. and it is 
less familiar than matter. 

But perhaps there is a le.son to be learned &om alcbemy's mistak 01 
attnbuting to the lapis the abil ity to help in the manufacture 01 genuine 
gold. For it seems to me importaot for us, too, not to attach any particuIar 
expectations of external, material success to the formation of the central 
symbol. This appears to be very closely connected with the "epilogue" of 
your treatise, where you touch on the questions of imputing psychic con
tents to the ego and the risk of the inDation of corucioumess. Maybe the 
alchemists' idea that they could really make gold by using the lapis cao be 
seen a. an expression of such an inflation of coruciousness. By way of 
contra.t, il the expectations of external, material success are given up
expectations that are initially connected with the appearance of the central 
symbol-then other fantasies emerge in the course 01 time, and they are 
concerned with the death of the individual and the meaning of death. And 
it might poSSIbly be th.t the rejuvenation of Faust, which only came about 
in a postmortem state, would be right, .ub .peri. atiemitati., for the indi
viduated individual, il not for the history of civilization in general; this 
would be the Ca5e insofar as the death 01 the individual is alway<, in. cer
tain sense, a historically conditioned necessity. for this individual is also 
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constantly subjected to such psychic in/luCDCCI, which in bilIl&ItiIIHI-' 
not be fully assimilated into consciousness. If the ~ were the 
there would be something incomplete about the individual life. 

As far as individually mentioned symbols in your treatise are concemecl, 
what particularly struck me, in addition to the Christ-lapis parallel, is the 
evaluation of the Sacrifice of the Mass by the alchemists. The former is 
quite analogous to my experience that the central symbol can be repre
sented both as an acting person and an abstract one (as a "radioactive DU

c1eus"). As for the transformation and communion symbols, they are also 
very familiar to me as representing certain stages in the spiritual transforma
tion in the individuation process. 

I look forward with great interest to your further investigations into this 
process and am somewhat hopeful that they also might lead to the discovery 
of dynamic laws about the chronological sequence of the various phases. 

Once again, my thanks and best wishes, 
Yours sincerely, W PAUU 

I Jung. -Die ErlOsungsvorstellungen in def Alchemic" tr .• -rbe Idea of Redemption in Al
chemy,- in Integration of the Per.onaiity. pp. 2.05-80; rev. and expo in Ptych%gie und Alchemie. 
pp. 31]-631; further rev. in zd cdn. of Prychologie und Alchem;e; with new title CW u., pars. 
,P-S5+ 

23P 

Dear Mr. lung, 
Zurich 7, 15-x-38 

[Handwritten] 

In summer I came across your book Psychology and Religion,' and I saw 
that you have attached a certain importance to some of my early dreams, 
especially the vision with the "World clock." This now prompts me to tell 
you about a dream I had at the beginning of this year which, both in struc
ture and content, is closely related to the dreams discussed in the book, 
especially the worId-clock vision . In my defense for bothering you with it, I 
would also point out that the dream recorded in detail on the enclosed 
sheet,b after my notes, is one of the relatively few dreams that I regard as 
significant and effective. 

As an obedient student of yours, I must first say something about the 
conscious attitude when the dream occurred. I was once at a meeting where 
someone was talking about the oracle of the I Ching.' It struck me that the 
one consulting the oracle has to "draw" three time., whereas the result of 
the draw depends on the divisibil ity of a quantity by {our. This reminded 
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__ : iD wbida the motif of the permea-
1IdlIi _____ of the &cIiDg of harmony. The 

~=~:~wh=_ the DIIttcr ... no Ioager con-II the I8hject to a IOIt of prmisional 

. ~:;:r!~~~~ I ... t .... to set IIog!d clown iD too much 
" 1IIit1lNilld jut .. to -tc • few paeaI obsemt-
tions. • aMaIlIId aitiaI .".;,e1 of IIIIIIl1 csperieoca IDd IIIp-
menb, lime _ to accept the ai __ of deeper spiaitual Ia,en that 
cannot be adequately defined by the COli. dionel CODCCpt of time. The 
logical consequence of this is that the death of the IiagIc iDdividuaI iD these 
layen does not have its usual meaning. for they IIways &0 beyond pc:rronaI 
life. In the absence of appropriate terms of refaeuce. these spiritual spheres 
are represented by 'Y"'boIr; in my case, they are particubdy often repre
sented by wave or oscillation symbols (whieh sti1I remaiDs to be npIained). 
The relationship to these images is strongly affective and CODDeCted with a 
feeling that could be described as a mimue of fear and awe. (ba wiII per
haps say that the curves are an imago dei.) 

In the dream described here, an attempt is fint made to relate the two 
lowest of the 3 layers to a four-part object (clock), but this does not work. 
This is why, in contrast to the earlier world.cJock vision, tbe sense of har
mony is missing. 

The cry 01 the ecstatic "voice" at the end of the dream is perhaps a way 
01 showing the puzzling "rhythms" from a new side. and they seem to be 
regulating that process which is here caUed · paying." One is inclined to 
connect the "certain lile" with the first (quiclcest) rhythm and the (tempo
rally) indefinite lile with the other two rhythms. 

I would he interested to hear what you malr.e 01 this dream. lor I attach a 
great deal 01 importance to aU these prohlems. 

Thanlr.ing you in advance for your trouble. I send my best wishes. 

Yours sincerely. W. PAUU 

I Jung, PsycholOGY and ~ligion; tL as Prychologic unJ Rrlig,on; CW 11, pan. 1-168. (Appar
ently, Jung used :ill .series of Pauli's dreams as th~ subject Ill2tter for his mterprcbtion m PJycboI. 
ogy and R,ligion. The dreams to this point are found in CW u, pars. -40 (Cathobe Church 
dream). 58 (Hou •• of the Gathering d .. am). Ul (~"Orld-cloek vision), each foIJo--.d by Jung's 
commentary on their psychological significance. the latter of wh.ach he perceives to be the 
psychological equivalent of a religious conversion (par uo) . ?uli is not abrmed by anonymous 
use of his material, nor does he argue with the interpretation. Jung also uses this -wond~ 
vision'" as an illustration with an exttnsivc commentary in CW 11. pars. J07'"""ll.J 

b See Appendix 1. 

r Cf Wilhelm, I Cin&, da, Bueh d" Wandlun&"n ; tr .• ' Ching. Th, Book OfCMJt&ft. 
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24J 

25P 

Dear Mr. J ung, 
[Zollilton-Ziirich] 30 Oct.l938 

[Handwritten] 

Many thanks for your letter.' The comment it contains on the dream is a 
confirmation of my own attitude to these problems, which basically tallies 
with your interpretation. I shall try to allow the "anima" to have a greater say 
on the concept of time. 

The first attempt of the "anima" to express her concept of time is to be 
seen in the fact that she produces these odd oscillation symbols. The light 
and dark stripes must also probably be seen as falling into the same category 
of periodic symbols, as must the pendulum and the "little man" from the 
earlier material. Perhaps you can substantiate them with some sort of histor
ical material; but in the alchemical literature quoted in your essays I have 
not been able to find such material. As you can see, I would like to "saddle" 
you with this problem as well. 

As regards your request to be kept more or less up-to-date about my 
dreams, I'll come back to that later at some point. I have a basically coherent 
series of dreams from the first half of 1937, which seems to have the charac
ter of initiation rites. But it is always a good thing to allow some time to 
elapse before I work through the material, for I am then better able to dis
tinguish between what is important and what is not. [ may take the liberty 
of sending you further material next spring. 

Of the alchemical literature, it was especially the 17th century that 
aroused a certain interest, particularly Fludd, because of the symbols he 
employs. By the way, do you know Meyrink's novel Der Engel vom weBllichen 
Pemler,b which deals with the alchemy of this period (17th century)? (I sim
ply mention it because you made a point of quoting Meyrink in your 1935 
essay ["Traumsymbole des Individuationsprozesses," in EranoB lahrbuch 
1935])· 

Many thanks for your essay on the "Zosimos visions."< With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, W. PAULI. 

• Missing. 
"Gustav Meyrink (I868-J932). Der Engel Yom wldUchen Pen"er. lin the Eranos lectuft, 

Jung W1S referring to Meyrink's Der Go/em in dreams nos. 1 and 18, pp. 10, 39; rev. CW u. ul 
«In .• pars. 53. 1"3-1 

t lung. "Einige Bemerkungen zu den Visionen de. Zosimos" ISome Observations on the 
Visions of Zosimosl ; tr., ft"V., exp., CW 13. pars. 85- '4+ 
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[KIbnacbt) 3 November UJ38. 
('Ijpewritten carbon copy) 

w." ... "lillie ..,- - hac e,ioIence 01 that as far back as the 
eadiat Jile'''''., particuJady with Zosimot, where the tIJIthro. 
fItlti4 ale to be fouDcJ. Ia CM·ot~ ... with "peuduIuw. • one automatically 
thinks of mecIiewI timepieces, where tegmeob 01 time _ Iltpn:a:ntcd by 
little men. The personification 01 time can be bmd 011 a IaJF ICIIe in the 
identity of Christ with the church year. or in the identification 01 Christ 
with the serpent of the zodiac." Moreover, you will 6ud many Jqliesenb
tions of the planet or metal gods as little men, or children, in pietwe mate
rial, e.g.: 

I. Symbolical Scrowle of Sir Gemge Ripley. Ms. British Museum. Addi-
tional ' 0301. 

2. Berthelot: Alchemistes Crees. Pat. •. I., p. '3. 
3. Daniel Stolz v. Stolzenberg: Viridarium Chymicum, 1m... Fig. SO. 
4. Lacinius: Pretiosa Margarita, .5<¢. (in CoDoquium nuncupatoriunL 0) 
5. Museum Herm .• 6-]8. Liber Alze. p. ~. ("Quatuor oorpora mas et 

mascu]us nominantur.") 

With regard to the symbolism of periodicity in alchemy, nothing sprir.gs 
to mind at the moment, apart from the frequent reference to the impor
tance of figures, weight, proportion, and duration of time. The only regular
ity in the alchemical process that I mow is the one going back to Creek 
times with its division into four. corresponding to the four elements. (Qua
tuor operationes, quatuor gradus caloris.) 

I certainly know Meyrink's novel. The John Dee ['F]-.608J he deals with 
is a terrible speculator. I have read a treatise by him on the Mona. Hiero
glyphica that is simply unbearable. Incidentally. there is an English biogra
phy of him: Charlotte Fell-Smith, fohn Dee. 

With kind regards, 
Yours sincerely. [C. C. JUNeJ 

I See lung. Wandlungtn und Symbol, dtr Ubido (Transformation and Symbols of Libido). 
,.j .dn., '9>5, P 99; !r., rev., exp. Symbol. ofT,.",formalion, CW 5, pars. '~3-
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27P 
Zdrich 7, B-llI1I 

Dear Mr. Jung, [Handwritten, poItcanl) 
Many thanks for your letter of the 3rd inst. Your bibliographical data are 

very valuable. 1 have now recalled a picture from the Middle Ages in which 
the u Apostles represented the u months. 

For the time being 1 won't bother you any further and will give mOIl: 

thought to the whole problem. 1 may come back to it once again at some 
point. 

Once again. many thanks and kind regards, 

28P 

near Mr. Jung. 

Yours sincerely, W. PAULI 

Zurich 7. 11-1-39 
[Handwritten] 

In the meantime 1 have thought more about the problems that were 
broached in your letters of Oct. and Nov. 1938.' and I would like to take the 
liberty of raising once again the question of the periodic symbols. one of 
which occurred in the dream of 23-1-1938' and which you were kind enough 
to comment on in your letter. I think I can take the matter a little farther by 
referring back to an even earlier dream. which is to be found in the material 
1 sent to you on an earlier occasion. Specifically, it is the dream of 13-111-
1936. This dream affords a certain insight into how a periodic symbol actu
ally comes about. for in it a dark man appears (associated by me with the 
"shadow" archetype). who is cutting pieces out of a zone of light at regular 
intervals. Although the two dreams refer to external situations that are very 
different and thus probably have different meanings. it seems to me never
theless very instructive to compare the two symbols (see the drawing at that 
point) . In the 1938 dream. the "oscillation" was horizontal, whereas it is 
vertical in the '939 one (but I also know rare cases where it is slanting). My 
own idea about this (arrived at purely intuitively) is that these symbols have 
a connection with the attitude to death . in that one oscillation signifies one 
human life. but one which is to be interpreted only as part of a larger whole. 
For this whole. the usual concept of time applies, except that here there 
comes into play what you in your letter called the "time concept of the 
anima." Whether this idea is definitive or not. this periodic symbolism ex
presses for me a crucial life problem . 

• The letter of October is .apparently number 2.4. missing. 
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11m abo tatiag the Iibaty 01 •• * .. J'OII the pWJired wad: OD the dtam 
lelia &om the lint half 0I-m. to -..- JUIIr eaIIection I m:aII that I 
became tired in the spring of -m and did DOt JIIIIRe the matter furtbtt 
But these probIetIIJ crop up repeatedly with _ &om time to time. in one 
form or another. 

With my best wishes for the New Year, Youn sinoeteIJI W. PAULI 

• See Appendix I. 

29P 

Dear Dr. jung, 
[Zurich 11B/IV [19341· 

[Handwritten 1 
Now that the holidays are over, I should like to ask you whether we may 

resume our Monday meetings in May; the first Monday in May is the -,til; 
could you receive me at u o'clock on that day? Unfortunately I find myself 
having to count on the offer you kindly made with regard to the financial 
side, and I am most grateful to you for this. 

It was with great interest that I read your essay on "Seele und Tod" [Soul 
and Death I in the April edition of the Europ. Revue,' especially your remarks 
on "Telepathy" and the "non-spatial, non-temporal form of being of the 
psyche," where you even specifically mention my special subject-Theoret
ical Physics. It is something that is very important to me, on the one hand, 
and yet is still largely unclear. Of course, it all depends on what position one 
adopts in the relationships of the hypothetical, nonspatial, nontemporal 
form of being of the psyche to observable occurrences. (For apart from these 
relationships, one can, from the scientific point of view, adopt any arbitrary 
approach to the nonspatial, nontemporal form of being of the psyche.) The 
general approach of the modem physicist to life phenomena is always the 
follOwing: It is certainly impossible, through any observation of living be
ings, to ascertain any direct contradiction to the laws of physics as we know 
them. However, in the experiments with living beings-be they of a biolog
ical or a psychological nature-the condition of keeping them alive or of 

• See note at Letter 5. 
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~ting them &om datll"i .. , them""- '" ~:::J'! 
in a way that would annihilate the pYmme ... -.w 
the testing of the laws of physia in the IWIOW ... of tbe:teI-..lfiIl 
IarIy with those manifestations that _ characteriItic: of IiYiac _.'!I'II 
adaptation. propagation. heredity). so much so that there iI DO ___ .y< 

any new type of law of natute with life phenomena. 
Of course. these temarks ate intended as a general framewmt. Ita &r • 

the "parapsychological" phenomena in particular ate coocemed, I cataiul, 
do not know of any factual material (and even if I did. God knows whether 
I would believe any of it). But in my dreaming and waiting fantasies. those 
abstract ligutes ate appearing in ever greater numbers; you know them .. 
teady (circles or stylized "little men" like hieroglyphics or acoustic rhytlmu, 
or alternating light and dark stripes). and it will become a matter of life and 
death for me to understand more about the objective (communicable) 
meaning of these symbols than I do at the moment. I have certain grounds 
for assuming that only then will it be possible for me to "suhjugate" my 
anima complex (transfonn it into a "function" in your psychology). Aod my 
phobia about wasps is also very much connected with that. In the mean
time. my relationship to those creatures. which are of such exaggerated im· 
portance to me. has changed insofar as the object of the fear is starting to 
become separated from the wasps (or partially at least) . I recognized that 
behind it lurked the fear of a sort of ecstatic state in which the contents of 
the unconscious (autonomous part systems) might burst forth. contents 
which. because of their strangeness. would not be capable of being assimi· 
lated by the conscious and might thus have a shattering effect on it. On the 
other hand. if an assimilation of the contents did come about. as a result of 
the conscious gradually becoming accustomed to such experiences as those 
that are concealed behind the word "parapsychology" and symbols like the 
ones mentioned. then the danger would be averted (and ecstatic outbursts 
would hardly be likely to occur). 

I would very like to discuss this and related series of fantasies with you in 
person. 

Incidentally. you were perfectly correct when you predicted that for me 
marriage would constellate the "dark side of the collective" and correspond· 
ing "representations collectives: ' 

With best wishes. Yours sincerely. W PAULI 

• "Seel. uDd Too"; b •• "Th. Soul and Death," CW 8, p .... 7C)6-1hS . 

• See Letter 7. note 2 . 
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211)-JOPAVLI 

fZIricIIJ at- Y II19J4J 
III ... hiliilteaJ 

_to 

May I t1IiJ I 
have to a very IaJp utent 
which bad been projected oato the ...... ". 
stripes must be diametrically oppooed ..,ehk 
forms of behavior. M~ they lIR very c:Jo.Iy JI!Jated to 
and relationships toward other people. u wd u to IeIIIIIII " ..... 
cism, and sexuality. The specific thmIt to my life has been the r.:t that .. 
the second half of life I swing (rom one extma to tM otMr (eiW1tioch ..... ) 
In the first half of my life I was a cold and cynical devil to other people ad 
a fanatical atheist and intellectual "enligbtener." The opposite to that -. 
on the one hand, a tendency toward being a criminal, a thug (which could 
have degenerated into me becoming a murdeRr), and, 011 the other band. 
becoming detached from the world-a totally uninteDectuaI benoit with 
outbursts of ecstasy and visions. 

So the purpose of my neurosis was to keep me from this danger of chang
ing abruptly into the opposite. In marriage tbere can only be the balance of 
the happy medium, the Tao. My wife has a similar problem of opposites, but 
the reverse of mine. Up to now, all that she has lived out externally has been 
social relationships and human kindness, and she makes unrealistic ethical 
demands, such as Everybody should be good. Consequently, as I have been 
able to observe by looking closely, the demand of the evil side for recogni
tion has accumulated in her unconscious, and her animus has an extremely 
robust, nay even violent character. And that is wby sbe fell in love with my 
shadow side, because it secretly made a deep impression on ber. But in my 
view this creates the prerequisites for balance in marriage. 

But there is more to it than that: This abrupt swing into the opposite is 
a danger not just for me but for our whole civilization. This is what the 
dream with the 3 giant horses is saying; in this moment everything can tum 
into primitive barbarianism, unless Tao and individuation step in. This is 
why my personal problem is also a collective one, and, conversely, the dan
ger that I personally was faced with was greatly heightened by a disposition 
that was forced upon me by the collective unconscious . 

• Sec Letter 6, note II . 
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MAY [19341- JUNE 1<)40 

I spent Whitsuntide in Melchtal and I visited the Bruder 1Ch11lA:" 
great length,' studying the pictures hanging there, which rep_1iaf, 
sions. I was thoroughly fascinated by them and felt a strong and ilm_1Ii 
rapport with them. His life was really turned upside down when be left .. 
family and went into the wilderness. And he had that peculiar vision of the 
Trinity, which gave him such a terrible fright. As far as I mow, no attempt 
has yet been made to explain this fright. I believe that it must have been a 
similar fright, albeit much greater and stronger, to the one I had in the 
dream with the 3 giant horses. Now Bruder Klaus knew nothing about indio 
viduation or any alternative to Christianity. He must have had a vision 01 
something like the end of the world. And the relationship to the Trinity it 
perfectly understandable to me, for I once had a dream in which the Trinity 
turned into the 3 rhythms (the "world clock"). And the interplay of the 
latter is said to involve danger at a certain point in time. 

Do you find this point of view outlandish? Perhaps it is. But we must not 
lose sight of the fact that these are objective, psychic facts, which all come 
from the same collective unconscious. 

So I am really looking forward to seeing you again next Monday at 
U o'clock, and remain, with best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, W PAUU 

• Cf. Jung. -Bruder K1aus· CW ll, pars. 47"~7' {Bruder Klaus, or Nikolaus von F10e (1417-
J.487) , popular Swiss saint, canonized by Pius XI1 in 1947 and declared patron saint of Switzer· 
land. I 

31 P 

Dear Professor lung, 

Zollikon-Ziirich, 3. VI. '94", [actually 
the Physics Institute of the ETH, Ziirich, 

Cloriastrasse 35, owing to possible departure.] 
[Handwritten] 

Owing to circumstances beyond my control, I am sending you the en
closed dream material from the years '937-1939, so that it does not get lost. 
In the middle of May I suddenly and quite out of the blue received an 
invitation to be a guest professor at Princeton, where I have already been 
once before. I may be leaving this week; it all depends which 01 the two will 
win the race: the passport and visa bureaucracy or the war looming up in the 
Mediterranean. 

I mention this here in order to justify the fact that I am sending you the 
material without any additional remarks, which I would have liked to have 
worked out beforehand. With the concept 01 time (el. in particular the 
dream from 12.-111-'939). I have since made some progress by studying the 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the concept of time 
This projection of cyda ontG elida GIller _ .... 
me in dreams by abstract, mathematicallJIIIbakr Wiew I:::~~ 
totally when you say that a "metaphysical" _, .ifIioa ... • 
not necessary. 

In the meantime, now that I have worked tluvap the 19M'. I W_ 
again, another aspect of the rhythms has become clear to me, elJl [ ., the 
·great vision" with the world clock published by)'Oll in your MRS Ieetwes. 
This link has already been hinted at with the word "pulse" and CODedM the 
relationship of the rhythm to the heartbeat and to cirtul4tion. tJulurtu.. 
nately, I no longer have time to compile the relevant material, but I do &d 
that this relationship is a crucial one. The dreams seem to express the idea 
that an archetypal image of the {our-beat stands for a permanent, automatic, 
steady rhythm, with self-regulation as the aim of both a pbysical-biolop:al 
process as well as a purely psychic one (el. here the "Eternal City"), and that 
this image of the objective psyche also causes, as it were, the circulation of 
the blood. (The four chambers of the heart seem to have a link with the 
quaternity of the mandala .) With me, this then gave rise to the question of 
whether, in the comparative anatomy of the animal order or in the embry
onic development of lower animals with single blood vessels up to the actual 
formation of the heart, there do not emerge parallels to the indi,iduation 
process (with its formation in the · middle") . I have often talked about this 
with Dr. C. A. Meier,' and he has informed me of an interesting vision from 
his material that seems to be related to this question. But this whole prob
lem is far beyond my personal competence as well as my education and 
training . 

• Rich:nd Wilhelm, see Letter 23. note c, for dehils on the I Ching- \Vtlhelm commented 
further on the 1 Ching in a chapter from iii colledion of his essays, OtT Mm $Ch und do. oSnn, 
where the pages cited can be found. 

b DcJ, Geheimn;, der gold,ncn Blutc, Eine chincJisches lA."'mbuch [t(., Th. Stc:tYt of the 
Colden FlowerJ ; Jung's commentary. rcv. and exp., CW 13. pars. l....s... 

C Cf Meier, "Personlichkeit ." pp. 181-83; tr., "Person3Iity," in Th. Plyehology of C. G. lu"&. 
pp. Uj-15· 
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JUNE II}4O - ocroBEIll~ 

Do you perhaps still have a copy of the German ediltiaa ofJ~ 
Religion for me? (I never got a copy of the English editioa.) 

With my best wishes to you in this difficult time, 

32P 

Dream: 

[Zollikon-Ziirich] 25 October 1'}46 
[Handwritten] 

Through the post I receive a casket. Inside it is apparatus for the experimen
tal investigation of cosmic rays. Next to it is a tall, blond man. He seems to 
be somewhat younger than me (maybe between 30 and 40). He says: "You 
must force the water up higher than the houses in the city so that the city 
dwellers will believe you." Then behind the apparatus in the little box I 
notice a bunch of keys, 8 in all, arranged in a circle with the key-bits hanging 
down. 

Comment: The water and the city are allusions to earlier dreams. In these 
dreams there was a dark, male figure playing a role who appeared as a "Per· 
sian" who had not been accepted as a student at the Institute of Technolngy 
(contrast to the prevailing scientific collective opinion) . "The Blond" and 
"The Persian" may be dual aspects of one and the same figure (they never 
appear together). The figure has an extremely "psychopompos" character 
and has a similar function to Mercury with the alchemists. He is not the 
same as the "wise old man" (also familiar from dreams) , although the main 
difference is that of age. 

It was only in June of the following year that I dreamed that the water had 
drained off. 

Dream: 

[Zollikon-Ziirich] 28 October 1946 
[Handwritten] 

The "Blond" is standing next to me. In an ancient book I am reading about 
the Inquisition trials against the disciples of the teachings of Copernicus 
(Calileo, Ciordano Bruno) as well as about Kepler's image of the Trinity. 

Then the Blond says: "The men whose wive. have objectified rotation are 
being tried." These words upset me greatly: The Blond disappears, and to my 
consternation the book also becomes a dream image: I find myself in a 
courtroom with the other accused men. J want to send my wife a message, 
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-It /I FItiBI iW, mel far 
_ .. ..., a NIp ..... ID.., 

to the book). ,,~::~: 
is, and is why they can .... 
voice of a teacher, be goa 011 to IIIJ' • ., JOIIIII '-. __ 

course" is my immediate reply. '"J'be Waad .......... 
lation of light-all that is part of the basic ,...1i"'eHI'·· (Thia II i aD" 
a reference to psychology, but the wool is __ gtin'led) WI! • a g 
the Blond says: "Now you undentand the men whose __ haft ob;r fWd 
their rotation for them." Then I kiss my wife mel say to her. "Good uiptI 
It is terrible what these poor people who have been charged me pine 
through'" I grow very sad and start crying. But the Blond says with a smile: 
"Now you've got the first key in your hand." 

At this point I woke up and was quite shaken. The dream was an experi
ence of a numinous character and has deeply inlluenced my conscious atti
tude. As a result, I went back to my work on Kepler. At that time, appatmtly 
(17th cenl.), a projection of the mandala and rotation symbolism had oc
curred externally. The "accusation" relates to the resistance of collective 
opinion (see above, comment to the previous dream) . From the higher 
point of view of acquiring consciousness, the accusation relates to the fact 
that the men did not know where their wives (=anima) were, nor what thoir 
role was in the process of perception. 

As you know, I then came across the work of that remarkable feDow 
R. Fludd,' whose anima did not objectify rotation lor him. since this was 
able to find its expression in the Rosicrucian mysteries. This is where the 
infan • • olari. is born. in the middle sphere, accompanied by the proporlio 
sesquitertia of world time. Kepler's other proportions could not possibly be 
of any interest to F1udd, since his anima did not respond to the archetype 
that modem natural science had produced. But Fludd knew where the 
anima was with Kepler and the other scientists: It had moved from the 
material into the perceiving subject. which aroused deep distrust in F1udd 
since it was then-<>utside the Rosicrucian mysteries-removed from con
trol through consciousness. 

It appears that F1udd's voice, which was ignored at the time, is imbued 
with new meaning, since for the modems the objectifying 01 space had only 
limited validity. The neutral language of the "Blond" in the dream (he did 
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not employ such tenns as "physical" or "psychic' but just bIllri.Ii' 
who "know what rotation is" and those who do not bow) _ma'. t. 
mating that intennediary layer where the infan. IOlari. used to 
modem unconscious speaks here of a "radioactive nucleus." 

• Robert Fludd (de /lue/lbu.) (1574-1637). Rosicrucian Paracclsiane~ a1chemUt. M.D. ant 
Chureh. Oxlonl. practiced as a doctor in London. On hIS conlToYen)' with Kepler. ........ 
"'Theonen bei Kepler-; tr., Pauli. "Kepler"; same tr. also in Pauli, Writinga on P",.,,,, 
PhUorophy. pp. >J<r79. 

33P 

Dear Professor lung,' 
Zollikon-Ziirich, 23 December '947 

[Handwritten] 

In reply to your letter of 9 Dec., I should once again like to confirm in 
writing that I truly welcome your wish to found an institute with the objec
tive of cultivating and promoting the field of research that you have inaugu
rated; and I give my consent to my name being on the list of sponsors. 

The way your research and alchemy coincide is to me serious evidence 
that what is developing is indicative of a close fusion of psychology with the 
scientific experience of the processes in the material physical world. It is 
probably a long journey, one we are only just setting out on, and it will 
especially entail, as a modifying factor, constant criticism of the space-time
concept. 

Space and time were virtually turned by Newton into God's right hand' 
(oddly enough, the position made vacant when he expelled the Son of God 
from there), and it needed an extraordinary mental effort to bring time and 
space back down from these Olympian heights. Going hand in hand with 
this, apparently, is the criticism of the basic idea of classical natural science, 
according to which it describes objective facts to such an extent that there 
is absolutely no link between them and the researcher (objectifiability of the 
phenomena independently of the way in which they are observed). Modem 
microphysics turns the observer once again into a little lord of creation in his 
microcosm, with the ability (a t least partially) of freedom of choice and 
fundamentally uncontrollable effects on that which is observed. But if these 
phenomena are dependent on how (with what experimental system) they 
are observed, then is it not possible that there are also phenomena (extra 
corpus) that depend on who observes them (i.e., on the nature of the psyche 
of the observer)? And if natural science, in pursuit of the ideal of determin
ism since Newton, has finally arrived at the stage of the fundamental "per
haps' of the statistical character of natural laws (what enantiodromia!), 
then should there not be enough room for all those oddities that ultimately 
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attention 
11 you once laid, -" "ijj", 

P-J+PAUU 

IIl1111d ·· ......... ·..faD its meaning (as 

-.. __ ....... lIIlIocIl in this 

&;::.::.:-: 

~~~~~~ -
announce a lectoR: or alpeech 011 
mind, I hope that one or two Iectutw GIll 

Psychological Club wiD get me off to • pad ut." 
I shall look further into the IOUl'CCS JOII _lind _ :1 ..... -.1 

hope that I can bring alive for the public the ....0; .... bet_die JIIII1C" 
aIchemistic and the (new in the l']1h century) scientific way of thinkiuc (. 
collision that I believe recurs on a higher level in the II11COIlIcious of modem 
man). 

Once again, many thanks and kind regards. 
YOU" sincerely, W. PAULI 

a Cf. the two letters in Appendix 9. 
b CE. Markus FierI., "Uber den Ursprung uod die Bedeutung der Lehrr Isaac Newtoaa WOlD 

absoluten Raum" [On the Origin and Significance of the Teachinp of Isaac Newton about 
Absolute SpaceJ . 

C Club ...s. Lecture, see Appendix 6. 

34P 

Dear Professor Jung, 
Zollikon-Ziirich, 16 June loW! 

[Handwritten J 
When that amusing "Pauli effect" of the overturned vase occurred, on 

the occasion of the founding of the Jung Institute,' I had the immediate and 
vivid impression that I should "pour out water inside" ("innen Wasser 
ausgiessen" -to use the symbolic language that I have acquired from you) . 
Then when the connection between psychology and physics took up a rela
tively large part of your talk, it became even more clear to me what I was to 
do. The outcome of all this is the enclosed essayb It is not intended for 
publication or for a lecture, especially as for me it is just the beginning of 
an examination of these problems; it CQuld, however, serve as a basis for 
further discussion. (I would be very happy if it would be possible for you to 
spend a quiet evening in the second half of July discussing these problems 
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with Dr. C. A. Meier and myself.)1 But perbapt JOI1 peI£Wlloti.ii!1 
by letter. 

If the same set of problems is looked at from such diffeNDt 
those of psychology and physics, there are bound to be differences at .1IiIiI .... "!! 
ion over certain details. The main one for me still remains that I reb .... . 
lact of the representation of psychic circumstances to characteristics of the 
material, which was first proved by you in the case of alchemy. FurtheflllOR, 
I attempt to show that in this it is very easy for the unconscious to replace 
the alchemistic oven with a modem spectrograph.2 This should come as less 
of a surprise to the psychologist than to the physicist: Whereas the latter 
soon jumps to the false conclusion that such symbolism is now invalid u a 
consequence of the strides made in our knowledge of matter, the fonner 
knows only too well how little the structure and tendency of the uncon
scious have been a£lected by the technological progress of the past 300 yean. 

Hoping to see you again at the Psychological Club on Saturday, [ send my 
best wishes and remain, 

Yours sincerely, W PAULI 

• On ~ February and 6 March. Pauli gave two lectures to the Zurich Psychologica1 Club 
based on Ibeoricn bei Kepler.· See this speech in Appendix 6, as recorded on pp. 37-43 of the 
club's annual report. For lung's -Address on the Occasion of the Founding of the C. C. Jung 
institute 01 ZUrich: '4 Apnl.oWl. see CW .8. pars. tu<J-4'. 

• See Appendix 3. 

35P 
Zollikon-Ziirich, 7 Nov. ,<)48 

Dear Professor Jung, [Handwritten) 

Our talk yesterday on the "synchronicity·' of dreams and external cir
cumstances (Do you also use this term "synchronous· when there is a gap 
of 2-3 months between dream and external event?) was of great help to me, 
and [ should like to thank you once again. 

As you told me you were very preoccupied at the moment with the rota
tion symbolism of mandalas, [ am taking the liberty of sending you the exact 
text of one of my drea~ne that occurred about 2 years ago-in which 
rotation, and hence the concept of space, was the central feature . It may be 
useful to you in dealing with these questions that are on your mind at the 
moment. Of course, it is about the relativity of the concept of space in 
relation to the psyche, and if the problem were not important here and now, 
this dream would not have had such an overwhelming effect on me at the 

I Dr. Meier was kind enough to explain to me more fully the psychology of the doubling of 
contents, 

2 This oven is also familiar to me from my own dream •. 
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that are generally separated but that connect at the centnI point wuIraI 
out (penetrating each other-mathematicians an: ftIJ' geue:t0Cd in tIDs Ie

speet) . The number of leaves is arbitrary. two simply being the easiest num
ber. The essential thing is by circlin& round the central point (perpendicular 
to the plane surface) one gets from the lower leaf to the uf'l>er ..... (tmd m 
versa) . 

The "radioactive nucleus" is a symbolic cause, determined by the uncoo
scious, 01 the "synchronistically" connected phenomena. one of which, for 
example, (lower leaf) consists in the fact that I have a certain d=m, the 
other (upper leaf) in the fact that Mr. or Mrs. X falls ill or dies. The activity 
that comes from the central point in the intermediate stratum deals initially 
with the distinction between "physis· and "psyche" and represents an order 
that operates outside space and partly outside time as well. 

But the presence of this activity-<lescribed as "radioactivity" by the neu
tral language that springs up spontaneously from my unconscious-is es
sentially linked to the condition that archetypal contents (from a deeper, 
completely timeless stratum) draw near to the conscious (doubling phe
nomenon) , so that the problem of their integration into the conscious has 
become an immediate one. Is it not a fact that when one looks more closely 
at the drawing, the mandala circle is split into two leaves lying on top of each 
other, which, in accordance with a set pattern, overlap in the center (SelI)? 

With many thanks, 
Yours sincerely, W PAUU 

• This is the: first use of the term "synchronicity" in the correspondence. $toe lung's following 
letter. It should be noted thllt the "l>2uli effect," in which mO$t physicists and f<luJi himsdf 
believed, was a synchronistic phenomenon in the Jungian sense. Cf. Markus Fien., atw· 
erkt:lrung und Psyche, ein Kommentat lU dem 8uch von C.C.J. und W. P," 

b See Appendix 3. 
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36J 

Dear Mr. Pauli, 

Quite a while ago, you encouraged me to write down my th(lughb(M 
synchronicity. I have finally managed to get around to it and more or leu 
collect my thoughts on the subject.' I would be most grateful if you wouIcI 
be kind enough to cast a critical eye over it, covered as it is with question 
marks. Nowadays, physicists are the only people who are paying serious at
tention to such ideas. If you prefer to discuss it in person, maybe we could 
meet in the first week in July, when I shall already be in Bollingen. I am more 
relaxed there, and we shall have more time to ourselves. I would, however, 
appreciate it if you could brieRy let me know beforehand what your general 
impression is. 

I hope I am not encroaching too much on your valuable time. Your opin
ion in this matter is so important to me that I have cast aside any misgivings 
I might have in that respect. 

Thanking you in advance, 
Yours sincerely, [C. G. JUNG] 

a Ms version of lung. "Synchronizitat." later published together with Pauli, "Thorein bei 
Kepler-; rev. tr., "Synchronicity"; slightly rev. in CW 8, pars. 816-<)68, 

37P 

Dear Professor Jung, 
Zollikon-Ziirich, 28 June '949 

[Handwritten] 

Many thanks for your interesting manuscript and your friendly letter. I 
should first of all like to point out that the Rhine series of experiments' 
seem to me to be a totally different type of phenomenon from the other 
phenomena listed by you as "synchronistic." For with the former I cannot 
see any archetypal basis (or am I wrong there?). This for me, however, is 
crucial to an understanding of the phenomena in question, as is your earlier 
observation (EranoB Jahrbuch '947 [1946])1 that their appearance is comple· 
mentary to the archetypal contents becoming conscious. I regret very mueh 
that this aspect is not mentioned at all in your latest work. Perhaps you 
could make further additions here, for it would make it all easier to under
stand. In this way, the appearance of the synchronistic phenomenon aetu-

• J. B. Rhine (IB9S-19Bo), "An Introduction to the Worle of Extra.Sensory Pcrccption~; 
Ertra-StnlOry PercefJtion ; New Pronti,,, of the Mindj with J. c. Pratt, C. E. Stuart, 8. M. Smith, 
and J. A. Greenwood, Extra-Sen,ory Perception after Sixty Year •. 

I lung. "Dcr Ceist der P. ychologie; pp. 38;-4')0; tr. rev. CW 8, pall. 343- '14" 
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~"Aife_ .. _(thiJ term is 

I have now giYen ~~=~:~ 
scarab in the dream with the ~§~~~~;~~~~~; into the situation. l.haD mum to thlt .... 

At this point I shaD deal with the 
so as to be able to come back to the ... ef}IIIIr 
letter about the relationship behieen JIIYChoIocy and phyIict.. This.-_ 
an opportunity to extend last year's essay on "bacJ:gtuuud ...,.." by dis
cussing the symbol "radioactivity; which at the time _ DO _ thao • 
key word. This is also the best answer I can give to your quatioo at the 
moment. 

The idea of meaningful coincidence-i.e., simultaneous events not causaIIy 
connected-was expressed very clearly by Schopenhauer [178S-1860j in his 
essay, "[Transzendente Spekulation] tiber die anscheinende Absicbtlichleit 
im Schicksale des Einzelnen [On the Apparent Design in the Fate of the 
Individual]." There he postulates an "ultimate union of neca.ity and 
chance: which appears to us as a "force: "which links together all things, 
even those that are causally unconnected, and does it in such a way that they 
come together just at the right moment." He compares causal chains with 
the meridians, simultaneousness with parallel circles~orresponding ex
actly to your "equivalent cross-connections." He sees, "albeit imperfectly 
from a distance: the compatibility of the opposition "between the apparent 
chance element in all occurrences in the life of the individual and their 
moral necessity in the shaping of that life in accordance with a transcenden
tal practicality for the individual-<lr, in popular language, betwee.n the 
course of nature and providence. n. 

Perhaps some reference in your work to this essay of Schopenhauer's 
would be a good idea, all the more so as he, too, was inRueoced by the ideas 
of Eastern Asia that you quote so frequently. Although Sch.'s essay is 

• The first three of these quotations 3p~ar in Arthur Schopenhauu Sdmtlich« W.,U. eel. 
Wolfg.mg von LOhneysen, Stuttgart, lcprl96s. vol. .... pp. %"43-72, on pp. lSS; and 171; *equiv
alent cross connections" (Iinngemd'aen Quen'frrbindungen) and -albeit imperfectly from a dis
tance" (wtnn auch nur unvollkomrnsn aus dtr Fern.) were not found in the cited artick.. 
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probably known to only a relatively small number of phJsIciIb, it it ..... 
pleasing in a fundamental issue to be able to make COIIIICCtions with .... 
is already in existence. 

This essay of Schopenhauer's had a lasting and fascinating effect 011 me 
and seemed to be pointing the way to a new trend in natural scimCCl. But 
whereas Sch. wanted at all costs to cling to rigid determinism along the lines 
of the classical physics of his day, we have now acknowledged that in the 
nuclear world, physical events cannot be followed in causal chains through 
time and space. Thus, the readiness to adopt the idea on which your work 
is based, that of the "meaning as an ordering factor; is probably consider
ably greater among physicists that it was in Schopenhauer's day. 

Accordingly, I myself have no serious misgivings about such an idea. It 
does seem to me, however, that in your interpretation the term "acausal" 
needs to be made more precise, and the special use of the concept of time 
needs further elaboration. For the physicist, the words "causal" and "causal
ity" have a much less specific meaning than the word "determinism." And 
what is more, the word "acausal" means different things to different writers. 
According to your interpretation of the "synchronistic" phenomenon (I 
refer particularly to pp. 20 and 21 of your essay),' it occurs through duplica
tion or multiplication of an abstract ordering factor, the external manifest.
lion of which is in fact doubled or multiple. In this sense, the ordering lactor 
could also be described as the cause 01 the synchronistic phenomenon. This 
cause, however, could not be conceived 01 in time and space. Conversely, il 
only objects in lime and space can be described as causal, then synchronistic 
phenomena do in lact appear to be "acausal." Just as in microphysics, the 
characteristic feature 01 the situation is the impossibility 01 simultaneously 
applying the principle 01 causality and the classification 01 the phenomena 
in time and space. 

What is much more difficult lor me than the question of the definition 
01 "acausal" is the entrance 01 the concept of time into the word "synchron
istic." Initially it relers expressly to phenomena that are supposed to be 
rimultaneou. in definitions in the usual physical sense. Later, however (top 
01 p. 21),' you try to include phenomena such as predicting the future, which 
do not occur at the same time. The word "synchron" thus seems to me 
somewhat illogical, unless you wish to relate it to a chronos that is essen
tially different from normal time. This seems to me to be a dilficulty that is 
not just one ollormallogic but also a lactual one. For it is by no means easy 
to see why events that "express the presence of one and the same image or 

• The M55 for Jung's evolving "Synchronicity" essay are lit the Historisches Sammlungen, 
ETH Library, ZOrich, file HS 1055:86]. 1 and 2. AI change. occurred as a result of lung'S discus
siom wilh Pauli, onc can compare points of di.scussion in the letters with the published version 
of '95~, tr. 1955. For the point discussed on pp. 2.4>21, d . CW 8, par. C)6S. 

t Cf. CW 8, par. 855. 
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~:3~'I1Ie term tirM presents me with greater 

: ""' ..... IMIIIIin& tmd time? By way of 

~~~~!~~~~~§~iata~ jliCbItioa .. follows: Ymt of aD, 
peaceited III1ICh _ -a, when they are 

it abo the cbarac:teristic that deter
~ the uaIty of the c ...... _teaU. So iDumucb .. "ayucbroaUtic" 
events form wbat J8Il have termed a "pIyChoid" iDitiaI .. of CODIcioua
nes., it i. undmtandable if (not always, but in IIWI)' ~) they abo ahare 
this standard charac:teristic of simultaneity. This abo IUgab that the 
meaning-ronnection, .. primary agent, produces time as the lC'JC'1IOdary one. 
(I hope that these vague formulation. will become dearer in the c:oune of 
our conversations.) What seems satisfactory to me is that the ordering 
factor, "consisting of meaning." which contains time (the chrooos) as. spe
cial case, as the masculine principle, stands in contrast to the feminine.. 
indestructible one (causality in the narrowest sense, energy, collective psy
che), as also seems to be the case in microphysics. 

I now come to your questions concerning the possibility of linking together 
some of the physical facts mentioned by you with the synchronicity hypoth
esis. The question is a very difficult one, as it seems to be connected with 
some of my personal experiences in "background physics: which mainly 
manifest themselves in dreams. The energy quantum and the half·life ra
dium decay seem to me much better suited to illustrate these connections 
than the two other phenomena quoted by you, since they have an elemental 
and fundamental character. Perhaps we can discuss this energy quantum 
again when we meet; at this point I would like to pick up on the physical 
phenomenon of radioactivity. 

To make my views and my attitude to this question clearer, permit me to 
conduct a fictive thought experiment with you. Please imagine that on the 
evening after the incident with the scarab that you have described, a 
stranger visits you and says something on the lines of: · Congratulations, 
doctor, on having finally succeeded in producing a radioactive substance. It 
will be most beneficial to the health of your patient." Your assertion that 
there are no radioactive substances in your house and that the atmosphere 
is also free of radioactivi ty falls on deaf ears. In fact, the stranger proceeds 
to explain in detail the half·life of the substance and the residual activity. 

I have been playing this type of game for about '5 years now; it is played 
according to strictly defined rules and is so methodical that it cannot simply 
be dismissed as madness. My initial attempts to throw the stranger out were 
Soon abandoned, for although he is friendly by nature, the visitor can soon 
turn very unpleasant. Judging from your question about radioactivity, I 
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automatically assume that you are conspiring with the strmpr ...... 
expect you to agree with this conclusion. 

As to what the stranger means, I can only deduce this indirectly &om biI 
reactions to my intenectual hypotheses; I am never completely swe about 
them. Nor did he come to me on such easily perceived occasions II those I 
have created for my thought experiment with his remarks on radioactivity. 
And before I could get down to finding out anything about "radioactivity" 
as he understood it, I had to have a rationally acceptable idea about who the 
stranger was. 

The hypotheses that at the moment I just use for myself are the 
fonowing: 

1. "The stranger" is the archetypal background constenated by the system 
of scientific concepts of our time. 

2. The expressions that emerge spontaneously from this background, such 
as "a radioactive substance has been produced" or "there is radioactivity; 
can be translated into the language of reason as fonows: "a state of con· 
sciousness has been produced, or is simply present, which is accompanied 
by the multiple manifestation of the ordering factor in meaningfuny related 
(usuany simultaneous) events." 

The language of the background is in the first instance a language of 
parable •. It seems to demand that reason, by dint of dedicated work, should 
translate it into a neutral language that adequately fulfills its requirements 
with regard to the distinction between "physical" and "psychic." This neu
trallanguage does not yet exist, but one can attempt to make progress in the 
direction of its construction by means of careful analysis of analogies, such 
as the differences in what is indicated by the same words in the parable 
language. 

With regard to the example in question-that of "radioactivity" -what 
strikes me first from the psychological angle is that a far-reaching parallel 
exists witb what the alchemists referred to as the "production of the red 
tincture." Experience has shown me that what you call a "conjunction prl)
ce.s" is generally conducive to the appearance of the "synchronistic" phe
nomenon (referred to as "radioactivity" by the "stranger") . And it is more 
likely to make its appearance when the pairs of opposites keep in balance a. 
much a. possible. In the I Ching this moment is depicted by the sign "Chen" 
(shock, thunder) [Wilhelm Baynes, hexagram 51) . In the case of your scarab, 
I am fairly sure that it was one of those moments, since you say that it was 
preceded by a long, drawn-out course of treatment. From all the material 
you have at your disposal, it must be easy to establish the conjunction pro
cess and its situation when the synchronistic event occurred . In this respect, 
I would be very interested to know in which month of the year it happened. 
The equinoctial days are particularly suitable . I would be prepared to bet 4:1 

that it was in September or March and perhaps 1:1 that it was in the second 
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1IIIIiII1II,6_ who believe in horoscopes will hit on the 

!!::~_~~the IIIOIDCIIt when sucb event. occur. For birth bas taken place, and there can be 
that and a physical birth.) 

hlliiiil fit.: ftil1e_ CJi propea in our kaowIcdgc when, in this connec
tion, .k:healJltic c:aocept CJi the "n:cI tiDctwe" is leJl'acwI by the "radi0-
active aubst.-." Betwo.'Il the pbeaomena campued these me the ~
iog illuminating maIogiea: 

1. Just as in physics, a radioacme substance (through "actiYe pRcipita
tion" from developing gulike IUbstances ) racIioac:meIy "contaminates" a 
whole laboratory, 10 the synchronistic phenomenon seems to b.we the ten
dency to ',"ead into the conscioumess of several people. 

2. The physical phenomenon of radioactivity COIIIisb in the transition of 
the atomic nucleus of the active substance from an unstable early state to its 
stable final state (in one or several steps), in the course of whicb tbe radio
activity finally stops, Similarly, the synchronistic pbenomenon, on an arche
typal foundation, accompanies the transition from an unstable state of con
sciousness into a new stable position, in balance with the uncorucious, a 
position in which the synchronistic borderline phenomenon has vanisbed 
agam. 

3. Once again, the difficult thing here for me is the time concept. In 
physical terms, it is known that the actual amount of a radioactive substance 
(which can be measured by weighing it) can be used as a clock, or rather its 
logarithm can: In a definite time interval (selected as sufficiently small), it 
is always the same Eraction of the existing atoms that disintegrates, and two 
time intervals can conversely be defined as the same when the same Eraction 
of the initially existing atoms disintegrate in them. But this is where the 
statistical character of the laws of nature comes into play: There are always 
irregular fluctuations about this average result, and they are only relatively 
small when the selection of the existing active atoms is sufficiently large; the 
radioactive clock is a typical collective phenomenon. A quantity of radioactive 
substance consisting of just a few atoms Oet's say 10) cannot be used as a 
clock, The moments in time when the individual atoms disintegrate are in 
no way determined by the law. of nature, and in the modem view they actu· 
ally do not exi.t independently of their being ab •• rved in appropriate experi
ments, The observation (in this case: the energy level) of the individual 
atom releases it from the situation· (i.e., meaning.) connection with the other 
atom. and links it instead (in meaning) ,vith the observer and hi. time. 

This leads to the following analogy with the synchronistic phenomenon 
on an archetypal basis: The case where it has not been determined whether 
the individual atom of a radioactive clock is in the initial or final stage of 
radioactive decay corresponds to the connection of the individual with 
the collective unconscious through an archetypal content of which he i. 
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uncorucioul. The ascertaining 01 the state 01 consci_ of thtI ~ 
ual, which emerges from this collective unconscious IIIld which CI'*Itht 
synchronistic phenomenon to vanish, corresponds to the determillatlon of 
the energy level 01 the individudl atom by means 01 a special expeiimeut 

This is as far as I have got. I very much look lorward to talking over these 
questions with you, as well as other examples, and not just radioactivity. 

I have spoken to C. A. Meier, and we have agreed that Thursday, '4luly, 
would be a good day lor us both to visit you in Bollingen. He will be in touch 
with you to see whether this day is convenient for you b Please excuse my 
lack of brevity. With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, W PAUlJ 

• Cf. tr_. Jung. -rhe Interpretation of Nature and the Psyche," 10, p. 8., and pp. 9:t-<J4; CW 
8, par. 9"', n. 10, Appendix to chap. 1, and pp. ~l~ 

"The meeting took place. 

38P 

Dear Prolessor lung. 
Zollikon-Ziirich, 4 lune 1950 

[Handwritten] 

Further to our talk yesterday, I am sending you the texts 01 two dreams 
that occurred last year alter I had read your manuscript on the phenomenon 
01 synchronicity. These dreams are still on my mind in connection with my 
attitude to these phenomena. I should like to add some comments to all the 
dreams (which lor you will be part 01 the "material"). 

1) The time concept, which is the topic 01 the first dream, is not that of 
physics but that 01 the "dark anima." It is an intuitive assessment of the 
characteristic leatures of an external situation, although it can also be linked 
up with the seasons. What the position 01 the hand on a clock is to the 
physicist, the "situation 01 the pairs of opposites" is to this intuitive concept 
of time, namely, which are conscious and which are unconscious. For exam
ple, when I wrote to you at the time of the dream that the scarab incident 
you described had probably taken place in March or September, it was-in 
the language of the dream-"the dark maiden who had made a short jour
ney so as to define the time." This time concept can be applied to external 
situations as well as to dream situations. 

2) Applied to the first part 01 the second dream (before the "stranger" 
appears) it would mean, "It is summer." The absence of the dark maiden in 
this dream (she appeared in later dreams) or-which is the same thing--the 
lact that there are only three children here and not four means that there is 
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",~"J.''' '-ininc (i.e., feeling-intuitive) .ide. The 

,t:==~ad often appears as the preliminaJy 
" wheraa the dark-feminine usually 
~=~ riI:um1lll ia the material phywicaI world (in 

*:=~~' Ii the latta is • certaia Iacl oflJlllllldly in 
II ~ cIIam. Smamer mar wII be • pleasant 

it is ___ III ad incaapIcte. hec:MIrntaDy. theR __ other 

dJeama with four chiIchen ia the autumn of l1)4li. 
3) AppuentIy this must be cIiRctIy "'""M!ded with the am/lict teem

ingly unsolvable on a rational basis between my consc:ious attitude and the 
unconscious one (the anima) towaJd the _t of the two 00,.. Unfor
tunately, I do not know what the two boys are. In judging the JOIIIIFf boy. 
however, I have been struck by my consciously dismissM: attitude towaJd 
horoscopes and astrology, but this fragment of tbe dream probably has a 
more general meaning than that. 

4) The situation that arises now apparently "cansteDates" the archetype 
that is very familiar to me and appears as "the stranger." His character is very 
much that of the socalled "psychopompos" and always dominates the whole 
situation, including the "anima." He used to have two types of appearance, 
a light one and a dark one (the latter occasionany as a "Persian" in the 
dream) . But in 1<)48 a further transformation took place with bim, which 
brought the two poles of the pair-opposites closer together, so that be then 
appeared as a blond, but in a dark robe, or vice versa, yet clearly one and the 
same man . (Incidentally, be is not an old man, nor does be have wbite bair, 
but is rather younger.) From your essay "Der Geist Mercurius (The Spirit 
MercuriusJ"' I learned a lot that helped me to understand this figure, since 
he plays a role similar to that of Mercury with tbe a1cbemists. In my dream 
language, he would be identified with the "radioactive nucleus.' 

5) In the second dream recorded here, he makes important statements 
about the book which the light maiden is holding (he also says tbat h. gave 
her the book). 

With regard to this book, when I woke up I thougbt of the Wilhelm 
translation of the 1 Ching. (The gothic lettering indicates Germany, where 
the book was published .) I often tum to it when interpreting dream situa
tions. For me, "normal" mathematics means algebra and especially differen
tial and integral calculus; this of course does not exist in the I Ching. How
ever, elementary arithmetic often crops up there (e.g., divisibility by 4), and 
the 64 signs also excited Leibniz's mathematical imagination.' Bearing this 

• Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniu (16..t6--1J16). in a series of lette" (1697-I]OI) exchanged 
with the Jesuit Father Bouvet, discusses the mathematical features of the I Cltin&. Sec Leibnu , 
ZweI Briefe aber do. bindr. Zahl"st.m und die chin"irchr PhilOlophir: also. Hellmuth Wil
helm, "Leibniz and the I-Ching." 
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in mind, one can actually describe the I Chm, II a "popular matNo rW~ 
book.·· The · stranger· also has the tendency-apart &om the way lie ... 
lates to physical terms-to represent the contemporary sphere of appIioa. 
tion of mathematics as inadequate. He makes no distinction whatsoever 
between "physical" and ·psychic," and he also applies mathematics to what 
we call "the hermetic world of the psyche." The objection that this is quali
tative and not quantitative is not necessarily valid, for on the one hand many 
aspects of mathematics (such as topology) are also qualitative and not quan
titative, and on the other hand whole figures are also a crucial factor in the 
psyche. What is interesting is that generally "the stranger" does not use 
terms that are taken directly from your field of analytical psychology. Here 
he usually substitutes physical terms, which he then uses unconventionally 
in an extended sense. 

In the dream here, he now implies that the small fair maiden should be 
able to do mathematics as well as I can, and he makes it a sort of long-term 
task that she should learn it. By way of contrast, he represents the "popular 
mathematics book" as being of a provisional nature. 

So much for the material. I believe it would be a major step forward in my 
attitude to the phenomenon of synchronicity if I could arrive at a correct 
interpretation of the two boys in the dream (and the conRict concerning the 
younger of the two). It seems fairly obvious that the children-there are 
supposed to be four actually, and sometimes there were-should be linked 
with your function schema. But I do not wish to get caught up in specula
tions that have no real foundation. 

In Princeton, I unexpectedly had the opportunity to discuss the syn
chronicity phenomenon on several occasions. In doing so, I preferred to use 
the term "meaning-correspondence" rather than "synchronicity," so as to 
place more emphasis on meaning rather than on simultaneity and to link up 
with the old "correspondentia." Moreover, I made a point of stressing the 
difference between the spontaneous appearance of the phenomenon (as in 
your scarab report) and the induced phenomenon (by means of a prelimi
nary treatment or a rite) , as is the case with mantic practices (J Ching or Or! 

geamantica) . I wonder whether the two boys have anything to do with this 
distinction? 

I am eagerly looking forward to your talk on 24June, and I hope that it will 
lead to an instructive discussion (e.g., on the concept of "natural laws in 
physics and the term "archetype" in psychology) . 

In the meantime, I send my best wishes, 

Yours ever gratefully, W. PAULI 

• lung. "Det Geist Mercuriu,"; tr .• rev., expo '"The Spirit Mercuriu,," in CW 13. pars. 139"""303-

• The I Ching is composed of sixty-four hexagrams; hence the above reference to "divisihil
ity by +" 
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[Kilmacht I 20 June 1950 
[Handwritten I 

;O'tIl'iitlibIiII~ ·aly lled1l11e lIB IJIICbronicity hal 0lM:e apin bad to be post-
JIODIIII •• I - better DOw, aud I have bad time to think about your 
cLams. Hen: me _ of my thougbb: 

Imam 1. AempIane - intuition. Sbangen: not yet assimilated thoughb. 
Can one lay that you had conscious difficulties with the time concept with 
regard to the possibility of its relativity in cases of aync:bronicity7 The aninla 
has to "make a short journey,· i.e., CM,,&, her p'- to achieve definite time. 
So she probably has no definite time, meaning that she lives in the uncon
scious. She has to transplant herself into consciousness in order to be able 
to define time. 

Dream l. 
mother 

older boy 1 younger boy 
daughter 

= wholeness, but predominantly 
= feminine (matemal) 

Older boy probably = ego; younger boy = shadow. Consciousness would be 
too masculine-boyish, i.e., too positivistically adjusted. This is why it is com
pensated by maternal wholeness. The positivistic attitude of natural science 
does not produce any holistic concept of nature since the experiment is 
always just a reply of nature extorted by a definite question. This gives rise 
to an image of nature that is too influenced or prejudiced by intellect. This 
prevents the appearance of any possible holistic governing of nature. So the 
so-called mantic random methods do not stipulate any conditions for cap
turing synchronicity-that is, meaningful coincidence. 

The shadow is underestimated by the conscious and overestimated by the 
unconscious. The "stranger" wishes to induce the anima-that is the femi
nine sensitive and vulnerable side of the personality-to study mathemat
ics, and specifically "archetypal" mathematics, where the whole numbers 
are still (qualitative) archetypes of order. For it is with their help that the 
synchronicity phenomenon can be captured (mantic methods!) and a more 
unified world picture produced. 

space 
causality ----+1-- correspondentia 

time 

With best wishes, Yours sincerely, C.C.I. 

• lung's lecture NOn Synchronicity" was gh'en in the Psychological Club in Zurich In two 
parts, 10 January and 3 F'ebruOilry 19)1. 
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40P 
Zollikon-ZOrich, 23 June 1950 

Dear Professor Jung, [Handwritten) 

I would like to thank you most heartily for your letter. What I found 
particularly interesting was your interpretation regarding the two boys in 
the dream, with the older one as the "ego" and the younger one as the 
"shadow." I accept that as totally plausible, but it is perhaps difficult to 
prove such an assumption beyond any doubt. The motif of two (youngish) 
men, of whom only one speaks to me, is a familiar one; it has occurred 
repeatedly in earlier dreams. 

As to my conscious difficulties with the time concept, they related to the 
question of to what extent and how accurately a time coincidence is actually 
necessary for there to be a "meaningful coincidence: Is it not so that the 
"anima" has "knowledge" of meaningful wholenesses precisely because she 
lives outside physical time (i.e., in the unconscious)? I have always been 
fascinated by the paradox that on the one hand the anima as the inferior 
function is most "contaminated" with the unconscious, and on the other 
hand, as a result of her closeness to the archetypes, seems to have superior 
knowledge. 

I am in no doubt that the aim of the "stranger" is to convey a holistic 
concept of nature (not expressed in the conventional scientific point of 
view) . It is true that I regard the interpretation of modern physics in the 
narrowest sense as correct within the confines of its field of application but 
as basically incomplete. My resistance to the archetype and its tendencies is 
correspondingly weakening. Last autumn I had a dream in which "he" 
brings me a thick manuscript; I have not yet read it, for it first had to be seen 
by strangers in the background. In my experience, the best thing to do in 
such cases is simply to wait and see. At any rate, there is no shortage of "not 
yet assimilated thoughts" with me. 

Best wishes for your recovery. I am still looking forward to your lecture on 
synchronicity. 

Yours ever gratefully, W. PAULI 

41J 
Kiisnacht-Ziirich, 26 June 1950 

Dear Professor, [Handwritten] 

I have just discovered that a letter to you that I dictated on 2 March was 
never sent. In it, I thanked you for the trouble you have taken and the 
precise evidence 01 the purely random nature 01 the astrological figures. It 
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To Emma Jung 

40 PAUU I 41 JtINC I 42 PAUU 

'==~ tIJat with larger figwa there is • gradual 
"" 1_1IInY that becaUle of this oversight on 

- DOt iDformed of my gratitude for your 

hll_1II to W with in the meantime aacI_ also ill for 

[C. G. JUNG) 

[ZoIlilon-ZUrich) [u) Oct. '950 
Dear Frau Professor, [Typewritten carbon copy) 

In my work on Kepler,' I once again came across the archetype of the 
lower chthonic Trinity (c!. the downward-reHected triangle with F1udd, 
which I projected at the time), which is familiar to me from old and recent 
dreams (in the form of the playing card the ace of clubs and in the form of 
three simple planks). Ever since then, it has always aroused great interest 
whenever it crops up anywhere. 

This summer I read the French reprint of the RomaIU ck la Tabl. Ronde, ' 
which Mr. Fierz showed me in Paris last spring. My attention was immedi
ately captured by the three wooden spindles (trois (us,aux d. boi.) that 
appear in Merlin's story (I.e. p. 65). This story (pp. 56--78) is an interesting 
myth in itself. The spindles, one of which is white, one red, and one green, 
are found on a mysterious revolving island. The section on this island begins 
with the four elements, like so many alchemical treatises. The spindles are 
then taken back to a tree that stems from a branch that Eve was allowed to 
take to Earth from the Tree of Paradise. This earthly double of the Tree of 
Paradise was first white, then red, then green. According to the myth, Solo
mon's wife had the spindles made from it and added them to David's sword. 
The sword and the spindles travel for centuries by boat until they are finally 
found on this island. 

To support the argument that the spindles are the archetype of the 
chthonic Trinity-which in this way, albeit in a special form, would be 
brought into relation with the Crail story-the following points can be put 
forward : The number 3 in the book quoted is often directly associated with 
the Trinity (see, e.g., p. 78), and the ship bearing the spindles and the sword 
is later (p. 364) claimed to be the Church. The spindles have a chthonic 

I Ed. Jacques Boulanger, Paris, '94' -
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origin (t_) and (as Mr. Fien: emphasized) are apecifioally ...... 
So they relate to the boat as the Trinity does to the Church. 

What is new to me, however, is that this archetype is not AlpFIIIDIied 
here by three ordinary planks but by 3 spindles. Spindles are not complete 
without spinners, but in the myth they are absent. These absent .pinnen 
can probably be identified with the Fates (in the lexicon the Fates are men
tioned under the word "(useaux"). One has the feeling that in the myth 
these spinners have become the victims of a sort of Christian "censorship·; 
when I say "censorship" I do not necessarily mean some external authority 
but a tendency on the part of the original narrator of the Grail story to 
suppress any heathen motif as not assimilable. (Yet with Diana they have 
not gone very far in other places.) This fits in with the fact that in the later 
story the spindles have no plausible purpose. All it says is that Galahad 
sleeps with the 3 spindles in his bed before he sees the secret of the Crail 
and dies (see p. 379f.). But Mr. Fierz pointed out to me that the revolving 
island also appears in Plato, at the end of "the State," where the 3 Fates sit 
round the "spindle of necessity." Through this (albeit unstated) connection 
with the Fates, the fateful aspect of the archetype is emphasized. 

As you have worked on the Grail legend in depth, whereas I have only 
read this one book, I should like to ask you whether and how the three 
spindles appear in other versions of the Grail legend. I would 01 course be 
most interested to hear whether my attempt to interpret the spindles as the 
archetype of the '1ower Three" strikes you as plausible and supported by the 
material. 

Thanking you in advance and with best wishes to Prof. Jung, 

Yours sincerely, [W PAULI] 

• Published in 19)2; see bibliography for details. 

43J 

Dear Mr. Pauli, 
[KiisnachtJ8 November 1950 

[Typewritten carbon copy] 

I am taking the liberty of sending you the enclosed work on synchronicity. 
I hope that it is more or less finished now. I am grateful that you wish to read 
it through with a critical eye and would welcome any comments. 

With best wishes, 
Yours sincerely, [C. G. JUNG] 
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(ZoIJi);ou-Zilrich) 16 November lCJSO 
Dar frau PrafeaM Jung. mpewliHen carbon copy) 

I have ltuclied both of your worb OIl the Grail legend ° and am now in 
a position to reply to your very instructive letter. I should like to stress 
straightaway that I not only totally agree with your own interpretations of 
the Grail legend but that I am happy to see the general nature of a certain 
group of my dreams and, to a certain extent, even my fascination with the 
Grail legend as a confirmation of your views. The following points are of 
crucial importance to me: the connection between the Grall and the quater
nity (Part I conclusion, t and Part II, p. sU.,1 although the solution in Wolf
ram's version emerges as the more psychological one, whereas in the French 
versions the story ends tragically with the disappearance of the Grail; the 
reAection motif Christ-Judas or the seat of Christ~iige "mllewc, repre
senting the contrast between the upper and lower region;1 the interpreta
tion of the Grail legend as an expression of the reception of Christianity 
(assimilation processes) by the unconscious. It can certainly be said that in 
this process the archetypes of the lower region (also the "lower Trinity") are 
the ones that met with a good response initially, but later there was an 
attempt to eliminate this "lower" aspect by means of allegories along the 
lines of traditional Christianity. I paid special attention to the fair-dark form 
of Merlin . You yourself point out his "dual layer" - namely, "half Christian
human," "half devilish-pagan" (11, p. 76 [lcfol edo ., pp. 365-«>1tr., pp. 355-
56])-and you go on to emphasize his need for redemption (II , p. 95 [lcfol 

• Emma Jung (1882-1955) is said by M..l ... von Franz, in her foreword to Emma Jung. Vi. 
Graalslegende in psychologischer Sieht, 1<)60 (tr., The Grail Legend), to have studied the Gnil 
legend for thirty years, in hopes of some day publishing her material. HOwe\·et. at the time of 
this letter, Paul i had read only two items by her on the subject, to which he is responding here. 
The firs t was the four lectures of Die Graalnage; tr., The GraillAgmd. And second, Di. Graat.
lage, II , Le Roman de l'Eftoire dou Groal von Robert de &ron, 194+ Unfortunatdy, tM revisions 
and expansions of the Grail material by von Franz make it virtually impossible to lOOilte all of 
the exact 1944 text in the It)60 book, and in some instances only fragments remain. Basically, the 
first part of the early Emma Jung material is found in chapters 1-15. and the SttOnd part in 
chapters 1~14. although the: chapters are: not numbered in the l¢o edition. The: l¢o edition 
is cited by page number and its parallel in the English translation by Andrea Dykes. 

t Lecture 4. p. :Z5; Welsh trans .• p. U9; l¢o cdn .• p. 306; tr., p. 299-
I 1<)60 .dn., p. 350; tr., p. 39. 
I The interpretation of the story of the life: of Perceval as the road to indi .. ;duation {part n, 

p. ~ [1<)60 .dn., pp. 393, 403l'Ir., pp. 383. 31)2\)-i .• .• also as an att.mpt to tread a road to the 
quate:rnity. 
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cda.. p ~ P )91)). It __ DlGlt..w to - to ... • G IfNI • 
.... awtiw depiction 01 Malin as man: •• aatmaI aatwe. 

... ,w I;'., with this gmcnJ interpIdaIioo • yuan • the Gail", 
aod, J ~ Iik 10 come bad: 10 the special question 01 the 3 opindIa ... 
aoaIIaJ diRctfo WODtCted with them. You __ kind awxtgb 10 cIcaJ with 
tLis qucstioo ~ your letter, and we pursued the subject in our last brief 
UAiftisation. J think we are in IuD ogreemenl thai the "tu-" do DOl 
acccsuri1y ba.+e anything to do with spinning (and hence with the FoIes), 
bot that as f1rim4 rMterUz processed by humans, and thanks to theirCOllllOCo 
lion with the feminine (Solomon's wife), they do belong to the l.....-er ~ 
J _ fed I must teD you about the earlier dream of mine, the one that 
actually led me to write to you about the 3 spiodles (see endosed sheet).' In 
this dream. there are 3 pieces of wood with an apparently archetypal signifi
cance. and when I read about the 3 spiodles in Boulanger tim summet, I 
immediatdy fdt myself transported back into the mood of the dream. The 
river in the dream evidently corresponds to the mother's lap. and in this on 
archetype has for me acquired what is so far a definitive form, namdy, tb. 
bir..!arl:. "dual-layered" one. Incidentally, it has already appeared previously 
with wood, and on one occasion it brought me a circular piece of wood. It is 
always the wood that has been treated by human beings that has a "magic' 
efuct in my dreams, in contrast to the natural state of the prima materia. 
This, together with the other dream experience descnbed below, makes it 
seem Iikly that tim is not just an external analogy between my m.,ams aod 
the Grail myth but is a more far.reaching identification of the relation of the 
tlTchet.,pe to consciousne .. , despite all the differences due to any problems 
arising from the time factor. Just as a dream can be interpreted by being 
compared to a myth, a myth can equally well be understood by resorting to 
dreams. The direction one chooses seems to depend on whichever of the 
two happens to be more familiar at the time. 

It is with all tim in mind that I sbould now like to attempt to describe to 
you the 6gure of the ·stranger" (who in the dream under discussion 
emerged from the river but had already been there in another form); I shaU 
do so as if be were a character from a story, although I shall be bringing in 
material not just from recent dreams but from dreams going back to .<)46. 
lt is evidently the archetype of the ·mana personality" or the "magician' 
(the only reason I do not call him tbe "wise old man" is that my figure is not 
old but is actually younger than myself) . Everything that Prof. Jung say. 
about the "spirit Mercurius" 6ts him perfectly. While reading your work, 
however, I saw that there is also an important analogy between this figure 
and Merlin (especially in Robert de Boron's version). My dream figure is also 
"dual-layered"; on the one hand, he is a spiritual-light figure with superi~r 
knowledge, and on the other hand, he is a chthonic natural spirit. But hll 
knowledge repeatedly takes him back to nature, and his chthonic origins are 

so 
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10 that ultimately both aspects tum out to 
He it the one who prepares the way for 

..,. punuing him. Mil actionJ an: always effec
...... 'w, aIJeit often incGmpichenlibie. Women and chil

dnm fallow him bapp8y; IIDCI he &equently tries to instruct them. In fact, he 
repnIs e,utODe 8IOUDd him (espec:ia1Iy me) II completely ipormt and 
uneducated compued with hinueIf. He does not reject the ancient writings 
on magic but simply regards them II a popular piCliminary stage for people 
with no education (e.g., myself).2 But _ comes the JCa!Jy odd bit, namely, 
the analog)' to the "Antichrist": He it not an Antichrist, but in a certain 
.ense an "Antiscientist; "science" here meaning especially the scientific 
approach, particularly as it it taught in universities today. This he sea II a 
sort of Zwinguri,b as the place and ~boI of hi. oppression, which (in my 
dreams) he occasionally sets fire to. 11 he feels he is heing disregan1ed. he 
does everything in his power to draw attention to himself, for eumple by 
means of synchronistic phenomena (which he calls "radioactivity") or 
through moods of depression or incomprehensible affects. Yow observation 
(II , p. 86) "that ... the factor which brings on sickness or has any other 
unfavorable effect occurs when contents that are ready for consciousness an: 
not taken over" literally hits the nail on the head.' The "slranger's" attitude 
toward science is very similar to that of Abasuerus toward Christianity: This 
"stranger" is something that did not accept the scientific world picture 
about 300 years ago and is now running around autonomously in the collec
tive unconscious like a loose cannon; in doing SOt it is becoming more and 
more loaded with "mana" (especially when "up above," my branch of sci
ence, physics, has got somewhat bogged down) . The same thing can be said 
in a different way: When rational methods in science reach a dead end, a 
new lease of life is given to those contents that were pushed out of time 
consciousness in the 17th century and sank into the unconscious. With the 
passage of time, they take possession of the ever·present original of the 
"mana personality" there, and this "mana personality" is ultimately so pow
erfully enveloped by these contents that its physiognomy is determined by 
that loose fragment that was rejected by the conscious back in the 17Ih 
century. And yet, when all comes to all, the relationship of the "stranger" to 
science is not a destructive one, which is also true of Merlin's relationship to 
Christianity: He happily uses the terminology of modem science (radio
activity, spin) and mathematics (prime numbers) but does so in an uncon
ventional manner. Inasmuch as he ultimately wishes to be understood but 
has ye t to find his place in our contemporary culture, he is, like Merlin, in 
need of redemption. It seems to me that for him the "bonfire"< of liberation 

2 Cf. your comments on magic and mystic attitude, II , p. ~5 11<)60 eeln... p. :1}Q'tr., p.. ll31 
• This quote does not appear in the subsequent ~rsionJ of Emma June's ..,t'WL 
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will only bum in a fonn of cultun: that will be effectively «Ip IIi· • ., 
quatemity. As far as I can see, it has not yet been determined ill dellillI!Il 
when and how this will come about. But it is probably .uch expect'. 
that will for us replace that of the "Third Kingdom· by Gioacchino d4 Ji10N 
[Joachim of Floris 1 (II, p. 4' [l¢o cdn., pp. 'P5-z61 tr., pp. 317-18)). 

I hope that these remarks will have made clear the confonnity of the 
situation of the archetypes to consciousness in the Grail legend, on the one 
hand, and in my dreams, on the other; if this is the case, my next "advea
ture' with your letter will not be quite so unexpected. 

I was at once both fascinated and excited by the description in your letter 
of the arrangement of the "{us.aux· l quoted hom the texts. There was an 
affective relationship and an emotional situation. I began to consider the 
fact that it was really odd that the "spindles' were not rotating, even if they 
had nothing to do with spinning. The whole thing struck me as a mecha
nism to prevent the spindles hom rotating; the rotation was reserved much 
more for the island than for the original form of the prima materia, which 
had emerged hom the four elements and had remained untouched by 
human beings. I discussed your letter-and this question in particular
with C. A Meier, and he hit on the idea of looking up the role played by 
spindles in folldore. What he lound out was that sometimes a harmful 
"magic' influence is attributed to the rotating of the spindles, which is why 
it was forbidden on certain occasions (lor example, when bringing in the 
harvest). For me, this gave rise to the association "Rotating spindles-magic 
or sympathetic effect: A couple of nights later, I had the dream that you 
will find on the enclosed sheet;d in it, surprisingly, the arrangement 01 the 
"ruseaux' descnbed on your letter is translormed into a pair 01 scales. The 
meaning of the dream certainly has a lot to do with the problems discussed 
by Prol. lung in his latest treatise on synchronicity. However, I would like to 
emphasize once again that it is impossible lor the dream to have been inpu
eneed by Prol. lung's new writings, which I have only just received. The 
dream occurred quite a while earlier and is thus to be interpreted as a conse· 
quence 01 reading your letter. 

Let me make it quite clear that I am not sending you the dreams because 
I expect you to interpret them. Actually, [ am quite skeptical about "inter· 
pretations' 01 dreams 01 this nature. What has worked best lor me has been 
on the one hand "shedding as broad a light" as possible onto the context, 
and reflecting on the general problems to be found in this context, and on 
the other hand observing the dreams over periods 01 several years. This 
bnngs about a certain lamiliarity with the "point of view" of the uneon· 

l "One of them was attached to the front side of the bed, .o that it stood upright , the second 
was atta~hed in the same way to the back side of the bed, the third one lay crosswise over the 
whole Width of the bed and was screwed or mortised to the other two," 
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md graduaJ sbifting of the point 
to inform you about the real 

• well .. the rapooae you have 
or DOt you wish to show Prof. 

your fiDe work (which I should tike to hold 
011 to 6111' iwldte}.lIaIt .... to,_ md to Prof. Jane (to whom I ahaII write 
allOOIl .1 have studied bia latest work 011 aynchrouicity). 

Youn. [w. PAUU) 

• Misling. IIfeJbert van Erl:elem-in hit racan:h for WoIfIac l'aIit Ndr .,.. 
Quod., published 0 condcmed ..man .. "WoIfpDc PauJi and the Chiaeoe Aaima-Y_"
hal located this <beam at the Wwent<haltJhidorisc:he SmunJ ....... E'J1I.BibIotel. AoieIa 
101ft archive, 61. 109'''7'.1 

b A Hamburg fortress in Silenen built to ...... domination ..... the people 01 Uri. 
, Sigoal 6r. upon the liberation 01 the original cantons (Uri. Schwyz. and UntenraJdeu) OIl 

I August 1191. 

d Missing. [Van Erkelens has also located this dream. See above, note a, file 1090=13-1 

45P 

Dear Professor Jung, 

[Zollikon.Ziirich) "4 November 1950 

[Typewritten carbon copy 
with handwritten additions) 

It was with great interest that I read the latest version of your work on 
"synchronicity." We had basically agreed in the past on the possibility and 
usefulness and also, in view of the Rhine experiments, on the necessity of a 
further principle of interpretation of nature other than the causal principle. 
After the turn taken in your Ch. II, "The Astrological Argument: it seems 
that our points of view have come one step closer. 

1. In several discussions last autumn and winter (which also gave me the 
opportunity to observe a great interest in your concept of synchronicity in 
places where I would not have expected it), ( repeatedly expressed my hope 
that such a tum would come about. For example, ( said to M. Fien and 
C. A. Meier at the time, "It is really paradoxical that physicists are now 
obliged to tell psychologists that they must not eliminate the unconscious 
in their statistical ir;.vestigations l" And now the unconscious has returned in 
the form of the "lively interest of the test persons or the psychic state of the 
astrologer";1 here your statement about "the pernicious inAuence of the 
statistical method on the determination of synchronicity in terms of figures" 

1 See pp. 33 to 35 lin this typescript) of your work, which for me wt:rt: condush'c. 
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(p. 35)· seems to be the most important rault oof:~.u~:~:::~=~· 
gations. This "pernicious inAuencc" COIUists in tI 
inAuencc of the psychic state of the participants by means of the .. !' tiad 
formation of mean values, in that these values are measured without !bit 
psychic state being taken into consideration. It actually seems to me I P
eral and essential attribute of synchronistic phenomena, one that I would 
even lilte to incorporate into the definition of the term "synchronicity"; in 
other words, whenever an application of statistical methods, without c0n

sideration of the psychic state of the people involved in the e.perimen~ 
does not show such a "pernicious inRuence," then there is something vel}' 
different from synchronicity going on.2 1 shall come back to this aspect later 
in connection with the discontinuities in microphysics. 

The result you give of your investigation, according to which the continuo 
ally renewed interest of your test persons is decisive, even makes astrology 
seem a secondary factor in this result and sets up favorable results for tradi· 
tional astrology, in analogy to the "hits" in the Rhine experiment. 

Gust a quick question here: In the Rhine experiment, would it be possibl. 
to imagine test persons who produce a "negative" effect-i.e., who always 
come up with fewer hits than statistics would lead one to expect? In your 
statistical experiment on the comparison between the horoscopes of mar· 
ried and single people, are there also test persons who, for example, find the 
sun·moon conjunctions predominantly with single people instead of mar· 
ried ones, precisely because their psychic state indicates a particular resis· 
tance to astrology? When I say "predominantly," I mean more frequently 
than the chance statistics would lead one to expect? I am reasonably certain 
that the astrological case and Rhine's ESP experiment will also behave anal· 
ogously in this respect; but it might also be that the bringing in of the 
archetypes in both cases hinders the possibility of "negative" test persons.)' 
I have not examined the statistics in Tables I to V in detail , as this would 
take a lot of time and trouble, and anyway, unless I am mistaken, this whol. 
material has been checked by Mr. M. Fierz, who has more experience in 
such matters. (Should I be wrong in assuming this, then I would strongly 
recommend you to call on him again. His present address, probably until 
about the end of April '95', is: The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, 
N.J.)b At any rate, your result corresponds perfectly to my expectations. A 

• Cf. CW 8, par. 88+ 
2 A1though you are only speculating on the poJSibiJity when you hint at an interpretation of 

th~ relationship between body and soul as iii synchronicity link (p. 52, note 1, and p. 57), it is f~r 
this reason that I have misgivings about it. Such an interpretation would, incidentally, be baSI
cally identical with the old "two-clock theory' of GEULlNCX. But f fully agree with you tMt 
the "psychophysiC21 parallelism" is "completely impenetrable," ICf, CW 8, par. 938, n. -,0, 
Arnold Geulincx (16:z.S-16w) was a F1emilh philosopher. See ibid .• par. 937. n, 57J 
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.. 1IM.1ii tile It8te of the astrologer" would contradict 

--',," the pnlCCllICI involved. In truth, nature is 10 

=~!:::::: to Bohr', "Complementarity" in pbysics---any --'ity md IJIIduonicity can never be ascertained . 
..... _ to the qaatioa, the dilCUuion of which forms the 

main put of thiI Jetm. a- do the flICb that maR up modem quantum 
phyticl !elate to those other pbeuoI.na expIaincc\ by you with tile aiel of 
the new principle of syDChronicity? Yost of aD, what is certain is that both 
type. of phenomenon go beyond the fnmewod: of "dauical" determinism. 
But this in itself does not answer the question, which is touched on in sev
eral places in Ch. I and IV of your work. Naturally, this question is of partic
ular interest to me as a physicist; I have been discuuing it and thinking 
about it at great length for a year. 

What appears to me of fundamental importance is the requirement 
made of a law of nature in any experimental science--namely, that in princi
ple at least it should relate to reproducible processes (also indicated by you 
on p. 2).' [n nuclear physics, it has turned out that the statistical character 
of these laws of nature is the price that has to be paid for fulfilling this 
requirement of reproducibility. Now in physics, the essential asped of 
uniqueness (for which there has never been a place in the physical laws of 
nature) has manifested itself in an unexpected place. This place is the oh
servation itself, which is unique (or is an act of creation, if you will) because 
it is impossible to eliminate the influence of the observer by means of deter
minable corrections. The type of statistical law that thus comes into being 
(one that is not reproducible by statements on individual cases), which acts 
as a mediator between the discontinuum of individual cases and the contin
uum that can only be realized (approximately) in a large-scale statistical 
framework, may be described as ·statistical correspondence."' (The law of 
half-life periods in radioactive decay is a special case of this kind.) At least 
the statistical regularities of the natural laws of microphysics are reproduci
ble (independent of the psychic state of the observer), a case in point being 
the above-mentioned half-life periods. There also seems to me here (c!. in 
this respect the criterion formulated above on the · pemicious influence" of 
statistical methods on synchronicity) such a fundamental difference be
tween the acausal physical phenomena (such as radioactivity or any other 
discontinuity that comes under the "correspondence" of physics) and the 
· synchronistic" phenomena in the narrowest sense of the term (such as ESP 

• Cf. CW 8, par. Su. 
) I am very ple.ased to scc you quote my comment on Bohr's use of the term "correspon

dence." (On p. 8 1741 of my publication in Experi.ntia" 1950, 1 ha\'c made an additional "<>!e,) 
Rather than on p. 4ll. you r note here might be better placed on p. 61, where there IS a 

reference to the physical discontinuities. 
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experiments of mantic methods) that I would lilce to ptopoIe U:~=f' 
construed as phenomena or .{feet. on dif(emlt ltml •. 4 On thae 
levels, there is a difference similar to that between a unique pair 
continuing series (although in the latter at least the statistical cIwacteri.. 
tics are reproducible) . Although in the second case, too, it is somethingthat 
cannot be covered by the old detenninistic fonn of natural law, I neverthe
less, as a physicist, have the impression that the 'statistical correspondence" 
of quantum physics, seen from the point of view of synchronicity, is a vay 
weak generalization of the old causality. This also manifests itself in the faet 
that although microphysics allows for an acausal form of observation, it ac
tually has no use for the concept of "meaning."5 So I have grave misgivings 
about placing physical discontinuities and synchronicity on the same level, 
which is what you do on p. 58.' If you do not share my misgivings, I shall be 
most interested to hear what yOUI arguments are. 

To emphasize the difference between the case of microphysics and any 
cases involving the psyche, I proposed a quaternary schema in an unpub
lished essay on "background physics" written in 1941l. In the schema, the 
different pairs of opposites are intended to correspond to these two cases. 
The pair of opposites for physics is: 

Indestructible energy and momentum 

I 
definite spatial-temp,>ral process 

and for psychology: 

Timeless collective unconscious Self-awareness, time. 

Of course, I cannot claim that the whole quatemity that I proposed at that 
time is a genuinely suitable expression for "synchronicity." But a lurther 
characteristic of this schema, which seems important to me, is that space 
and time are not placed opposite each other, which a modem physicist 
would find particularly unacceptable. 

I admit that this placing of three-dimensional space opposite one-dimen· 
sional time seems more natural in the physics of Newton (which can be said 
to have begun with Kepler) than in modem relativity and quantum physiC!, 
and I ~m also aware that time and space are psychologically different in that 
the eXIStence of a memory (recollection) distinguishes the past from the 

.. :nis does not exclude the possibility of comparisons being made between the two. Affects 
on ~IHerent levels also have their similarities as well as their differences. 

• J do, ~~ver, feel that although it c.mnol be proved. it can be argued that acausality in 
microphYSICS IS a sort of "preliminary stage" for your concept of "synchronicity," The term 
",tatc" or "physical situation" in quantum physics would then be a preliminary stage for your 
more general tenn "meaningful connection," 

• CE. CW 8, pu. ¢6. 
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!.=5c~~in~""'. Yet the positioning of space wehema 011 p. 59 does not teaIIy seem 
not form a true pair of opposite. 

:~!5!!!5~:::;::~~~:':: wthe~ r,a for the basic identit, 
_1\18 ___ .' 

TJ...t ... why J.aId _liIrII to maR the fuIIowing WfH/tOmwiw fIIDIJoNl 
for • quaternary Hh_ II • bait for eli .... ...;...; it IMIids the oppoaing of 
time and place and perbapa combina the advantaga of your ICbema and 
the one I drew up in 11)48. 

Energy (conservation) 
causality I 6J11Cluonic:ity 

space-time continuum 

On p. 6" where you talk about the "triaelic world pictu"';' perhaps one 
could replace "by means of space, time, and causality" (8th line from the 
bottom) by "and the notion of causality." That would also 6t in better with 
the term "three-principles doctrine," since continuity (natura non (deit 
saltus) can certainly be viewed as a characteristic principle for the (classical) 
scientific age. 

3· When you use physical tenns in order to explain psychological terms or 
findings, I often have the impression that with you they are dreamlike im· 
ages of the imagination;7 this impression is usually accompanied by the feel
ing that the sentences you write here stop at the very point where they 
should begin. For example, on p. 9 it says: "The physical analogy for this· 
(for a coincidence in time) "is radioactivity or the electro-magnetic field: 
And on p. lO it says of the archetypes that: "They represent a field of force 
that can be compared with radioactivity: Such sentences cannot be under
stood by any physicist, since he would never compare a field of force (neither 
electromagnetic nor any other) with radioactivity' 

The concept of the physical field of force is based originally on the illus
trative idea of a state of tension of the "ether" penetrating space. This state 
was used as the medium of "ponderomotoric· effects between bodies (e.g., 
electrical and magnetic ones). Field theory has made itself independent 
(since Faraday) in that a real existence was attributed to the state of tension 

• Cf. CW 8, p.r, ¢1. 
' It says there: ·Space and time arc basically one and the same thing. which is why onc speaks 

of ' time spaces' and Philo Judaeus says: tempul est iparium motus," [CEo CW 8, par. 8S5·] 
t cr. ew 8, par. 9S.tCW 8, par. ¢a 
' The justification for such an :assumption is based on the fact that I can often recognize 

motifs from my own dreams in your images, 
t See Letters 45. sect. 3. and 46. Ad 3. where the issue is further alluded to. In CW 8. pars 

959. 963. radioactivity is mentioned. but not in association w;th any electromagnetic field, 
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even when it is not made visible with specimen bodiet. Late!; tile 
mechanistic image of the state of tension and the medium of etllIIr". '" 
abandoned in favor of the abstract view that the relevant phyaical 
described in mathematical tenos simply by appropriate continuoua _ 
tions of the space and time coordinates, dispensing with descriptive imIpt. 
It was then the task of "field physics' to establish the laws that fuJfiD thae 
functions, together with the specifications as to how these said Iunctions, 
with the aid of test bodies, can-in theory at least-be measured. (I m,.If 
have a few ideas about the analogies of this physical field theory with the 
psychological notion of the unconscious and about the parallels in the tem
poral course of the development of these two concepts, but I do not want In 
prejudice your judgment.) 

The essential thing about radioactivity is the transmutation of a chemical 
element that is connected with the emission of rays transporting ene.gy 
(possibly of different sorts). These rays are "active," i.e., they produce chem
ical and physical action when they encounter matter. 

Such analogies as 

{
Synchronistic coincidence 

or 
of archetypes {

Field of force 
or Radioactivity 

can be of great interest, but only on condition that the tertium comfldra
tioni. is given (and possibly what the differences are). My personal wish is 
not that you delete the sentences mentioned but rather that you extend and 
elucidate them. 

+ As you yourself say, your work stands and falls with the Rhine experi
ments. I, too, am of the view that the empirical results of these experiments 
are very well founded .s Given the importance of the ESP experiments for 
your synchronicity principle, I would appreciate it if you would make a point 
of explaining how, in your view, the so-called PK ("Psychokinesis) experi
ments that you mentioned on p. 8 are to be interpreted.' Does the person 
expressing the wish concerning the results of the dicing have a prefigured 
image of the way the dice will go? You mention in this connection a psychic 
"relativity 01 mass," but you do not go on to say what you mean by this nor 
how such an assumption can explain the PK experiments. Here, too, I sus-

a t was recently lent a paper by R. A. McConnell !"ESP-Fact or Fancy?"], in The Sci,ntipc 
MO,nthly ~ ~August. 1949), pp. UI-2.5. The author has repeated, confirmed, and developed the 
Rhme expe:nments In the Dept. of Physics (I) of the University of Pittsburgh, This work aho 
made a very favorable impression on me . 

• Cf. CW/CW 8, p .... 837-1". 
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...... of the jmagination" of faun, and 

iD JIIUr wod: that 1 would Jil;e to gM 
betUUL III8Dtic metbocII and the 

bat at the IIIOIIIeId 1 hne IICIthiuc new 

about .. I bnJacbt this Ioag letter to • dole. 1_ bopefuI that the 
questioal that lin! ItiII opeD and any clifft,tnCClIIiII -aiDing in oar points 
of view will be cleared up, pm the baic agIULdIt pointed out at the 
beginning of this letter. 

With best wishes, Yoars ~ [w. PAIIU) 

• The .. i. now a whole c:oIJection of wriliDp COl the JUhjoct of "poi " &" 
b AvaJl.b1e in the American edition 1_ Letter TT, ... aJ. Is.., ..... Jaoc'.Ieib:n ... ,. .... 

in CW 18, pan. u9v.1 
'Pauli, "Die philosophische Bedeutung cia Idee cia JGmpkm willi" I<, "The Phio

sophieal Significance of the Idea 01 Complementarity,' in I'IuIi. w.m.p ... ...,..,...." I'WIar
""hr, pp. 35-4'· 

d See Appendix l 

46J 
Bollingen, 30 ov. 1950 

[Typewritten carbon copy 
Dear Professor, with corrections made by hand) 

Many thanks for your kind letter and for the time and trouble you have 
taken with my manuscript. Your opinions are very important to me, not just 
in the material itself but also in the light of our different points of view. 

Re 1. In reply to your question about any possible "negative" synchronistic 
effect, I can state that RHINE gives a series of examples in which the ini
tially positive number of hits is strikingly reversed. I can well imagine that 
similar things happen in astrological-experiment setups. But given the com
plexity of the situation, they are much more difficult to ascertain, for' am 
the test person whose interest would need to tum into resistance. For this 
purpose, I would need to collect and work on a few hundred horoscopes
i.e., until J was absolutely fed up with the whole thing. Only then could one 
expect negative results. 

Re 2 . What you so fittingly describe as ·statistical correspondence" char
acterizes radioactivity, for example, but not, as you correctly say, synchron
icity; in the former case, the regularity of the half-life period can be ascer
tained only when there is a large number of individual cases, whereas in 
the latter the synchronistic effect is there only with a small number and 
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disappears when there is a larger number. There il in fact 110 0It!'*_ 
between the phenomenon of the half-life period and synchronicity. HUll 
bring the two together, then it is on the basis of another anaI~ whidI 
seems to me crucial: Synchronicity could be understood as an ortImns ".. 
ttm by means of which "similar" things coincide, without there being IIIJ 
apparent "cause." I now wonder whether it is not so that every state ofbeq 
that has no conceivable cause {and thus no potentially ascertainable one} 
falls into the category of synchronicity. In other words, I see no reason wby 
synchronicity should always just be a coincidence of two psychic states or a 
psychic state and a non psychic event. There may also possibly be coinci
dences of this kind between non psychic events. One such case might be the 
phenomenon of the half-life period. For the connection of psychic states to 
each other or to non psychic events, I use the term "meaning" as a psychi. 
cally appropriate paraphrasing of the term "similarity." In the coincidences 
of nonpsychic events, one would naturally use the latter term. {A quick 
question: could a possible factor here be the odd result in Rhine's dice ex
periment: which showed that with a small number of dice the results are 
bad, whereas with a larger number [20-40] they are positive? A purely syn
chronistic effect would be just as conceivable with a small number of dice as 
with a larger one. But doesn't the positive result with a larger number indi
cate an additional synchronistic factor between the dice themselves? Might 
there not be a similar harmony with a large number of radium atoms that 
would not be there with a smaller number?} 

Insofar as for me synchronicity represents first and foremost a simple 
state of being, I am inclined to subsume any instance of causally noncon
ceivable states of being into the category of synchronicity. The psychic and 
half-psychic cases of synchronicity would be the one subcategory, the 
non psychic ones the other. Insofar as physical discontinuities prove to be 
causally no further irreducible, they represent a "so-ness" ["So-sein"] or a 
unique ordering factor or a "creative act," just as well as any case of syn
chronicity. I fully agree with you that these "effects" are on various levels, 
and conceptual distinctions should be made between them. I just wanted to 
outline the general picture of synchronicity. 

As for the world-picture quatemio, our differences of opinion seem to 
stem from the different nature of our approaches (which I referred to at the 
beginning) . The "dreamlike nature" of my physical concepts is based essen
tially on the fact that they are purely iIlustrative, whereas in your case they 
have an abstract-mathematical character. Modem physics, having advanced 
into another world beyond conceivability, cannot dispense with the concept 
of a space-time continuum. Insofar as psychology penetrates into the un
conscious, it probably has no alternative but to acknowledge the "indistinct· 

• J. B. Rhine. The R.ach 0' the Mind. pp. 75fl. 
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and tempcHai clefiDitions of mea
_ both be app1iecI to pbeuom-
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and time 8R also YiauaI aotiou that 8R etema1ly IepIIIte and antithetical 
in a visual image of the world in spite of its .... ,,,,_iM ideatitJ:1 F.qaaIIy. 
causality is a credible bypothesis becauIe it _ be co .... Mlltly -med. Nev
ertheless, the world abounds in "coincideaces," but this proves that it would 
virtually talee laboratories to demonstrate effectively the net 'Y -..ec
tion between cause and effect. "Causality" is a psyeboIocem (and origiuaIIy 
a magic virtua) that formulates the connection between evenb and illus
trates them as cause and effect. Another (incommensurable) approach that 
does the same thing in a different way is synchronicity. Both are identical in 
the higher sense of the term "connection" or "attachment." But on an em
pirical and practical level (i.e ., in the real world), they are incommensurable 
and antithetical, like space and time. 

Your compromise proposal is most welcome, for it makes the bold at
tempt to transcend descriptivism and to extend the concrete world-picture 
by the one beneath the surface; in other words, it is not just on the surface 
like my schema. Your proposal really set my mind working, and I regard it as 
perfectly suitable for a more complete world-picture. You have replaced the 
space-time connection by energy conservation and space-time continuum, 
and I would now like to propose that instead of "causality" we have "(rela
tively) constant connection through effect: and instead of synchronicity we 
have (relatively) constant connection through contingency, equivalence, or 
"meaning"-i.e., the following quatemio: 

Constant connection 
through effect 
(Causality) 

Space-time continuum 

Inconstant connection 
through contingency, equiva
lence (synchronicity) 

Whereas my original schema seems to formulate the world of consciousness 
quite adequately, this second one satisfies the- requirements of modem 
physics on the one hand and those of the psychology of the unconscious 
on the other hand . The mUTldus archetypus of the latter is characterized 

t Psychological criteria have to be brought in here when we arc dealing with iIlustr.ltive terms 
and not arutract ones. Despite what they have in common, spOIcc and time are opposites here 
in that space is static and 3-dimensional. and time is Ruid and l-di.mensional. 
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essentially through the conti~ of the archetJpel. wbiaIt 
indistinctness and also their inability to be locaIiqd (The 1IlIIlm.tt~ai 
always "breaking barriers,· meaning that they disturb the .,.. 
Ruence of a definite causal agent by-thanb to the autOllOlll)' 01 
(noncausal) connections---<lssigning contingent facton to a tpeCilic CIIIIIi 
process.) 

Re 3-1 shall probably have to delete the sentence on p. 9 (and p. 10)' GIl 
radioactivity and field, because I cannot explain it properly. I would IaIIJ 
need to have a good knowledge of physics, which is unfortunately not the 
case. I can only suggest that although ray energy and field voltage seem to 
be incommensurable in physical terms, they have, in psychological tenn., an 
equivalence to the "breaking of barriers" by means of contingence with the 
archetypes, or they form their physical equivalence. Perhaps I don't know 
enough about psychology either to be able to develop these ideas furtber. 

Re + The psychic "relativity of mass" is actually a logical outcome of the 
psychic relativity of time and space, insofar as mass cannot be defined with
out a concept of spa.ce and, when it is moved, not without a concept of time. 
If these two concepts are elastic, then mass is undefinable-that is, psychi
cally relative; one could just as well say that mass behaves arbitrarily-that 
it is contingent with the psychic state. Nothing is known about any prefig
ured notions on the part of the test person. My experience has shown that 
there aren't any. If there were, they would only disturb the experiment in 
my Vlew. 

The concept of the relativity of mass does not actually explain anything. 
and neither does the relativity of time and space. It is simply a formulation. 

There is no way of seeing how the term "relativity of mass· can be ex
plained more preci.ely. Within the randomness of the throwing of the dice, 
a "psychic· orderedness comes into being. Is this modification based on 
whether the dice are heavier or lighter, or whether their speed is accelerated 
or slowed down? The boundaries of probability are overstepped by mass 
(i.e., the dice) in exactly tbe same way as the "knowledge" of the test person 
acquires improbability. I seek the explanation for this in the singular nature 
of the archetype, which sometimes cancels out the constancy of the causal 
principle and assimilates a physical and a psychic process through contin
gency. This synchronistic event can be described as a characteristic of the 
psyche or mass. In the former case, the psyche would cast a spell on mass, 
and in the latter mass would bewitch the psyche. It is thus more probable 
that both have the same characteristic, that both are basically contingent 
and, heedless of their own causal definitions, actually overlap. A further 
possibility is that neither mass nor the psyche possesses such a characteristic 
but that a third factor is present to which it must be attributed, a factor that 

• Sec Letter <t-5. sect. }. n. 13. 
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Dear Professor lung, 

ZoIIWm-Ziiricb, 12 December '9SO 
[Typewritten carbon copy 

with baodwrilleo comctioosJ 

I was very pleased to receive your long letter, not just because it made a 
lot of things clear but also because it provided me with more food for 
thought. 

Re 2. In my last letter, I suggested that synchronicity should be defined in 
a narrower sense so as to comprise effects that only appear when there is a 
small number of individual cases but disappear when there is a larger num
ber; you, however, have now done the opposite by means of a definition of 
synchronicity which, in a broader sense, comprises every acausal and-I 
should like to add-holistic system. You do this so that the non psychic 
among these systems-namely, the compiled facts of "statistical correspon
dence" in quantum physics-also come under the same general category. 

What has so far prevented me from adopting the broader term is the fear 
that with the more generally defined term too much might get lost that is 
specific to psychic and half-psychic synchronicity. In quantum physics, 
there are not just effects tbat appear with large numbers instead of with 
small ones, and not only is the term "meaning" not the right one bere 
(which you have written about at great length) but also the concept of the 
(psychic or psychoid) archetype cannot be used so lightly in the acausalities 
of microphysics. So if one wishes to use the more extensive definition of 
synchronicity, then one must deal with the question of which is the more 
general case that includes as a special case that of the archetype as ordering 
factor. In quantum physics, the observer makes a conscious choice (which 
always implies a sacrifice) between mutually exclusive experimental setups . 

• Sec Letter 45. note 8. 
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Nature replies to this man-made setup in such a way that the -.t'iri." '~N 
individual case cannot be predicted and cannot be influenced by !hr. 
server; but when this type 01 experiment is conducted on several ocraticlaii 
there is a reproducible static regularity, which is in itself a holittic ontea.J. 
ness 01 nature. The experimental setup lonns a whole that canoot be dl
vided up into parts without lundamentally changing and allccting the Je

suits, 50 that in nuclear physics the definition 01 the tenn "phcnotDellOll" 
must also include the particulars 01 the whole experimental setup in which 
it occurs. l Thus, the more general question seems to me the one about the 
dillerent types 01 bolistic, acausal lonns 01 orderedness in nature and the 
conditions surrounding their occurrence. This can either be spontaneous or 
"induced" -i.e., the result 01 an experiment devised and conducted by 
human beings. The latter is also what happens with mantic methods, but 
the result 01 the experiment cannot be predicted here (e.g., the throwing 01 
a coin when consulting the oracle); it is just assumed that there is a "connec
tion through equivalence" (meaning) between the result 01 the physical 
process and the psychic state 01 tbe person conducting the experiment. In 
cases of non psychic acausality, on the other hand, the statistical result as 
sucb is reproducible, which is why one can speak here of a "law of probabil
ity" instead 01 an "ordering lactor" (archetype). Just as the mantic methods 
point to the archetypal element in the concept 01 number, the archetypal 
element in quantum physics is to be found in the (mathematical) concept 
01 probability-i.e., in the actual correspondence between the expected re
sult, worked out with the aid 01 this concept, and the empirically measured 
frequencies. In connection with this, it should be noted that the specialized 
field "Fundamentals of Mathematics" is in a state of great conlusion at the 
moment as a result of a large-scale undertaking to deal with these question!, 
an endeavor that failed because it was one-sided and divorced from nature. 
In this field of research into the lundamentals of mathematics, the "basis of 
mathematical probability calculus" marks a particular low point. After read
ing an article on this subject in a journal, I was dismayed at the dillerence, 
of opinion, and later I heard that, whenever possible, experts avoid discuss
ing this subject on the grounds that they mow they will not be able to agree! 
A psychological approach would be both appropriate and very useful here. 

It seems to me absolutely essential that when you talk about physical 
discontinuities in chap. JY, you should indicate clearly the distinctions of 
terminology between the nonpsychic acausal ordering systems on the one 
hand and the hall-psychic and psychic synchronicities on the other. In your 
letter, you actually promised that you would do this. 

I Bohr also applies the term "individuality" to the acaunl individual cue, delibeDtely .ug
gesting the etymo&ogjcaJ connection between this word and "indivilibility 
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i==i.:II~fuIIy weighed up the pros and « "1JIIChrooicity .• Pure logic: 
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~~:=~!E~~="'~Ir:h~~~I~...u~ toward r-hvader cn.6e' , Rolitt «. dUect ...,.... 
tion of the term MmclNt1JlC" ia_,apL,' ,1 __ i .. d~ beIiewe 
that the preteDt term "arcbetypc" it iaIIdeqaak ..... dim that your 
broader definition is in itself inappropriate. For IiDce your.., ia the Ent
no. ItJhrbuch for lC)46 [see Letter T!. a. 1). it seems to _ that the term 
"archetype" is going through a phase of great c:haap at the .-..at. and 
my intuition leads me to suspect that more ch ... an: in the of6uc. What 
is of consequence here is that several other important c:owqJb can be ap
plied in both psychology and physics without that haYing been rpeci6raJ!y 
so intended: similarity. acausality. ordering. conespoockace, pain « 0ppo
sites, and wholeness, 

If the decision is now made to adopt the broader interpretatioo of the 
counterprinciple to causality, then I have no doubt that your new formula 
of the "world picture quatemio" (p, 4 of your letter f4fj, par, 5)), which 
corresponds to my earlier wishes anyway, is exactly the proper expression. If 
you extended chap, IV along these lines, it would be very different aad in 
some respects more than simply a "resume"; it would be a glimpse ioto the 
future of natural philosophy. 

Re 3' I was a little surprised at the note of resignation in your letter in the 
way you commented on your sentences referring to radioactivity and field, 
for there seems to be no objective reason lor such resignation , But in my 
explanation 01 my own point 01 view, I myself must also become psycholog
ical, otherwise I shalllail to deal with all the essentials; J am happy to swap 
roles and expose mysell to the full brunt 01 your criticism, 

As regards the "dreamlikene,s" 01 your physical concepts, or your ideas in 
general, it seems to me that they are only accurate to a certain degree, when 
you say in your letter that they are based on the absence of abstract-mathe
matical character and on their "concreteness,' I know a lot of people (such 
as chemists and radiologists) who approach physics from the experimen
tal angle, and they all assure me that they have to imagine the physical 
conceptions "graphically," since the mathematical-formula apparatus is not 
accessible to them, With none of them would I speak of the "dreamlike
ness ' 01 their concepts but would rather call their images "concretist: The 
"graphicness" of your physical concepts is much more along the lines of an 
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introverted view, which, IS part of the pictwe, 
ground" processes in the subject, which Ire to be found 
scious use of physical concepts. It is this, in my opinion, that 
dreamlike nature of your concepts, which brings out analogies and 
differences. These "background" processes are not usually pe!rceiivecl, 
believe that they are always present in the unconscious. I myself know tI*D 
very well from ·physical" dreams, and that is why I feel that your physieal 
concepts are not only interesting but also accessible to meaningful and ra
tional interpretation if they are simply treated as dream symbols. This i, 
where I want to bring in my idea of a neutral language (which you were kind 
enough to quote), this language being interpretable both psychologically 
and physically, so as thus to obtain the "psychological correspondence" of 
the physical concepts. 

In the case of field and radioactivity, which {as I remarked in my last 
letter} are not compared with each other by physicists in general, you seem 
to have particular problems, owing to the fact that a difference in the phys
ical concepts stands in contrast to a similarity in their psychological corre
spondence. But I believe this problem is not a serious one and is based on 
the fact that a crucial element is missing in your statements in the letter on 
the subject of the psychological correspondence to radioactivity. In actual 
fact, the psychological correspondences to field and radioactivity also seem 
to differ from each other. 

Expressed in the neutral language, what the two have in common is the 
idea of a conveyance of connections between spatial {and maybe temporal}, 
distantly visible manifestations by means of an invisible reality. Here both 
visible and invisible are to be understood in the sense of everyday life. Both 
electromagnetic fields and the rays emitted by radioactive substances are 
invisible; it is only their mechanical or chemical effects on material bodies 
that are visible. In finding the psychological interpretation of the neutrally 
formulated idea, one must take into account the fact that illustrative con
cepts are always based on causal interpretation, even when acausal connec
tions are meant. Invisible reality can thus be the collective unconscious, 
visible manifestations can also be conscious concepts {they are "visible" to 
the subject conceiving}, and the causal connection "conveyed" can be a 
synchronistic one. 

As we now move on to the concept of radioactivity, we are struck forcibly 
by the process of chemical transmutation of the radioactive nucleus as the 
feature that distinguishes radioactivity from the {static} field theory. The 
nucleus is the center of the atom; the radioactive rays generally produce 
new radioactive centers where they encounter matter. So let us test the 
following expression for "radioactivity" in the neutral language: A process of 
transmutation of an active center, ultimately leading to a stable state, is 
accompanied by self-duplicating {"multiplying"} and expanding phenom-
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the "mulltiplicatio·,-i IIR~ 
cbetype being the "invilible n 
"breaking of barrie" through COIltiDp'lCf'" 01 'lnIIIiip-ritf 
type that you talk about in your letter. 

The transfonnation process is the missing item in JOIII' lett. .... JIIIII 
talk of the psychological correspondence to ~ 'The JII7IChic pIO
cess is the same as with the alchemists, but in the phyJicaI proc:eu of racJio. 
activity not only has the transmutation of the chemical eJenwnt be ... 
reality, but acausality has now appeared on the scene in our conscious scien
tific ideas. This symbolism, in contrast to that of the alchemists, seems to be 
more differentiated and more highly developed. Whether or not you delete 
or elucidate the sentences on pages 9 and 10 of your work is a purely techni
cal question; an explanation might become too long-winded.· 

Re 4, What you say about the "relativity of mass' and the PK experiments 
still seems to me very obscure, but perhaps that is all we can say about it at 
the moment, given the current level of our knowledge. With the prefigured 
image of the test person, I actually did not mean a conscious conception but 
an unconscious prefigured image, operating from the unconscious. As to 
your "quick" question about the positive result of the Rhine experiments 
when large numbers of dice are involved, I cannot come up with an answer. 

I am very happy about this correspondence, for I now have the feeling that 
there is a real exchange of views on both sides about all these borderline 
problems. 

Enclosed please find McConnell 's work. Please let me know when you 
need your manuscript back. 

With kind regards, Yours sincerely, W P. 

2 For my own purposes, I do not use the tenn "selr at all but rather "active nucleus." It will 
come as no su rprise to you that as a physicist I am closer to the alchemists than to the Sanskrit 
philologists . 

• See Letters 45. sect. 3. n. 46, Ad. 3. 
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48J 
[Kilsnacht)18 December. 

Dear Professor, [1ypewritten carbon copy) 
Unfortunately I am not yet ready with the formulation of my answer to 

your kind letter. I think it would help me if I could talk the whole thing over 
with you. 

Would it be possible for you to come to Kilsnacht next Saturday (23.xI1) 
at 6 P.M.? I would be pleased if you could stay on for dinner afterward. 

I am most grateful for your detailed letter. It is most pleasing to me that 
our points of view are becoming closer. 

With best wishes, 

49J 

Yours sincerely, [e. C. JUNG) 

At present in BoUingen, '3 January '95' 
[Typewritten carbon copy 

Dear Professor, with handwritten additions I 
I am particularly indebted to you for having given me new heart. When 

I enter the sphere of physical or mathematical thinking sensu strictiori, I lose 
all understanding of what the term synchronicity means; I feel as though I 
am groping my way through dense fog. This feeling is obviously due to the 
fact that I do not understand the mathematical or physical implications of 
the word, which you certainly do. I could imagine that, for similar reasons, 
the psychological aspect seems unclear to you. 

As regards the narrower and broader meaning of the term synchronicity, 
which you have explained so clearly, it seems to me as if:E (abbreviation of 
synchronicity) in the narrower sense is characterized not just by the aspect 
of the archetypal situation but also by acausality. The archetype certainly 
characterizes the psychic and half-psychic:E cases, but I wonder whether the 
"anomaly" of the so-called causal law-namely, acausality-is not a more 
general characteristic and "superordinated" condition than the archetypal 
basis that can be traced in psychic and half-psychic:E cases. The latter can 
only be ascertained as present through introspection but remains hidden to 
the outsider as long as I do not inform him of my observation . If I keep my 
observations to myself, the former can only ascertain an acausal "so-nessn 

["So-sein"]. especially in those cases where the archetypal tertium compara
tionis is not obvious (as in the case of the scarab, for example). Like the time 
when I was working on the psychology of "Das Wandlungssymbol in der 
Messe [Transformation Symbol in the Mass) ,"' approaching it from the 

• Erd"Of Jahrbuch J940-U}fI, pp. <ry-155; rev. and expo in CW 11, pars. lq6-+tB. 
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~_ ... te. NIb .liah that wu 
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the 

an 1~~~~5~e!~~~ tun: is the preseace of IIC8IIIIIIity. ... in 
it is precisely this that bas given me the idea 
general definition, whereas the archetype ia • 
ceived occasionally when:, almost by chance, In iJUiFt • F a 'He No.. 
there are "nontranspatent" cases of syncluonicity _ m the ..,.... 
sphere, then they are even likelier in the half-psyclUc: or ph,_ aphae. Ja 
other words, what should emerge is that the genenoI aile is the ---' -_ 
ness· one, whereas I is the caU.UB fldrticultJri. of a tnmspaJad "_" 
situation. 

But I can tum the argument around and say: Introspectioo teac:bes me 
that the archetype is characteristic of I; i.e., I is that special aile of acausal
ity in which the archetype can be perceived as the (transcendental) basis. 
This perception is possible because the acausal case occurs (by chance) in 
the psychic sphere, where something can be perceived from inside through 
introspection; in the half-psychic, tbis is less possible and not at all in the 
physical one. With the merely psychoid (transcendental) nature of the ar
chetype, its purely physical occurrence is by no means precluded. It can 
thus be both the basis of the purely psychic and half-psychic synchronicity 
as well as physical acausality in general. The old precept of the croatia con
tinua and the correspondentia was applied to nature as a whole and Dot just 
the psyche. 

I fully agree with you that the synchronicity of the psychic sphere must be 
conceptually separated from the discontinuities of microphysics. But this 
leaves open the question of whether one should subsume the facts of psy
chic I-i.e., the archetypal characteristic-to a general causality or sub
sume the latter to the universal validity of the archetype. In the latter case, 
this would give rise to a Platonic world-picture with a mundus arch.typus as 
its model: In the former, the I would appear with its archetypal characteris
tic as a psychic "anomaly" of general causality, just as acausality would need 
to be its physical anomaly. 

Your idea that the probability concept in mathematics corresponds to the 
archetype was most illuminating. In fact, the archetype represents nothing 
else but the probability of psychic events. To a certain extent, it is the sym
bolically anticipated result of a psychic statistic. This can probably be best 
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seen in the tendency of the archetype to keep producing and 
itself (c!. the reinstatement of a Goddess in Christian OIympuII). 

I am, of course, very pleased that you have indicated your inclinatloeto 
consider seriously the extension of the 1: theory. Under these c:iJcuaIo 
stances, you are fully justified in demanding a new interpretation of the 
term archetype. It seems to me that the way to achieve this is via the analogy 
archetype-probability. In physical terms, probability corresponds to the so
called law of nature; psychically, it corresponds to the archetype. Law and 
archetype are both modi and abstract ideal cases that occur only in modified 
form in empirical reality. My definition of the archetype as · pattern of be
havior· accords with this interpretation. But whereas in the sciences the law 
appears exclusively as abstraction derived from experience, in psychology 
we encounter an a priori existing image, already complete as far as can be 
judged; this image occurs spontaneously, in dreams, for example, and pos
sesses an autonomous numinosity, as if Someone had stated in advance with 
great authority: "What is coming now is of great significance." This strikes 
me as being in sharp contrast to the a posteriori character of the law of 
nature. If that were not so, oDe would have to assume that the image-for 
example, of radioactivity-had always been present and that the real discov
ery of radioactivity (in this case) would simply be this particular image be
coming conscious. The way you deal with the image of the lapis raises the 
question for me of whether ultimately the symbols accompanying the lapis, 
such as the multiplicatio, do not indicate a transcendental basis common to 
both the physical and the psychic. So although everything seems to indicate 
that radioactivity and its laws are something perceived a posteriori, it is 
nevertheless fundamentally impossible to prove that the law of nature is 
actually based on something toto coelo different from what we in psychology 
call archetype. For in the end the law of nature, irrespective of its obviously 
empirical derivation, is always a psychic form as well, and nolens volens 
also has its origins in psychic premises. Under these conditions, the analogy 
between the archetype and the constellation effects it radiates on the one 
hand, and the way the active nucleus affects its surroundings on the other, 
mean rather more than a simple metaphor, and the psychic transformation 
process would be, as you point out, the actual correspondence to radio
activity. 

I shall now set about extending my manuscript along the lines of what we 
have agreed on and hope that I succeed in expressing myself clearly. 

I shall close by once again expressing my thanks for the friendly and help
ful interest you have shown, 

With best wishes, Yours sincerely, C .G.). 
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to your discussion with A. SpeiIu" UnIib JUIIf OWl! idea. thole ef.,.. 
are, I must confess, often dif6cult to UDdentud. Some III dieat IIIio _ 
outs()fsdate; in particular, remarks such II the "iaitiIIlbIte, ..... _ 
determined by the law alone" and then "is carried tIuaap time 0·' Ii .. a, 
according to the law" represent the point of Yiew of c1"sic:eJ pbyIiI:a __ 
modem nuclear physics. In the latter, every observation is baicaIIy ... iDla
vention that interrupts the causal connection. And furthermoIe, is it DDt • 
regression into extreme "Nominalism" (in the sense of the mecIiev.I ~ 
lemic between "Nominalism" and "Realism") to dismiss any cooc:ept II 
"Nothing"? 

But this, of course, is just a smaD detail in your new chapter, wbicb. I 
would like to say, once again meets with my wholehearted approval. 

I look forward to your lecture on Saturday and remain until then with best 
wishes, 

Yours sincerely, W PAUU 

• Andreas Speiser (1885-1970). like Pauli, a very versatile scholar. Mathematician (group 
theory) who was also interested in the arts (music) and philosophy (Plato, Plotinus). rust 
a professor of mathematics in Strasbourg, then in Zurich (191]-19+4). and afterward in 
Basel. 

51 

A. Jaffe to Pauli 

My dear Professor, 
[Kiisnacht]14 March '95' 

[Typewritten carbon copy] 

Many thanks for returning the synchronicity paper. Prof. Jung has not 
worked on it recently but is planning to go back to it. As far as 1 know, 
however, this has nothing to do with physics. 

1 should have returned the enclosure (with letter) a while ago, along with 
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Prof. Jung's thanks. Please excuse the delay. I am always behind lCbed'o~ 
the moment. 

With best greetings and wishes for a Happy Easter, 

52] 

Dear Mr. Pauli, 

Yours sincerely, A. J. 

[Kusnacht] Z7 March 1951 
[Typewritten carbon copy] 

Excuse me for bothering you with this letter. I am in somewhat of a 
dilemma as Prof. Conseth has inquired whether I would not like to take part 
in the "Gesprachen von Zurich" (the International Forum Zurich) . Basi
cally he seems to want to list my name. I am totally unqualified to take part 
in such philosophical conversations and would prefer to say no. However, I 
have no wish to seem unfriendly toward Prof. Conseth and so am taking the 
liberty of asking you for advice, seeing that you yourself will also be there. 

I would appreciate some brief information and good advice. 
With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, [C. C . JUNG] 

53P 
Zurich, '7. IV. '95' 

Dear Professor Jung, [Handwritten] 

Unfortunately your letter of Z7 March has been lying around for a while, 
because I was on holiday in southern Italy and Sicily for about three weeks. l 

I telephoned Prof. Consethb today, and he said he would be very pleased if 

a Marie-Jeanne Schmid. then secretary to Jung (latcr Frau M.-J. Boller-Schmid), d. 1<)84-
.. Ferdinand Cometh (1B90-1975). mathematician. 19~l¢o professor of higher mathemat

ics at the ETH, also professor of the philosophy of sciences from 1947 on. AJ Pauli and he were 
both at the £TH, they met frequently and had discuu ions or phoned each othc=r, so there was 
no correspondence. Cometh was the fou nder of the journal Didiedica, in which Pauli had 
articles published. There is still today an F. Gonseth Association in Bid. 

I There was a further complication ("Pauli effect"?) with the fa te of this lette r in that the 
envelopes of a letter from you to Mr. Quispel and the other letter to me got mixed up. So first 
of all your letter to me went off to Holland, and second it will have taken Mr. Quispel quite a 
while to get his Idter, since I could forwa rd it only on my return yesterday. Please pan on my 
best wishes to Frl. Schmid.-
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ToA.Jaffe 

PJUR I sa JUNC I 53 - 54 PAULI 

Fonun Zliric:h." 
DIll aperted to taIre 

it ill with the 

(Ziirich) 3- m. I95l 
Dear Mrs. Jaffe, [Typewritten carbon copy) 

Many thanks for sending me the Hoyle book review; I have quiddy _ 
it through and find that it gives a good picture 01 Hoyle and his book.. I 
know Hoyle quite well and attended his lecture in Ziirich. His mixture 01 
lantasy and science I find in poor taste (I regard it as feminine-i.e., IJlOIe 

precisely, I see Hoyle as a leeling type). His "Background Matter" and his 
continuous creation 01 matter out 01 nothing strike me as sheer 000JeDSe. 

I see no reason to doubt the conservation of physical energy. It is clear to me 
that this type of cosmogony is not physics but a projection of the unc:omciOUl. 
Which takes me once again to the subject of myoId essay on "background 
physics."! 

Partly in connection with this, 1 should like to mention that recently I 
have thought more about "Symbols of the Nucleus" (according to C. C. 
jung, symbols 01 the "Self" or "imagines Dei," and have had another look at 
A. Huxley'S Perennial Philosophy. It seems to me to have the same short
comings as Theologia Deutsch (much admired by Huxley, actually), which I 
have recently read: I do not see why the "ground" made the "fall in time" 
known as creation and how it can have the need to be perceived by human 
consciousness. In other words, Huxley's premises are too straight-Buddhist
Platonic for me and disregard Cusa's' coillcidentia oppositorium and even 
the paradox of complementary pairs of opposites. 

So far I know of only two religious philosophy systems that are logically 
Iree of contradiction: One of them is the static-taoistic one (Lao-tse). the 
other an evolutionary one, based essentially on an assumed reaction of 
human (or even prehuman) consciousness to the "nucleus" (you may say, to 

• Fred Hoyle (b, 191»); the book is probably The Natul'f: of the Unh'8rs., 1950· 
t See Appendixes 20 And 3. 
t Nikolaus CusAnus (LfOt- Lf6.J). 
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the -oocJ.imI&ei lin the 1atler-.11iJIe flo"'" it"-n.t.1hiI 
maacuIine-femin symbol (eE. the ...,. by A. JafN)* it II ,...., 6 
femmine put (matter. encIID lee my ...,. on bac:Irpound pbYlles) _ 
captwes the timeless-uncbsngeable in the "Chronos," when:u the awca.
line put possibly captuleS the cbsngeabIe. 

Now I should like to ask you something about this last aspect: Do you 
thioIt that this is objectively correct, or do you look on such an idea mole as 
characteristic of a masculine thinking type and his particular psychology? 

55P 

Dear Professor Jung, 

As ever, W PAUU 

Zollikon, '7 February '95% 
[Typewritten carbon copy 

with handwritten additions] 

It has been a long time since I spoke to you at any length, and in the 
meantime all sorts of material has accumulated that I would like to tell you 
about and make available to you. Now that classes are over for the semester, 
I can set about putting this long.cherished plan into action. I'm talking 
about the different considerations and amplifications that your book Aion ' 
has triggered. Apart from astrology, where our views certainly differ, there is 
still much that has caught my interest-namely, the subject dealt with in 
chap. Y,' and also that of chap. XIII and XN.' It may be of interest to you 
to see the problems dealt with there from a different angle than the conven· 
tional one. 

As you well know, when it comes to religion and philosophy, my back· 
ground is Lao-tse and Schopenhauer (although 1 could expand the time· 
conditioned determinism of the latter with the idea of the complementary 
pairs of opposites and the acausal factor) . Given this background, your ana· 
Iytical psychology and, 1 believe, your personal mental attitude in general 
has always seemed readily acccessible to me, but I must confess that specil· 
ically Christian religiousness-especially its concept of God- has always 
left me emotionally and intellectually out on a limb. (I have no emotional 
,.,iliance to the idea of an unpredictable tyrant such as Jahweh, but the 

I I reg;ud as possible but not as proven the assumption of such an evolution of the "Cod· 
image: In Buddhism, the "will to live" is considered an "error." But it is difficult for me to 
imagine lh2t life is only at all possible at the result of a mistake . 

• It is not dear which essays by Mrs. }afft Pa uli is talking about. In Letter 58, n. 11, he refers 
to a book by lung that includes an essay by Jaff~ that he read: C.ttaltungen d., Unbewuuten, 
Mit nn"," lkitr4g von Aniela laff;, 1950. Mrs. Jaff~', contribution wal entitled, "Silder und 
Symbole au) E.T.A. Hoffmann. M~rchen 'Oer Coldne Topf.''' 
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l!e hM It ... 'Welt 
and Asia--cnables me to haw IDIicII euier _ to JUllFIIoal"" 
For I was aIwaya of the opinion that it was preciIeIy the fill'" ,.. tMt 
was the bone of contention that led SchopeDhauer to tqeet "the -..;: _ 
he called it} 10w Schopenhauer rejects -your B« \)I!UUIC the mI-'I 
inevitably rebound on him. It was prec:iaely thU poiDt that made Schopea
hauer emotionally appealing to me. 

From a critical point of view, I should like to say myself tIIIIf wildt it"'" 
rejected here i. only the ideo of a humanlih conacioumaa in God. I actually 
tend to identify Schopenhauer's so-called will (the way he wes thU won! has 
not gained currency at all) with the 9£6, av£vv6f1T~ of the Guostica, 
which is mentioned on pp. 27~2 of Aion [eW 9ii. pars. '"9'r304) . Such an 
· unknowing God" remains innocent and cannot be hdd morally ~ 
ble; emotionally and intellectually the difficulty no longer arises of reconc:iI
ing him with the existence of sin and evil. 

I can happily agree with your view that the emotional and intellectual 
discussion of the "problem of evil" has once again become an urgent neces
sity for modern man . This is particularly true for a physicist now that the 

I Cf, a) Die Welt air Wille und Vontellun& (The \Vorld as Will and Representationl. vol. z. 
chap. 50, Epiphilosophy. Sch. is here criticizing Scotus Eriugena in particular as.a strong repre
sentative of the pri'l'atio boni: "Scotus Mugena declares quite consistently. in the spirit of 
P:mtheism, that every phenomenon is a theophany: but then this tenn must also be applied to 
dreadful and hideous phenomena: fine thcophaniesl" And he goes on to say about pantheISm 
in general "that their 8t6~? manifests himself animi causa, in order to display his glory and 
majesty. or even to let himsel f be admired. Apart from the vanity here attributed to him, they 
are thus put into the position of having to sophisticate away the colossal e\iJs in the world: but 
the world remains in glari ng and terrible contradiction with that fancied eminence." 

b) Parer&u, vol. 1. Fragmant. zur ~schicht. dar PhilOlophi. Ifragments on the History of 
Philosophy). , 9 Scotus Eriugena: "'COO is said to have made all things, evel')thing and in aU 
things everything; that is sure: -consequently evil and wickedness, too." This logical conse
quence has to be eradicated, and Eriugena "finds himself compelled to indulge in pathetic 
hairsplitting, There should be no evil and wickedness, should in fact be nothing. ot e\"(:n the 
DeviU " The · pathetic hairsplitting" is nothing more than the doctrine of the pri~'Otio boni 
explained in chap, V of your book, which Eriugena has taken over from the non..christian 
Neoplatonists (via Pradus and Dionysius Areopagitica) , 
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possibility of using the results of physics for the pUrposei of .... ,. i_ 
tion is just around the comer. Even when there is no direct imlOl, __ 
such a use of physics, it is possible that unless this discussion tHea pia .. '. 
can lead to a certain stagnation in physics (because in the unconllCioua 
libido will Row away and hence also the interest in physics in the narrower 
sense of the term)d Given the central role played by the doctrine of fJrivdtio 
boni here (I believe that a lot of people today-like you or me-will tend to 
reject it), I have investigated the historical origins of this tenet. 

My work on Kepler had also led me to look more closely at Neoplataoism 
(since Kepler was strongly inRuenced by Proclus, Fludd, and lamblichus
although as an alchemist he followed Aristotle much more than Plato or the 
Neoplatonisls) . And I saw not only how Scotus Eriugena (who I felt to be a 
very weak sort of Christian) was a prominent promulgator of the privatio 
boni but also that Plotinus (whom I read in translation last summer) sup
ported it as a basically full-Hedged doctrine. At the same time, he gives the 
impression that there is powerful opposition to this tenet on the part of the 
Gnostics.' I was also struck by the fact that according to Plotinus, matter 
(v).'1) is supposed to be a pure privatio and "absolutely evil" to boot; fur
thermore, evil, evidently as understood by Parmenides, is depicted as "non
being." Recently I met Prof. Howald' at a social gathering and asked him 
about Neoplatonism; he kindly pointed out that Dr. H. R. SchwyzerS had 
just written a lengthy paper on Plotinus' This led to an exchange of lettersh 

between Dr. Schwyzer and myself, as a result of which I was able to substan
tially increase my knowledge of the story of the privatio bani: Whereas Plato 
never uses the word v).'1 nor the word arip'Ia'r;i Aristotle' polemicizes (to
gether with Pamlenides and his school) against the equating of v).'7 with 
arip'Iatr;. So even in those days there must have been people of note who 
supported the idea that the v).'7 no quale was simply a adp'7a'r; of the 
"Ideas." (Actually one can, if one chooses, interpret Plato in this way: but 
that seems to me to be doing Plato a grave injustice.) In this equation of v).'7 
with arip'Iatr; I am inclined to see the older model of natural philosophy 
(which for me as a physicist is interesting in itself) , which was the basis for 
the later privatio boni. Later the v).'7 was designated ro Kal,6v by the Neo-

Z All scholars seem to agree that these are heathen and not Christian Gnostics. Later, some 
time in autumn. J wou pleased to note that in his boolc Gno.i. eli. Weltreligion (Gnosi. as World 
Religion], C. Qui.~Jc make. a point of mentioning the prill/ltio boni in Plotinus (see p. 171 
.bove). 

) ReaI·Encyclopaedic d. kJanischen Altertumswisscnschaft (Pauly-Wissowa, etc. Article 
PlotinuI, vol. :u, col . 471--s~ published 1951, as well as Supplement vol. 15. col. 310-2.8 (1978) . 

4See his "PhysiCJ" A 9, p. lepa-A1though with Aristotle the VA7J is second-rank compared 
wit~ f~rm (mascuJine), it is not just a privatio. With him, matter longs for form just as the 
femmme longs for the masculine . 

• (In Plato, visible bodies are a mixture of oIhyle" and "Ideas." Hyle is {"rodom (receptacle), 
x6Jpa (space for ideas) nO~v'1 (nurse) . -C. A. Meier] 
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55 PAUU 

.... .,·W. ci your book Aion
ofoppo-

~~:::to this ~ .. 
• the 

Wherea. everyone agrees that PIotimu, who __ m pi I 5 a.r $: • 

never knew the Bible and was not inlluenced br Cbriatiat, dille .. _ 
venely: clear evidence of the influence of PIotimu OIl Chris! jill 1M". 
especially on Augustine (and also on BasiIius, whom JOU quote). One hu 
the impression that the intellectuallonnulas of Neoplatonism feD iato the 
laps of the early Christian theologians like ripe &uit. All they had to do_ 
a little editing in order to harmonize them with the Bible and their coacep
tion of God. 

At this point I should like to raise for discussion the question of what this 
whole development in ancient philosophy since Farmenides means p.yc/Jo
logically, and your views on the subject would be 01 great interest to me. I 
myself have the impression that especially the story of the Plato commen
taries actually corresponds to the dissociation of an early uniform archetype 
into a light one (Neoplatonists) and a dark one (Gnostics)' This division is 
probably the same as that which appears later as "Christ" and "Antichrist." 
I also suspect that the "being" and "non being" things with Farmenides cor· 
respond psychologically to the "should be being" (desired) and "should not 
be being" (undesired) ones. Parmenides was the reaction to Heraclitus. For 
the latter, there is only the "process of becoming: represented as a perma
nent living {ire; the pairs of opposites are treated symmetrically and Cod is 
a coincidentia oppositorum (as later in Christian form with icholas of 
Cusa). With Parmenides, there is no becoming (there can be no thinking 

5 This comes about at the latest with ModerCltos (1St century A.D.), whose teachings are 
reported by the Aristotle commentator Simplicius. (Commentary on Andal. Physik.. A 7 
p. 'lof.) 

6 The corresponding formula in Plotinus is (Il 9. lines S-6) 15m,' ).i:yoJJ'"' n} lv, Kat 15m ... 
AtywJu:v niya96v, n)v aUT~v 6£i VOJft ttLV n}v tpVo'tV Kal }llal' UYE''' .' 

1 See especially I 8 (1I"68w TO: N'QN'u) . (Evil is "'Nonbting,· "fonnless,"" a ·shadow" of being. 
a "lack"; but it is of extrahuman origin. Matter is "evil in that it has no qualities," e\'Cn ·absolute 
evil." A, prillatio, it cannot be apprehended by thinking. See also 11 9 ("against the Gnostics") . 

I The evil world soul in Plato's Laws ~ reoccurs with the Gnostics. \Vith the Neoplaton
ish it has disappeared, as has the passage vmivavrlov 'lap fl 'feU ayoOa. at, rival dv6Yk1J in 
the Theaetetus 1~ a.1 
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about "nonbeing" nor hence about "becoming." since it iJ .-ikti" 
teristics), the pairs of opposites an: \mIted unsymmetrically 
favor of the "being,· which is presented as a .!4tiOll4l7 ."".,.. p.,clllllII 
cally spealting. this is the yearning for peace and quiet (lack of COIIillictt-It 
against the dispute (war) of "Heraclitus," who could "never step twice 
the same river." The ensuing extremely strong devaluation of matter illor 
me a sort of rationalized withdrawal from the world. It strikes me as pI)'Cho
logically signi6cant that it was precisely "those who denied the notion of 
becoming" who, with their static "ideal world," gradually came to interpret 
matter, and then evil, as simply a "lack." 

I can well understand that on a feeling level these philosophical ideas can 
be intensi6ed into a form of "provocation," and on a thinking level into a 
logical contradiction if they are connected with the Biblical idea of a "CI'B4-
tor God" who is also supposed to be "almighty," "only good," and "omnis
cient" in the bargain" As you can see, your chap. V has taken me quite a way 
back to antiquity (and to the classical philologists). After this excursion into 
history, let us now return to the point where I ascertained that Schopen
hauer's "will" and the "unknowing Cod" of the Gnostics were the same. Is 
it possible for this "agnoBi." of Cod, which allows this Cod to retain his 
innocence, 10 be of help to modern man philosophically and on a feeling 
level?!· This is a crucial and difficult question on which I cannot take any 

-'In this respect. Plato was i.n a much better position since his demiurge, as a master crafts
man, must, as well as he can, build the world with the material given to him. Thus in Plato, 
nobody is responsible for any discrepancies between ideas and the xwpa, "material" space. 

Plotinus. on the other hand.. has to "sophisticate away the colossal evils of the world", since 
his TO Iv .. aya86" has all the characteristics of a creator God (according to V I, it not only is 
the origin of things but has also created them. The spiritual situation with him is, however, 
made somewhat unclear when in other passages he develops a so-called negative theology about 
the "'One," according to which nothing positive ca.n be said about the One and it is in fact 
Ci;ttpaya90lo' (Vl9). This different approach of P10tinus is very reminiscent of Meister Eckhart. 
(I havc Protestant Christian friends who also happily adopt the view of "negative theology" and 
are willing to dismiss as "actually meaningleu" the attributes of Cod listed above. According to 
this point of view;. Cod would not be attainable on an ethical basis.· But the Neoplatonist 
-negative theology" of the One (and also the analogous "negative theology" of the Christian 
God) gives rise to another difficulty that is hard to understand: Why did the One (or God) not 
remain alone and roll need the theophanies Oet alone people). (This difficulty arises from the 
Neoplatonist requirement of an exact, unchanging Cod, or "One.") 

• PersonaJly I get on best with this sect of the Protestants. They would fully agree with you 
in your polemic against the formula d,u. = ,ummum bonum, and would say: "Good is an 
abstract concept in ethics, and 'Cod is Cod: There is no direct connection between the two. 
Granted, 80% of all priests stjll say that Cod is attainable on an ethical basis, but that of course 
is not the case." 

I think that the thing with this minority. psychologically spealeing, is that for them the 
Cod·Moo rt14tioo.hip htU ita,'f blcome 0 privatio. What they and I have in common is the 
feeling that there is a vacuum in the modem age that .eeks to be filled. 

I. At this point I should like to .ay that concerning the concept of consciousneSi in general 
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conscioumen mUit "tWpCllCllllteI .... te 1~~:~~r:~;~~!!;E ens and grows. I mlllt 1_ opea 
laws "f this transformation _, but pmbIem fa ..., 
questions dealt with in chap. XIV of Non.12 In the IpIiDc of .. I W. 
dream in which the word "autamor"m-" cropped up (it it ........ 
from mathematics). It is the word for the ucribiDg to odIera _' .... 
characteristics, an isomorphism of an algebraic system with ibeIf, ia adIew 
words, for a process in which the inner ~ the walth of..,.;.tjcww 
(relations) of a system reveals itself. In abstract algelmo ~ it_ "the 
automorphism·producing elements" (which I cannot specify here), mel in 
the analogy they probably correspond to the "archetypes" as ordering fac
tors, as you yourself defined and interpreted them in '91l>. My interpteta
tion of the dream at the time (it was a proper examination, with the 
"stranger" as examiner, in which the word "automorphism" had the efkct 
of a "mantra") was that a generic term was being sought that was to cover 
both your concept of the archetypes as well as the physical laws of nature. 

This is why I read with great interest your formula on p. 37<' of Non lew 
9ii, par. 4'0] when the book came out. For a mathematician, it would be an 
obvious thing to do to apply the term "automorphism" to the relationship of 
the small square to the large one. What also occurred to me was that the 
quaternio on p. 99 of your article on synchronicitym lew 8, par. ¢l] (on 
which we had agreed) can also be written thus: 

I prefer to restrict it to ego consciousness to avoid using such paradoxical terminology as ·oon
seiournen in the unconrcious." What is characteristic of ego consciousneu is differentiation, 
whllt is characteristic of the unconscious is the actual distinctiveness (e.g .• of the 4 functions or 
the pairs of opposites) . The~ may be intermediary stages, such as the difference bet .... een 
"light" and "dark" in the unconscious. Your expression "multip/, comciou,n,,," (19046) ,"Der 
Geist der Psychologie," chap. 6; tr., "On the Nature of the Psyche,· CW 8, pars. 388--<)61 for the 
luminosities seems to be o~n to misinterpretation if what is meant thereby is a ·conscious
ness" outside ego consciousness. 

II Being "light and dark," this figure has a connection to the Merlin of the Grail legend 
(which J wrote about at length to Frau Prof. Emma Jung on 16. Xl . 1950 (Letter ..... )) and also 
to the Mercurius of alchemy. 

L1 In the cou rse of the transformation, the figure of the unconscious often undergoes a 
duplication or even multiplica tion. 
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4 Causae 
offic 
final 
meter 
fonn 

EneTID 

Causality 

TIme 

-----== Momentum 

3 figures (corresponding III 
the 3 dimensions of space) 

Synchronicity 

Space 
TIme 

Energy 
Confonn 

t=::==: Space (3 dimensional) 

3..aimensional space belongs to one..aimensional time and correspondingly 
the {also indestructible} momentum {3 components corresponding to the 3 
space dimensions} belongs to the {one-component} energy. The small 
squares then correspond to the four..aimensionality of the space-time con
tinuum and the 4 figures for energy and momentum. 

Thus it seems to me that in the generic term "automorphism" is where 
the possibility lies for further progress, especially as it belongs to a neutral 
language {in relation to Physis and psyche} and as it also indicates a comple
mentarity of oneness and plurality (or singularity and generality), cf. Aian, 
P·99 [CW 9ii, pars. u5-16]. 

Now insofar as these images of the "Self" (or the Son of God) are subject 
to laws or destiny or the necessity {6v6YK'7} of those transformations, they 
appear as in need of redemption, and there arises a psychological {also feel
ing-toned} connection between them and man {or his consciousness of 
sel!)." We do not know whether these transformations all return to their 
original form or whether they represent an evolution 11 toward unknown ob
jectives. (You hinted at the latter in connection with your formula on p. 370 
[eW 9ii, par. 4'0] by mentioning a "higher level: which is attained by the 
process of transformation or integration.) 

I would enjoy talking to you about what this actually means in terms of 
everyday living with regard to the attitude toward ethical or moral problems. 

The conclusion to this letter leads me back to the excursion into history. 
It was those who denied the process of becoming {the "static ones} who 
came up with the idea of the U privatio." Thus it comes as no surprise to me 

n The fact that this is missing in Schopenhauer is almost certainly very closely connected 
with his lack of a feeling relationship with women. I always had the impression that his poodle 
exteriorized his anima and in fad read later that he called one of his poodles "Alma" (world 
soul) . 

Ii Any evolutionist idea is diametrically opposed to Lao.tsc. 
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plead-
_abo 

• lung. Ai .... Un,.,..,.".,.,.. _ S, I II !r 4, .19!i!; ..... _.~ ..... 
"Re ... rche. into the I'henomenoJosy of the SeIf.. 

• "ChriJt, a Symbol 01 the Sel/"; CW C)ii. ...... 68-a6. 
, "Gnostic Symbol. of the Self,· CWICW C)ii. pm. >IIMf6. AaoI ...... -.-.. 0,. 

namics of the Self; CW/CW Cjii, ...... 34'7""4>L 
d It .hould he recaned here that in the COUJX 01 his sbJ at ~ ......... _ .... 

absolutely refused to take part in the Manhattan Project for IaIDIIS of ... ,.;iaio:e. 
• Gme. Quispel. b. '9.6, professor for the hist.." of the _ ChmdI, Utm:hI. 
I Ernst Howald (.887-'¢7), Prof. for Classical PhiIoIosr at the tJan.nityofZilridt. ...... 

Rector. 
• H. R. Schwyzer (b. '905), Zurich. Greek scholar, scholar 01 PIotiaw. His complete eoIiIioa 

of the works of Plotinu5, Opera PloH"i, is authoritative: see also his utide '"PIotmua.- ill"""" 
Wissowa, Real-Encyclopaedie d. klall;sc#ren Altntunuwi"mKMft. now nailable separately a 
Plotinus. 

h See Appendix 3. 
i In the philosophical sense. 
i Whenever we say the "One'" and the "Good," they are to be understood as one aod the 

same entity (Harder, vol. 3).k 
k Plotin! Schr;ften [The Writings of Plotinus], tram. Richard Harder. 
I But the sentence comes from Plotinu5 1,8,6, 16-17 (H. R. Schwyzer). 
m Jung. "Synchronizitat"; tr., Jung, "Synchronicity." I should like to point out neither Pauli 

nor Jung nceded much persuading to have their works published jointly_ 
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Dear Professor J ung, 
Zollikon, 17. V. 1952 

[Handwritten] 

I should like to thank you once again for the pleasant evening I spent with 
you. I shall give a lot of thought to many of the things you said, so that I can 
digest them properly. What made the deepest impression upon me was the 
central role played in your thinking by the concept of "incarnation" as a 
scientific working hypothesis. This concept is of particular interest to me, 
first of all because it is interdenominational ("Avatara" in India) and also 
because it expresses a psycho-physical unity. More and more I see the 

IS In China, Chuang·h:u is very much on the side of "becoming." 
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psycho-physical problem as the key to the ovenlllJspm:'~'tua1::~::::: 
age, and the gradual discovery of a new ("neutral") pi 
language, whose function is symbolically to an inYiiliblle. poleld 
form of reality that is only indirectly inferable through its effects, 
to me an indispensable prerequisite for the emergence of the new kpi% 
ya,u6, predicted by you. 

I have also clearly seen how you have linked the concept of incarnation 
with ethics, which, moreover, just like Schopenhauer (in his work on the 
basis of morality), you have based on the identification of the Self with one's 
fellow men on deeper psychic levels ("what one does to others, one also doe. 
to oneself" etc.). Is it possible to define your point of view as incarnatio 
continua? 

There are two essentially different opinions with respect to psychic evolu
tion (as distinct from the biological one): that of recurrence, as is the case 
in India, for example [the periodically recurring 4 aeons (Yugas)], but also 
with Heraclitus, according to whom the world is continually resurrected 
from "fire" and then swallowed up by it again. The other view is the Chris· 
tian·westem one, with the one and only genesis of the world, which ends in 
a permanent state of rest. At the moment I see no possibility of objectively 
deciding between the two. 

I actually also mentioned the fire of Heraclitus in my last letter because 
in those days, in the ancient world, it combined the physical and the psychic 
by being both a physical energy symbol and a psychic libido symbol (accord· 
ing to Heraclitus, fire was supposed to be "endowed with reason"). The 
problem of psycho-physical unity now seems to be returning "on a higher 
plane." 

I shall be making further inquiries about "Hying saucers." In June I have to 
attend a physicists' congress in Copenhagen and will discuss the matter with 
people from America. There are two contradictory opinions on the subject; 
according to one of them, which still finds support among experimental 
physicists in particular, it is a hallucination (like the "sea serpent" and simi
lar · sea monsters"); according to the other, more common in military cir
cles, the phenomenon is a real one, and they have been invented by Ameri
cans for military purposes and are either special planes or balloons (hence 
"sacks") . 

As I was walking up the hill from Zollikon station after leaving your 
bouse, I did not actually see any "Hying saucers," but I did see a particularly 
beautiful large meteor. It was moving relatively slowly (this can usually be 
explained by factors of perspective) from east to west and finally exploded, 
producing an impressively fine firework display. I took it as a spiritual 
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Dear Mr. Pauli, 

56 PAULI I ;, JUI'IC 

poWeuu of our age 
one. 

I read your kind letter with pat intemt. I dIOIe:~~:~!E: 
tio more or less at random, albeit obYiouIIy under the 
symbolism. As incdTIIIJtio continua, it is synonymous with InIIfiIJ 
and actually mean. the materialization of a potentially awiIaIJIe a!IiIilJ _ 
actualization of the mumiu. potmOO/i. of the lint day of caatioa, m the 
Unus Mundu., in which there are a. yet no distinctions m diffaeawa. ('l1Da 
is a piece of alchemical philosophy.) A similar idea is to be found in 
Ch'uang-tze. 

In actual fact, I do not see any real possibility of deciding on the question 
of whether the Urotation"-i.e., the course of events-runs cydicaDy in it
self or spirally. All we have is the experience in the psychic sphere that the 
initial stage is unconscious, the final stage conscious. In the field of biology 
we have the fact that alongside the further continuation of lower organisms, 
highly complex living creatures also came into being, as did, ultimately, the 
unique fact of reHected consciousness (i.e., uJ mow that I am conscious"). 
These facts suggest at least the possibility of an udna/ogia enti.," i.e., the fact 
that these partial aspects of being probably correspond to a general charac
teristic of the state of being. 

To me, the psychological problem really seems to lie at the very heart of 
modem-day living. Unless we tackle this stumbling block, it will not be 
possible to give any uniform description or interpretation of nature. 

As regards "Hying saucers," I had hitherto been of the opinion that it was 
a Urn ass hallucination" (whatever that may be) . But now it seems that the 
problem is being taken seriously by the relevant military authorities in 
America- hence my curiosity. 

The meteor was good, and was indeed a Kalp6~: tv .W Kalpw n:6.pton 
"',na. (All good things lie in the Ka,p6~) . 

With best greetings and many thanks for your ever wonderfully stimulat
ing conversation. 

Yours sincerely, [C. C . JUNe] 
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58P 
[Zilrich) rJ February 19S3 

[Typewritten carbon copy) 

Motto: "To be," or "not 10 be,· this i. the question 

Dear Professor Jung, 

A year has elapsed since I last wrote to you, and now I feel the time is right 
to carry out what has long been my intention; namely, to write to you again. 
The topic I have chosen this time could be called: Ref/ection. of an Un
believer on Psychology, Religion, and your Answ.r to lob.' I do not doubt that 
you bave received very many letters about your book Anlwort auf Hiob [An
swer to lob] (especially from theologians who, consciously or unconsciously, 
are beset with grave doubts and for whom your psychology will surely be 
welcomed as a means of helping them to deal with these doubts). Neverthe
less, despite the wealth of your experience, this letter will probably strike 
you as [ather unusual. My topic will deal with neither the complete histori
cal development of the Judeo-Christian God-image nor all too general ideo
logical questions. Instead, I should like to single out in particular the last 
four chapters of your book, where the problem of the anima and hence-by 
definition-the opposition Catholicism-Protestantism and the individua
tion process playa crucial role in your religious-psychological reflections. 
For in this way there is a connection between this chapter of your new book 
and your earlier book, Psychologi. und R.ligion,b which I have delibe"tely 
alluded to in the heading above. It goes without saying that if I react at all 
to such a personal book, it can only be in this personal way. Hence it is 
impossible for this letter to remain on a purely scientific level, and in order 
to enable the emotional side and the unconscious to have their say, too, I 
shall make use of dreams. In doing so, I have selected some that are very 
typical in that their motifs recur-with variations-at intervals extending 
over many years. 

Even if my reaction and my point of view regarding these problems is a 
personal one, it is nevertheless clear to me that we are all-as children of 
the 20th century-affected unconsciously by the same archetypal occur
rences, however different our conscious attitudes toward them may be; this 
is true of the psychologist who, at the end of a book and in the eventide 
of a long working life, sees a new hiero. gamo. approaching, the physicist 
who has to compensate for the one-sidedness that ensued after the pio
neering scientific achievements of the 17th century, and the pope, who, by 
way of sanctioning an ancient popular belief, declares a new dogma. Thus 
I write and report the following in the hope that in spite of any differences 
in the nuances of our opinions, there is still a sufficiently broad basis of 
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~,._ .. thomy II they 

the contruy, the ~;:~~~!~~~~!~I sarcasm, was al if J had 
albeit somewhat mood. However, in 
reading your book had the following dream: 

"At first I am riding in a train with Mr. Bohr. Thea J get Old"" W 
myself in a stretch of countryside clotted with IittIe WIap. Now I at 
looking for a station so that I can ride off to the left. 11000 &ad it. 'The 
new train comes from the right and seems to be a smaD IocaI tnia. Aa I 
get in, I immediately see "the dark girl" in the compartment, _,'lIUIIdrJ 
by strangers. I ask where we are, and the people say, '"The next station is 
Esslingen, and we are nearly there." I wake up .".., annayal because _ 
have come to such an uninteresting and boring place." 

Thus was the pleasure of the evening turned into the annoyance of the 
morning. Apparently "the dark one" was being sought out ID the dream. The 
place she lives seems to be somewhere in the Zurich Oberland, Esslingen 
actually-i.e., extremely provincial, only loosely connected with the city of 
Zurich, which is where I pursue my main activity, theoretical physics (repre
sented by Bohr). The reason for my irritation seems to be the fact that I have 
to go off to such a remote, provincial setting to find the dark one. 

Now what does this have to do with your book? Well, it has a lot to do 
with it, and [ immediately saw a connection. The dark one for me has always 
been the counterpole to Protestantism, the "men's religion that has no 
metaphysical representation of woman."1 The pair of opposites Catholi
cism-Protestantism has long tormented me in my dreams.2 It is the conAict 
between an attitude that does not accept, or only partially accepts, the 
"ratio," and another attitude that does not accept the anima. This pair of 
opposites has appeared repeatedly in many different forms, e.g. as 

Fludd- Kepler 

I Antwort auf Hiob [Answer to lobl . pp. 160--61 [ew u, par. 7531. 
1 It actually also appears in a dream commented on by you in Psychologie und R./igion, 

p. 45h711CW II, par. 401. 
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Psychology-Physics 
intuitive feeling-scientific thinking 
Holland-Italy I 
Mysticism-Science 

It is a pair of opposites that seems to call for resolution by means of • 
coniunctio. 

Now I knew beforehand that the new Catholic dogma about the Amunp
tion into Heaven of the body of the Virgin Mary is discussed toward the eruI 
of the book Antw.au{ Hiob. The declaration of this dogma had made e'II!II 

me sit up and take note, in one definite connection and in one definite light; 
that was the case from the very start and is still so today. 

My source was mainly my (Protestant) colleague Gonseth,' who had had 
discussions about this with Catholic intellectuals (especially Thomists) in 
Rome (in connection with the line of philosophy taken by him). He re
ported that these intellectuals were somewhat embarrassed because of the 
concretism of the pope and regarded the new dogma as a concession to the 
people and also as a "metaphysical maneuver" against Communism. 

Now inasmuch as politics have always been a prerogative of the princeps 
huius mundi, and inasmuch as anyone involved in politics (and that applies 
to the greater part of the Catholic clergy) is, in psychological terms, in inti
mate "contact with the Devil: then the initiative for the new dogma (ex
pressed in the terminology of your book Antw.au{ Hiob) would actually 
have come from the Devil; it is a countermeasure against the Devil. Of 
course, in the :roth century I cannot really understand what the pope means 
when he says "Heaven" (and I am not the least bit interested in what he 
means) . It does acquire some meaning for me if I identify "Heaven" here 
with the "place beyond Heaven: the nonphysical space in which, in accor
dance with Platonic philosophy, "Ideas" are to be found . This is probably 
not all tbat arbitrary inasmuch as historically, Christianity has taken over 
many words and expressions from Plato and the Platonists. The "maneuver" 
would then consist in the fact that a conceSBion to matler was to be made, 
which, since the days of Neoplatonism, has counted only as the privalio of 
ideas and as evil, or as the Devil in Christian terms. One may harbor doubts 
as to whether this concession is enough, since in the new dogma it is actu
ally strongly "disinfected" matter. To me, however, it seems to be a mean
ingful and acceptable approach in which a decline into materialism (po
litically: into Communism) will be avoided because the matter will be 
taken into the world of ideas, not in its inorganic form but only in connec
tion with the soul, the "metaphysical" representation of woman. In this 

J This categorization corresponds to an illustrated function schema of my dreams projected 
onto a "country mandala ." 
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them 
it _ the militlllt of ... 
concrete chemical JIIOC III. 
stract inYilib,. -'ity for the mocII!m 
physical monism have become much _ 

sa PAULI 

.t~~~~~ pnetiee. ~ __ benelicial 

believe in the possibility of a limultaneoua ..up-. . 6 .... , 
of the appearance of archetypa1 symbols,s the fliet of tJ.. .1·01 .. ., aid. 
new dogma was and is for me a ci«u rip that the ,.,.".".,.., ~II I • 
also now constellated anew in the scientific sphere. 'I1ae __ ..-. __ 
dawn you see even from a distance. must also help with the solution to this 
problem. 

I shall talk briefly about the fact that the parallels you draw between the 
new dogma and a definite stage of the individuation process' also seem to 
me to provide strong support for this view. But 6rst I should like to JqIOIt 
on my further emotional reactions as I read your book to the end. 

I did, of course, await with bated breath what you would have to say 00 

the subject of matter and on the psychophysical problem when you came to 
the new dogma. To my disappointment, however, I found that there was no 
mention of the latter, and matter itself was alluded to only briefly in the 
expressions "creaturely man" and "incarnation of God," otherwise being 
basically ignored. I thought to myself, "I don't know what tbe pope means 
with 'Heaven: but it is certainly not in this book, for matter has not been 
broached here." I attributed the failure to mention the connection with the 
psychophysical problem to your endeavor to get a discussion going with the 
theologians, which struck me as doomed to failure from the outset. It seems 
to me now that there are other factors involved as well (see under note 28) . 

II. 

Having given vent to my wrath, I immediately realized that it was the .ame 
reeling as when [ woke up after the dream [ recounted earlier. On the one 
hand, the dream was an anticipation of my reaction after [ had read your 

.. Cf. my idea of the "neutrallanguagc" and YOUT bookAio". pp. 3P"-7}ICW 9ii, pars. ll--P}· 
, See the conclusion of my essay on Kepler. 
6 Arllwer to Job, CW H , par. 739. 
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book, and on the other hand it now led me back to the subject 
moment, I saw that there also "happened" to be a work by Mc:Ccll1ll111 
on my desk, and I immediately recalled that you had intentionaDy 
lor your two works Antw.Cluf Hiob and the one on synchronicity to be 
lished at more or less the same time. The ESP phenomena now also 
one side of the psychophysical problem (where does the psyche actuaIly 
stop when it comes to matter?) , and if one took both books togethe~ then! 
was a much less "provincial" atmosphere. 

On the subject level, a special form of the "dark one" has long been ap
pearing in dreams and fantasies as the tertium, above and beyond the Cath
olic-Protestant pair of opposites {or the analogous opposites on the list 
given)-namely, the Chin ••• womCln (or the Exotic One) with the typical 
slanted eyes. These indicate a particularly holistic view, but one that is still 
insufficiently connected with my rational ego. As a feminine (anima) figure, 
howeve~ she is linked with <rnotioMl intere.t , which is accompanied by a 
stimulation or animation of the pairs of opposites. She sees connections 
other than those of conventional time, yet there always appears to me a 
"figure"7 that has the tendency to reproduce itself (automorphism) and to 
be at the basis of the perceptions of the "Chinese woman." This "figure" 
(one can also, in a certain sense, call it "archetype," see under p. Il) is psy
chic and physical, which is why the Chinese woman first appeared as the 
bearer of "psychophysical secrets," ranging from sexuality to subtle ESP 
phenomena. I believe that an animation of pair. of opposites also lies at the 
basis of ESP phenomena (and with the mantic of the 1 Ching). 

Now my attention was drawn to the strangers8 by whom the dark one was 
surrounded in the dream. They seemed to be pointing out inadequately 
understood ideas to me-i.e., preconscious ones-which are connected 
with that "Chinese" (holistic) aspect of the dark one. This was confirmed by 
the following dream: 

DreClm, 28 September '952 

"The Chinese woman walks on ahead and beckons me to follow. She opens 
a trapdoor and walks down some steps, leaving the door open. Her move
ments are oddly dancelike; she does not speak but only expresses herself in 
mime, almost as in ballet. I follow her and see that the steps lead into an 
auditorium , in which "the strangers" are waiting for me. The Chinese 
woman indicates that I should get up onto the rostrum and address the 

7, was very pleased to see tha t you yourself also used the word "image" in Aion [CW 9ii, par. 
27~J. where you say: inere is, therefore, no justification fo r visualizing the archetype as any
thmg other than thr image of indinct in man," 

I When you were kind enough to comment on an earlier dream of mine in which "strangers" 
appeared. you interpreted them as not yet assimilated thought.. (Your Letter (39J of %0 June 
'950·) 
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rium, I WIlke up.. 

This dream, which made a d~ep]~~;~5~~S~~~ progress. First of an, there is the ~= 
front of whom I am to hold lecturea. has Clopped ap m 
and is closely linked to dreams that I had been offmecI G _ 

but had not yet accepted. For example, when I .... baftIintI to 
heading south off the coast of Spain and PortugaI,I had • dream that 1_ 
traveling to Holland to take up an appointment as a prol'eaoro The 
"stranger" was awaiting me there. See the table above for HoIIand as the 
counterposition to science.' The Indian way of thinking _ or less c0rre

sponds to this counterposition. The motif of the not-yet-accepted pr0-
fessorship seems to me very important, for it shows the resistance of the 
conscious to the "professorship." The unconscious is rebuking me for hav
ing kept something specific from the public, something akin to a c0nfes
sion that I had not accepted my appointment out of conventional fonns of 
resistance. 

These forms of resistance are sometimes virtually condensed into a 
shadow figure. In my case, this shadow was projected'O onto my father,' but 
I later learned to distinguish it from my real father, with the dream figure 
becoming visibly younger. This shadow is always intellectual and lacking in 
feeling and mentally rigidly conventional. 

It must be borne in mind that mathematical science for me, and anyone 
else who pursues it, involves an extremely close link with tradition-a typi
cally Western tradition, by the way; it is a source of strength and at the same 
time a chain! Conversions such as that of R. Wilhelm to Taoism or A. Huxley 
to Indian mysticism are, I think, not likely to happen to a scientist. In the 
spirit of this tradition and my conscious attitude, everything that is part of 
the counterposition of the sciences was a private matter, being connected 
with feeling. By way of contrast, the people in the lecture hall are expect
ing a professor who will teach the sciences and also their feeling-intuitive 

Q The auditorium is also a "meeting'" place, Cf. the dream in P,ychoIO&i~ und Religion leW 
11 , pars . 58-60J . 

10 Cf. Orenm IS, in PI)lcltologi8 und Alchern;e. 2d edn .• p. l08f. lew u , pars. 161-631· 
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counterposition, perhaps even including ethical problem •• The 
the auditorium, despite my resistance, hold the view that thia 
subject matter of the lecture, although personal, is nevertheless IIao 
terest to the public. 

Then the dn:am contains the motifs of the dance. On the basis of aped
ence extending over a lengthy period of time, I came to the conclulion that 
the rhythmic sensation being expressed here is based on an inner perceptiaa 
of "arch.typal .equenco •. "ll As the ordering principle of the pairs of 0ppo
sites is not primarily a temporal one, the tempo is arbitrary, with both last 
and slow rhythms." Alter having seen the God figures on the island of Ele
phanta near Bombay, I am more or less convinced that the rhythmic move
ments of the transmigration of souls and the world age [Weltz.italter) in 
India, especially Siva's dance, are based on similar experiencesB To the 
Westeme~ however, after he has gone through the scientific age, it seems 
naive and erroneous to project the experience in concretist terms into 
rhythmic processes in the physis. 

It is true that the "Chinese woman" is above and beyond the Catholi
cism-Protestantism, mysticism-science pairs of opposites, etc.; she i. herself 
that holistic union of psyche and physis that still appears to the human 
mind as a problem; she is "seeing" in a special way. But, being Iree of any 
rationalization processes, this also means she is not capable of the rational 
skills of my consciousness, such as logical thinking, mathematics, etc. This 
is why she seeks the logos (or me) as a bridegroom and does not yet represent 
the final stage of development. Thus, in a later stage of development, a new 
Iight-dark masculine figure appears as a superordinate authority: the 
"stranger." This later development is expressed in the following dream, for 
example: 

Dream: 20 Dece"!ber '952, in Bombay 

"A major war is going on. There is a Chinese couple on my side. In the 
course of the fighting, I drive the opposition back. When I am finally alone 
with the Chinese again, I catch sight of the stranger. I demand a formal 
employment contract for the Chinese couple. To their delight he agrees." 

It seems that a further stage has thus been achieved in the ongoing con
frontation with the unconscious. But I am still a long way from being able 
to assimilate into consciousness the contents of the unconscious, which 
appear here as "strangers" and "a Chinese couple; and this is probably 

II Cf. you, book Di. P-rcho/.gi. d" Ob<rl,agung IP,ychology of the T"n,fe,enceIIGW/GW 
.6, pars. 353-5391, .nd A.1.fft. "De, Gold. Topf."' 

Il Cf. the ·world dock" in Prychologie und IUligion, chap. 3 lew H, pars. 108-68] . 
IJ In the West, rhythms appear in the fire or Heraclitus (enantiodromia) lind in the sphere 

music of the Pythagorean" 
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sa PAI1LI 

1!J.I!fi,lIll-.lUlI CIDIIId do at this 
" • .alded with these 

"grasps the head "iaot in 
I cannot anticipate the new coniunc:tiD.IhI, MW ~_I/I.",!j 

this situation, ~t I will nevertheless by to apIIIa IIIIlIiII "'~.iltl 
meant with the final part of my Kepler euq. the firm IPP _!fie 
that is, physics-provides me with unhoped £or aids, which _lie ,.m,04 
with more important undertakings as weD, to "pasp the bead ..........,.. It 
actually seems to me that in the complemmtJJrity of fJIrItia, with ib aaaIa
tion of the wave-particle opposites, tbere in sort of role model .... , I tho( 
that other, more comprehen.i .. caniunctio" For the smaIIes conitmdio in 
the context of physics, completely unintentionaDy on the part of itl cIitcoY
erers, has certain characteristics that can also probably be used to resohe the 
other pairs of opposites listed on p. 3. The analogy is on the .. lines: 

Quantum physics 

mutually exclusive complementary ex
perimental setups, to measure position 
as well as momentum 

Impossibility 01 subdividing the experi
mental setup without basically changing 
the phenomenon 

Unpredictable intervention with every 
observation. 

The result of the observation is an irra
tional actuality of the unique occurrence 

Psychology 01 the individuation process 
and the unc..'Onsciow in general 

scientific thinking-intuitive feeling 

Wholeness of man consisting of con
sciousness and unconsciousness 

Change in the consciow and the un
conscious when consciousness is ac
quired, especially in the process of tbe 
coniunctio. 

The result of the coniunctio is the infant 
lolarir, individuation. 

14 Kepler's words, see my article, p. 151 11s61 above ,-Der EinRu$S Archetypi5cher Vontel
lungen auf die Bildung Naturwissenschaftlicher Theonen bei Kepler·; tr. '"The InRuence of 
Archetypal Ideas on the Scientific Theories of Kepler," p. lOOJ. 

" Fludd ', word" ibid., p. 'S' Itr., pp. '<J6-<nI. 
1~ I had interesting discussions about these matters with Mr. M. Fierz, to whom I am most 

grateful. 
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The new theory is the objective, rational 
and hence symbolic grasping 01 the fJOI
.ibilitia of natural occurrences, a suffi
ciently broad framework to accommo
date the irrational actuality 01 the 
unique occurrence. 

One 01 the means used to baclc up the 
theory is an abstract mathematical sign 
(1/J/ I), and also complex figures (func
tions) as a function of space (or of even 
more variability) and of time. 

The laws of nature to be applied are sta
tisticallaws of probability. An essential 
component of the concept of probability 
is the motif of "the One and the Many." 

The atom, consisting of nucleus and 
sheD. 

The objective, rational. aad haaI* 
balic gmping of the ~ 
individuation process. brood 
accommndate the irrational act:ualUtp 
the unique individual 

The aid and means of baclcing up the 
theory is the concept of the unoon
scious. It must not be lorgotten that the 
"unconscious" is our .ymbolic .ip (or 
the potential occurrences in the con
sciou., not unlike that 11/J/) 
There is a generaHztion of the law of 
nature through the idea of a sell-repro
ducing "figure" in the psychic or psycho
physical occurrences, also caned "arche
type." The structure of the occurrences 
that thus come into being can be de
scribed as "automorphism." Psychologi
cally speaking, it is "behind" the time 
concept. 

The human personality, consisting of 
"nucleus" (or Self) and "Ego." 

I should like to add just a few epistemological remarks to this provisional 
schema. By allowing for occurrences and the utilization of possibilities that 
cannot be apprehended as predetermined and existing independent of the 
observe~ the type of interpretation of Nature characteristic of quantum 
physics clashes with the old ontology that could simply say "Physics is the 
description of reality:" as opposed to "description of what one simply 
imagines."17 "Being" and "nonbeing" are not unequivocal characterizations 
of features that can be checked only by statistical series of experiments with 
various experimental setups, which in certain circumstances are mutually 
exclusive. 

In this way, the confrontation between "being" and "nonbeing" that was 
begun in ancient philosophy sees its continuation. In antiquity, "nonbeing" 
did not simply mean not being present but in fact always points to a think
ing problem. Nonbeing is that which cannot be thought about, which cannot 
be grasped by thinking reason, which cannot be reduced to notions and 
concepts and cannot be defined. It was along these lines, as I see it, that the 
ancient philosophers discussed the question of being or nonbeing. 18 And it 

11 Eindein's words . 

• t You got involved in this old discussion when you came aCross the Neoplatonist formula 
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~=~~of~hccomiag: 0 and t: 
of ....... 

and m 
scientific _ fa. (he 
clung linnly to Platoaic DOtioa IIiIIdY-
ing) cannot really be applied in Iif ... 
confusion in Aristotle stem. &om the fact that beiaC.,. ...... .we 
thinker, he was completely ovetWhelmed by Plato. He _ DOt able to filly 
carry out his intention to grasp the potentia1, and his eodeaiOJ. 110 WiiC 

bogged down in the early stages. It is on Ariatotle that the pesipetetic blIcIi
tion and, to a large extent, alchemy is based (n. Fludd). sae- today has 
now, I believe, arrived at a stage where it can proceed (albeit in a WI!)' AI yet 
not at all clear) along the path laid down by Aristotle. The complr-wy 
characteristics of the electron (and the atom) (wave and puticIe) are in fact 
"potential being," but one 01 them is always "actual nonbeing." n..t is why 
one can say that science, being no longer classical, is lor the lint time a 
genuine theory of becoming and no longer Platonic. This acconls well willi 
the fact that the man who is lor me the most prominent representative of 
modern physics, Mr. Bohr, is, in my opinion, the only truly non-Platonic 

that evil is "nonbeing," is simply a privatio boni. Your characterizat,ion of this statement as 
"nonsense" (Antwort auf Hiob {Answer to Job), p. 39. n. 6) [CW/CW u, par. 600, n, 13] I 
attribute more to the bad habit of modem theologians of using old words whose meaning they 
have long ceased to understand rather than to the original statement itse1f. For me personally, 
modern theologians arc totally uninteresting, but on the other hand it seems to me im".,atift 
in such discussions to go back to the original roots of the words and expressions used 

What the ancients meant when they said "non being" was what we would more accurately 
describe today as "irrational" or "'dark." 

Now ever since Socrates and Plato, Good has been understood and considered as Rational 
(the virtues are even teachable!), unlike Evil, which docs not lend itsel£ to any conceptual 
definition-a great idea, or so it seems to me. According to this interpretation, the latter re
g~lIrds Good in the same way that matter regards the ideal ('"being") mathematical object. With 
Plato, matter is actually depned as that which distinguishes the empirical object from the ideal 
geometrical object. What they both have in common is the Comprehensible, the Positi"e, the 
Good in the empirical body; what makes them different-matter-is the lncomprehe.nsible~ 
later Evil. Hence, matter has only the passh'c function of adopting the geometrical ideas hy
postasited as "be ing" (it is the "receptacle" or "wet nurse" of these ideas) . Thus, in later Plato
nism the privatio boni means: Expressed in general tenns and undentood from the point of 
view of the "one," unchangeable "being"idea,like Euclid', geometry, Evil can be rationally ch2r
actcrized as the absence of Good, the lack of ideas . 

(II is odd how reading your books always transports me back to antiquity. It is obviously a 
personal effect you have on me; before reading Aion, I was not all that interested in antiquity.) 
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thinker:19 even in the early '20$ (befon: the establishment of .... 
wave mechanics) he demonstrated to me the pair of oppolita 
Truth" and taught me that every true philosophy must IICtuaIIy 
with a {JdTddor. He was and is (unlike Plato) a J.krtJnosZO at IlIIIIIIItIIt, 
master of antinomic thinking. 

As a physicist familiar with this course of development and thiJ way of 
thinking. the concepts of the gentlemen with the stationary .phereall lie 

just as suspect to me as the concepts of "being" metaphysical spaces or 
"heavens" (be they Christian or Platonic), and "the Supn:me" or "Abeo
lute."n With all of these entities, there is an essential paradox of human 
cognition (subject-object relation), which is not expressed, but sooner or 
later, when the authors least expect it, it will come to light! 

For tbese reasons I should like to suggest also applying the Aristotelean 
way out of the conBict between "being" and "nonbeing" to the concept of 
the unconscious. Many people still say that the unconscious is "nonbeing: 
that it is merely a privatio of consciousness." (This probably includes 
all those who reproach you with "psychologism.") The counterposition is 
that of placing the unconscious and the archetypes, like ideas in general, in 
supracelestial places and in metaphysical spaces. This view strikes me as 
equally dubious and contradictory to the law of the Kairos. This is why I 
have opted for the third road in my analogy schema in interpreting the 
unconscious (as well as the characteristics of the electron and the atom) as 
'potential being."" It is a legitimate description by man for potential occur
rences in the conscious and as such belongs to the genuine symbolic reality 
of the "thing in itself." Like all ideas, the unconscious is in both man and 
nature; ideas bave no fixed abode, not even a heavenly onen To a certain 
extent, one can say of all ideas "cuiuslibet rei centrum, cuius circumferentia 
est nullibi" (the center of all things-a center whose periphery is nowhere), 
which, according to ancient alchemistic texts, is what F1udd said of God; see 

I'The English phiiOIOpher AN. WhitehNd (1861-1947) once said that the whole of Euro-
pean philosophy consisted of footnoteJ to Plato. 

zo -Doublc-head"-nickname for disciples of Heraclitus given by disciples of Parmenides, 
1.1 t ha\"C: Panntnidu and kpler in mind . 
.u This is an allusion to Indian philosophy. Even those Indian philosophers who, like Prof. S. 

RttdhahUhno.n [L888-197sl.avoid applying the word "illusion" to the empirical world have no 
other way of commenting on the My. terium of the connection between "ultimate reality" and 
the empirial world, except to call it "'Maya." 

The Absolute always has the tendency to place itself at an immeasurable distance from man 
and nature. I happily quote your own word" (Antw. auf H. (An.wer to Job!), p. 167 (GW/CW u, 
par. 751)): -Only that which aHem me do 1 aclmowledge as real. But what does not affect me 
may as well not exi,t." 

n Cf. also Prycholo8ie und Religion, p. 153 {CW/CW 11, par. 1411 . 
"CI. ibid., p. 186 below (CW/CW II, par. 16sl' archetype. as lonnal possibility. 
IS This point of view was also put forward by Mr. Fierz in the di scuuion referred to. 
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prl'fPIII-itia _ bpt .up in 
..... ,.l1li iDt.......mg such --...-

rents (including Schopenhauer). II _D II the 
fall into this category of ·psycbism.· 

But as the alchemists correctly sunniaed, matter goes just II deep • the 
spirit, and I doubt whether the goal of any development em be ........... 
spiritualization. Sciences made by man-wbether or not _ wish or ...... 
it and even if it is natural sciences-wiD always contain ~ 4bout 
man. ' 7 And that is also precisely what I was trying to expRSS with the mal
ogy schema in this section. 

Thus the aim of science and of life will ultimately remain man, which is 
actually the note on which your book Anlwort auf Hioh [Anaw.r to lob) 
closes: In him is the ethical problem of Good and Evil, in him is spirit and 
matter, and his wholeness is depicted with the symbol of the quatemiry. 

It is today the archetype of the wholeness of man from which natural 
science, now in the process of becoming quaternary, derives its emotional 
dynamics. In keeping with this, the modem scientist-unlike those in 
Plato's day-sees the rational as both good and evil. For physics has tapped 
completely new sources of energy of hitherto unsuspected proportions, 
which can be exploited for both good and evil. This has led initially to an 
intensification of moral conAicts and of all forms of opposition, both in 
nations and in individuals. 

This wholeness of man's seems to be placed in two aspects of reality: the 

26 As a psychologist, you have an understandable aversion to all forms of reality that are not 
just psychic. And just 3S everything that King Midas touched turned to gold, everything you 
looked at seemed to me to turn psychic and only psychic. This aversion to the non psychic was 
probably abo one reason why you did not mention the psychophysical proble.m in ),our boole 
Antw. ouf H. [An,wer to lobI. 

However, in the passage already quoted in Aion (p. 372) [CW/CW 9ii, pars. 412-131, you put 
forward a point of view on the ulti mate unit)' of physis and psyche that coincides with mine. See 
also note 2.8 rbelowJ . 

27 Cf. my kepler essay, p. 163. n. 7ltr., pp. 208-u., n. 71 . 
28 This gives rise to the question very closely connected with the psychophysical problem: Is 

the archetype of wholeness restricted to man, or does it also manifest itself in nature? See your 
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symbolic ·things in themselves; which cone.pond too ~~::, 
and concrete manifestations, which conespond to the a 
The 6rst aspect is the rational one, the second the imltil:.nal · OIme" ~ 
these adjectives analogously, as you did in the typology theory £or tIM. __ 
acterization of the various functions.) The interplay of the two upecb .. 
ates the process of becoming. 

Is it in keeping with the Kairos and the quatemity to call these fragmenb 
of a philosophy ·critical humanism"? 

This lengthy letter is a sort of treatise, but it is a personal one and i. dedi
cated to you personally in the form of a letter so that it can be submitted to 
you for criticism from the viewpoint of analytical psychology. In section II 
especially I have provided quite a bit of relevant material. I certainly do not 
believe that this paper contains everything that those ·strangers" wanted to 
hear from me; it is rather a preparatory c1ari6cation of my point of view, to 
enable me to deal with it at greater length. 

Should you be able to reply to this letter at some point, it would give me 
great pleasure, but there is no hurry at all. Its length is partly due to the 
influence of India. Although the country had a very bad effect on my wife's 
health, for me, as it was itsell a place of extreme contrasts, it was most 

• lung. An ...... to lob; CW ll, pars. 5Sl-?58 . 
.. Jung. Pqchology Gnd R£ligion; CW 11, pars. 1-168. 

~ Cometh: see Letter 53. note h. 
d Robert A. McConnell, "ESP-Fact or Fancy." 
t Pp. cr10. See Holland table, above. 
f Wolf Pascheles, born in Prague, 186cJ. father of Pauli, had himsel f baptized as a Catholic, 

took the name of Wolfgang Pauli in Vienna (which u why our Pauli signs- his earlier works 
-Wolfgang Pauli jun.") . Doctor of medicine in Prague, university lecturer in Vienna, eminent 
colloid chemist. Further work. in this field with Professor Karrer in Zurich. Died in Zurich 01-

November 1955. First married to Bertha Camilla Schutz, Pauli's mother, known as "Maria," 
·1ryS-"P7· 

I In Jung. CedQltungen de. UnbewlJuten, Mit einem Beitrag von Aniela Jaffe . Frau Jaffe's 
contnbution was entitled, "Silder und Symbole aus E.T.A. Hoffmanns Marchen 'Der Goldne 
Topf:' pp. %3~ 

eSJay "Der GeiJt der Psychologic" IThe Spirit of Psychology) , Erano. lahrbuch J946, p . ..s3f. 
(rev. CW/CW 8, par. +to!, where you treat the archetypes as not just psychic. (In two notes 
accompanying pars. 438-39, Jung acknowledges Pauli's help in his fonnulation .) 

2'J The older ancient philosophers since Pannenides have correspondingly described con
crete phenomena as "'nonbeing." By way of contrast, all general concepts and ideas with un
changeable characteristics ("form" in Aristotle), especially geometrical concepti, were "being." 
There are ancient astronomical papers that set themselves the task of ",aving" phenomena ow 
tCtll TQ rpatllof,le1la . Apparently, they did not use the word "explain." I am not going into the 
question of pure mathematics here. 
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liIIIIIil1l.iiIbiD myICIf. 
~ .... ,.befib 

I was very pleased to hear &om you CJIICe :~~~±~~~!! that you should be looking at Hiob, and I am you 
trouble to report on it so thoroughly. It is incleedfttyl.-lflJr. 
to make observations on such a specifically theological P'~ em 
imagine the excitement with which I read your letter. That is wbr I am 
hastening to reply with the same attention to detail. & your Ietter.--IO 
many questions, I had perhaps better take them point by point. 

I very much welcome the fact that you generally give credit to the an:he
type of the feminine for inHuencing psychology and physics and----Iast but 
not least-the pope himself. Apparently your initial reaction to Hiob, as the 
dream indicates, did not contain or make conscious everything that might 
have risen to consciousness through the reading. Consequently, in the 
dream you unintentionally end up in an insignificant (inappropriate) place 
(Esslingen), but that is where you find what was missing in your reaction
namely, the dark anima and the strangers. As you will see below, it goes even 
further than that and includes the physical backside' of the Allumpta. 
Esslingen is indeed incommensurable with the theoretical physics that you 
pursue in Zurich and hence seems to be unconnected, haphazard, meaning
less, and negligible. This is how the place of the dark anima looks when seen 
from the standpoint of consciousness. Had you known before that the dark 
anima lives or is to be encountered in Esslingen, the Forch railway would 
probably appear to you in a different light. But what good can come out of 
Nazareth (Esslingen)? Physics, on the other hand, resides up on the Zurich
berg, on Gloriastrasse.' It is clear that the scales are weighted on the side of 
consciousness and that the dark anima is to be found at the foot of and on 
the other side of the Pfannenstiel hilL ... animula vagula blandula . .. I 

This state of affairs sheds light on your relationship to the dark anima and 
everything it stands for; I refer to your list, to which I should like to add the 
pair of opposites psychology-philosophy. 

The dark anima has a direct connection with the dogma of the Assump-

I In analogy to the cabbalistic poderiora Oeil 
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tion in that the Madonna is a one-sided light goc!deas. whOle ,*,1Jr.~ 
seems to have been miraculously spiritualized. The strong ~=:.e 
on such a ligure brings about a constellation of the dark C 
unconscious. The new dogma had an upsetting effect on many _ • ..J .• 1I .. 

made even practicing Catholics (let alone Protestantsl) believe wu_ 
f>olitical maneuver. Behind this thought is the Devil, as you rightly point 
out. He is the father of this depreciatory interpretation. The one-sidedDell 
of the light ligure was what tempted him to insinuate this interpretation. 
Were tbe new dogma in fact nothing more than a political maneuver, then 
one would have to point to the Devil as the instigator. In my view, howeve~ 
it is not a political trick but a genuine phenomenon, i.e., the manifestation 
of that archetype that much earlier on had occasioned the assumption of 
Semele by her son Dionysus. 

But the dogma of the Assumption is implicitly a concession to the Devil, 
lirst because it exalts the feminine, which is related to the Devil (as bi
narilU), and second because the assumption of the body signilies the as
sumption of Matter. It is true that the feminine is virginal, and the material 
is spiritualized, which you justifiably criticize, but the eternally renewed 
virginity, on the one hand, is an attribute of the goddeo, of love, whereas the 
material is endowed with a living soul. I did not explicitly present these 
far-reaching consequences in Job but simply alluded to them through sym
bols, the reason being that within the framework of Job, the problem 01 
Matter could not really be dealt with. But I did indicate it with the apocalyp
tic stone symbolism and with the parallelism of the Savior as the sun and 
moon son, i.e., as the /ililU Philosophorum and Lapis. 

In my view, the discussion of Matter must have a scientilic basis. That is 
why I pre~sed lor Hiob and Synchronizitilt [SynchronicityJ to be published 
at the same time, lor in the latter I attempted to open up a new path to the 
"state 01 spiritualization" [BeseeltheitJ of Matter by making the assumption 
that "being is endowed with meaning" (i.e., extension of the archetype in 
the object). 

When I wrote Hiob I expected absolutely nothing lrom the theologians, 
and in fact, as anticipated, I have had only very little reaction; I was thinking 
much more of all those who have been put off by the meaninglessness and 
thoughtlessness 01 the Church's "Annunciation," of the so-called keryg
matics. It was from these people that I had the strongest reaction. 

In your Part II [Letter s8J you yourself reach all these conclusions. The 
'Chinese woman" represents a "holistic" anima, lor classical Chinese phi
losophy is based on the notion of an interplay of psychophysical opposites. 
ESP certainly belongs in this context, for il anything at all can be perceived 
in this field, it is based on the psychoid archetype, which, as experience has 
shown, can be express itseII both psychically and physically. 

In the dream, the Chinese woman seems to be uniting opposed positions, 
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~1fIIII" wilhthe latter is 
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endows the anima with ib special .... i~ 
tions and relatedness. (As an ancient Sabeaa ..,.. ........ ., 
attraclUB .um.") Where the inteDect cIomiDatet, thea wIIIt J'IIII .... _pri-
marily a leeIing-centeredness or the acceptance (us"mption) sf "'"''' of 
connectedness. That is also the essential meaning of the A·MI ..... B. V. 
Mariae, in contrast to the separating effect of the masculine .. n.e 
union 01 opposites is not iUBI on inlellectual matter: That is why the alche
mists said: "Ars lolum r.quiril hominem" For only from his wboieuesa can 
man create a model 01 the whole. 

It is certainly an indisputable lact that the unconscious has a .periodic:" 
character; there are waves and swells that often produee such symptoms as 
seasickness. cyclical recurrences 01 nervous attacks or dreams. Over a period 
of 3 years, from mid-December to mid.January, I have observed in myseU 
similar dreams that have made a very deep impression on me. 

Your compilation of physical and psychological statements is most inter
esting and illuminating. I should just like to add: 

The smallest mass particle consists 
of corpu scle and wave. 

The archetype (as structure element 
of the unconscious) consists of 
static form on the one hand and dy-
namics on the other. 

As regards "being" and "nonbeing," it is clear that virtually all those who 
operate with the concept of "nonbeing" simply have a differenl understand
ing of "being," such as the concept of Nirvana, for example. That is why I 
never talk of "being" but of the aseerlainable and the nonaseertainable, and 
very much hie .1 nunc. As there is something sinister about the nonaseer
tainabl e, the people of the ancient world (and the primitives) feared it, and 
because, when it materializes, it is always different from what one expects, 
it is even evil. Plato made this experience with the two tyrants Dionysius 
[Elder and Younger] of Syracuse (see Symbolik des Geist .. p. 341b The in
commensurable mixture of "Good" and "Being" and of "Evil" and on
being" seems to me essentially a rel ic of primitive indiscrimination . 
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By way of contrast, the potential "being" of Matter 
major step forward. In my view, "being" and "nonbeing" 
metaphysical judgments that just lead to confusion, whezeas 
and "nonascertainable" take into account hie .t nunc the 
actual and the nonactual to the indispensable observer. 

Without wishing to cast aspersions on Bohr', originality, I should _ 
theless like to point out that Kant had already demonstrated the necessuy 
antimony of all metaphysical statements. Of course, this also applies to 
statements concerning the unconscious, in that the latter is in itself non
ascertainable. As such, it can either be "a potential being" or "nonbeing." I 
would, however, place these last two concepts in the category of metaphysi
cal judgments, where in fact all concepts of "being" belong. Aristotle was 
not able to create sufficient distance from the inHuence of Plato to see the 
merely postulated character of his concepts of "being." 

In that "spiritualism" and "materialism" are statements on Being, they 
represent metaphysical judgments. They are only admissible as necessary 
elements in the process of apperception; namely, as the labeling of catego
ries of ideas, such as "that is of mental (or spiritual) origin" or "that is of 
physical (or material) origin." Metaphysical judgment, however, always 
places an element of the psychic in an external location, thus preventing a 
union of Idea and Matter. Only in a third medium (in the TPITOV dt5o~ of 
Plato, see Symbolik des Geistes [Symbolism of the Spirit). p. 339ff. [eW u, 
pars. 182-S3]) can the union of the two spheres take place, where both Idea 
and Matter are removed from their "in and for itself being" and adapted to 
this third medium-namely, the psyche of the observer. Nowhere else but in 
the. psyche of the individual can the union be completed and the essential 
identity of Idea and Matter be experienced and perceived. I view metaphys
ical judgments-forgive this heresy-as a relic of the primitive participation 
mystique, which forms the main stumbling block to the attainment of an 
individual consciousness. What is more, metaphysical judgments lead to 
one-sidedoess such as spiritualization or materialization, for they taKe a 
more or less large or significant part of the psyche and situate it either in 
Heaven or in earthly things, and then it can drag the whole person along 
with it, thus depriving him of his middle position. 

If, in epistemological self-limitation, we characterize Spirit and Matter 
"in and for itself" as non ascertainable, this does not detract in any way from 
their metaphysical Being, for it is absolutely impossible for us even to ap
proach it. But we have prevented the projection of the psychic into an exter
nallocation, thus promoting the integration of the wholeness of man. 

The psyche as Tp[TOV dt5o~ and as a medium participates in both Spirit 
and Matter. I am convinced that it (the psyche) is partly of a material na
ture. The archetypes, for example, are Ideas (in the Platonic sense) on the 
one hand, and yet are directly connected with physiological processes on the 
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psychological interpretability of religious revelations. ('I'be,.L I M IIaft the 
same resistance to psychologists as physicists, except that the form« beIiew 
in Spirit and the latter in Matter.) 

The fact that on the whole our views coincide is ¥a}' pIeuiuc to me, aud 
I am very grateful to you for presenting your opinions in such detail. It 
seems to me that you have done a great deal of thinking and Iuwe ccwaed 
a lot of ground, which would give you quite a lot to teD the .trflJt8Cfl about. 
If one moves too far forward, it is often impossible to remember the 
thoughts one had before, and then the public finds one incomprehensible. 

If I have presented my views rather briefly here, much of what I say may 
sound apodictic, but that is not my intention at all. It is much rather that I 
am aware of how improvised and makeshift my definitions are and how 
much I am dependent on your goodwill and understanding. 

I am not yet in the best of health. I still suffer from occasional bouts of 
tachycardia and arrhythmia and have to be especially careful not to over
exert myself mentally. This letter was already too much of an effort and one 
that I must avoid repeating for a while. The problem of the coniunctio must 
be kept for the future; it is more tban I can cope with, and my heart reacts 
if I exert myself too much along these lines. My essay on the "Der Geist der 
Psychologie" [The Spirit of Psychology) of 1946' resulted in a serious attack 
of tachycardia, and synchronicity brought on the rest. 

I would be very interested to hear about you "impressions of India some
time. I must just wait until my health is a little more stable. At the moment 
I can only receive visitors in the mornings, as I have to rest in tbe afternoon. 
I must practice patience and thus force others to acquire the same virtue. 

With best wishes, 
Yours sincerely, [C. C. JUNG) 

• Premises of the ETH Physics Department at the time. 
b lung, Symbolil d .. C,i,'" ISymbolism of 'he SpiritJ, 1948,ICW/CW II , paL '~I · 
t lung. in Eranol Jahrbuch 1946, pp. 385--190; tr., rev" CW 8, pars, 3'0-+41-
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[ZIIridlI JI .... MI 

fIYpewritten C8l'IlIOllIIGIJI:!.' 
Dear Professor Jung, with handwritten adtIliticimJ 

I should like to thank you very much for your lengthy and instruc:tm 
letter in which you put forward your views in such detail. Much of what wu 
in the letter-for example the interpretation of the AIBumf1tio Mari_ 
needs no further comment since this question has now been cleared up for 
me in a perfectly satisfactory manner. However, I would like to make a few 
remarks with regard to questions of an epistemological nature, and .spe
cially to make it clear that I have no use at all for the "Being" definitions that 
you assign to metaphysical judgments l and can much better express what I 
mean with your terms "ascertainable" and "nonascertainable." That is why 
I should like to start off by explaining what the epistemological state of 
affairs looks like from this viewpoint. This also gives me a good opportunity 
to say where I am coming from mentally, whereas in the second section of 
this letter I shall talk more about where I should like to go. There, working 
on the basis of your letter, I shall once again take up the discussion of the 
question that is so important to me-namely, the relationship between 
spirit, psyche, and matter. This will also implicitly make clear how I as a 
physicist actually came to respond "to such a specifically theological prob
lem" as the one on which your book lob is based: Between the theologians 
and myself as a physicist there is the ("archetypal") relationship of enemy 
brothers. As you hinted on p. 6 of your letter [Letter 59, par. 18], that is why 
there is the well-known ·secret (unconscious) identity" between them. And 
in fact, the unconscious has shown me images and words in a purely physical 
language, the interpretation of which, even from an antimetaphysical view
point, will not be unlike many a theological statement. I shall demonstrate 
this in the second part of this letter by means of an example, and at the same 
time compare my own attitude with yours as regards the relationship 
spirit-psyche-matter. 

I. THE CARD IN THE GOBLET 

The labeling of ideas' as either of spiritual origin or physical (or physiologi
cal) origin and your corresponding definition of physics as a science of ideas 
of the second kind has revived memories of my youth. 

I In connection with the already existing nonmetaphysical trend. in epistemology, I am 
wtlling to forgo these Being statements. This corresponds, also psychologically, with the fact 
llul with me the center of the mandala i.s empty. 

1 This also struck me earlier in your lecture on "DOllS Grundproblem del gegenwartigen Psy-
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IDMtI '" ·1IIiIiiI1II 
reahn of ..... ' ...... ,... 
baptiam goblet, rmd 011 the _I,fhajd .. 
"Dr. E. Mach, Prolenot' at the 
my father was very friendly with Ids 
influence mentally, and he (Mach) ac-d to taIIe. iIae _.of., 
godlather. He must have had a much stronger penon "', tba 6eC"'dir 
priest, with the apparent result that I was thus beptiacI in ... wdj -I .... '. 
ical manner rather than in a Catholic one. Be that II it IDIIJ\ the anile
mains in the goblet, and despite all the great mental chauga l-.t tbroup 
later on, it remains a label that I myself bear-namely: "of mtimdaphysical 
origin." And in lact, to put it in a somewhat simplistic way, Mach reguded 
metaphysics as the root 01 all evil in this world-in other words, in psych0-
logical terms, as the Devil himsell-and that goblet with the card remained 
as a symbol of the aqua permanens that keeps evil metaphysical spirib 
at bay. 

I do not need to describe Ernst Mach more closely, for if you look at 
your own description of the extraverted sensation type, then you will see 
E. Mach. He was a master at experimentation, and his apartment was 
crammed full of prisms, spectroscopes, stroboscopes, electrostatic ma
chines, and the like. Whenever I visited him, he always showed me some 
neat experiment, already completed, partly so as to eliminate unreliable 
thinking, with the ensuing illusions and errors, and partly to support it and 
correct it. Working on the assumption that his psychology was a universal 
one, he recommended everyone to use that inferior auxiliary function as 
"economically" as possible (thought economy). His own thought processes 
closely followed the impressions of his senses, tools, and apparatus. 

This letter is not meant to be a history of physics, nor the classical case of 
type opposites: E. Mach and L. Boltzmann,b the thinking type' I last saw 

chologie" [The Basic Problem of Contemporary Ps)'chology) (see WirHichicit d" Sed. [Reality 
of the Soul\, no. 1 Ipp. 11-3 ' , , lightly rev., with Engli'h title eh.nge in CW 8, P'''' ~cr$B\) . At 
the time, it also had II similar effect. 

) Sec p. 5 of your letter 159. par. t6) . You will understand that 1 could not help smiling when 
I read your words: "Forgive this heres),," - Incidentally, it is ani), orthodoxy that I often have 
diffi culty in forgiving; "heresy" is for me a rather mild teml . 

~ I should like 10 recount an anecdote here because I am sure ),ou will really enjoy it. Mach, 
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Mach just before the First World War, and he died in up6 ill a 
house near Munich. 

What is interesting in connection with your letter is Mach's atl:ettlpt'*'; 
fall back on psychic facts and circumstances (sensory data, ideas) within tW 
realm of physics as well and especially to eliminate as far as possible the 
concept of "matter." He regarded this "auxiliary concept" as grossly O¥efo 

rated by philosophers and physicists and viewed it as a source of "pseudo 
problems." His definition of physics basically coincided with the one pr0-
posed by you, and he never failed to stress that physics, physiology, and 
psychology were "only different in the lines of investigation they took, not 
in the actual object,· the object in all cases being the constant psychic "ele
ments· (he exaggerated their simplicity somewhat, for in reality they are 
always very complex).' I was surprised that despite your sweeping criticism 
of what later came to be called "Positivism" (Mach used this term a great 
deal). there are nevertheless also fundamental similarities between you and 
this line of thought: In both cases there is the deliberate elimination of 
thought proces.e •. And of course there is nothing at all wrong with these 
labels for ideas and the corresponding definition of physics, especially as it 
accords perfectly with the idealistic philosophy of Schopenhauer, who con
sciously uses "Idea" and "Object" synonymously. But it all depends on how 
one proceeds. What Mach wanted, although it could not be carried out, was 
the total elimination of everything from the interpretation of nature that is 
"not ascertainable hic et nunc." But then one soon sees that one does not 
understand anything-neither the fact that one has to assigo a psyche to 
others (only one's own being ascertainable) nor the fact that different peo
ple are all tailing about the same (physical) object (the "windowless mo
nads" in Leibniz). Thus, in order to meet the requirements of both instinct 
and reason, one has to introduce some structural elements of cosmic order, 
which "in themselves are not ascertainable." It seems to me that with you 
this role is mainly taken over by the archetypes. 

It is right that what one does or does not call "metaphysicS" is, to a certain 
extent, a matter of taste. And yet I agree with you totally that in practical 
terms, great value is to be attached to the demand that metaphysical judg-

who Vr'2S by no means prudish and was mort interested in aU the intellectual trend.s of the day, 
once pronounced judgment on the psychoanalysis of Freud and his school. He said: ""These 
people try to use the vagina as if it were a telescope so that they can see the world through it. 
But that i, not ibnaturaJ function-it is too narrow for that." For a while this became a popular 
quotation at the Univeuity of Vienna. It is very typical of Mach's inttrummtal way of thinking. 
For him, psychoanaly'i' immediately conjures up the vividly concrete image of the wrongly 
applied instrument; namely, the female organ where it doe, not belong. 

S Mach's main achievement in physic. is his criticinn of absolute space. tn the question of 
the contraction of ,p2Ct through archetypes there i. thus a further connection between Mach 
and the contents of your letter, but this is not the place to go into that. 
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In my last letter. I referred to that which is actually "_taiaed .. '" 
nunc" as "concrete phenomenon" and the "irrational upect 01 saIitJ. .. Jt is 
always present in the psyche of an oberver. whatever the "label 01 orip." 
might be. At this point. however. the question arises of whether the cIesaip
tion "psychic" or the term "psyche" can go further than the "ascertainable 
hie et nunc." I am inclined to reply to this question in the negative and to 
take the "not in themselves ascertainable" structures, which are introdueed 
as conceptual indications of possibilities of the ascertainable, and give them 
the definition "neutral" and not the definition "psychic: 

To me, this view also seems to be supported by Plato's expressions maon 
(middle) and triton.idos (third form)' which both meet my requirements 
for "neutrality" (=middle position), nay, actually seem to empiulliu it. 
Plato certainly had the word "psyche" at his disposal, and if he opts to use 
a different word instead, then it must be one with a deeper meaning, one 
that calls for careful consideration. For me, this deeper meaning lies in 
the need to make a clear distinction between the experience of the individ
ual, which exists in his psyche as something ascertainable hie ot nunc, and 
the general concepts, which, "non being ascertainable in themselves: are 
suitable for taking up a middle position. Your identification of p'yeho = 
tritoneidos thus seems to me a retrograde step, a loss in terms of conceptual 
di fferen tia tion . 

With my call for "neutral" general concepts, I find myself in agreement 
with your article "Der Geist der Psychologie" [The Spirit of Psychology), 
which struck me as fundamental , especially when you say:6 "The archetypes 
have .. . a nature which one cannot definitely describe as psychic. Although 
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by the application of purely psychological consicleratioat I ba1 __ 
question the solely psychic nature 01 the archetypes, etc.· I fed tI.t 
should certainly take the .. doubts .rriaulir and nat once ..,.m. mala 
much 01 the ".ychic factor. When you say that "the psyche i. partly oh 
material nature:' then for me as a physicist this takes on the form of. 
metaphysical statement. I preler to say that psyche and matter .... govemecI 
by common. neutral, "not in themselves ascertainable" ordering principles. 
(Unlike the psychologist, the physicist has no problem, for example, with 
saying "the U field" instead 01 "the unconscious," which would thus estab
lish the "neutrality" 01 the concept.) 

But I wish to make it quite clear that my hope that you might agree with 
this general point 01 view is based on the impression that some of the pres
sure needs to be removed &om your analytical psychology. The impression I 
have is 01 a vehicle whose engine is running with overloaded valves (expan
sion tendency 01 the concept ·psyche"); that is why I should like to relieve 
some 01 the pressure and let 011 steam. (I shall come back to this later on 
p. 10 below [par. 24]) ' 

I would also hope that a clarification 01 the scope 01 the concept of the 
psyche might include your de iure recognition 01 the lact that the heart is 
not just a psychological symbol but also a conception labeled "01 physical 
origin." Economy with the inferior !unction on the lines 01 E. Mach olten 
serves to !ulfill a !unction, even il it is not actually that 01 thinking! 

2. HOMO-USIA 

I believe in lact-not as a dogma but as a working hypothesis-in the essen
tial identity (homerusia) 01 the mundus archetypus and physis as you lor
mulate it on p. 6 01 your letter [Letter 59, par. 18]. If this hypothesis is 
valid-and the possibility of physical and psychological parallel statements 
supports thio-then it must be expressed conceptually. In my view, this can 
happen only by means 01 concepts that are neutral in relation to the opposi
tion psyche-physis. 

Now in lact such concepts do exist-namely. mathematical ones: The 
existence 01 mathematical ideas that can also be applied in physics seems to 
me possible only as a consequence 01 that homer usia of the mundus arche
Iy!>UI. At this point, the archetype 01 number always comes into operation, 
and this is how I account lor the extremely Neopythagorean mentality 01 my 
unconscious (especially the figure 01 the "stranger"). No one is likely to say 

7 Your letter, p. 6. This statement seems to me alarmingly close to the de6nitely meaning/en 
statement that -tverything is psychic'" For "psychic" to acquire any meaning. there must also 
be something nonpsychic involved. and this is where the "not in itself ascertainable" seems to 
me suitably neutral. 
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The conect conceptual language for expmaing tbia it, I think, DOl: yet 
known. Taking a dream from the year 11)48 as an nample,' l -W woutlleu 
less like to compare different, albeit not eqtuJlly~, ways of C:&p • 'I 
similar or closely related facts and circumstances. 

a) Physical symbolic language of my dream 

My first physics teacher (A. Sommerfeld)d appears to me and 
change in the splitting of the ground state of the H atom is fumdal_obI 
Bronze tones are engraved on a metal plate." Then I go off to Giittingen. 

(The splitting, as the following dream showed, consisted of a sort of 
ror image. In other dreams it was called "isotope separatioo" instead of 
"splitting," and "absence" of "the heavier isotope" instead of "minor 
image.") 

b) Th eological metaphysicallanguage. lO 

In the beginning was a God who is a complexio oppositorum (Heraclitus, 
Nicholas of C usa). This God shines down once again in the dark world, 
which is a likeness of the God (Hennes Trismegistus), even a second God 
(Plato) . 

' I would regard such statement as meaninglcn. 
9 This is to be found in an essay of June 19'f8 entitled "'Modem Examples of Background 

Physics,"e followed by a further dream indicating a path to quatenury wholeness. At the time, 
you were kind enough to discuss these dreams with me in great detail, so I nttd not bother )'OU 

with them again now. 
10 I am thinking here not. so much of contemporary theologians, who strike me as 11 singularly 

uninteresting lot ; rather, l see theology here as something beyond the mere denominational, in 
fact as "metaphysical." As role model for the theologians speaking here, I think of Plato on the 
one hand, and Fludd on the other (d. my essay on Kepler, p. ~ (tr .• pp. 19l'""'93]) ' Theology in 
general has a connection with matter; it is only in the A(.e of the Fish that it is so markedly 
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This likeness of God can be "perceived in a minor I0Il_.'..,1 

(Fludd) . The fundamental change is God becoming man, the d .... 
of which is that the complaio oppo.itorum is found again in man 1t,11IIIIIF.: 
(idea)-matter, and always produces the infan • • oldri. in the middle.p-

c) LangutJ88 of the psyche, or analytiC4l psychology 
What is going on in the dream is a psychic reality-the individuation pro
cess-that can happen to everyone. The process is very similar to the one in 
Plato's Timaew.11 The initial stage is a dyadic archetype whose proton c:ort'II

sponds to the "same one" and whose electron corresponds to the · other 
one."12 Through "reRection" of the unconscious," a quatemity is produced. 
The metal plate, as a symbol of the feminine-indestructible and the physis, 
corresponds to the physically "divisible" '· of the Tima.uB, the tones, as Reet
ing-spiritual, correspond to the male principle and the "indivisible." The 
"Self" that appears bere in the form of the physics teacher states that the 
pbysis carries permanently with it the image (.idolon) of the tones (.ide.), 
so that there is a consubstantial unity (homcrusia) of both. The journey to 
Gottingen- the city of mathematics-at the end of the dream, signifies 
that the tones are immediately followed in Pythagorean manner by numbers 
and mathematical formulas (symbols), which is confirmed in the next 
dream. 

The re8ection or development of consciousness doubles the original 
archetype in a (timeless) aspect, which is not assimilable to consciousness, 
and a further aspect, which, as a reRection of the new consciousness con
tent, is located in close proximity to the ego (and time) . This is why the 
splitting, as well as the "isotope separation" (with its absence of the heavier 
element), is a symbol of the incarnation of the archetype, which also ac-

spiritualized. The elder St03 had a physical theos (d . also pneuma as fine matter). and in 
Christianity there were always material-friendly heretical undercurrents: In the Middle Ages it 
was alchemy, which of course goes back to the ancient "Jncreatum" for matter, today it is 
Communism that strikes many (including myself) as a heretical Christian sect (especially be
cause of the eschatological expectations attached to it). 

II See Symbolikd .. Gei.t .. (Symbolism of the Spiri tl . pp. 334-50 (GW/CW 11. pan. ' 79-931 . 
& a result of your letter. I read through this section 3 very carefully oncc again. I read Plato's 
letters-which reveal his attitudes to the two Dionysius tyrants of Syracuse-in Howald''- new 
edition two years ago in Sicily it5elf: a veritable book of meditation for the colleagues involved 
in politics! 

IZ It lCems to me important that in the Neopythagorean speculation of late antiquity. which 
relates specifically to the Timafu •• the odd numbers (as a whole) are identified with the 
"Same; and the even numbers are identified with the "Other," 

.. Cf. Symbolik ck. Geist •• (Symbolism of the Spirit). p. 3S, e.p. n. 8 (GW/CW II , par. ' 35. 
n· 91 . 

"Ibid .• bottom of p. 343 (GW/CW 11. par . • 861 . 
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gradient and COIteIJ'O..ding £ee1iDg ~~~~~~§~ the unconscious bas the tendeoc:y to ' hi" lenze tIIiI 
the archetype quantitatively by means al.~ 
mass value would measure the attradiofl or tt{fiIriq "'sa: 
consciou.ne .. (i.e., also to space and timel) MXUdiug to tI:eir .... 1st 
numbers in dreams are not just scaIan (i.eo, as oppGIC ~ to wedlIIIs) •• ill 
physics, but are also individual entities, consisting al iDdmduoJ ..... 
which in tum form a sum total. In short, such numbers aft: Jo.ded will: 
further unconscious contents. This is where Neopythagolan de •• 4, al 
the unconscious are involved, which might be a subject for 

But the decisive factor for me is the fact that the cbeams carty OIl 

physically symbolic language and not psychological language. I ..... '" .... 
that this contradicts my rational expectations. Being a physicist by 
would have expected that nocturnal dreams would behave in a COIlOpem 
tory manner and speax to me in psychological terms. If they did so, would 
accept it without hesitation, but they do not. They have rather the tendency 
to extend physics into the indefinite and to leave psychology aside.'s So 
ultimately there is the tendency for my unconscious to take something away 
from psychology, to relieve it. burden . Since this is what my cbeams have 
looked like for several years, as if there was a re{lux or Howing back of physics 
from analytical psychology (direction of the gradient: divergence from psy
chology), I would venture to make the following diagnostic and prognostic 
conjecture: The "steam" mentioned on p. 6 [above, paL llJ turns out to be 
unconscious physics, which has accumulated over a period of time in yow 
analytical psychology without you having intended it. Under the influence 
of the How of unconscious contents directed away from psychology, future 
development must entail such an ortenrion of phy.ics, possibly together 
with biology, so that the psychology of the unconscious can become part of 
this development. But it is not capable of development on its own and when 

IS 11 was a phyricid who spoke: the decisive words in the dream quoted, "01 a psychologist! 
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left to its own devices. (I would suspect that your worIt alwaya btU.I_. 
heart condition whenever you unwittingly swim against thia cw_lij., <I 

In line with this approach, and urged on by the unconscicMu, IbM..-aI1;;
ready begun to take the two languages-the physical dream language of die 
unconscious and the psychological one of consciousness--and relate them 
to each other in the opposite direction as well. If one has a lmcon for com
municating between two languages, then one can translate in both direc
tions. In order to communicate with you, I shall (as far as my abilities allow) 
attempt to translate the language of my dreams into that of your psychol
ogy. On my own, I actually often do it the other way round. I can then see 
better where there seems to be a gap in the concepts of your psychology 
(never used in my dreams) . These seem to me to be long-term problems for 
the future. 

The situation with the three languages reminds me vividly of the famous 
story of the three identical rings l6- a story that has been handed down in 
follclore and used and extended by Boccaccio (and later by [Gotthold] Less
ing [r129-1781]); the genuine ring, however, "the one as the fourth : used to 
be there but has got lost and has not yet been found . It was originally in
vented to symbolize the relationship between 3 denominations, and I have 
the impression that we are experiencing it again with spirit-psyche-matter 
(physis) and their languages, but on a higher plane. 

There is an interesting possibility as to the whereabouts of this genuine 
fourth ring-namely, in human relationships (and not at all on the intellec
tual conceptual level), an argument that you presented so cogently in your 
letter (bottom of p. 3, top of p. 4 [Letter 59]). Where the feminine is active, 
it always involves Eros and relationships; the "incarnation" of an archetype 
(isotope separation) is thus always a relationship problem. Such problems 
are certainly present with me in various ways and playa part in the utter
ances of my unconscious. As I hinted in my last letter, there is, for example, 
a relationship prohlem with my wife, who, since our trip to India, has had 
various physical ailments, from which she is making only a slow recovery. 

But there is also a problem of relating to your psychology that which 
cannot be separated from you as a person.17 I shall conclude with the assur
ance that in this respect, too, I shall continue to allow myself to be guided 
by the unconscious (be it "psychic" or "neutral") . It seemed to me right and 
proper to be frank in alii had to say on the subject of your last letter. Bearing 
in mind your state of health, I would, however, request you not to reply 
immediately to this letter, for it is intended as part of a long-tenn exchange 

.. References for the story in /.8urdhardt's [181S-_SenI [Die] Ku/tur dt, #W1aiu4nce lin 
Italian]. voI. l.. chap. 1 Also see footnote. 

11 PS. I am now quite: lure: that the general relationship of the "Homousia" -that between 
the 1 rings and between people--is the on. genuine ring thai encircles the "center of empti· 
nas" I feci as If I had found my own myth l 
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61J 
[ZIirich] .. May 1953 

Dear Mr. Pauli, [Typewritten carbon copy] 

I found your lengthy account of your relationship with Mach most inter
esting. Please accept my sincere thanks. It goes without saying that one can 
never be content with the ascertainable alone, for then, as you rightly point 
out, one would not understand anything at alI. What is more, the greatest 
chalIenge to our thinking comes from the nonascertainable, and the same is 
true of our scientific curiosity and sense of adventure. The realille of knowl
edge and understanding is played out on the borderline between the ascer
tainable and the nonascertainable. It is just that under these circumstances 
it is rather difficult to see where I should be "positivist" and consequently 
"elimina te thought processes." Seeing that I describe physics as a science of 
ideas with a material label, the material place of origin of these ideas is no 
more denied than is the place of origin of "intellectual" ideas. All that is 
meant by this observation is an epistemological definition, not a practical 
one. There will continue to be speculation and intuition about the realm of 
the nonascertainable, and ascertainable elements wiII continue to plucked 
from it as before. But it should always be borne in mind that the area be
tween the perceived and what is not ascertainable hie et nunc is the area 01 
the psyche. The lact that I as a psychologist am more preoccupied with 
archetypes is just as natural as the physicist's preoccupation with atoms. I do 
not extend the concept 01 the psychic to include the nonascertainable, lor 
here I use the speculative concept of the psyehoid, which represents an ap
proach to neutral language in that it suggests the presence ola nonpsychic 
essence. It is a matter of choice whether one filIs up this "essence" with the 
term "matter." From the point 01 view 01 logic, one can understand Plato's 
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rplrov tllJo, as the neutral concept, for which I, u I-:!:::::: 
use the term · psyche"; yet 1 would assign to the psyche a 
position, more or less on the lines of how-in another 1IeI11&-I1IIr. 
mists viewed the anima as ligammtum corporis ri .piritus. For the JIIIpdlrdJ ' 
the · medium" (i.e., the "Third"), in which ideas of corporeal or intellectual 
origin occur. The Platonic concepts of the Same and the Other have DOth
ing to do with his psyche, which is a metaphysical concept, which is a1lOwhy 
he had no occasion to identify the rplrov .Cdo, with the psyche. For us, 
however, rplrov and tl<5o. are psychological matters. And the psyche i. not 
a metaphysical concept but an empirical one. So if we want to solve this di
lemma of the "Third," we have to realize that matter and spirit are two dif
ferent concepts that indicate opposites and-as ideas of different origins-
are psychic. But their intention is to depict the non psychic. Insofar as the 
psyche introduces the two metaphysical-i .e., not immediately ascertain
able---essences as concepts, it unites the two opposing essences by endow
ing them both with a psychical form of existence and thereby raising them 
to a conscious level. In this way, one can metaphorically depict the psyche 
as 'PLtOV tl<5o" and that is what I originally meant. But if we now take the 
actual Platonic concept of this thing, then it is a metaphysical matter, one 
dealt with by the demiurge. In view of this situation, the psychological ex
planation must relate the statement of the Timaeus to a background process 
in which the demiurge represents the "consciousness maker" and the four 
characteristics to be mixed represent a distinctive quaternio necessary for 
the development of consciousness. The consciousness maker can be under
stood vaguely as a tendency toward the development of consciousness and 
the quatemio as four functional aspects. This ascertainment is of necessity 
vague because we are talking here about metaphysical dimensions or postu
lates. In this way they are specifically neither transformed into something 
psychic nor robbed of their metaphysical existence. This explanation does 
justice to the actual concept of the .pirov tl<5o •. 

The metaphorical conception of the Third mentioned initially corre
sponds to what you wish to distinguish from the general concepts as the 
experiencing of the individual. The latter corresponds to the metaphysical 
conception of the Third. 

You are perfectly correct when you say that my remark concerning the 
material nature of the psyche is a metaphysical judgment. It was, of course, 
not meant as such and is not to be taken literally. The remark is simply 
intended to point out that the nature of the psyche is involved in both 
hypothetical conceptions, spirit and material, and, like them, is not ascer
tainable. The aim of the remark is to indicate that whenever something 
material exists, the psyche is also partially involved. When it comes to the 
overall judgment, the following sentence needs to be added: Wherever the 
spiritual exists, the psyche has its part to play. This participation is ascer-
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existence, we naturally tend to accept it 

-
our sensory perceptions, unIea they an: 1"1'" T .. .. ,J. ill 
the form of illusion. As you point out, thia appIia to ....r..n ... tD" 
archetypes in general. They an: not just psyebic:, othenriIe they ..... lie 
fabrications. But in actual fact they _ "in tIJemJeMs beinJ' (or pI7Chaid) 
existences whose autonomous existence conespoods to that 01 the uwtaill 
object. 

All these statements concerning the material or spiritual aspect 01 the 
psyche or the autonomous existence of the objects _ of peat heuristic 
significance, which I by no means underestimate. The psyche is CClrbiialJrl 
our only instrument of cognition and is thus indispensable for any 
ment or perception. But the objects of its perception are only very s1q:htl'l. 
psychic. It is true that all objects are conceived in and through the rne,mIJJD 
of the psyche, but they are not integrated into its substance, thus forfeiting 
their existence. 

So far, I believe, we are basically in agreement. When you bring up the 
subject of overburdened psychology and take as your starting point the 
non psychological tendency of your dreams, then it must be pointed out that 
this is a subjective situation that can be explained in many different ways. 

I . Your dreams are physical because this is your natural language, on the 
principle canis panem somnial, piscator pisces, but in fact the dream 
means something different. 

2. The unconscious has the tendency to confine you to physics or keep 
you away from psychology, because psychology, for whatever reason, is 
not appropriate. 

I never have dreams related to physics; they are usually related to mythol
ogy; in other words they are also unpsychological. Just as your dreams con
tain symbolic physics, mine contain symbolic mythology, i.e. Jungian indi
vidual mythology. What this means, on closer observation, is archetypal 
Iheology or metaphysics. But this only becomes clear when I make the effort 
to find out what the archetypal symbols are referring to. In this case, what 
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I do is to translate the dteam figure into the language of COlI ..... 

reducing the dream meaning to my subjective situation. But .. 
cian I could also examine the dream statement for its objectiw: melllliiif! 
in other words, not psychologically-which would tab me into the a_', 
of what one might call the spirit or the mind, and from there it 1llli1llU:1JI 
possible for me to have a sense of archetypal physics. 

It is true that the unconscious produces psychology, but the more it dIJIs 
so, the more it is against it, which is the case with both you and myself. 
Psychological tendencies in the unconscious are found only where psycho
logical insights are urgently necessary. The process of developing conscious
ness is a very demanding one and is by no means a popular matter in nature. 
This is why physics or metaphysics is usually preferred, although in both 
cases the {a.cinolum consists of the constellated archetypes. These arche· 
types more or less free us from psychology in the sense that psychology is 
"e1ieved of its burden." However important and interesting it may be to deal 
with the nonpsychic---.,specially with its archetypal stage-there is never
theless the risk that one may lose oneself in the notion itself. But then the 
creative tension disappears, for it comes into being only when the ac
knowledgement of the non psychic is brought into relation with the ob
server. What I mean by that is, for example, that the product is studied 
critically, not just from the point of view of its objective associations but also 
its subjective ones. In physics this means the determination of the role 
played by the observer or the psychological prerequisites of a theory. What 
does it mean if Einstein establishes a world formula but does not know 
which reality it corresponds to? Hence, it would have been better if C. A 
Meier" had asked what the psychological significance was of the myth and 
cult of Asclepios-i.e., what psychic reality do they correspond to? With the 
perception of the archetypal prerequisites in Kepler 's astronomy and the 
comparison with F1udd's philosophy, you have taken two steps, and now 
you seem to be at the third one-namely, the question of what Pauli say. 
about it. 

II the formulation of the question is a partial one, as is the case with 
Asclepios, then the self-reAection of the doctor is an adequate reply. But if 
the formulation of the question concerns the principles of the physical ex
planation of nature and hence is a cosmic and universal one (as is the case 
with Einstein)' then this is a challenge to the microcosm in the person an
swering the question, i.e., the natural wholeness of the individual. This is 
why the problem of the dark anima within you presents itself to you on the 
other side of the Ziirichberg,' and it is also why "master" figures appear in 
your dreams. 

As a consequence of my professional work with psychology, I am more 
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unconscious itself produces something. 

Your Sommerfeld dream (p. 7ft. of your letter)· is abo a .... jQ"",aU"" 
of what I mean. What the dream aJCertains in the physical_ (a) is mart 
and to the point. The "theological-metaphysical"conception (b) is _ 
what more thorough, and the psychological one (c) sums evaything up in 
general terms. "And yet,' as you write, you are ·of the opinion that this is 
not yet the ultimate truth.' Certainly not, for it contains only that which 
can be conceived of and represented in psychic terms. When compared with 
the whole truth, the psychic picture is also as incomplete as is the ego c0m

pared with the Self, but it is the conception of truth that we have. As I bave 
said, it is clear that there are potential realities that lie beyond our concep
tion, for experience has shown that our world-picture seems to be capable 
of unlimited expansion, and natural science consists, so to speak, of an 
abundance of evidence that our conception corresponds commensurately 
to the thing-in-i tself. But nowhere can we arrive at a more complete truth 
than that very picture which is conceived. That is why I say that we are 
virtually sealed off in the psyche, even though it is within our power to 
extend our prison to the big, wide world outside. It was this thought that 
gave Leibniz the idea of the windowless monads. I must say that I do not 
agree with the idea of "windowlessness' but believe that the psyche does 
have windows and that from these windows we can perceive ever broader 
realistic backdrops. 

For these reasons, I am of the view that the psychic aspect of reality is to 
all intents and purposes the most important one. Once again we are obvi
ously dealing with a classical quaternia: 

Trameendental 
Realit» = Material I spiritual 

psychic 

i.e., as usual 3 + 1, with the fourth one determining the unity and the whole. 
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Your explanation of the consciousness qutltmtio is int.nlltitla. 
would say. correct. This is also where the "origin" and "primonlial 
the number is probably to be found. At any rate. this is when: It bejPll! •• ~;. 
make its presence felt. The world of discrete things begin_ with 
OTOI)Ctla or dements. 

Inasmuch as the number is an archetype. it can be safely assumed that it: 
(I) bas substance. (.) has an individuallonn. (3) has meaning. and (4) bas 
relationship connections to other archetypes. About a year ago. I actuaDy 
started examining the characteristics of the cardinal numbers in various 
ways. but my work ground to a halt. (Is there actually no systematic compila
tion of the mathematical properties of the numbers I-<)?) The mythologi
cal fonnulations are interesting but unfortunately call for a great deal of 
work in comparative-symbolism research. and I cannot afford to get in
volved in that. 

Appropriately enough. you recall Lessing's play Nathan den Wei.," 
[Nathan the Wise]. But it seems to me that you did not have three but only 
two rings in your hand: physics and psychology (see p. 10 of your letter 
[Letter 60. pars. '5-.6]). The third ring is the spirit that is responsible for 
theological-metaphysical explanations. In the spirit of Lessing. you see in 
the fourth ring the human connection that. being the fourth. establishes the 
unity with the Three. On the psychological level. this is certainly correct 
as the solution to all problems through the agape or carita. christiana (albeit 
free from the insidious influences of the Christian denominations!) . But the 
synthesis 01 the Many through carita. is basically a reflection of transcen
dental unity. a hannonious praestabilita. the materialization of which in our 
sublunary world is a challenge to all Christian virtues and hence is slightly 
beyond the scope of moral powers. What it calls for above all is individua
tion and thus the acknowledgment 01 the shadow. the releasing 01 the anima 
from the projection. the coming to tenns with this. and so on. This is a task 
that we cannot take on without psychological strain and stress. for the 
stream always Hows from psychology into the opposites. but this provides 
relief only lor the first moment. In this way. psychology will be "relieved 01 
its burden" in a completely natural manner. Nor would it detract from it in 
any way if it were taken up in the framework of physics and biology. The 
world-picture is always and everywhere a conception-i.e .• psychic. 

What is often a great stumbling block when it comes to the notion 01 
thinking is that the opposition is not physis versus psyche. but physis versus 
pneuma. with psyche the medium between the two. In recent history. the 
spirit has been brought into the psyche and been identified with the func
tion of the intellect. In this way. the spirit has virtually disappeared from our 
field of vision and been replaced by the psyche; we find it difficult to attrib
ute to the spirit an autonomy and reality that we ascribe to matter without 
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Dear Professor lung, with Jw.dwdtteu .Mit.,...] 
1. Many thanks for answering my letter after an. Your Iatat letter bu 0DCe 

again cleared up a lot of questions, especially your acknowledgment 01 tile 
necessity of the nonascertainahle (p. 1 [Letter 61, par. 1)), your clarification 
of the approach to the neutral language through your concept 01 the ply

choid, which suggests the presence of a non psychic essence (p. I [ibid.)), 
your agreement with my statement that "psyche and matter are governed by 
common, neutral, not in themselves ascertainahle ordering principles," to 
which you have added "the spirit" bottom of p. l [ihid.), your opposing of 
the psychic to the transcendental (in the quatemio on p. 5), which was quite 
new to me. All this seems clear to me now and I do Dot feel the need to come 
back to these questions. 

As regards the relationship of spirit and psyche, like you I make a clear 
distinction between spirit and intellect. On the other hand, I have not yet 
fully made up my mind as to what extent psyche and spirit can be separated. 
The hest thing here is probahly to go back to archetypal images. One of 
them is that of mother-son incest, and closely related to it is the image of a 
mother of the spirit that is at the same time its daughter' 

My dream figure of the "stranger" (master figure) ' in these images shows 
how close the analogies are with the alchemical Mercury. Like Mercury, he 
also "emerged from the river," and in the dream it became quite clear that 
the river was also the mother. On the other hand, he once--"in the tem
pest" -split off a woman from his body, as in the myth in which Athena 

1 Cf. your article "Der Geist Mercurius" l"'The Spirit Mercurius"J in SymboIil: dIS Gfi,," 
(Symbolism of the Spirit). esp. p. III where, to my great satisbction, the Crail legend is also 
quot.d (not. IJI) lew 'J, paL >1', n. ul· 

I Marginal note by Jung: ancient Son of the Mother. 
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sprang from the head of Zeus. This i. the archetype of tile 11131 .... 
motherless but is herself a mother. Such images instinctively _m:"~ 
provide good models for the relationship psyche-spirit. 

The mother archetype also seems to me to correspond to an inltiudi."" 
unconscious human relationship, which the unconscious life belongs to.,.. 
way as inner reality. In this case, your pl)lchoid archetype would probtJbly • 
a special a.pect of the mother archetype-namely, the unconscious, c:oq»
real, practical, or symbolic being (life). 

I am pleased to see that our correspondence is not going around in circles 
but is moving forward . But this is precisely why I am writing to you again at 
such length, particularly about the whole question-complex of the relation
ship between physics and psychology and the problem of wholeness that 
this gives rise to. I fully agree with you that "only out of wholeness can man 
create a model of the whole" (your letter of 7 March [Letter 59J, p. 4 [par. 
10)), that the products of the unconscious "must be examined critically
both with regard to their objective and their subjective relationship," and 
that "the acknowledgment of the nonpsychic must be brought into relation
ship with the person observing" (p. 4 of your letter [Letter 61, par. 10)). At 
the end of this letter, I will return to the idea of how, in my case, the prob
lem of wholeness in the interpretation of nature is very closely and very 
directly related to the problem of the wholeness of the individual psyche 
(microcosmos)-i.e., with the individuation process. 

We do, however, differ when it comes to the interpretation of my physi
cal-symbolic dreams. (These dreams started in about '934 and make up 
roughly one third of all my dreams). When you say (p. 3 of your letter [ibid., 
par. 7)) that "this is a subjective situation" and add: 

"\. Your dreams are physical because this is your natural language, on the 
principle canis panem somniat, piscator pisces, but in fact the dream 
means something different. 

2. The unconscious has the tendency to confine you to physics or keep 
you away from psychology, because psychology, for whatever reason, 
is not appropriate." 

then it seems to me that you are missing the essential point. In fact, your 
first statement rather upset me. The linguistic use of physical and mathe
matical terms in my dreams seemed to me initially to be the exact opposite 
of natural; what was most familiar actually struck me as most strange, and 
for years J attempted to explain away the physical part of the dreams as 
something not real. But the reactions of my unconscious were unfavorable 
and insistent, so that finally J had to cast aside all my reduclive explanations 
and accept that there is actually a connection with physics in the dreams. 
Having said that, the dreams do not simply refer to modem, traditional 
physics but synthetically construct for me a sort of correspondenlia between 
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Although I have formulated a working ~~:I ~~~5=~= of psychological contents into physics and m.t!annati.". 
continue until psychology can be adopted by physics (poaiIJIy h g "~E. 
biology). it was nevertheless always clear to me that_you ri&Jdlrl8f
p. 6 of your letter [ibid., par .• 81-this would not "detnct, ,in..,..,.. 
hom the reality of psychology. What springs to mind mote radiIy he. 
a model is chemistry, for example, which can aIreacIy be said to line 
cally been adopted by physics.' Of course, this certainly does not mean 
there are no longer any chemists around (on the contraryl) or that 
then the reality of chemistry has in any way been diluted.' And yet 
such a fusion in the system of concepts of two hitherto separate scientific 
disciplines has taken place, then there is a distinction between 1M""" Ibtrt 
has been adopted and the one that does the adopting. The adopting one is the 
aile that has the more extensive system of concepts and lends itself more 
readily to generalization; but it is also always the one that undergoes the 
more radical and more sweeping changes, precisely because it is being ex, 
tended. Thus it was that physics had to undergo great changes after the 
discovery of Planck's quantum theory, with the ensuing development hom 
classical physics to modem quantum physics, before chemistry could be 
adopted. My working hypothesis is that in the case of the relationship be, 
tween psychology and physics, the former is developing in the direction of 
the one adopted, and the latter in the direction of the one doing the adopt
ing. In the second part of this letter, I shall attempt to give my reasons for 
this observation. 

And now a few remarks about your dreams, which you were kind enough 

1 The final meaning of these dreams may be that of haYing the scientific appr03ch ap~ar as 
the conditional special case (see below, p. 6) of the transcendental. 

J To a lesser degree, such a fu sion took pl2ce in physics in the last century, when optics were 
taken up into the more general fi eld of electrodynamics. 

i The , amlf reality is now give n a di ffe rent nam«. Instead of valence lines, people talk, for 
example, of elect ron pairs and their spatial-density distribution, etc. 
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to mention in your lette~ and which I found very inteieatiJiao ( ..... Ii 
with the foUowing conjectures I shaD be laying myself open to JOUr 
much more than in the rest of my letter.) What lint struck me 
animals building a street in the primeval forest is an activity with ..... , 
purpose and that furthermore elephants represent a dyruuni., one that_ 
cannot oppose with impunity. Thus my initial conjecture is that ~ 
dreams represent a supra personal, objective, psychic, or spiritual deve1op
ment in the collective unconscious but one that has not yet reached the 
surface of general consciousness. My second conjecture is that your images 
relate to exactly the sam. development as the one that I see as the Rowing 
of contents from psychology into physics. A river is also a dynami. that man 
cannot oppose with impunity, although it is possible to swim with the cur
rent, whereas one can hardly run around with wild elephants. The same 
objective situation is just represented subjectively differently, in a very ap
propriate way, as befits the fact that you are a psychologist and I am a phys
icist. Of course, I would never have dared to draw any conclusions from this. 
But when you yourself arrive at the conclusion that the animals do not wish 
to be observed by you and that you simply have to wait passively, then I am 
happy to concur with your own verdict. In fact, it seems to fit in extraordi
narily well with my own image of psychology developing along the lines of 
a science to be adopted. In such a case I would a priori expect a psychologist 
to have mythological dreams because he is supposed to wait passively; a 
physicist, howeve~ would not be expected to have either psychological or 
mythological dreams, but physical ones, because he is supposed to be ac
tively involved in extending the concepts of his science. 

2 . For the purpose of the discussion of my physical dream symbolism, it 
seems to me a good idea to go back to the time when it came into being, 
with its characteristic constellation of objective spiritual problems in phys
ics and subjective problems in my personal life. These recollections came 
back to me very vividly in particular connection with the name of Einstein, 
which you threw at me, as it were, in your letter (p. 4 [ibid., par. 10]). 

When the new theory of wave mechanics was perfected in '927, bringing 
a solution to the old contradictions concerning waves and particles, in the 
sense of a new complementary way of thinking, Einstein was not fully satis
fied with this solution. Again and again he came up with brilliant arguments 
representing the thesis that the new theory may have been correct as far as 
it went, but was incomplete. Bohr, by way of contrast, demonstrated that the 
new theory contained all the regular laws that can be formulated meaning
fully within its range of validity. Justice was done to the objective aspect of 
the physical reality adopted in wave mechanics and its statistical natural 
laws, with the aid of the following premises, which any physicist would take 
for granted: 

I. Individual characteristics of the observer are not found in physics. 
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of thinking. 

Today I mow that this is the pair of opposites """"".11 __ .... 
tivity and that despite Einstein's claims it is not possible to haft bodllll IIIc 
same time. Here once again is the situation of "t«rifiee tmtI ~: .. in 
the uncertainty relation in quantum physics itself. Although 1_ DOt in a 
regressive direction, like Einstein, I was still faced with the same cIilcmma. 
I could not deny that what i. in principle a dati,tical Wd"f of darcril"" 
nature also requires a complementary understanding of the indmJuIIl 
but at the same time I saw that the law. of probability of the new 
were the most that could be hoped for within an objective (i.e., n01DJlloyclw:.: 
logical here) framework of the laws of nature. 

In the meantime, problems with feelings had brought on a sevele per
sonal crisis for me and led to me becoming acquainted with analytical psy
chology. It was, unless I am mistaken, in '93' when I got to Imow you person
all y. At the time, I experienced the unconscious as a whole new dimension. 
It was soon after I married in 1934 and my analytical Ireatment was over that 
this physical dream symbolism began. Among others, I had the following 
dream at the time, and it preoccupied me for years: "A man resembling 
Einstein is drawing the following figure on a board: 

(hachured 
surmce 
crossed 
by graph) 

J Cf. my Kepler essay, p. 165 ItT., p. wJ . 

quantum mechanics 
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This was apparently connected with the controveny dClCl'l'becl 
to contain a sort of response to it from the unconacioUi. It 
quantum mechanics and so-called official physics in general u a 
sional section of a two-dimensional, more meaningful world, the ......... 
dimension of which could be only the unconscious and the archetytMl. 
Today I do in fact believe that it is possible for the same archetype to m 
evidenec both in the selection of an experimental setup by an observer IS 

well as in the result of the measurement (similar to the dice in Rhine'. 
experiments). I also now believe that Einstein played the role of the 
sbadow6 but that the dream showed me how the 'Self" was also contained 
in the shadow. 

Sinec that time, initially against extremely strong conscious resistanec, 
the unconscious has synthetically constructed for me a corr •• pond.ntia be
tween physics (with mathematics) and psychology. Unlike modem physics 
and complementary to it, the point of view of the unconscious sacrifices the 
aforementioned traditional requirements of objectivity (which it actually 
finds to be disturbing) and selects completeness instead (in accordance with 
nature!) . 

Accordingly, I can attempt to represent my relationship to physics and 
psychology through the quat.mio 

Einstein 
lung I Bohr 

Pauli 

in which the people stand for mental attitudes and you, of course, represent 
your analytical psychology. 

It is the inevitable fate of physics, which operates with statistical laws of 
nature, that it has to strive for completeness. But in so doing, it will neces
sarily come up against the psychology of the unconscious, since precisely 
what it lacks is this unconscious and the psyche of the observer. 

'u.t as phy.ics ••• k. compl.teness, your analytical psychology seeks a home. 
For there is no denying the fact that psychology, like an illegitimate child of 
the spirit, leads an esoteric, special existence beyond the fringe of what is 
generally acknowledged to be the academic world. But this is how the arche
type of the coniunctio i. constellated. Whether and when this coniunctio will 
be realized I do not know, but J am in no doubt at all that this would be the 
finest fate that could happen to both physics and psychology. 

3· This correspondentia between physics and psychology is the metaphysi
cal-spiritual speculation that corresponds to the third ring in the allegory in 
my letter. I am able to grasp some of it but so far have not been able to share 

IS A truly major discovery, such as the theory of relativity, may later result in a "xation on the 
past. A similar thing seems to have been the case with Freud. 
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The hachured sections are the less differentiated (more unconsciow, 
rior) functions, and the problem of opposites arises between the left 
right halves. (If I could paint, I would place Esslingen on the left, the Pfan
nenstiel in the middle, and Gloriastrasse' on the right) . Here once again the 
right side is seeking completeness, but the left side is seeking a hom •. The 
latter observation is true inasmuch as intuition has brought forth character
istics and psychic factors that initially seemed alien to my conscious world 
and my established values.8 

In the course of the individuation process, which is never purely intellec
tual but is always accompanied by feeling-toned experiences, a medium be
tween these pairs of opposites gradually becomes visible. The products that 
thereby emerge from the unconscious are precisely those that gradually re
veal to me a medium between modem physics and psychology, by means of 

7 Cf. also my earlier letter of 27 Feb. [Letter 58). part 3. 
Il Marginal note by C. C. Jung: Why opposite, or right and left? 
8 When the: dark anima appears to me as a Chinese woman, that means above all that 

subjectively she seemed alien ev.n to me, meaning not the way one: is at home. It is just the $arne 
when I first called the now familiar master figure "the stranger.- In 1946. for example, he 
.IIppe.ared to me :IS a Persian who was trying to get accepted at the Teclmical University as a 
student, which caused quite an uproar, It is precisely the holistic that is initially strange. Cf. 
~ the strange people ," 
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a symbolic extension of physics. Thus, both come together b'lIIl"'~ 
empty center ("Sel!"), in full accordance with your nmwb 011 tbo~wI"" 
ness of the individual qua microcosmos as a requisite of a moclel fo~~.·.· 
wholeness in the interpretation of nature. Only for discriminating ~ 
sciousness is the aforementioned pair of opposites psychology-physics eli§. 
ferent from the pair of opposites of the left and right half of the .. functioat 
("Holland" versus "ltaly"); for the unconscious psyche, however, both an! 

completely identical. This can also be demonstrated by means of a spatial 
model so that the quatemio of the previous section (p. 8 [obove, par. 18]) it 
placed on a vertical circle, and that of this section on 0 horizontal circle, with 
both circles having one common center. 

This is also why it is impossible for me to find this correspondentio between 
physics and prychology just through intellectual speculation; it can only prop
erly emerge in the course of the individuation process in the form of accom
ponying objective statements. The same archetype of wholeness or of the 
coniunctio, which is constellated in the relationship between psychology 
and physics, also arranges and orders my own inner wholeness, with the aid 
of the "master figures· in my dreams. For that reason I cannot handle the 
"third ring" of the metaphysical-spiritual speculation unless the fourth ring 
in the relationship has also come into operation right away. 

I think that for the moment this is the best way I can formulate the 
relationship of the products of my unconscious with the objective whole
ness of nature on the one hand and with the subjective wholeness of myself 
as observer on the other. 

I very much look forward to the book on the coniunetio that you are 
working on at the moment,b for I have no doubt that there will be a lot in 
it that applies to my problems· 

In the hope that in these letters, too, a medium between us will gradually 
emerge, I remain with sincere thanks and all good wishes 

Yours sincerely, W. PAULI 

, Pfannenstiel: a range of hills above the Lake of ZOrich; Gloriastrasse: the premises of the 
Physics Department of the ETH at the time. 

" lung. My.terium coniunctioni" 3 vob. (V01S.1-1, CW 14> vol. 3. Aurora Con,urcen., by M.-L. 
von Franz. waJ published a supplement to CW 14J . 

OJ Alchemy at .my rate contains important keys to the understanding of my physical dream 
symbolism. too (such as the idea of the "opus· in the laboratory as the Iymbol of the individu~ 
ation procell, "nudeus" - lapil, "master figure· - Mercurius, etc.). 
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Dear Mr. Pauli, 

m PAULI I ~ -6t JUNe 

[Kilmacbt-Zilrich) Zf Oct.1I)S3 
[TYr"'w,iUen catboo c:opJ) 

Please excuse my lengthy silence in response to your YeI)' substmtiallct
ter of 27 May [Letter 62]. Apart from a whole series of external reasons, such 
as lack of time, fatigue, and poor health, the main reason for my delay in 
replying was the sheer abundance of problems raised in your letleL I did not 
feel equal to the task of giving you an adequate response. I doubt whether 
I can do so even now. We are hovering here on the borders of what is COD

ceivable and perceptible. Your letter has touched things in me that are 
vaguely unsettling and which I have in the meantime striven hard to get a 
grasp of. I have returned repeatedly to your letter, considering the contents 
from every angle, and have done so again today. I have the feeling now that 
I might be able to attempt to reply. Having said that, I am still not quite 
clear as to which method I shall adopt. Should I follow the thread of your 
letter, step by step, or should I describe the whole convolution of problems 
as I see it? 

Whichever I do, I must start off by taking up some of the points in your 
letter, especially the question of psyche and spirit. Psyche is for me, as you 
know, a general term indicating the "substance" of all the phenomena of the 
inner world. SPirit, however, characterizes a specific category of this sub
stance-namely, all those contents that cannot be derived either from the 
body or from the external world. Sometimes they are graphic, vivid pro
cesses that lead to abstract ideas, sometimes conscious and deliberate ab
stractions. Something on the following lines: 
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psyche ----drives, affects thinking. abatractiolr. 
sensory activities, perceiving 
life of the body .pirit 

physis 
material or physical 

manifestations 

Psyche could be placed parallel to the physical term of matter (corpuoele + 
wave). Like matter, psyche is also a matrix based on the mother archetype. 
Spirit, in contrast, is masculine and is based on the Father archetype, in 
consequence of which, favored by the fact that we are living in a patriarchal 
age, it claims precedence over both the psycbe and matter. But with SOflhitJ 
as his consort he also has a feminine aspect, which emerges more clearly the 
closer one gets to the unconscious. [n this matriarchal sphere, the spirit is 
the son of the mother (alchem. the "primeval son of the mother"). 

The spirit (pneuma) has, since time immemorial, stood in opposition to 
the body. It is turbulent air, in contrast to the earth (matter or hyle). The 
"soul: however, is regarded as ligamentum corporis et spiritus. Into this an
cient trichotomy, the elevation of the spirit to a divinity has introduced a 
certain rusordel; thus disturbing the equilibrium. A further complication 
was caused by the identification of the pneumatic divinity with the summum 
bonum, which forcibly led to matter slipping into the vicinity of the malum. 
These theological entanglements must be avoided in my opinion, and the 
psyche must be given a middle or superior position. 

Psyche and matte I; as a "matrix: are both an X-i.e., a transcendental 
unknown quantity and thus indistinguishable in conceptual terms, which 
makes them virtually identical; only on a secondary level are they different, 
as different aspects of Being. 

Among the things that are part of the substance of the psychic are psy
choid archetype •. The characteristic that is peculiar to the archetype is that 
it manifests itself not only psychically-subjectively but also physically-objec
tively; in other words, it is possible that it can be proved to be both a psychic 
inner occurrence and also a physical external one. [ regard this phenomenon 
as an indication of the fact that the physical and psychic matrix is identical. 

II you now ascertain that in your dreams "the mathematical and physical 
terms are symbolically extended to the unconscious in general and to the 
individual psyche in particular" (p. 3 of your letter [ibid ., par. 8]), then it 
seems to me that this phenomenon is based on the implied same identity; 
otherwise such an extension would be utterly impossible, owing to the in
commensurability of the psychic sphere. But if this extension is possible, 
then it proves that in the field of psychology there are processes or regulari-
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cate and describe that region which is iudisputahIy COI'_,M. 10 bath. My 
dreams and my intuition have both lefened me to natunI munhen 'I1Itte 
seem to be the simplest and most elementary of aD 8JC:betypn. 1'b8t..., 
are archetypes emerges from the psychological fact that simple whole num
bers, given the chance, amplify themselves immediately and mdy through 
mythological statements; e.g., I = the One, absolute, nondivisible (advaita A 
two-less [Zweitlose]) and thus the unconscious, the beginning. God, 
2 = the division of the One, the pair, the connection, the difference 
patiens, masculine-feminine, etc.), counting, etc. 3 = the relw, .... nce 
One from the Two, the son, the first masculine number, etc. In, ~~~=~ 
this, whole numbers possess that characteristic of the psychoid a 
classical form-namely, that they are as much inside as outside. Thus, one 
can never make out whether they have been devised or discovered; as num
bers they are inside and as a quantity they are outside. Accordingly, the 
possibility can be predicted that equations can be devised from purely 
mathematical prerequisites and that later they will tum out to be formula
tions of physical processes. 

I therefore believe that from the psychological point of view at least, the 
sought-after borderland between physics and psychology lies in the secret of 
the number. Hence the saying, fittingly enough, that man made mathemat
ics but God made the whole numbers.' 

Just as in the psychological sphere number represents an elementary ar
chetype, and the spontaneous symbolism of the Self undoubtedly goes back 
to this (especially 1-4), it is also the key to cognition of physics. 

For more than a year now, I have been most fascinated by the secret of 
numbers, which is why I would like a complete description of all the charac
teristics of whole numbers with absolutely everything listed-e.g., details 
such as the fact that equations to the fifth degree cannot be resolved or the 
preference for certain numbers in certain fields, or the amplifying state
ments that freely result from certain whole numbers. In other words, I am 
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not interested in what the mathematician can do with numberw bUtt 16<. 
the number itself does when given the opportunity. This U COIIllimily\IIIf·' 
method that has proved particularly fruitful in the field of arcbetypel 

I am thus inclined to regard the connection between psychology IIiII 
physics under the aspect of two initially incommensurable fields, _ 
though physical points of view can undoubtedly be applied to the psychic 
sphere. Any classification of psychology into a general theoretical form of 
physics, as has happened with chemistry, is out of the question in my opin
ion, because of the fact that psychic processes cannot be measured, quite 
apart from the epistemological difficulty mentioned above. Thus, I believe 
that there is more to be gained by examining more closely what the two 
fields have in common, and it seems to me that it is here that the mysterious 
nature of numbers is the most obvious thing for forming a foundation for 
both physics and psychology. I see the position of psychology in relation to 
a general foon of physics more or less as you indicate it in your quatemio 
(Einstein·Bohr-Pauli-Jung). Just as in the axiom of Maria Prophetissa 4 
(rtrapov) signifies the One (ro lv), so it is that in the concept of .ynch,on. 
icily (as the fourth) space, time, and causality are relativized or neutralized, 
de facto and pe, definitionem. 

Synchronicity is, alongside numbers, a further point of contact for physics 
and psychology. In this case, the meaning of what they have in common 
seems to be (relatively) simultaneous events. It also looks as though there 
is frequently (or regularly?) an archetypal prerequisite for the meaningful 
parallelism. 

Insofar as the two bridges linking psychology and physics are of such a 
singular nature and so difficult to grasp--with the result that no one dares 
to tread them-psyche and its science have been suspended in a bottomless 
room, and, as you so rightly say, are "homeless."1 You suppose that it is 
through this that the archetype of the coniunctio is constellated. That is true 
inasmuch as precisely for the past 10 years I have been more or less exclu
sively preoccupied with this subject. I have succeeded in tracking down a 
16th century alchemist who tackled this question in a particularly interest
ing way. His name is CERARDUS DORNEUS,b and he is a remarkable man 
in many ways. For him, the objective of the alchemical opus is, on the one 
hand, self-knowledge, which is at the same time knowledge of Cod, and on 
the other hand it is the union of the physical body with the so-called unio 

I When you place me in your quatemio as the representative of the psychology of the uncon
scious as fourth to the three physicists, you are repeating the dilemma of Plato, who has hi. 
Demiurge} the fourth, "forced" into the mixture of the cosmic opposites, apparently because it 
is $0 made that it is not easily absorbed into the mixture (d. Symbolil del (Aide., p. 343ff. [CW 
U, pars. 186-cp) . The transition from 3 to 04 is often an awkward mattc!r, in that according to 
histori~1 symbolism eithet the three deny the fourth or the fourth neutr.llius the three into a 
whole Cal in the axiom of Maria, fot example) . 
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standing in the isolated area, striving somehow to bridgie the pp that .... 
rates me from the others. After all, it is no p\easuR: £or me always to be 
regarded as esoteric. Oddly enough, the problem is sti1I the same 2,0C»-Je&

old one: How does one get from Three to Four? 
With best wishes, 

• Leopold Kronecker (1813- 1&)1), speaking at the Mathematics Confermte in Betliia i_III 
said: "Whole numbers have been made by God; everything else is the work of mat. 

an extreme philosophical point of view, and his remark is directed polemically .
kind and above all against Cantor. The latter, to whom his ideas on infinite propositioos 
as revelations, was deeply upset by Kronecker's attacks. 

I wonder whether there is any way of knowing exactly what has been made by God and what 
by man? 

ICf., e.g., Dirk 1- Stroik, A Canci,. Hidory of Mathematics, p. 1)9.J 

b Gerard Domeus, Paracelsian doctor, Fr:mUurt late sixteenth-century; sec esp. ClcrYem plti
lorophiae chimicae. 

65J 

Dear Mr. Pauli, 
[Kusnacht-Zurich] 5 Dec. '953 

[Typewritten carbon copy] 

I am forwarding a letter that concerns you, and I would kindly ask you to 
attend to it. 

With best wishes Yours sincerely, [C. G. JUNG] 

1 enclosure [missing] 
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66P 
ZOrich 7f6, 23- III "* 

Dear Professor Jung. [HandwdtWJ 
Although I would like to postpone to a later date a detailed reply to your 

last letter, especiaOy with regard to the Numbers archetype (partly also be
cause we leave for America on 5 January till the middle of Apn1) , it occurred 
to me today to express my thanks for all your trouble and your constant 
interest in my problems by sending you an informal, improvised Christmas 
greeting. 

In doing so, I should like to stress my basic agreement with your demand 
for a middle or superior position for the psyche in relation to body and spirit 
and also with your adopting of two roads to the secret of Being. I have 
indeed seen that the same relationship problem shows up between the dif
ferent aspects of the Self on the one hand and the different aspects of the 
anima on the other, both in my personal problems and in the problem of 
physics with other sciences and life as a whole. 

As the natural sciences nowadays take their dynamis from the archetype 
the quatemity, this is how the ethical problem of evil is constellated, 

has become particularly manifest through the atom bomb. Now it 
seems to me here that, compensatorily from the unconscious, the tendency 
is being developed to bring physics much closer to the roots and sources of 
life, and that what is happening is ultimately an assimilation of the psychoid 
archetypes into an extended form of physics. In this way, the ancient al
chemical idea that matter indicates a psychic state could, on a superior level, 
experience a new form of realization. I have the impression that this is what 
my physical dream symbolism is aiming at. In connection with the physical 
archetypes, you yourself (in your article "Der Geist der Psychologie" ["The 
Spirit of Psychology: rev., GW/CW 8, pars. 343-4421 used physical symbol
ism when you talked of moved masses and spectral colors. Obviously with 
me being a physicist, the relevant symbolism is embellished with much 
greater detail. Alongside this line of development, which aims at an adop
tion of parapsychology into physics, there is also a second one, which leads 
to biology and is connected with your concepts of "absolute knowledge" and 
synchronicity, although I cannot go into too much detail about that at the 
moment. 

Domeus's idea of the unus mundus, which you referred to in your letter, 
seems to me to be directly connected both with these lines of development 
into an extended form of physics and also with the psychological relation
ship problems in marriage. The moment that marriage is no longer a naive 
anima and animus projection, it seems to emerge morc and more in the 
course of life that marriage should be a model for that unus mundus. At any 
rate, I was given the strong message f~om the unconscious that only in two. 
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[Kfimacht-ZGriehllD OJ" • 

Dear Mr. Pauli, (H , 'a jIIejfj 

I have finally managed to find time and leistm to write to JOU aIJoat JOdr 
paper in the Dialectica.' I studied it with great interest, duly admirinc the 
completeness of your parallelisms. I would not know what I coald add 01 my 
consequence to what you have written, with the exception of the secRt of 
numbers, but J feel so incompetent in this matter that I fear I c:ouId 
come up with anything that would make sense, However, the Poincare 
ings (Science et Methode}b gave me heart inasmuch as he draws attenticm 
the unconscious, or begins to suspect its importance. Unfortunately, 
to receive any support from the psychology of his day, he consequently 
came bogged down in the early stages and was not able to move on from 
those initial confusions and contradictions, However illuminating the simi
larity or sameness of the physical and psychological formation of concepts 
may be, it is nevertheless based more on the epistemological difficulties 
entailed in dealing with a nonvisual object than on either a perceived same
ness or similarity of factual background, or one that could at least be postu
lated. My feeling is that the common ground shared by physics and psychol
ogy does not lie in the parallelism of the formation 01 concepts hut rather in 
"that ancient spiritual 'dynamis'" 01 numbers that you point out on p. 295. 
The archetypal numinosity of number expresses itself on the one hand in 
Pythagorean, Gnostic, and Cabbalistic (Gematria!) speculation, and on 
the other hand in the arithmetical method 01 the mantic procedures in the 
1 Ching, in geomancy and horoscopy. Even mathematicians cannot agree 
among themselves as to whether numbers have been discovered or in
vented, a lact that finds its counterpart in the modern dilemma 01 whether 
the archetype is acquired or is innate, (In my view, both are true.) "In the 
Olympian host, Number eternally reigns· is a valuable acknowledgment 
from mathematicians as to the numinosity 01 number. Accordingly, there 
is sulficient justification lor bestowing on number the characteristic of an 
archetype, Consequently, number also acquires the autonomy 01 the arche
type ("dynamis" 01 number) , For the mathematician, this feature of 
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number is rather unwelcome and virtually unlmown, since heWII~~ 
as a means to an end for counting and measuring. clefiniDg it. 
This is also the fate that befalls the archetype in (academic) ~;!:::r. 
is a clear effect of the prejudice against the unconscious m 
given the indisputable numinosity of number, this resistance loses its YIIid. 
ity, and one is forced to draw certain inevitable conclusions-namely, thIIII! 
same ones that psychology can no longer bypass: The autonomy of a psyclUc 
factor lies in the fact that thanks to its dynamic force, it is capable of 
making its own statements. As was to be expected, this is where your own 
criticism logically comes in. You describe my expression "psychic state
ment" as a pleonasm, which is undoubtedly correct in relation to "general 
statement.· But I usually adopt this expression not for statements of ratio 
but for those of the psyche, i.e., those that do not have their source in the 
conscious ratiocinatio but spring directly from the objective psyche itself, 
such as myths, dreams, delusions, and so on. If consciousness is a factor at 
all here, it is indirect and lacking in authority, whereas the ratiocinatio-if 
it possibly can-suppresses everything that is unconscious, consequently 
limiting everything psychic as far as possible to what is universally valid and 
sensible. 

Thanks to its "dynamis," number as archetype is capable of making myth
ical statements. If it is permitted to express itself at all, then it will produce 
"psychic statements." In the eyes of the psychologist, these are among the 
indispensable characteristics of number, even if the mathematician merely 
views them as a means of counting. One might compare them to the dia
mond, which on the one hand has great technical and industrial significance 
but has much greater value to the connoisseur because of its beauty. The 
numinosity of number has less to do with its mathematical applicability and 
more with your "inevitable" statements, which have to cope with all the 
resistance that is offered to anything to do with the unconscious. 

In psychology, we let the archetypes amplify themselves or we even ob
serve the amplification process in dreams. The same experiment is possible 
with numbers. Here we also have common ground where physics and psy
chology meet, for on the one hand number is an indispensable characteristic 
of natural things, and on the other hand it is also undeniably numinous
i.e., psychic. 

With regard to the "sacrifice-parallelism: I asked myself whether the 
choice of the term "sacrifice" is an accurate one for the formulation of the 
physical question. For the physics experimenter, it is basically just a decision 
and only metaphorically a ·sacrifice." He cannot have both at the same 
time. Granted, one can choose or decide between two possibilities, but it 
would probably be a rhetorical exaggeration or a pejorative use 01 the term 
"sacrifice" to describe that action as such, for ·sacrifice" means giving up 
possessions d fonds perdu. 
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Your courage in tackling the problem of my psydtoIoc,y 0 a pat __ 
of pleasure to me and fills me with gratitude. 

Yours sincerdy. (C. G. JUNG) 

~ "Naturwissenschaftliche und erkenntistheoretische Aspekte der Ideea" ..... :;:~~~~:: 
also in Pauli, Au{sdtze und Vortrdge tiber Ph"ii rut Erlmntnirtlr«wir. tr. • ., 
scious from the Standpoint of Natural Science and Epistemology," in I'lWi, Wrim.,. .. 
and PhUo.ophy. pp. ~ 

b Henri Poincare (1851-1912), French mathematician, Scimce et Mlthode. MJOS. 
Co Hans Driesch (186?-1941), biologist, Neovitalist (Entelechy). later philosopher (abo iDtef.. 

ested in parapsychology) . 
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A. Jaffe to Pauli 
[Kiisnacht·Ziirichj, 27 August 19s6 

Dear Mr. Pauli, [Typewritten carbon copy] 

On returning from my holiday, I have found a copy of your letter to 
Dr. J. B. Rhine about Mr. Hare's work. I should like to thank you, on behalf 
of Prof. lung as well as myself, for dealing with the matter so thoroughly. 

I am assuming you are now in Italy and shall expect your call when the 
equinoxes are here. 

With best wishes, Yours, A. Jaffe 

(Mys!. Con;. II is out, and I shall send you a copy at once. J. will probably 
wish to write an inscription I) 
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ZOrich, :&3 ~_',"~I 

[1ypewritten carboa 
with handwritten notes in the u ....... 

by C. G. Jung (iHdiill 

STATEMENTS BY THE PSYCHE 

Dedicated to Prof. C. G. Jung 
in Thanks for his Mysterium Coni unction is I and II 
and in Response to his Letter of 10 October 1955, 

with unaltered Faith in the Unconscious. 
by W Pauli 

Dream, lS/uly 1954 

I am in Sweden, where Custafson (professor of theoretical physics in Lund) 
is present. He says to me; "This is a secret laboratory in which a radioactive 
isotope has been isolated. Did you know anything about it?" I reply that I 
knew nothing about it. 

Context. Custafson has sent many students to me in Zurich, among them 
one who was particularly gifted, Dr. C . Kill/en . He was in Zurich in '952; I 
remained in contact with him, and in '955 we published a paper together.' 
I mention this because Kallen will playa role in what follows now, in a 
special context. I am in closer touch with Lund than with other Swedish 
universities. Not long before this dream occurred, I received a letter from 
them informing me that they had awarded me an honorary doctorate. On 
this occasion, incidentally, one is given a ring, which I mention because of 
the symbolism always associated with a ring. 

What is more important, however, is that the dream occurred only a few 
weeks after my trip to Lund and southern Sweden . Apart from wishing to 
thank them for the honorary doctorate and wishing to attend a spectroscopy 
congress, there was another reason for this trip: the total eclipse of the sun in 
southern Sweden on 30 June '954. The sky was overcast, and so I did not see 
the corona, and yet it was still very impressive when darkness fen during the 
day. Such an astronomical occurrence' easily produces "synchronistic" re· 
actions in the psyche, which might explain both the appearance of Sweden 
in the context of the dream and also the "radioactivity" of the isotope in the 
dream.' 

f (Occurrence ... basically isotope isolates .cparation and "definition" of the Self.) 
I With regard to "eclipse of the sun," d. C. C. Jung, Myderium Conjunction; •• vol. 1, p. u.S 
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What occurred to me at once about the labocatUll is tbd the __ 
seious is a laboratory in which the individuation process tales place. 'The 
secret nature of the laboratory immediately upset me. and I cIetennined to 
work on bringing it out into the open-i.e .• making it comcious. Tbat.., 
also the "point" of the dream. The motif of the laboratory crops up apia 
later. Here I should like to point out that working on l1l)I own dmnna it .... 
"experiment" for me: First of all, I register the dream before waking up. 
then I make the associations, and then I reflect on them. This reflecting 
reacts on the unconscious, which then expresses itself in the motif of 
doubling and in the image of the laboratory.' The best thing about this 
introductory dream is accordingly the following dream series. 

Dream, 20 July 1954 

I am in Copenhagen, at the home of Niels Bohr and his wife, Margarethe. He 
makes an announcement to me, a very official one: "Three popes have giveo 
you a house. One of them is named John; I don' t know the names of the 
other two. I have made no secret of the fact that we two do not share tbeir 
religious beliefs but have nevertheless persuaded them to offer you the gift." 

(ew 4ii, par. jl-l.; CW J.4, par. 657). where it is given liS a symbol for the "darkened- moment 
of the synthesis. 

T should like to put forw:ard for discussion the hypothesis that conversely, with the re.u 
eclipse of the sun , the I.e. processes described are occurring in the unconscioul. even if they are 
not being directly observed 

U (North-Intuition, "Children's Land, Land of Dreams) 
101 (radioactive _ numinous constdlated archetype) 
1 With me the laboratory is always connected with the -mental state outside the ego." which 

is how Jung interprets the processes in the alchemist's retort in M. Conjunctioni., pp. 47-,.B 
lew J.4ii, pars. ]'O-7l i CW 14. pan. 410-11) . 
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He then presents me with a sort of document of the gift, melt ". .. 11l1li 
the same time, I am given a train ticket by Bohr and his wife to n_ /tOUN. 

I regtet very much that my wife is not present, for what can I do in a .. 
house without her? 

{Here I wake up briefly but soon go back to sleep. The dream continua.} 
A late uncle of mine from Austria, a Catholic, appears to me in the dream, 

and I say to him: "The new house is for you and your family. I hope you wiD 
enjoy it." 

Contert. This dream is a very fundamental one, and I cannot actually say 
that I bave "understood" it. Niels Bohr stands for the idea of complementar
ity and for theoretical nuclear physics. In real life, he does actually have the 
ability to overcome people's resistance and convince them of practical mea
sures that he considers right. His own house is a focal meeting point for IIIdny 
people; his wife enjoys organizing large parties and does so extremely well. 
The Bohrs also bave several grandchildren {not)9 but ul, some of whom are 
often there. 

Now comes the archetypal part of the dream. As for the three popes, it 
occurred to me that this was an earthly representation 01 the Trinity and 
also a linkup with a Catholic tradition. This is also represented later by the 
Catholic relatives. In contrast to the dogmas, the rites of the Catholic 
Churcb bave preserved several experiences of a "magical" nature that may be 
of value in parapsychological terms and that arouse my interest. I am think
ing, for example, of the Sacrifice of the Mass, an "experiment" tbat involves 
tbe translormation of the person experimenting. My dreams actually make 
no hasic distinction between "Iaharatory" and "church" (see below and cI. 
alchemyl), so the new house could be both. The pair of opposites in this 
dream is natural science {physics)-Catholic tradition. The new house is 
always the place where a union of pairs of opposites takes place, a coniunctio. 

As for John, I think of the Evangelist and hence goosis, although of course 
the Evangelist was not a pope. Otherwise, the three popes are rather inde
terminate, but the Trinity-supplemented by Bohr and his wife-fits in well 
with the coniunctio.i

¥ 

The absence of my wile or her loss (disappearance into the unconscious) , 
or the fact that I am in a place where I try in vain to reach her by telephone 
is a mati I that often turns up in my dreams.' I should like to propose an 
interpretation on a subjective level, lor the simple reason that, as far as I can 
judge myself, it seems to correspond to reality. My wile is a .ensation type, 
whereas with me the fonction du reel is the inferior {unction . But this has the 

" (these triads, threefold crowns father and mother rex lmd regina) 
.. (P here is like an alchemist who doe. it in the retort and does not realize thai he himself 

is in the process.) 
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Generally speaking, I attach fundamental importance to the appeumc:c 
of women in the dreams of physicists. They represent 811 inMr reality that 
seems to defy expression in any sort of conceptual language. In Jdatioa to 
masculine consciousness, they also seem to symbolize the ~ 
transcendent unity beyond the pairs of opposites." Unlike borderIine ueas 
such as parapsychology, I regard the specifically feminine sphere as "me
ducible" with regard to any attempt to adopt an approach outside the psy
chological one. 

Dream, 18 August 1954 

I am in Sweden, where I come across an important letter. I cannot recall the 
beginning of the letter very well. But then at one point it says in the letter 
that with me there is something essentially different from C . C . lung. The 
difference is that with me the number 206 has changed to 306, but not with 
lung. I keep seeing 206 tum into 306. The letter is signed: "Aucker." 

Context. This is a very puzzling dream, one that I have not been able to 
do much with in the past. I have no idea what to make of "Aucker." It seems 
likely that with me there is some form of repression going on here, which is 
also suggested by my inability to remember the beginning of the letter. I 
think "Aucker" is some sort of camouAage, and I have the feeling that the real 
meaning of the dream must be rather unpleasant. Out of sheer habit I noted 
that the factori zation of the numbers 206 = 2 x 103; 306 = 2 X 3 x 3 x 17·"" 

" (The weak link with reality.) 
wi' (Projection of the Self onto the woman) 
oii( (2+6=8=2 

3+6 = 9 .,. 3 
Father and mother 
Progression of suspension from mother to masculinity to tack of action in rt.aliution 

(inferior functionl) keeps everything in the unconscious laboratory.) 
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The second number is much more complicated, a1tboup tbI!"lI1i11 
seems favorable, whereas 103, being too large an irreducible n:;;!:<1!=~~' 
number), strikes me as unnatural. Whenever C. G. Jung I 

dreams, I tend not to relate this to him personally. I am rather iDclillO"~1II 
think that it is more a matter of my attitude to analytical psychology. 
transformation from 2 to 3 seems positive, indicating some sort of rea\ia. 
tion.! The negative side would be that my attitude to analytical psychology 
has not been part of this change. As a working hypothesis, I would like to 
venture the interpretation that, in my case, analytical psychology has re
mained in the dependent relationship of the younger broth.r (that is an 
association made today, it was not in the dream)' on the natural sciences 
(elder brother) and has not moved on from there. Analytical psychology 
perhaps should represent the Fourth and hence the whole-i.e., 4'3 instead 
of 2:3- Proportio sesquitertia instead o{ sesquialteral' 

This interpretation is probably correct, for I know that two years ago 1 
would never have admitted that. Today, I feel much more strongly that all 
these dreams cannot be automatically translated into scientific treatises and 
that it is much more a question of one's own wholeness (individuation) . 

Dream, Ul August 1954 

I am riding on tram #5 to a large new house; it is the ETH in new premises. 
From the tram stop, I take a footpath that winds slowly up a hill and finally 
leads into the house. In the house, I find my office and on a table there are 
two letters. In one of the letters, signed Pallmann,b it says: "Ferry dues set
tlement." The bill is very long, with lots of + and - additions. The final total 
is 568 Swi .. franc. , which I have to pay. The second letter is in an envelope, 
on which it says: "philosophical choral society." I open it and find beautiful 
red cherries, some of which I eat. 

Contert. Once again, in the new house there is a union of opposites~: two 
letters. This time, the new house is a reformed ETH, where the ordinary 
physics and mathematics departments are also to be housed, and something 
else is new: 1 am apparently supposed to be teaching there. For the ETH is 
not private but public. 1 do not really know what the connection is between 
the new house and the public. It is a maior problem {or me. I do not regard the 
dream Pallmann as the real Pallmann but as the "master," a familiar dream 
figure for me. (1 used to call him the "stranger," but in the meantime he has 
lost all his strangeness.) He is often an official superior. 

1 The f.act that this dream also takes place in Sweden indicates that the transformation :z-+ 
3 has already "'lCcretly" begun there . 

.. See dream of 12 April 1955 (below), which indicates progression in this direction. 
s 1 can .also be interpreted as a "'femininc" number (Chinese: "Yin number") . Analytical 

psychology would then be "maternal"; from the unconscious comes the "son," depicted :u 
3-nameiy, physics. The following conclusions, however, remain t.he same . 

• (Double?) 
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life eftr since it ~~§~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~ philosophy of the 
with and for the intellect comes_ ..... 4........ em0-

tional attitude. Compared with m1llic, howe .... I .... it. a.., •. 
into the undifferentiated, faDing between two ... Ems in III)' adr 
dreams there was evidence of a certain satirical element. 

So in this dream it looks as though I did not tab serioaIIy the secoud 
envelope with the red cherries (I think it really should have been music), 
whereas the first letter I did take seriously. 

The synthesis of the two letters is not yet achieftd,,; since the ferry clues 
have not yet been paid. Such a synthesis has to go back as far as the em0-

tional source of the natural sciences, which also means going back to 
archetypes on which they are based and their dynamic force. 

However amusing the philosophical choral society was, eating the 
cherries had serious consequences, as can be seen from the next two 
which I shall comment on. 

Dream, 2 Sept. '954 

A voice says: "At the place where Wallenstein atoned for his sins with bis 
death, a new religion shall arise." 

Dream, 6 Sept. '954 

A major war is being waged. "Political" news that I wish to send to people 
is censored . Then my mathematics colleague A. appears, with his wife (I 
know both of them from the old days in Hamburg). A. says: · Cathedrals 
should be built for isomorphy." Then, from Mrs. A., come more words that 
I cannot understand and written texts that I cannot read. (I wake up in great 
excitement.) 

Context . I view these dreams as really fundamental . They relate to the 
problem of the synthesis of the two letters in the last dream and hence 
the problem of the relationship between the new house and the public. 

(5+6+8 - '9 
1+9 - 10 - I) 

d (not "whole" _ Ont'.) 
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Cathedrals are also open to all. This gets baclc to the ~r foacilltil_illftiIF 
culture and my existence. Thus the situation is a ~ one, IIDlitlU. 

undentandable that a conHict (war) should arise, together with misbaclI 
on the part of conventional consciousness. 

Even with the first dream, I have to dig deeper. Wallenstein takes me 
back to the 17th century, to Bohemia, to Kepler and my work on him, to the 
Thirty Years War, which brings the Reformation to a standstill with I gen
eral cultural split (dissociation). My feeling attitude to this is that it is the 
bad end to a bad start. The history of the religion of love, of Christianity, has 
been permeated with blood and fire ever since the time when the Athana
sians refused to tum the other cheek to the Arians. The noble intentions 01 
the founder of Christianity were thus completely changed to the contrary, 
he himself being the exponent of a stream of unconsciousness that was 
caused by the circumstances of the times and which tore apart all the pain 
of opposites into extremes of good and evil, spiritual and material, Apollo
nian and Dionysian. New forms of evil, specific to Christianity, came into 
the Western world, such as sectarian wars and religious persecution. The 
outcome was the open conAict between reason and rite, which is how I view 
the Reformation. The non Functioning of the religious tradition thus strikes 
me as the distinctive characteristic of the West in the Christian era, and it 
is my belief that contrary to the claims of Christian theologians, all the 
hopes of mankind must be geared to the fact that Christianity will prove to 
be something not unique but merely a particular manifestation of the reli
giolum and numinosum caused by prevailing circumstances. 

As a characteristic Westerner (meaning as opposed to someone from 
India or China) of the 20th century, I may be outside convention from the 
religious point of view, but I must have my roots in some tradition or other. 
In my case, it is mathematical science, which has developed so rapidly since 
the 17th century, with consequences for technology that are becoming 
threatening. When even this tradition starts to rock, then the situation be
comes critical. And, indeed, it is now a fact that tradition does not carry 
the same weight as it used to, for its ethical foundations in particular have 
lost credibility. Behind it, as a "shadow: is the will for power (Francis 
Bacon: "Knowledge is power"), which is becoming more and more indepen
dent. In fantasy images, it expresses itself to me in such a way that the "light 
anima" has entered into a secret relationship with the shadow (Devil, prin
ceI" huiu. mundi). and this is precisely why this light female figure has be
come so suspect for me.6 In my view, only a chthonic, instinctive wisdom can 
save mankind from the dangers of the atom bomb, which is precisely why 
the material-chthonic, ostracized by Christianity as unspiritual, acquires a 

6 Dr. Hurwitr pointed out to me that this situation hal a ccrtain analogy with the expelling 
of the Schechina from the throne of God in the Jewish tradition . 
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IliE~in the fact that the ib "'lIIIDC<ctioo with the 
So, for me,light mel 

the tIak depths of the 
&r fRm the penon in 

arc~oftM c:oaiuDctioil .............. Tt. ........ JW- ..... 
tlreunionofoppoai,."tM~",..,_J' h."WIiwnil,. 
cathedrals are just different aspecb of the __ ...... 

In the new house, 'M oppoailUm '*- rite ad _ is JeIIIIINCI (_ 
context to the dream of 20 July 19S4 [above)). But the -1IIiIWc of thiI 
possibility leads the individl1ll into a spbe1e beyoad the pooPNIities of_ 
temporary civilization. In this sphere, there is, for eumpIe. 110 , .. iii .... !icaI 
treatment of dreams, connected with an objective scientific Iludy of the 
repercussions of this treatment on the manifestations of the \lllCClJ1Cious 
(that does not exist at the C. G. Jung Institute, either).d In our civilization, 
the transformation of the observer and the sacrifice is no! estabIiahed in 
scientilic practice, and the word "sacrifice" is only just beginning to force 
itself from the unconscious onto the physicist who is listening to it.7 Nor is 
there any religion today that attaches more value to the transformation of 
man through immediate experience than to an old book (the Bible) or to 
dogmas (such as the uniqueness of the divine incarnation). 

Matter·friendly undercurrents in Christianity, such as alchemy, have 
probably known or suspected all of this, as well as something of the follow
ing, for they knew about the coniunctio. Modem times, however, are ex
pected to present the old views in a new form, one that befits our current 
scientific knowledge and our current situation. 

This is what the word "isomorphy" deals with in the second dream. I 
would like to point out that in general my dreams do not use the language 
of analytical psychology; words such as "archetype: "Self: do not crop up. 
Instead a language has been systematically created in the dreams that con
tains words such as "spectrallines."e "isotope," "radioactivity," "nucleus," 
"isomorphy," or "automorphy." Through 20 years of listening, I have gradu
ally learned large chunks of this language (even though some of the finer 
points still escape me). For me, this language is perfectly satisfactory when 
it comes to describing processes in the unconscious, and for myself I would 

7 See my essay in Dialectica, 1955I"NaturwissenschOiftliche und erkenntnistheoretische As
pekte der Jdeen vom Unbewussten"; tr,. "Jdeas of the Unconscious from the Standpoint of 
Natural Science and Epistemology: in Pauli, Writin8' on Physics and PhilOfOfJhy, and C. C. 
lung', letter of Ootober '955 [Letter 671 . 
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have no need to translate it into the language of C. G. JW!K1f JilIfJIitI 
since I regan! the latter as less differentiated than my 

However, as I am the only one who undentanda ~sa~:~~::=~~ •• ~ 
cal dream language, I am forced to translate it into another 
wish to make my experiences and conclusions accessible to 'Ibo a 
certain degree, a translation into the terminology of C . G. Jung's anaIyticII 
psychology is possible, and I have just given one example ("radioactive ito
tope·) . (Cf. below, p. 18f: Linguistic Symbolism [see below, dream of I 0c
tober '954. psychological-context section].) 

With the word "isomorphy" (identity of form, reproduction of the same 
form), which is taken from mathematics, I am in a good position as a trans
lator. For soon after I had learned the word from dream language, C. G. 
lung's book Aion appeared, part XIV of which-especially the formula on 
p. 370 [GW/CW 9ii, par. ,*,o]-describes the thing indicated by the word. 
In the dream with the commentary, it is the secret of the multiple forms 
of appearance of the archetypes, the multiplication with the coniunctio 
mown to the alchemists. Here we lind the very dangers I have just de
scribed. The mathematician A. (who knows what isomorphy is) thus ad
vises me in the dream to ritually capture the multiplicatio in cathedrals, so 
that there will not be a pointless and aimless, psychotic or catastrophic rep
etition from the coniunctio, but rather a new form with inner isomorphy 
(automorphy) , as illustrated, for example, in Aion in the place quoted. Ca
thedrals, incidentally, are themselves a mu/tiplicatio of the original and 
unique new house. 

So these dreams-and hence the new house-are really of significance for 
people in general, but the realization 01 these "intentions· 01 the uncon
scious, which today only vaguely and sketchily lorce their way into the con
sciourness 01 the individual, may require just as great an effort on the part 
01 many people in what may be a distant !uture as has the development 01 
science and technology in the last 300 years. 

The lollowing dreams depict !urther aspects 01 the coniunctio. 

Dream, 30 Sept. '954 

Together with my wile I am in a house that is located in the Tropics. A cobra 
rises up from the 800r 01 the room. I can see that it will not harm me. I try 
my best to be friendly toward it and to show that I am not frightened, and 
in this I succeed. As a result, it leaves us alone. 

But then a second cobra rears up out 01 the ground in front 01 the window. 
I can see that it is looking lor the first cobra and not lor us. The snakes are 
a pair, a male and a lemale. 

Once I have got accustomed to the presence 01 the two cobras, I can hear 
the voices 01 two physicists 01 my acquaintance, B. (Swiss) and K. (Dutch) . 
Later, I then see them in front of the house. 
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hvomaJralllRbe 
ity and the complemeatarity 
lung in M. Coniunction;. n. p. 2Ib "'JIE~ OW It. ... 7DJ The 
dream seems to be saying that the pDIIibIIity af I'Il,IiII'eIb GIll thac fads. 
But this situation seems to be PlaSing for the i"';,W'D af the ,.,. -out
side the ego.· The fonowing dream deals with this, mel l.w ".",,-"". 011 

it at length. 

Dream, 1 October '954 

Bohr appears and explains to me that the dif(_ ""'_n y """ '" cone
sponds to the difference between Danish and English. He says 1 should not 
just stick with Danish but should move on to English. He then invites me 
a big party in his institute, which has been newly refurbished (new 
More people appear, some of them strangers, some of them \mown to 
and they are all going to the party. In the background, I can now hear 
voices . An elderly Dane whom J do not know is there with his wife, and 
my colleague lostf from Zurich (extraordinarius professor for theore:tica 
physics and a close fellow worker) . I can see that the party is an important 
event. 

I wake up excited and the word vindue immediately comes into my mind, 
so that I count it as part of the dream. 

A philological postlude. The dream immediately aroused particular inter
est, and I began to think about the linguistic symbolism: yes, in the ,oth and 
uth centuries (when England was ruled by the Danish King, Canute the 
Great) , a lot of Danish words passed into English. In Danish, the letter w 
does not exist, but in English those Danish words that begin with v (it is 
pronounced like the w in modem German, never like f) were always written 
with w. One example is the word for the German "Fenster": (from the Latin 
fenestra): vindue (Danish) -+ window (English). Other examples spring to 
mind: 

Meaning 
verkehrt 
Welt 

Danish 
vrang 
verld 

English 
wrong 
world 
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By way of contrast, English wonls of Latin origin, IUch II "W.~lIIIi~ 
ten with v at the beginning. I wanted to know mon: about the hiltor,.fllf;t 
letter III, which does not exist in the Latin of classical antiquity. Ha"'41I1d~1bIt 
doubling actually come about? In the dream it is apparently the 1III1e ·1 __ 

as the separation of isotopes. But nothing occurred to me. I also Jegleltecl 
not knowing anything about medieval Danish (this old Norse is similar to 
the language still spoken today in Iceland), but unfortunately I don't. 

I immediately saw in my mind's eye the chthonic mandala of countriel, 
which can always be applied to my dreams whenever countries or nationali
ties appear. The Englisb language, incidentally, is itself a synthesis of Latin 
and German, and an example of coniunclio symbolism could be clearly seen. 
(See below p. ,8 [the section on psychological context].) 

So far, so good-but there was more to this v and III than first met the eye. 
I once had occasion to write to Abegg' about something else, and I asked 
him about the history of the III. He recommended that I consult the An
glicist Prof. Diehl, but as I did not know him, I let the matter drop. 

In February '955, there was a meeting of the mathematics-physics stu
dent association. When it was ove~ late in the evening, I suddenly had the 
idea of going down to the Kronenballe at BeUevue, where I thought I might 
bump into someone I knew. I never normally go there alone, by the way. In 
the entrance, a tall , well-built man came striding up toward me. If I had not 
moved out of his way, he might have knocked me down. I recognized him 
as Prof. Straumann ,b the Anglicist. I smi.led and suggested we might have a 
drink together, and he happily agreed. He had just returned from America 
and was in a good mood. 

When I turned the conversation to the question of the letter III, he waxed 
expansive on the subject: "You must have noticed that the name of the 
letter in English is 'double U: Furthermore, the pronunciation of the letter 
III in English is different from that of the v, in that with III there is a u sound 
at the end. The III is first found in Old High German in ancient documents, 
and from there it came to England. It would be safe to assume that the 
phonetic difference in English between v and III, which has been preserved 
in English, was also present in Old High German. In German, however, it 
gradually faded away and disappeared: 

All sorts of ideas crossed my mind on hearing this: Among physicists I 
sometimes use the term "U field" for the unconscious, and I have sup
pressed it too strongly with V, which is why it did not occur to me. In the 
dream, the Danish probably stood for the simple language of the ratio, 
whereas in the English III was a dream symbol, and the unconscious and the 
conscious were to resonate together in a new synthesis. From that point on 
in the conversation with Straumann,l had the illusion that he was a superior 
analyst, always catching me unawares and finding me guilty. But of course 
I never mentioned any dream. 
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.... tilml the _.aution to the tdationJhip 
EagIiIh won! "wincIow." Straumann '-.'0_ 011II1II1 EagIiIb WOlds but said at 

:~::~~:~~~:~~~~~ at all. Ilia attmtion 
_ He said that 
this ayIIabte bad .... IRIIIt ...., be .. iDdcpendent root. 
He thought for • while IIId tbm.tel: "it IRIIIt __ Windqt. Ca you tell 
me what 'eye' is in Dmith?" I thought about it aDd thea wid: "Ya: ... -
eyes (plural), 'i. - eye (singular). (The letter, ClHiflijiDIIIIs to oar German 
6) That might be right." Straumann _ utiIfiecl. WI.I we puted, be said 
to me: "But you didn't use to be 10 intaated in phi10logicai matters. Mr. 
Pauli." I was evasive in my response: "WeD, when you get older. you get 
interested in all sort. of things.· 

Next morning, when I got on the tram #5, I found myself sittiD& opposite 
Prof. Straumann again (doubling). This did not surprise me. He _ on his 
way to his lecture. I mentioned that I had checked the Danish won! for 
"eye" in the lexicon, and it was correct. "WeD, I'm glad; he said, "that I 
could make something of it that is of interest to me.· He said good-bye and 
got ou t. And I have never spoken to him again. 

But that is not the end of the story. 10 September '955 I was at a social 
gathering in Copenhagen when my aforementioned Swedish colleague 
Kiillen "happened" to make the following remark: "Every Swede who has 
attended high school knows the old Swedish word vindoga 9 for fonster (that 
is new Swedish) from the old sagas. Windauge, I said in German, and Kallen 
replied: "Of course. This meaning is clear to us Swedes." Naturally,' did oot 
know the old Swedish word. Straumann's etymology of "window· was 
placed beyond all doubt. But I never had the opportunity to pass on this 
inlormation to him. 

Psychological context. III now had to to make a summary (of the dream 
and postlude) , I would make this tentative conclusion: The dreams and their 
images are "Windaugen" for me: With the resonating of a subliminal pneuma 
(wind). which is protective and protected, and its synthesis with normal every
day language, it produces in these dreams and images a new type of visual 
faculty . 

There never used to be linguistic symbolism in my dreams, but it re
appears in a later dream (see below) . I am also reminded 01 some old draw
ings of a doubling 01 the eyes, dating back to '9340 as well as a dream from 
the same period about a "church lestival where there is a lot of talk about 
Grottenholm." The party in Bohr's institute in this dream forms a parallel 
with the church lestival. The arrangement 01 the pairs 01 opposites is 

8 Swedish: ~&a . 
9ln Swedish, the final syllables are also clearly pronounced, whereas in Danish they are 

swallowed, as in vindufl . 
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explained by the countria rrulRdaltJ, which can be n:Iated to the ... _~ 
functions: 

France 
feeling 

England 
Intuition 

~ __ Italy 

Sensation 

Scandinavia 

Cermany 
Thinking 

Path of 
the dream 

C 
The other countries can be placed in between as further subsections, ac
cording to their geographical location. 

The w probably comes from the doubling of v, not split up into two parts 
but forming a new, single sound {which has been preserved in English}. 

The linguistic symbolism of this dream is apparently related to the prob
lems of the physical dream language and its connection with physical every
day language, which was pointed out earlier (pp. 12.-13 [see ahove dream, of 
6 September 1954. pars. S-13, and dream of 30 September 1954]). The anal
ogy seems to be Danish-iNeryday language, English-4ream language. This 
also fits in with the fact that the Physics Institute in the dream is in Den
mark. I am also inclined to think that the dream commented on here is 
trying to make me see an analogy between the beginning of physical dream 
language with me {since about 1934 and 1935} and the historical process of 
the assimilation of many Danish words into English after the Danish in
vasion of England in the loth and nth centuries.'"; The insular nature of 
England might then be compared to the "island of consciousness"l0 that 
came into being with me in about 1934 and in which the technical physics 
terms from the mainland, as it were, force their way in so that they can be 
assimilated. This led to the synthetic formation of a new unity that can be 
compared to the double letter w in English, a unity that contains both con
scious {v} and unconscious {w} elements, with neither dominating the 
other. 

.. (v = 5 
W = 2><5 s;: 1.0 """I) 

10 The Scandinavian word for ishmd is ~, which corrcsponds to the German word Au (also 
meaning island), as in Ufenou .)i There is:iII possible connection between {j and (Jga, and also in 
Au and Aug~. in that the meaning "demarcated area with :ill border" il common to both words. 
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M,.: ......... DeW houJe .1Ii eat .. the lint Boor. 
fnm..nou. 

heis 
Icio _ is 

rather 
technology.lIIId itill_i •• 
it is a "nuclear reaction.· 

I walk out of the bouse IIIId drift .. .ill< .... tie ", ' •• 
woman." We have left the scbolan behind T1Ie In" MG. t til..., 
left, and the sea, the Pacific, is also on the left. ___ hpJj"l..tla; I 
do not know of any specific destination. FmaII]iIl puB up ill a..,_1pOt 
that I really like the look of. On the left, between the road and the -.1_ 
now see a hill , dotted with houses, and on the way up these iI a iCIIawaat 
under the trees. I wake up with a most pleasant feeling. 

Context. The laboratory that appeared in the dream lint IUOIded bae 
(15 luly '954) [above] is no longer a secret. I regard this as a succea, eoat if 
not much of the experiments is visible. In the "new bouse" there is 
sis of analytical psychology (which leads the way), physics, and 
the {our scholars lorming a mandala. The "two neutrinos" could 
translated as "two nonpolar unconscious contents in only very 
action with the conscious· (for neutrinos are a specially penel:ral~ 
01 radiation). "Nucleus" usually relers to what C. C. lung calls the 
The reaction is going on there, not in the ego, which has simply been 
onlooker. 

Yet the reaction gives me an impetus that leads me to a pleasant place, 
one 01 natural beauty but already inhabited and civilized. 

I have given much thought in recent years to lunda mental questions 
about biology and its relationship ,vith the other sciences represented in the 
mandala . Since I wrote the article lor Dialectica in '955 [see n. 7 above], I 
have repeatedly observed that young nuclear scientists, who show no incli
nation within the field 01 physics to return to the old determinism, are 01 
the view that our modern nuclear physics would basically sulfice to under
stand the biochemical and physiological processes in living organisms. Bohr, 
Heisenberg, mysell, and others, who experienced the radical change that 
physics underwent in '927, do not share this view at all; cautious biolo
gists leave the questions open . My own impression is that one should not 
be deceived by the lact that every single physical-chemical process, when 
observed ill isolation , has to work according to the established rules 01 
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quantum chemistry, regardless of whether this t:kea~5~~:~ j~=! 
of a living organism. It is the int~"'ay of many 
and how they a .... controlkd that EYCD 
icists call a sm' will probably tum out to be a complex interplay of __ 
cbemical reactions, although the translation of the language of genetic:ilb 
into the language of chemistry is still in its early stages. A hierarchical struoo 
ture of biochemical patterns arranged one on top of the other is what is 
likely, and little is known of how they come into existence and how they are 
transformed. My feeling is that it is highly unlikely that these pattelDS 
would come about simply by applying the laws of today's nuclear physics to 
the inorganic. 

On the other hand, it is precisely for this reason that biochemistry seems 
to have great development potential, and I regard it as possible that from 
the point of view of the material processes it could arrive at a conceptual 
formulation of the laws of life at some point in the future; these concepts 
could then be brought into a more direct relation with those of the psychol
ogy of the unconscious-especiaUy with the concept of the "archetype"
than is possible today. (It seems relevant here to mention the remark made 
to me by Prof. lung in the letter of 10 Oct. '955 [Letter 67, par. 5]. about the 
"archetypal selection of 'suitable' connections" in biochemical processes.) 

I see in this a wealth of possibilities for future developments, which leads 
us on to the children in the following dream. The fact that they appear in 
connection with the "clover leaf" archetype (plants, lower Trinity) probably 
fits into this context, since biology deals with the material substratum of 
life. 

Dream, 20 May '955 

Once again I am in a laboratory, and this time Einstein is conducting the 
experiments. All they consist of is intercepting rays on a screen. Above the 
screen is the "unknown woman" (this time resembling a certain Miss M.) 
On the screen, there now appears an optical diffraction pattern, consisting 
of one central and two subsidiary maxima. This is how [ describe the image 
as a physicist; it looks something like this: 

Miss M. 

The picture resembles a leaf. Marks now appear on the "leaves," then the 
woman fades away and finally disappears. But now children appear on both 
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_ ..... ill fIqotteo-onIy the cbil-

--fJoi'I' from an eadier Gam 
image and the diappeanmile eiID-
ver.ely: the more UlJCODICious the .., die .... the 
power of the dark anima over the ego. What hItIfcIIJ'" the iJ;! ... ae-
mains to be seen. 

Dram, J2 AupIf I9SS 

A new house is officially placed at the disposal of my wife mel mpeIf in 
"Enzdorf" or "Lenzdorf." I spend a long time dUcuuing with my wife what 
we should do with our house in Zollikon. We finally decide DOt to gi¥e it up 
but to keep visiting it, and so w. tlCaIl>t the "a"" to the ..... houN. 

I now come to a path that has been cleared in the countryside. 
across meadows and fields into a new area. It is populated, and 
houses around. I meet my close colleague jost, who joins us. At the 
the path, I then also meet the "master." 

Context. After the 3 popes from the previous year had been 
downward as a clover leaf, my wife is now present (having been absent 
previous year), and the new house can become reality. Lenz,' by the way, is 
the name of my former superior in Hamburg; Enzk is my present assistant. 

After I had started reading jung's new book, M. Coniunctionisl, the previ
ous night, the following fundamental dream occurred. 

Dream, 24 October '955 

I am on a journey. An image appears on which a deviation· around an obsta
cle is represented; there then appears a timetable for a very last train, which 
is due to depart at 17'00 from a place not specified, and does not stop very 
often. 

////11/11 
Obstacle 
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Along come my wife and a Swiss mend (not a physi,mt:)-::-Iet~'illll1di.~~ 
My wife says we should go and listen to the sennon of • wry ...... 
preacher. X immediately complains that it would surely be wry boring. 

We all three go into the church, where some strangers ate waiting. At the 
front, there is a blackboard, and on it I write lengthy fonnula. Some of 
them deal with the theory of the magnetic field and have a lot of + aod -
signs. One expression is + .. . Il H N/V ... (H always indicates the strength 
of the magnetic field.) 

Now comes the "major unknown figure," the famous preacher we have 
been waiting for, the "master." 

He does not look at the people, goes to the blackboard, glances at the 
formulas, is very satisfied with them, and starts speaking in French: 

"Le sujet de mon sermon sera ces formules de M. Ie prof. Pauli. II y a ici un. 
uprmion de. quatre quantit .. " (he points to: Il H N/V). 

Then he pauses. The voices of the strangers can be heard shouting louder 
and louder: "porle, por/e, porle . .. ," At this point, my heart starts beating so 
fast that I wake up. 

Context. I shall come back later to the journey and the express train. 
Mr X. would have behaved just like that in real life. In principle, he is very 
much in favor of the Landeskirche [established church], but as he himself 
says, the preachers and their sermons are so boring that he has not been to 
church for ages. Here he represents my own conventional resistance to 
something that "does not exist," since it is neither science nor religion in the 
conventional sense of the term. What an this is about is the problem raised 
in the dream of 28 Aug. '954 of getting right to the archetypal source of the 
natural sciences and thus to a new form of religion. French as the language 
of the country of feeling (mandala of countries) corresponds to the eating of 
the two red cherries in the earlier dream. In my dreams, by the way, I often 
speak somewhat better French than I do when I am awake. 

After the upper and lower Trinity, there now appears the quatemity. As 
for the "magnetic field," I cannot come up with a good translation, but at 
any rate it is a field produced by polar sources; in the dream, it is often the 
producer of "magic" effectsll 

In the church-the new house-J was free from the pairs of opposites, at 
one with myself. My wife was with me, of course, and there were no longer 
two letters or two languages, but everything was related to one central point, 
the preacher. If I had not woken up with such a strong affect, he would 
probably have gone on talking. 

A private postlude on death and rebirth . On 4 November '955, my father 

II lung interprets the "magnet" as "Self'" (M. Coniunctioni., vol. 1, p. 263 [eW l.4ii, par. 360; 
CW J4, par. ']00]) . CI. also Aion, chap. IJ ("Cno.tisch. Symbol. des Selb.t" I"Cno.tic Symbol. 
01 the Sell; CW/CW 9;;. pars . .87-)46]). 
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always very clear with DIe. 

I spent the tIuee days of 21}. JO Nov., _ 1 Dec. ID RamI", .. wIIae ..... 
not been for a long time. I had been invited to 1M a Iec:tum thee.-IIIJ' 
name and the hotel I was staying at ..... in ODe of the:w;. ptIiIlL 'I'biI1cd 
to a romantic incident: A woman I had baown in Hambmg JO,an.tier 
but had completely forgotten contacted me. I had lost tracl of her when, as 
a young girl, she became addicted to molJlhine, and I had given her up for 
lost. She telephoned me on >9 Nov. at about 17'00, and I spent two houn 
with her on 1 Dec.; she then accompanied me to the station, wbeJe I .. to 
catch the express sleeper train to Ziirich. In the course of those two houn, 
a whole lifetime of 30 years passed before me-her cure, a marriage, and a 
divorce, with war and National Socialism as a historical background. 

But as in a tale by E.Th.A. Hoffmann, it seemed to me that parallel to this 
an internal, fairy-tale, archetypal story was being played out. I thought 
cially of "Die Wiederkehr der Seele" [Return of the Soul] (see Di. 
ogie der Ubertragung [Psychology of the Transference]);' >9 November, 
way, was a full moon." 30 years ago, my neurosis was clearly indicated 
complete split between my day life and my night life in my relations 
women. But now it was very human, and as we parted on the platform, it 
seemed to me like a conjunctio. Alone in the express train to Ziirich, my 
mind went back to 1928 as I took the same route toward my new professor
ship and my great neurosis. I may be a little less efficient than in those days, 
but I think the prospects are a bit brighter as regards my mental and spiri
tual well-being. 

The end of '955 saw a certain rearrangement going on in the unconscious, 
and the section of the unconscious processes presented here has come to an 
end for the time being. 

And finally, by way of a review and preview, just one short dream, which 
links up with the one commented on at length of 1 October '954. In the 
earlier context, I probably said all that needed saying, so that I shall end with 
this dream without further comment. What is interesting is the expression 

12 For moon symbolism and birth from the moon, see Jung. M. Coniunctionj, . \-"01. 1. pp. lIa, 

111 lew '4ii, pars. 163--66; CW l4t pars. 4~SOl) . Also for king symbolism.-
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"lUi.., English and Danish" (not "speaking"), which, IiIr:e the 
"apparatus; should be understandable in the light of what ___ ' .. 
about Windaug •. It is also connected with the intemal and ed_it 
just mentioned. But there is no "preacher" outside. 

Dmtm, 26 December '955 

There is an official announcement about the visit of a "king." He actually 
appears and talks to me with great authority, saying "Professor Pauli, you 
have an apparatus that enables you to see both Danish and English'-

'C. KilI~n and W. P.auli. "On the Mathematical Structure of T. D. Lee', Model of a Renor
malwble Field Theory." Cf., Danske Videnskabem, SeI,kab, Math.-Phy •. Mtdd. 30, 1955. Gun
nar A O. Killen, born Itp6, professor for theoretical physics in Copenhagen, later at the Univer· 
sity of Lund, died .¢a. 

II President of the Eni at the timc. 
~ Siegmund Hurwitz. born 1C}04. dentist in Zurich, pupil of lung. 
d See Appendix 8. 
~ This is the so-called Zeeman Effect; named after Peter Zeeman (1865-1943). Dutch physi. 

cist, a professor in Leiden and Amsterdam. He discovered the effect, which is the splitting of 
the spttb'um lines in the magnetic field, in l¥. for which he received the 11;)0% Nobel Prize, 
ioin~y with H. IL La,."tz, who establi,hed the theory. 

f Res Jost, born 1918, Pau1i's assistant 1946-1949. professor at the ETH 1959"'"uJ83. died 3 
October 1990 in Ziirich. 

'Emil Abegg (t885-l<)61), professor of Indology, University of Zurich. 
II Heinrich Straumann, born 190~ professor of English literature. University of Zurich, also 

rector. died 26 February 199L 

i Island in the Lake of ZUrich. 
i Wilhelm l...enz. (1888-1957), professor of theoretical physics. University of Hamburg, 1921-

1956, where P.auli was his assistant from 19%1 on. 
• Charles P. Em (born in Zurich, 19u) was Pauli's last assistant at ETH. In 1959. he left the 

ETH and for two years was a member of the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, follow· 
ing which he was appointed professor of theoretical physics at the University of Neuchatel. 
After a spell at Cornell University, he was appointed to the University of Geneva, where he still 
works. 

• lung. published in u)46; GW/CW .6, pars. 353-539. 
-See below . 

.. (Seeing double: Seeing into one another externally and internally. v - 5. A natural person. 
who, with perceptive consciousness gets caught in the extension w _ 1 the On, whole per· 
$On, sees "double" -namely, the external form and also the inner "meaning" or breadth of 
meaning.) 
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"lImCriJt-Z6rich) 15- 12. s6 
fJ)opewriltw carbaa ..... 

Dear Mr.l\uIi, widr'= Mitt. ~ 
AI I was getting ready to send off r. ktter to JOG, • lena arriftd from 

Fordham" with the reqtleit that you be ubd whether you c:aaId lead him 
a reply. This strikes me as a genuine IfDCIuonistic ~ .. you 
wanted to make one dependent on the other. May I .. you to attmd to this 
matter. 

Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a happy "9fT,IJaDaiD 

Youn, (A JafN) 

• Michael Fordham ('</04-'995), an English analytical ,,",cbologiot. _ of ... edibn of ... 
cwo 

711 
[Kusnacht-Zurich!, December 1CJ56 

[Typewritten carbon copy 
Dear Mr. Pauli, with handwritten additions) 

I should like to express my most sincere thanks for your detailed account 
of the development of your dream problem. Your interpretations are usually 
on the mark, and your carefully compiled "contexts" also enable me to gain 
adequate insight into the structure of the dream. Given the fact that you 
yourself have done the bulk of the work, it only remains for me to make just 
a few remarks about details in certain dreams: 

Dream of '5 July '954 
As you rightly assume, the eclipse is to be understood as nigredo--i.e., as a 
darkening of consciousness, which always occurs when crucial things are 
going on in the unconscious. Although it is not actually stated explicitly in 
your dream, it is certainly there in your "context" account, where you talk. 
about Sweden. Sweden, like all the North-England, northern Germany, 
and Scandinavia- is the region of intuition . These are areas that (with the 
exception of England in the narrower sense) are historically characterized by 
the fact that below the Protestant surface they still have a clearly perceptible 
heathenness; this, moreover, is the hallmark of the essence of intuition, for 
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intuition perceives the potential 01 not only the m:enw·p1i:,. 
also the inner world. 

The isolated radioactive isotope probably relates to an eaeutiitl 
01 the contents 01 the unconscious, which is almost certainly the 
fact that the Self is depicted as an isotope shows that it is still • YIliaDlt~ 
a familiar element-i .e., has not yet attained an absolutely central and cIom.: 
inant position. Nevertheless, the lact that it is isolated is such. numinoal 
event that it brings about an eclipse of consciousness (= Sun). The associa
tion 'Children in Sweden" probably indicates that Sweden is somehow con
nected with the land of children, where all those contents are housed that 
in later life lose their relevance. 

For me, the term "radioactive" is the equivalent of "numinous," which in 
a secondary form can also be "synchronistic." Radioactivity as a tempo
rary characteristic would correspond to a "constellated archetype." This, 
so it would seem, produces synchronistic ellects, which latent archetypes 
do not. 

Dream of 20 July 1954 

The three popes probably form the lower triad; John the Evangelist would 
be the Gnostic, author of the Apocalypse, a prophet, as presbyter or bishop 
and author of the Epistles, a herald of love, and there is a legend that Pope 
John XXII was a woman, became pregnant by a chamberlain, and gave birth 
to a child during a procession. Hence the phrase: Papa pater patrum, Papissa 
peperit partum. 

Just as the three popes represent the lower Trinity, Niels Bohr and his 
wife represent father and mother, Adam and Eve, rex and regina . Their ap
pearance paves the way for the appearance of your wife. In this dream, they 
are like the alchemist who observes the transformation mysterium in the 
retort, who works alone and does not realize that he himself is part of the 
process of transformation. 

As you rightly suppose, the absence of your wife in the dream points to 
the fact that the inferior function-that of sensation-is not working, and 
without that there can be no "realization." 

Generally, the woman is a symbol of realization in that she realizes the 
potential powers of the man in the form of a child. Thus, she has a very 
special numinous significance because she is, so to speak, the mother of the 
Self. (Maria -- Christus) 

The name Aucker could also be auctor. 
When it comes to the interpretation of numbers, I have often found the 

adding up of the digits to be a useful procedure; namely, 
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ThemOtifM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ case, the one aspect i. the 
represent the consciousne.. aspect, .me I .... 

being significantly Ie .. pleasant, pt"'ID!8Ny ~ Ie 
You will recall your earlier dream in which it said he 
(Dream 53). What this means is the fue, specific:alJy the """'II lilt __ 
the "Great Water." (/ Ching, the obolus gWen to Charon, s.n.bit far ..... 
curius = Parada, i.e., "granting access the other side.") 

"The new house" is probably a new relationship to reality. The tota1 of the 
digits of 568 = '9 = 1 +9 = 10 = 1, i.e. ars requirit totum homillelll, in that 
1 is the One and the Whole, hen to pan, One, the Universe-i.e., the wboIc 
person, the microsmos corresponding to the macrocosmos. 

The cherries are definitely concrete eroticism, sublimated in the "phil0-
sophical choral society." 

I noted with satisfaction the expression "philosophical choral society." It 
is typical of you to choose to convert the envelope with the red cherries into 
music, whereas I am afraid that it is meant in very specific terms. The fare, 
according to the evidence of the total of the digits (=1), probably means 
that the task can only be solved by the fact that the One, which is also the 
Whole, has been attained, i.e., that one advances-as you would put it-as 
far as the archetypes and their dynamis, meaning that one must draw practi· 
cal conclusions from one's perceptions; this, of course, is not strictly scien~ 
tific but science appliquee. Just as physical perceptions find their practical 
expression in technology, psychological perceptions do so in their applica· 
tion to life itself. And just as technology can only hope to be successful if it 
conscientiously and systematically takes physical perceptions into account, 
the practical application of psychological perceptions can only lead to suc
cess if they are conscientiously and meticulously put into practice. This 
idea of "conscientiously and meticulously" is what is meant by religere, the 
word from which the Romans derived the term religio. (The derivation of 
,eligare = to bind together again, comes from the Church fathers.) The 
eating of the cherries is a serious matter in so far as it has its prelude in 
the apple in Paradise, which, as is commonly known, led to the peccaturn 
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oriBiruJl., to the f.lix cuI"." which is lelJfIOI1lible mor ledaapt ... . 
the next two dleams, which deal with the consequencea, ........ II1II .. 
rightly leel-of fundamental importance. 

The Reformation actually came about as a JeSuit of the n:aiilbl_,." 
fact that the rites were based on magic. It marks a progress in criticII 
ness over the primitive attitude that the spirit eo ifJao is imbued with a 
.pecific power, capable of upsetting the natural order of things. 

I doubt whether you ale very much at home in the field of naturallCience. 
Natural science is some 300 years old, and that hardly counts as tradition. If 
you are at home anywhere at an, then, like any Westerner, it is in classical 
Judaean-Christian principles, which themselves are based on the premises 
of the Neolithic period. The socialization of science and power is an expres
sion of the fact that the age of natural science has increasingly experienced 
a loss of critical spirit. It may well have command of the intellect, but it has 
not found any adequate expression for the spiritual aspect of emotional life. 
Now; as the traditional spirit that we mow has heen contaminated with 
greed for power, spiritual perception has to come Howing to us from a place 
that natural science has dispossessed of aU meaning from the start-namely, 
nature itself, from the earth and its apparent nonspiritualily. So you do well 
to opt for "chthonic wisdom" and for a union of oratarium and lobaratorium, 
although this has nothing to do with church or polytechnic, but rather with 
the issue of the real and actual life af the individual. 

Of course, the results of such an undertaking could be presented in any 
language, even a physical one-just as a doctrine can he translated into 
German, Frencb, and Japanese. But as language means communication, a 
form must he found that enables it to be understood by everyone. 

Dream af 30 September 1954 

The union of the two cobras indicates that the real caniunctia is still in the 
state of the spiritus Mercurialis and is marked out only in the unconscious. 
Nor can it actually come about unless the opposites that are to be united are 
present in the form that penetrates chthonic depths. 

With regard to the Dext dream-that of 1 October 1954-1 would like to 
add that V is the Roman 5 and that in German the double V = W = • x 5 
= 10, and 10 = ,,so that here the W (double V) is probably the One and the 
Whole. -Incidentally, I was most impressed by your forays into linguistics. 

In the dream of '4 Octaber 1955, there appears the union in the new 
house, where, "free from all pairs of opposites," you feel at one with yourself. 

The important thing about the dream of.6 December '955 is the double 
vision. This is a distinctive characteristic of the human being who is at one 
with himself. He sees the inner and outer oppositeness, not just V = 5, 
which is a symbol of the natural person who, with his consciousness based 
on perception, becomes ensnared in the world of sense perception and its 
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71 JUNC I 72 PAUU 

ODe, the whole penon 
both the estema1 

1'1autthe 
Jut 

Thanking you once again for the tbui(JIigl"_ 
should also like to congratulate you OIl the 1m '& pnpIII 
your letter. With best wishes I remain, 

72P 

Dear Prolessor lung, 

Youn sincerely, (C. c. Jus) 

Ziirich 716, 21. m. '9S7 
[Handwritten) 

On the occasion 01 the spring equinox, I should like to thank you most 
heartily lor your detailed letter 0115. XII. 1956. It was most encouraging £or 
me, in my own interpretation 01 the manilestations of my unconscious, to 
see that basically I am on the right track. 

At the moment, physics is preoccupied with mirror images, which used to 
be the case with my dreams, and actually parallel with mathematical work 
that has now become topical. But I need time to digest aU that. 

In the meantime, I am sending you a special edition 01 a lecture first 
delivered in Mainz, "Die Wissenschalt und das abendlandische Denken:' 
which tackles the problem 01 the relationship between science and mysti
cism and sets it in a historical framework. Since my work on Kepler, this 
problem has really caused me to rack my brains. 

With all best wishes lor your health, and once again my warmest thanks. 

As ever, W. PAUU 

• Published in M. Gohring, ed., Europa- Erbe und Auf trag. pp. 71- 79; tr' t "Science and 
Westem Thought ,M in Pauli , Writing' on Phy,ic, and PhilO$ophy, pp. 13~' 
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73 

A. Taffe to Pauli 
[Kiisnacht-ZOrich) lII) May.1f 

Dear Professor Pauli, [Typewritten cubon 
I am writing today on behalf of Prol. Jung, who begs you to excuse himb 

asking you a lavor. It concems the MS 01 a young American, van Dusen,' 
whose letter I enclose. Prol. Jung assumes that it will not take you very long 
be able to assess the merit, or lack of merit, 01 the work; he would be most 
grateful il you could glance through it and drop him a line with your impres
sions. The writer's claim that Einstein read the work but did not reaDy 
understand it does not exactly ring true. Even the letter itsell seems to be 
the product a levered imagination . 

Prol. Jung thanks you in advance. He is in Bollingen, totally absorbed in 
his work. Letters and everything else have been put on one side lor the time 
being. 

I shall send the MS tomorrow, to which I add my own best wishes. 

Yours, Aniela Jaffe 

• Set Pauli's letter of June 1957 [Letter 74 belowl. reviewing W. M. van Duscn, "Mind in 
Hype:rsp;ace .• 

74P 

Dear Prolessor Jung, 
[Zurich] June 1957 

[Typewritten carbon copy] 

In accordance with your wishes, I have had a look at "Mind in Hyper
space; the work of W. M. van Ousen, specifically chaps. IV and VII, paying 
special attention to fig. 2, p. 103, and the tables on pages 122 and 133. 

1.) The author does not seem to have much of a grounding in mathe
matics. The only mathematical term that crops up in his work is dimen
sion number; there is no mention 01 equations or any other mathematical 
ideas. When quoting Einstein's theory 01 relativity, he lails to see the differ
ence between a metric space and one characterized only by topology (i .e., 
structurally poor) (topology here as a mathematical discipline) . The 4-
dimensional space-time of the theory of relativi ty is essentially 01 the 
first-mentioned (metric) type, lor which the concept of curvature is also 
characteristic. 

In topology, by way 01 contrast, this concept does not exist; everything is 
identical that evolves through reversible, clearly defined, continuous figures . 
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to the relationship of apaee anditime~' §'~~~~~~~~g;19! ably two aspects of one and the _ 
imttge principle is a natural way 
psychophysical relationship. (Cf. un4 
26, pp. 239-42 [CW 12, pars. 

The total absence of any suggestion of mirror-image i,owwb, • qaiIa 
striking, and I am inclined to associate this with the absence 01 the _ 
ture of space. If you are interested and if you ha~ time,. would. towrile 
to you again about physical and psychological mirror-image questions. inde
pendently of Dusen's work. 

3-) I would now like to venture a few psychological conjeeturea on Van 
Dusen himself, and pass them on to you for your consideration. 

The open sequence of growing dimension numbers stretching into infin
ity is reminiscent of Gnostic systems (especially Markos). But it is typical of 
the author that he would like to stop at seven, although (see final chapter) 
he does not completely succeed in this. Table 2 (p. '33) clearly represents a 
process that closes with the un us mundus (No. 0, below) . 

It is thus my impression that the author's series of hyperspaces is. hypoa
tasis of successive stages of the individuation process. But by projecting this 
objectively onto the cosmos, he himself is not fully integrated (see a~: 
psyche poorly accommodated, absence of space curvature and mirror 
image) . It would thus not surprise me if writing such works actually hin
dered the proper development of this process in the author. The proiection 
of a path to healing onto hyperspaces is what comes across very clearly. Paths 
to healing can be projected not only onto material but also onto mathemat
ics, especially when the latter is not sufficiently well known. From a study of 
the mathematical writings of Nicholas of Cusa (albeit a rather cursory one), 
I have the impression that with him there has been such a rationalizing 
projection of a path to healing onto mathematics (at the time, of course, no 
research had been done into the concepts of limit and infinity). 

With every good wish, 
As ever, [W PAULI] 
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75J 

Dear Mr. Pauli, 

My warmest thanks for your letter and especially for the trouble you_ 
to read through and assess the MS of Mr. W M. van DUB.n. Your commenb 
are most valuable and will help me to form my own judgment. 

I was particularly pleased to hear that you shortly intend to write to me on 
the subject of physical and psychological mirror images. I am keenly inter
ested in the problems involved, especially the deviations from symmetry, 
which I have recently been reading about. 

At the moment I am very busy with preparing an essay on the "round" in 
general and UFOs (Unidentified Flying Objects)' in particular. So I shall 
not have time to study the ideas in your letter more closely until I go to 
Bollingen early next month. 

Once again, warmest thanks and best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, [C. C. JUNG] 

, Published as Ein moderner Mythu. lIOn Dingen die am Himmel gefehen, 19,8; tr. "Flying 
Saucers: A Modem Myth of Things Seen in the Sky," CW 10, pars. ,89-824-

76P 
[Zurich] 5 Aug. 1957 

[Typewritten carbon copy 
Dear Professor jung, with handwritten additions] 

After your letter of 15 june [Letter 751. I shall now attempt to write to you 
about mirror symmetry, a curious mixture of physics and psychology. 

I. PHYSICS 

It was accepted that the laws of nature show exact symmetry in relation to 

a) interchange of left and right = mirror-image effect (often indicated by 
P, an abbreviation for "parity") . 

b) changing of the sign of the electrical charge (positive exchanged for 
negative = charge conjugation C for "charge") . 

cJ time reversal, without any change in the sign of the charge (indicated 
byT) . 

Yang and Lee' pointed out in 1956 that there is insufficient empirical 
evidence for the individual existence of these three forms of symmetry, es-
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_~"'IID the beta radio
with 

money. For the ape.. It· -1\It>!1lI!I'I!I 

of the individual symmeby ~~1~~~!:;~;! as to whether the combined opaation 
-e interchanged) is maintained. If CP it 
cally be possible (see below). 

I am enclosing a newspaper report (N ... W T-. ..... 16 ~)).. 
which was written by physicists and i. authentic. When it _ lint ..... 
Ii shed it was named the "Chinese revolution" in physics, as the-.au
participants (Ledermann' and staff) were persuaded by Lee over a Chinae 
lunch to carry out the experiment. I met Mrs. C. S. \\;Jd in BerloeIey in II)4l 

and was very impressed by her (both as an experimental physicist and as an 
intelligent and beautiful Chinese young lady. In the meantime. she bas mar
ried a Chinese and has a son) . 

Further experiments have been carried out since the ones descn'bed in 
this report, all with similar results. The most impressive ones (but by no 
means the simplest) are perhaps the ones on oriented nuclei. The following 
two figures refer to these experiments. (Co = Cobalt); the circular area is to 
be thought of as horizontal 

Co 60 
e+ 

CD 
Co 58 

e- heta-decay of oriented nuclei 

• In the GeTman edition, these: signs were given as c+ and c_; context seems to indicate that 
'. and tI _ were intended. 
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and-when seen nom above-as indicating the direction of I:bet mltl.il 
oriented nuclei in an anticlockwise direction. The mirror image 
zontal level leaves the direction of spin of the nuclei unchanged. !tIJCOIdilll 
to this, there exists a preferred direction of the emitted electron .. fvr ... 
trons (.J downward, for positrons ('+) upward. The later experiments l1li 

not described in the report and were carried out and published later by 
C. Gorter' and his staff in Leiden. 

So now it is definite that "God i. a weak left-hander after all' -IIallille 
to put it-but it is possible that He has the positron (e+) in His left hand 
and the negatron (.J in His right hand. But we do not know "His reasons.' 

Until January of this yea~ I would never have dreamed that such a possi
bility existed. And yet in '954 I wrote a theoretical paper on mirror images 
(it is to appear in 1958 in a Festschrift for N. Bohr)/ and in it-among other 
things-I discussed and generalized a mathematical fact initially clearly ac
knowledged by a young German theoretical physicist, C. Liiders:' The com
bination CPT of all three parity operations explained above is correct under 
much more general assumptions (i.e., deducible, demonstrable) than the 
operations C, p. and T taken individually. 

My contribution to the Bohr Festschrift has become very modem since 
the '957 "coup: and the "CPT theorem" is on everybody's lips. 

Z. PSYCHOLOGY 

After all these events in January, which had come as quite a shock to myself 
and other physicists (Fierz, for example). Mr. Fierzh asked me how it was 
that in 1954155 it had occurred to me to start working on the mathematics of 
mirror images, and he felt that there must have been psychological factors 
involved. I replied that in all likelihood that was the case, for, on the one 
hand, between 1952 (when I first started working on mirror images again) 
and 1956 there was not actually anything going on in the world of physics to 
justify focusing on that particular subject, and furthermore I recalled a very 
impressive dream that occurred after I had finished my work, work which 
had struck me as a thoroughly straightforward activity: 

Dream of '7 November 1954 

I am in a room with the "dark woman," and experiments are being carried 
out in which "reAections" appear. The other people in the room regard the 
reAections as "real objects," whereas the Dark Woman and I know that they 
are just "mirror images." This becomes a sort of secret between us. This 
secret fills us with apprehension . 

Afterward, the Dark Woman and I walk alone down a steep mountain
side. 
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Let III .... iitIIM ...... 
received such • tIIocI tIi'e'.if ... 
parity law. In subsequent clbi:aMliiIi\il 
haved irrationally for quite • .... 
complex.· He was certainly right, and 1 admlt!bi 
an objective science. and we wae IOOD in faD 
mathematical aspect. But I was still left with tho, ""II< ojf .cW ....... I!IIe 
nature of my "mirror complex." 

The first thing that occurs to me on the subject of ,..tIection ia the ..,... 
chophysical problem. (See also the dream in ~ untI Ala' ", :III 
edn. 1952, Dream 26, pp. 239-4% [CW lZ, pars. 2Z7-31). aImady quoted in...,. 
last letter [Letter 74).} The Nou. in the myth is gazing at his n:lIection in 
the water and is then devoured by Physis. And in March-tbat is.1I(t.r the 
parity experiments-I was sent a paper by my friend M. DeIbrilclt' about a 
one-cell, light-sensitive mushroom, known as a phycornyca. The problem of 
the relation between physics and biology is seen to be still unn:solved. Wdh 
the paper there was a card in which D. asked me to retum the favor by 
sending him a copy of my Kepler work. That itself was a form of reflection. 

Later, about Easter time, Mr. Kerenyii managed to bring me back to the 
psychophysical problem, and it was quite odd how it all came about. With 
the words "reRection" and "fear" I was immediately reminded of earlier 
dreams in which I had to spend a long time in the constellation of Peneus. 
Here is the variable (double star) "Algol" (rhythm, periodicity of light and 
dark), and in fact Perseus used a mirror to accomplish his heroic deed of 
decapitating Medusa . Then, in vol. II of Studien zur Analytischen Psycholo
gie C. G. lungs [Studies in C. G. lung's Analytical Psychology] (Rascher, 
1955).' I came across an essay by Kerenyi on the very subject of Perseus 
(p. 199). I read it with interest and found that it ended with a play on words 
by the ancient Greeks about the founding of the city of Mycenae by Perseus; 
it was called thus after a mushroom by the name of Myce., whic.h the hero 
is said to have found while searching for a spring. And so I was back with the 
same Greek word that had cropped up in Delbruck's work on phycomyces. 

Connections with synchronistic phenomena are obviously crucial factors 
here. To understand the language of the 1954 dream recorded above, one 
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could assume that generally speaking all multiple 0:=::::= 
archetype can very well be described as "reRections," whereu 
itself remains in the background as an invisible reReetor; this is 
regarded as nonexistent by rationalistic-scientific-conventional coIlelIbt, 
opinion, whereas the "Dark Woman" knows all about it. From the situatioa 
described here, I would conclude that this is also of importance with regatd 
to the psychophysical problem. 

In connection with this, I am adding two further dreams, the fint of 
which occuned immediately after my reading of Delbriick's work. 

Dream of '5 March '957" 

A youngish, dark-haired man, enveloped in faint light, hands me the manu
script of a work. I shout at him: "How dare you presume to ask me to read 
it? What do you think you are doing?" I wake up feeling very upset and 
irritated. 

Comment: The dream once again shows my conventional objections to 
certain ideas-and my fear of them. For only someone who is afraid can 
shout as loudly as I did in the dream (d. the "separating secret" of the Nov. 
'954 dream) . But with such methods as the ones used in this dream, my ego 
is always guaranteed to lose against the unconscious. The unconscious in 
fact reacts immediately with the following dream of '5 May '957: 

I am driving along in my car (n.b.: in real life I no longer have one), and 
I park it at a spot where parking seems to be permitted. There is a depart
ment store. Just as I am about to get out of the car, someone gets in on the 
passenger side; it is the young man who had handed me the manuscript in 
the dream three days earlier. He is now a policeman: "Come with me! " he 
says to me brusquely, sits at the wheel, and drives off with me. (Sudden 
thought: the car driver Krishna .) He pulls up in front of a house, which 
seems to be a police station, and pushes me into the house. 

"And now I suppose you11 be dragging me from one office to the next: 
I say to him. "Oh no: he says. We come to a counter where an "unfamiliar 
dark woman" sits. Turning to her, he says in the same brusque, militaristic 
voice as before: "Director Spiegler [ReAector], pleasel" 

On hearing the word "Spiegler: I am so taken aback that I wake up. 
But I faIl asleep again, and my dream continues: The situation has 

changed completely. Another man comes up to me; he bears a faint resem
blance to C. G. Jung, and I take him to be a psychologist. At great length I 
explain to him the situation in physics-the one that has come about as a 
result of the recent experiments on the violation of the parity law-for I 

• H. van Erkelens compared Pauli's original1ettcr with the typescript copy by Frau Jaffe and 
noticed that in Pauli's version of the letter the dream occurred on u March 1957 and that the 
second dream cited below as 15 May actually occurred on IS MaTch, Frau JafM apparently having 
mistaken Mai for Melrz . 
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fully 

into a fan,taI7:~~~~=~~~~!!~ physics. Ob~01"Iy. 
together, and in 
there must have been something that. 

Today, when I take another look at the situatioa ia pIaj"ilIl_~ 
with these manifestations of the UIICOIIJCiouI, wbat ._ 
phenomena that go more into depth do not permit .., ,.m.I-.. 
ages, whereas parity is restored when one takes into consicIemioa eDIIIIf:h aI 
the variables characterizing the phenomenon (such as in the "CPT the0-
rem," right-left, charge sign, time reversal). If the parapsycbological phe
nomena go deeper, then the psyche has to be taken into consideration 10 as 
to be able to see the full symmetry of the phenomenon. With the ¥t
sensitive mushroom phycomyces, there is a pattern with a chemical aspect 
that consists of a complicated interaction of various enzymes, but in my 
view it is not basically distinguishable, qua interaction, from the archetype 
of a phyomyces-collective psyche. 

For the instinct of the "Dark Woman," there seems to be no essentW 
difference between mirror symmetries in radioactive beta decay and mul
tiple manifestations of an archetype. For her, the latter are just "reflections" 
of the "one invisible One" or "unus mundus," which is then responsible for 
the symmetry of these reflections. In this connection it is also important 
that my dream language always uses "radioactive" as a synonym for "numi
nous" or jjsynchronistic"; at any rate, it is something that is becoming more 
widespread (in evidence of which I can point to earlier letters). The numino
sum of the archetype is also the cause of the fear of ego consciousness, 
which is in fact a fear about its own integrity. 

The question of "how deep or how broad does one have to go to achieve 
full symmetry" ultimately seems to lead back to the problem-in your ter
minology-of the separation of the self from the ego 

This is as far as I have reached . As you were the one who raised the question 
of these reAection problems, I felt justified in presenting both objective 
physical data and my own subjective material. Your interest shows that you 
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also suspect that there is a connection between ~:~:~~~ 
reRection questions. I am thus impatient to hear your 
no doubt that the placing side by side of the points of view of. 
a psychologist will also prove to be a fonn of reRection. 

Many thanks in advance, with greetings and best wishes, 

• Chen Ning Yang. (b. "p). Nobel Prize for Physics '957. with Tsung DaD Lee (b.I9'6l. 
• Harold M. Schmeck. Ir .• "Basic Concept in Physics Is Reported Upset in Teru; n. Now 

~,. Timlt, January 16, 1957. pp. 1.14> "The Text of the Columbia Report on Physics Experi
ments," p. z.t; see Appendix 10. 

o Leon Max Ledermann (b. '9""), Nobel Prize ,1)88 with I. Steinberger and M. Schwartz. 
'Chien Shiung Wu. (b. '9u). 
• Cornelius Jacobus Gorter (t9O']-1C)80) . 
f Pauli, -Die Verletzung von Spiegelungs-Symmetrien in den Cesetzen def Atomphysil."; tr., 

-rbe Violation of Re8ection Symmetries in the Laws of Atomic Physics," in Pauli, Writin&' on 
Ph)'lia and Philcnophy. pp. ,83-<)2. 

• Gerhard-Claus Friedrich Lade" ('cpo-#), Planck Medal'<J66. 
• Markus Fien. (from Zurich). born 20 June 1912. From autumn 1936 till spring 1<)40 he was 

Pauli's assistant at the ETH. From June 11)40 he was Extraordinarius Professor of experimental 
physics at the PhYSlCS Institute of Basel University. where in February 1945 he became Ordina
rius Professor of Theoretical Physics. 

Summu 1958 he was offered the post of Director of Theory at CERN. After one year at 
CERN, he became a professor at the £TH. From 1945 to 1964, he was editor of the Helvet. Phys. 
Acta. 

i Max Delbriicl: (ICJO&"IC~81) , a physicist who in later life devoted himself to biology. Nobel 
Prize in Medicine and Physiology in 1<)6<} with S. B. Luria and A. O. Hershey. 

i Karl Kc:renyi (18gr1973) studied classical philology, esp. Greek and Roman mythology. 
Closely connected with Jung's thoughts, he held many lectures and seminars in Zurich. 

• Karl Kcrenyi, "'Perseus, Am der Heroenmythologie der Griechen." 

77J 

Dear Mr. Pauli, 
[Kusnacht-Zurich] August 1957 

[Typewritten carbon copy] 

Your letter is terribly important and interesting. For several years now, I 
have been preoccupied with a problem that might strike some people as 
crazy; namely. UFOs (Unidentified Flying Objects) = flying saucers. I have 
read most of the relevant literature and have come to the conclusion that 
the UFO myth represents the projected-that is. concretized-symbolism 
of the individuation process. This spring. I embarked on a paper on the 
subject. and I have just completed it. 

Today, as a consequence of the general prevailing disorientation. the pa
litical division in the world. and the ensuing individual separation of the 
conscious and the unconscious, the Self is generally constellated in arche-
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I have therefore asked myselfwhetber it'Wllllld be ...... M ., ..... " .. 
imaginings had their correlJlClllClaM:e DOt om, ia ... 'r, "t ..... .. 
causal chain, as in the synchronistic ~ bat ......... r 1& 
akin to bogus occurrences or illusions, which, cIapite their ....... [Ihe .. 
ture, were identical with a similar physical amngment In allier ....... the 
archetype forms an image that is both psycboIogicaI and physaI. 'I1IiI, of 
course, is the formula for synchronicity, albeit with the differeucoe tIIIt ill 
the case of the latter, the psychological causal chain is accoliipauiecl ..,. • 
physical chain of events with a similar meaning. The UFOs, bowever. aeem 
to be occurrences that appear and disappear for no apparent -. the 
only legitimation for their existence being their relationship in meaning to 
the psychic process. So [ would be happy, and it would be a load off my 
mind, if [ could convincingly deny their objective existence. But for various 
reasons, [ find that impossible. There is more to this than just an interesting 
and conventionally explicable myth. 

It seems to me that the physical problem of symmetry or asymmetry, 
which coincides so oddly with my own preocupation, is something analo
gous or parallel. Apart from the mirror image aspect of the phenomenon, 
the statements from the unconscious (represented by UFO legends, 
dreams, and images) point to a "slight left-handedness in God; in other 
words, to a statistical predominance of the left-i.e., to a prevalence of the 
unconscious, expressed through "God's eyes," "creatures of superior intelli
gence," intentions of deliverance or redemption on the part of "higher 
worlds' and the like. These symbols represent the unconscious and demon
strate its superiority. This corresponds to a state of affairs in which actual 
consciousness finds itself for the moment in an unsolvable dilemma, and 
thus the stronger position falls to the unconscious insofar as-potentially at 
least- it possesses the redeeming Third. The Third is an archetype that 
could unite or reconcile the opposites. The UFO legend shows clearly that 
the latent symbol is attempting to elevate the collective unconscious above 
the level of the conAict of opposites into an as-yet-unknown sphere, into a 
sort of world wholeness and development of the Self (individuation) . This 
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should mean that the mirror-image effects, which dazzle at, 
moved, and the opposites of the two Being aspects would be ........ u 
power; this would be done by an "asymmetrical" Third, which "",hrllii 
direction; namely-according to legend-the direction toward greater • 
ferentiation of consciousness, as opposed to the balance of conscioal
unconscious. The )l meson would thus correspond to the archetype that is 
responsible for this psychic operation. The parity o(Jer,Jlion corresponds III 
the psychological opposition ("right" and "left" in the political sense, con
scious and unconscious in the psychological sense, etc.) 

e+ and e_ corresponds to the energy forces of the opposites. 

T, time reversal, corresponds to the future direction of the conscious and 
the past direction of the unconscious. 

The fact that it is precisely the weak interactions that exhibit asymmetry 
forms an almost comic parallel to the fact that it is precisely the infinitesi
mal, psychological factors, overlooked by all, that shake the foundations of 
our world. The "Chinese revolution" comes from tbe Antipodes, so to 
speak-that is, from the unconscious, a symbolic esprit d' escalier of world 
history! Your dream about the "Chinese woman" seems to have anticipated 
this; i.e., your anima already had scent of asymmetry. 

In your dream of 27. IX [XI] . '954 [Letter 76] , you anticipate the loss of 
power of the mirror image-i.e., of the opposites. You now know something 
that is a secret to everyone else-namely, that in the unconscious the Third 
is preparing itself and is already starting to neutralize the tension energy 
that comes from the opposites. What this means is the fading of the illusion 
that the opposites are really objects, and hence the axiomatic theory of 
symmetry. This process is typically "eastern: for the teachings of Mukti 
(liberation) and the Tao signify the reconciling of objective opposites 
(Samsara) and insight into the illusion (Maya) of the world. 

The associations you make with regard to the psychophysical problem are 
on the right track, as a further example of opposites (psyche and body) that 
are suspended or invalidated in favor of a Third . 

The coincidence of "Phycomyces" and "Perseus" is unmistakably syn
chronistic and points to the secret cooperation of the hero (consciousness) 
who is lighting against the monster of darkness (unconscious)-that is, to 
the archetype. When I was working on the UFOs. some striking examples of 
synchronicity also emerged, which drew my attention to the archetypal na
ture of the phenomenon. 

Dream 12 [15] . III. '957 [Letter 76]: The man with the manuscript is cer
tainly the shadow, but he has a halo, making him the unacknowledged hero. 
Hence the idea of "Krishna" in the following dream. "Spiegler" [ReAector] 
is a dominant archetype, the producer of the mirror image, the point 
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the one or the other when it,~::=:~:~~!!!~ " meson is, of course, just an 
The UFO legend comes to 

tor." The symbolism depicts it on the one band ••• '::!!~::~:~ 
unit and on the other hand, through the circle, as doitaulilf (i.e Wi. 
plurality). personified as Anthropos, God and maD\riud (1m., g .... -
conglomerate soul), eternal and transient, beiug and noubeiug. d- If 
ing and rising again, etc. 

I am sincerely grateful to you for your letter. It has shed new Iigbt 011 

many issues for me, and I am deeply impressed by the "conformity" of phys
ical and psychological thought processes, which can only be reganIed as 
synchronistic. The same archetype seems to be involved in both the "Chi
nese revolution" and in my fascination with UFOs, and yet there are two 
causal chains here, which are completely separate but which coincide in 
meaning, although the world of physics is the one of visuality, depth, and 
breadth and is open to the world; by way of contrast, the inconspicuous and 
hidden point belongs to the world of psychology, in which physics is re
flected . TI,is lack of visuality in psychology, however, gives it the prerogatiwe 
to appear in the very heavens of the whole earth (which is enough to make 
one tear one's hair out). There is absolutely no doubt that it is the individu
ation symbolism that is at the psychological base of the UFO phenomenon. 
The difficulty only begins when one takes into account the possibility that 
UFOs might be reaJ. They always seem to have been there (historical ac
countsl). but it is only today that they have become a myth. (More frequent 
appearances?) Has physics any suggestions to make in this respect? 

With heartiest thanks 
Yours sincerely, C.C.). 
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78 

A Jaffe to Pauli 

Dear Mr. Pauli, 
[Kiisnacht-Ziirich)19 November. 

rrypewritten carbon copfJ 
Prof. Jung has asked me to thank you very much lor being so kind u to 

send him your work ·Phanomen und Physikalische Realit.t" [Phenomenon 
and Physical Reality) .' Unfortunately, Prof. Jung is very tired at the moment 
and has a lot of his own activities to deal with, so he aslcs you to forgive him 
if he cannot hnd time to read it just yet. 

With best wishes Yours, [A. JalU) 

'In DialKtiCd 11:1 (1957), pp. 3~; tr., ·Phenomenon and Physical Reality" in Pauli, Writ· 
in&r on Phy.i", and Philowphy, pp. u?-36. 

79 

A Jaffe to Pauli 
[Kiisnacht-Ziirich]'9 December 1957 

Dear Mr. Pauli, [Typewritten carbon copy) 

Quite a while ago, Prof. lung asked me to thank you for kindly sending 
him the letter from Knoll' as well as your essay. I did not get around to it 
because I was kept indoors with a cold. At the beginning of next week, I 
am going to Lacamo for 8 days to rest and-I hope-to get above the fog. 
Prof. Jung was most interested in Knoll 's letter. But that did not stop him 
from saying, in a tone of resignation: People think I am more stupid than I 
am! He took your essay along to Bollingen as it seemed to interest him, and 
be would like to read it at leisure. I should like to take this opportunity to 
send you my best wishes for 1958-many long journeys, both internal and 
external. I saw your Chinese colleagues recently on the news. To me they all 
looked the same. Odd that I should be so incapable of differentiatingl 

With heartiest greetings and best wishes 
Yours, Aniela Jaffe 

• See Appendix 5. 
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one really uced te ..... 
significance of the probIems_ 
ogy of the dreamer was being .troaafy TIle 
problem was probably being stroacIY • ho .... o1w.ot 
his own inner contradictions wouIcI-in an __ IIImd 
such symbolic figures. This more or less coven the coo ....... uI_ .... 
sion. But, as I have said, without knowing the ~ such 0-"",.. .. 1._ 
always very risky. 

With best wishes Yours, AnieIa J'& 

• Pauli died in Zu rich on 15 December 1958, 
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Here 
empty 
space 

curves, I try to see the time on the clock. But the clock is too high, so that 
doesn't work. 

Then the dream continues. The "dark unknown woman" appears. She is 
crying because she wants to write a book but cannot find a publisher for it. 
In this book there is apparently a great deal of material on time symbol
ism-e.g., how a period of time is constituted when certain symbols appear 
in it. And at the end of one page of the book there are the following words, 
read aloud by the "voice": 

"The definite hours have to be paid for with the definite life, the indefi
nite hours have to be paid for with the indefinite life.· 
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Comments on Appendix 3 

BY MAJUCUS FII!IZ 

A typewritten copy of the following essay by Pauli- "Modem Examples of 
'Baclcground Physics' "-was found among the correspondence with lung; 
apparently, Pauli wanted to send it to lung. The essay was never published 
and is undated. 

This essay is an integral part of the background of the Kepler work and the 
correspondence with lung. It is not a manuscript ready for publication
Pauli refers to it as an outline-but actually an attempt to come to grips 
with a problem that had always preoccupied him. What he had in mind was 
"a description of nature integrating both physis and psyche.' 

At the end of the introduction, he says: "In order to achieve this inte
grated description of nature, it seems to be necessary to have recourse to the 
archaic background of the scientific concepts. In the following brief com
mentary, I shall attempt to outline and explain how the physicist, in having 
recourse to these facts, is of necessity bound to move from this background 
and end up in the world of psychology." 

The archaic background is still in evidence in the science of the seven
teenth century;' there is Kepler, for example, whose heliocentric convic
tions were based essentially on the fact that he saw the Copernican world 
system as a symbol of the Trinity. 

Nowadays, ideas of this nature have been pushed into the background by 
scientific criticism, although their existence can occasionally be surmised in 
more speculative remarks. But in dreams and fanta sies, scientific concepts 
and ideas crop up even today as symbols, recalling, as Pauli observes, ideas 
from the seventeenth century.' 

Pauli saw this himself, which is why his examples of modem background 
physics are taken from his own experiences. He seeks to understand them, 
making use of methods and approaches that lung found helpful in his inter-

I In addition to Pauli', Kepler work, J should also like to mention: Marku. Fierz, "Ober den 
Uuprung und die Bedeutung der Lehrc Isaac Newtons yom absoluten Raum" ; Max Jamm,r, 
Concept. of Space; as well as Ernst Cauirer, Da. Erkenntni,problem in de, Philolophie "lid 
Willmtcha(t der neueren Zeit , vol. I . 
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apedcuCCl are of a 

~ --. - iDterpmation 

See Appendix 3> 8CCOIId pampph from _lor I' 1" '1"11 Ii 

We should also like to draw attention to H_ w.,r. "-1odaR. "WIIooa
schalt als symbolische Komtruktion cleo Menscben. 

The idea that mathematical structures are "symbolic: constnxlioat" ..,1IIrl to 
Henri Poincare (1854-19U). Sci"""" d Mithotk, 19Q8. 

Also particularly relevant here is the book by /tU:qUa ~ • student of 
Poincare, The Psychology of '"ention in the Math"""ti",,1 Yrcld, iD which 1P"l-
phasis is placed on the role of the unconscious for mathematical inwotioa. IIIda
mard, who died in l~, was an eminent mathematician whose successes. ....... 
others, included the solving of the Fuchs lunctions. where even Felix Klein had 
failed. 

We are grateful to Karl Meyenn for this information. 

See Appendix 3, note 3: multiplication ~. multiplicatio specierum is a term in RDhcrt 
Grosseteste (13th c.) with the meaning of an "effect" that "flows out" to all ,00 
lineally from a center, and thus spreads out in the fann of a sphere-i.e., "multiples.· 
having an effect on everything around it. Light in particular is one such species, and 
on the basis of this concept, Robert Crosseteste draws up a light cosmogony. This 
may be interpreted as a "physicalization" of the divisio naturae of Seotus Eriugcna. 
which is almost logical. 

With Roger Bacon the multiplicatio specierum becomes a general natu.ral philoso
phy-philosophical concept and is still in operation with Witelo, Kepler. and up to 
Descartes . 

See Etienne Gilson 3 under Robert Grosseteste, Roger Bacon. and Johannes Scotus 
Eriugena. 

Also see A. C. Crombie, From Augustine to Galileo, 1953, which is where I came 
across the term. 

According to Matthaeus Paris, Robert Crosse teste. Bishop of Lincoln, died at his 
country seat in Buckden, near Peterborough, on 9 September u9· 

1 ce. HermcJrltI Weyl, Die Ide. der Riemantl'schetl Fldch •. 
lLa phifosoplrie au moyen age IPhilosophy in the Middle Agesl. Paris: Pa)'ot, 194+ 
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It is striking that Crombie's book came out in 1953, the time wh ... Pauli I114Jaag 
were working together. 

Should one choose to ertend archaeological research back .s fu as the Middle 
Ages, Crombie is essential reading. 

Augutll990 
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I. Plmnc.u. TBIIMS AS aMJIiBilNL auwou 

What I understand by "background physics. is the an--alqiiOlildibr
tive terms and concepts from physics in spontaneoua fmlaliea in • qua1ita
tive and figurative-i.e., symbolic~se. I have been fmn1jar with the G

istence of this phenomenon for about u to 13 yean from my own peucmal 
dreams, which are totally uninAuenced by other people. As esamples al 
physical terms that can appear as symbols, I should like to list the foIIowiDg. 
without any claim to completeness: 

wave, electrical dipole, thermoelectricity, magnetism, atom, eIectroo 
shells, atomic nucleus, radioactivity. 

As befits my rational, scientific approach, these dreams seemed to me 
initially offensive-in fact, an abuse of scientific terminology. What is rna"" 
I regarded the appearance of this symbolism in my dreams as a personal 
idiosyncrasy, typical of a physicist, and never even remotely hoped that I 
would be able to communicate the special experience that manifests itself 
in dreams of this nature to any psychologists of my acquaintance, for they 
are certainly not physicists. 

Later, however, I came to recognize the objective nature of these dreams 
or fantasies-i.e., the fact that they are largely independent of the actual 
person. What first struck me was the similarity of the mood that obtains 
both in my dreams and in the physical treatises of the 17th century, espe
cially in Kepler, where scientific terms and concepts were still ",Iatively un
developed, and physical considerations and ideas were interspersed with 
symbolic concepts. Second, I could see certain correspondences between 
the contents of my dreams and the graphic concepts of scientific laymen, 
especially those with a poor education and weak critical faculties, who are 
not hampered by inhibitions on the part of consciousness that might other-
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wise affect the naivet~ of the fantasies. Thus it wu that I s::== 
aclcnowledge that such fantasies or dreams are neither I 

purely arbitrary but rather convey a sort of 'second meauiug" of 
applied. This seems to me today ample proof of the fact that the 
imagination I call "background physics" is of an archetypal nature. But any 
attempt to open it up to a psychological interpretation, based on the idea 
of the collective unconscious, must not fall into the trap of assuming that 
the products of background physics are directly comparable with a well
formulated doctrine of scientific truths. From the point of view of contem
porary science, the form of imagination under discussion is definitely to be 
seen as a relapse into an archaic stage. Furthermore, my feeling is that the 
purely psychological interpretation only apprehends half of the matter. The 
other half is the revealing of the archetypal basis of the terms actually applied 
in modern physics. What the final method of observation must see in the 
production of "background physics· through the unconscious of modem 
man is a directing of objective toward a future description of nature that 
uniformly comprises physis and psyche, a form of description that at the 
moment we are experiencing only in a prescientific phase. To achieve such 
a uniform description of nature, it appears to be essential to have recourse 
to the archetypal background of the scientific terms and concepts. 

In the following outline, I shall attempt to explain how a physicist, as a 
consequence of this approach, inevitably shifts from this background into 
the field of psychology. As I regard physics and psychology as complemen. 
tary types of examination, I am certain that there is an equally valid way that 
must lead the psychologist "from behind"(namely, through investigating 
the archetypes) into the world of physics. 

2. THE SPLITnNG OF A SPECTRAL LINE INTO 1WO COMPONENTS 

AND mE SEPARATION OF A CHEMICAL ELEMENT 

INTO 1WO ISOTOPES AS DREAM MOTIFS. 

As an example of background physics, I shall discuss a motif that occurs 
regularly in my dreams-namely, fine structure, in particular doublet struc
ture of spectral line. and the .eparation of a chemical element into two 
isotope •. 

Let me begin with some explanations for non physicists of the terms used 
here. The frequencies of spectral lines are characteristic of and specific to 
the various chemical elements, which can thus be identified by the spectral 
lines emitted by them-i.e., by the precise values of the frequencies of the 
light emitted by the atoms of the relevant element. What also happens in 
spectroscopy is that under coarse observation-i.e ., with poor resolution-a 
spectral line appears singly, whereas in apparatuses with greater powers of 
resolution it appears as separated, i.e., resolved into two or more compo-
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other one is double (see figure below). The doublet fiue II 
tralline thus also makes visible the splitting of an euergeticallydcfiaecl 
into two neighboring states. 

Single line Doublet 
(case of the J).line) 

or also 

Doublet 

In an interesting connection to the universal quantitative assignment of 
light frequencies to energy levels and their differences, there now exists the 
situation that in addition to the doublet structure of the spectral lines, iso
tope separation also appears as a related dream motif. The word "isotope" 
derives from the two Greek words iao~ = same, and ,6"'0, = place, and it 
denotes elements that occupy the "same place" in the periodic system of the 
elements and thus share the same chemical properties. According to the 
modem concepts of atomic structure, they have the same electric charge of 
the atomic nucleus and thus have the same distribution of external elec
trons. Generally they differ physically through their mass (here J can leave 
aside the possibility of differentiating by means of radioactive properties 
such as lifetime, since the differentiation through the masses of the atomic 
nuclei-i.e., the atomic weights, is the usual procedure) . This limits their 
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separability to finer physical means, of which thee ::~~ ~::~~~ 
trically charged atoms by external electrical or n fieIcb .1-". 
plest and by far the most well known. The separation of iJotoper bt',ti~· 
method is brought about by an apparatus known as the IIUI" IfHctn.,.t#IA'. 
because the atoms are photographed as lines that look Ililike:i::!:~~ 
although of course they have nothing to do with light e, Iaotope 
separation corresponds here--also externally-to the resolving of a line into 
two or more neighboring components that correspond to the various values 
of the mass of the atoms. As mass and energy are equivalent, ins/ead of vari· 
ous atomic weights, one can speak of various energy levels of nuclear matter 
(the structure of whicb [need not go into at this point). Isotope separation 
is a relatively difficult procedure (known only since about 1<)20), and the 
resolution of the spectral doublets calls for a relatively advanced develop
ment of experimental technique. 

Now that the way has been prepared with regard to the physical aspects, 
let me tum to the typical features of the group of dreams to be discussed. In 
my dreams there usually appears some figure of authority (also regarded 
subjectively as sucb by me) on the relevant special field of physics to explain 
to me that the dispersion of a spectral line into a doublet or-in other 
cases-the dispersion of a chemical element into two isotopes, is of funda
mental importance. Sometimes the authority goes on to say that I should 
proceed with this dispersion or else that I have just completed it; sometimes 
in the dream [can see clearly before me the spectral line and its dispersion, 
as if through a spectroscope. Occasionally, the authority also gives the name 
of the element that emits the spectral line or is to be dispersed into isotopes; 
but the chemical nature of this element was always changing, and [ never 
found that it had any particular importance. In a much later stage of these 
dreams, the chemical elements sometimes had fantasy names (based on 
countries or cities, sometimes with numbers). What seems to me important 
is that generally the two dispersed components are of roughly equal 
strength; in special cases, one is twice as intense as the other, but it never 
happens that one dominates and the other is a mere remnant. 

To find the "second meaningn of this group of dreams, what they have to 
say-their statement-must first be translated into a neutral language, in 
view of the distinction between the physical and the psychological. A trans
lation of this nature always contains hypothetical elements, and the physical 
statements should not be regarded as all that important. We shall see how 
it works with the following "lexicon ." 

"Frequencyn defines a specific energy state on the one hand, and on the 
other hand-viewed in time-it is a regular repetition . 

A "chemical element" is an object that is also recognizable by its specific 
reactions but also has the aspect of mass, which makes possible a further 
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A certain point of reference can be taken &om the bet that the ma
select first one and then the other chemical element. Whereas an atom of 
a specific type-e,g., a hydrogen atom-is a representative of a species of 
exactly identical objects, this exact likeness does not seem to be pteSCDt 
with the psychic objects (contents) alluded to; it is much rather the case 
that the latter can be regarded as unique. 

In the translation of the dreams' statements into a oeutra1language, the 
energetic aspect of the frequency concept, which has come to the fore 
through the new quantum physics, is used more than its original aspect of 
a regular temporal repetition, As mentioned earlie~ the linking of the two 
concepts is most unexpected-nay, even irrational-from the standpoint of 
classical physics, (I still vividly recall the tremendous shock I received as a 
student because of these facts and their implications. Most of the physicists 
of my generation and the previous one reacted in the same way.) It took 
science no less than '7 years to set up a system of concepts appropriate to 
these paradoxical facts and yet logically lree of contradiction. It has emerged 
that the source of the contradictions arising from the linking of energy and 
frequency with unlimited application of the illustrative images lies in the 
premise that the energy at any de.finite moment in time has a quite specific 
value. It seems pointless to talk about the value of a temporal period in 
relation to a length of time that is shorter than the period itself. The greater 
the length of time available to define a period, the more sharply is its value 
defined. A perfectly sharply defined period corresponds to the limiting case 
of observation during an infinitely long time. The new thing that modem 
quantum physics has taught us is that something exactly analogous applies 
to energy. Energy can be measured all the more precisely, the longer the 
duration of time that is available for that measurement; a perfectly sharp 
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definition of energy would actually, as a limiting cue, NCI(UiJe~"" 
long duration of measurement. It is pointless to talk about IID_.' .. 
at a specific point in time. How is that compatible with the COIIMIMdiPII. 
i.e., the indestructibility-of energy? 

Now physical energy is, without exception, indestructible; it does not 
change into hidden, nonphysical fonns of energy (such as ·psychic energy," 
for example). However, in physics we never deal with the universe as a whole 
but rather with subsystems that are observed from outside. When these 
systems are inspected by observation, then they are subjected to the action 
of the observer or the means of observation itself. What this means is: The 
more precisely the observation method allows inspection of the temporal 
processes in the system, the more difficult it will be to detect and detennine 
the exchange of energy between the observer and the system being ob
served. The laws of nature themselves make it impossible to get away from 
what the physicists call the complementarity of energy and time. It is true 
that the energy remains indestructible, but with a measuring setup that 
makes it possible to detennine the temporal progress of a process, one does 
not know how much of it has entered the observed system from outside or 
has left the system. The law of conservation of energy applies to closed 
systems, whereas systems with a definite temporal evolution are never 
"closed." The two limiting cases of a "recisely known energy value with com
"Ietely unknown time evolution on the one hand and a precisely known time 
evolution on the other are in practice never wholly realized, but rather we are 
always dealing with inexact energy values and with imprecisely known tem
poral processes. Depending on the choice of experiment, one can find one
self closer to one or the other of the above-mentioned limiting cases. 

The findings of new physics have accordingly led to a fundamental 
change in the attitude of modem man toward the archetypal ideas that are 
at the basis of matter and energy. Since time immemorial, the idea of mat
ter had been closely linked with the Mother archetype. In alchemy, there 
was an elevating of the status of this idea in that the "rima materia was 
actually assigned the attribute of the Increatum , which orthodox Christian
ity had assigned exclusively to Cod, as the masculine spiritual principle. It 
was C. C . Jung who drew attention to this,' and interestingly enough, he saw 
in this the psychological basis for the materialism of modem time. When 
new physics, with its radiation and pair production processes, demonstrated 
that what had earlier been known as "material substance" was in fact 
ephemeral, this materialism was deprived of its very foundation . This "sub
stance" has been replaced by the law of conservation of energy by means of 
which mass and energy are recognized aB "ro"ortional and hence equivalent 
(inertia of energy) . 

I P.,cholO&i~ und Alchemie, 1944. esp. p. 437ff. lew 1.1, pars. 430--31 ). 
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a question of habit.) The opposition that emeJP hae .. DO .... tJ.t 
between matter ('mllter') and dynamics ('mana'), but rather tJ.t bet5UCeB 
indestructibility (energy) and time. The former seems to belong to. tim ' 
form of existence that is contrasted with time as a feminine principle. simi
lar to the way in which, at an archaic level, material substance and the pbyIis 
stand in contrast to the spirit and the psyche. The dnCi",t ided of /I<JItu 
opposites, such as the Chinese Yang Ilnd Yin, i. thw repltu:ed in rnodnn thini
ing by the idea of the complementllry (mutulllly exc/wive) ".peets of",.....".. 
ena. Because of the analogy of microphysics, I feel thllt on. of the moot impor
tant tasks for the Western mind is to trllnslate the Ilnci",t id", into the _ 
form in psychology as well. We shall return frequently to this viewpoint. 

Complementarity in physics, as I have indicated elsewhere, has a very 
close analogy with the temlS "conscious" and "unconscious' in psychology, 
in that any "observation" of unconscious contents entails fundamentally 
indefinable repercussions of tbe conscious on these very contents. An "'go 
with total consciousness" (claimed by Eastern philosophy-<lnd probdbly with 
;ustification-to be possible only in death) or, on the other hand, an ob;ective
psychic one, not observed by any sub;ective consciousness (and hence influ
enced), corresponds to two limiting cases that in reality can never be achieved. 
The universality of the objective-psychic and the uniqueness of contempo
rary consciousness are both ever present. The symbolic images uniting this 
opposition are known to manifest themselves in myths. With this pair of 
opposites, the "objective-psychic" (known in Eastern philosophy as "con
sciousness" but in Western psychology as "the collective unconscious) ac
quires-as a result of being so widespread-a sort of timeless reality, 
whereas the 'lindividual ego" {"consciousness" in our Western terms} and 
the usual way of looking at time are essentially linked together. 

By bringing in this general analogy of the epistemological situation 
in physics and in psychology, an attempt will be made to acquire further 
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reference points for the {hitherto somewhat vague and ~:'!=~~ 
ond sen.e" in the group of dreams discussed. Note should be 
immediate associations with the dream. (context), II weIla. IDlIteIUlfftlllill 
other sources as a basis of comparison. 

3. FREQUENCY SYMBOUSM AND LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNl!SS 

Even with the very first dreams, the ones dealing with a leparation into two 
components (be they spectral lines or chemical elements), the following type 
of idea immediately and ingenuously occurred to me. A birth is a division of 
a body into two parts; as it is a form of separation that can only be perceived 
by subtle methods, it could mean a "psychic birth." The child or embryo 
plays an important role in yogin meditation; when the "child" rises above 
the head of the yogin in a later stage of meditation,2 this "detachment from 
the spirit body into an independent existence" could justifiably be de
scribed as a "doublet splitting" of the psyche of the yogin; meditation as a 
conscious activity would be analogous to the manufacture and application 
of the spectrograph in physics. In this case, the "child" is a graphic represen
tation of the previously mentioned "spirit body" or "adamantine body" or 
the "corpus subtile" -a concept that has been very familiar in the West 
since late antiquity (especially to the Gnostics) . This is linked to the idea of 
a "superior personality part: which is more constant than the ego, can out
live it, and is said to express itself by appearing as a specter or ghost. In 
accordance with the Gnostic idea of the light sphere (pleroma), in which 
the psyche-before and after birth-has an existence free of the dark physis, 
this corpus Bub tile would be closer to the light sphere than the ordinary ego 
trapped in the body. But this corpus subtile, as its name suggests, would have 
not only a psychic existence assigned to it but also a physical one (the latter, 
it seems to me, in a way that would be very unclear to us) . 

What also occurred to me in this division into two was the neutralizing of 
an unconscious identity of two people who are connected emotionally. All 
these associations to my dreams were related to a raising or multiplying of 
conlcioumess. 

Now the doubling of a psychic content as it develops consciousness is a 
motif that is well-known in psychology. It can be explained by the fact that 
the new consciousness content indicates a different mirror image in the 
unconscious. This motif is equally common in mythology as the saga of two 
brothers, one of whom is immortal (spiritual) , while the other is mortal 
(material) and bound to life on earth. 

2 Cf. Do. Cfhtimn;. de, goldenen Blilte, Eine chine.i.che. Leben.buch, p. 139f.; [Bayne. tr.t 

1931 pp. 51-53J, e.p. the figure, Ip. 139; Bayne., p. 51J . 
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scious psyche,6 a luminosity represented by sepallte .... of!ipt. 

, What i, meant by muiti/JIiC4tio is the tendency of • po,dUc __ tv be ........ .. 
become more widespread, which can occur at CI mommt wbm the oppo.ita of.,... ... ....., 
balanced. Today I know that this phenomenon is mentioned &cqueud) ill watem ..... . 
first came across it in the text of the goldmen Blut. (Golden FIower1 baaulated. by lViIIIdm 
(lSt ,dn. [1<)29]. p. ""), '"The Book of Suc< ... fui Contemplation (Y.., Kw. cw.,) 
sun sinks in the Great Water and rruJgiClJI pictura of tria in rowt.m.. The Idt:iDc 
means that in Chaos ... a foundation is laid: That is the condition ,,:~~;,::;:;::::! 
chi} {Baynes tr., p. 55]' There is also a reference here to the 1 Chin& el 

(or thunder = Chen). The commentaries to this hexagram are 
frequency symbolism under discussion here. The multip/iCtltio is 
men tory: "The upheaval alanns everyone: for one hundml mila around." 

4 See the novel The Beasl in lhe lungle by Henry lamas (1&0-19I6J, wm:re there is a compar
ison between the "unknown woman" and the tiger roaming the jungle. The tiger as striped. 

S This claim may call for an explanation: When objects with such stripes appeal" m dreams. 
they cause alarm. \rVhat is feared is the "splitting" into a pair of opposites, in extreme cases (au 
of dealh . In such cases death appears as disintegration into a pair of opposites. But what is 
actu.ally feared is not the "polar opposites" as such but jud a too strong "intensity of oscilla
tion ." Cf. the "fear" in the above-quoted commentaries to the I Chiry: symbols ·Chen"' (thun
der) (see Wilhelm, vol. I, hexagram 511 . 

li C. G. Jung, "Der Geist der Psychologie" [The Spirit of Psychologyl, Eranos/ahrbuch '947 
[1946). e,p. chap. 6, [pp. ¢h!o; !r .• rev., ew 8, pars. 3!l8-<J6J. lung interprets the multipl. 
luminosity as "small consciousness phenomena"linted to the .archetypes. To me it stems to fit 
the second version of the stripes-namely, that the "anima" can appear as the inferior function 
contaminated with the collective unconscious and also as the secret bearer of this "multiple 
luminosity." (personal experience from dreams: The "anima" appcan as a Chinese woman. 
Furthermore, there is mention of "owls" in the dreams, as sacred birds that can see in the dark, 
or II "Crottenolm" appeared.) • 

Chronologically, I should like to point out that the second version of the stripes is a later 
version in the essay quoted by C. C. /ung, whereas I ha\'C: been familiar with the first one for a 
long time. 
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The ideas that struck me with regard to the group off ~:~!~! 
cussion MOre both immediate and vivid, but at first my dJ 
any way inftuenced by them, and they carried on producing their ape.~.;~~ 
doublets and isotope separations. Today I understand why. At the time; 
was firmly of the opinion that the dreams MOre a "misuse" of physical c0n

cepts; for that reason, I searched frantically for purely psychological inter
pretations and explanations just so that I could get the physics out of the 
way; I did my utmost to cling to my conviction that this was all "just" psy
chology. But as dreams are compensatory to the conscious attitude, they 
insisted that the physical terminology should be taken for what it was. This 
forced me to accept it as an essential part of what was being represented. 

I could not draw any further conclusions from this alone, but later I had 
the opportunity to establish further proof of the "frequency-<legree of con
sciousness" connection. First, I came across the book by C. H. Hsieh Quan
tum Physics and I Ching (Shanghai, 1937) . The author is Chinese, a private 
scholar with a somewhat inadequate background in mathematics and phys
ics. (There is no translation of this book from the Chinese; it was Chinese 
colleagues in the U.SA: who made it accessible to me.) What is of interest 
to us is that the author makes a direct link between the physical emission of 
light and the previously mentioned psychological phenomenon of the multi
plicatio, with the physical concept of the light wave being derived from the 
Taoist symbol of the Tsi-Gi. Once again I was struck by the similarity be
tween the tone and mood of this book and that of my "physical dreams,» as 
well as that of the writings of Kepler. This was the first time that it had 
occurred to me that this might be an archetypal background for the physical 
concepts. 

Moreover, in the essay of Jung's quoted earlier, "Der Geist der Psycholo
gie" [The Spirit of Psychology], there is a parallel between spectral fre
quency and degree of spiritualization, in that the "psychic" drive processes 
are compared with the ultra red part of the spectrum, and the archetypal 
images of the drive consciousness, which belong to the spiritual sphere, are 
compared with the ultraviolet part .? At first one might think that this is a 
rationally constructed analogy, but I feel that Jung's specific arguments 
about the colors red, blue, and violet indicate an already existing symbolism. 
It is probably not possible to deduce anything more definite from the actual 
text of the essay. 

My knowledge of "background physics" in general and "frequency sym
bolism" in particular was, however, developed in a quite unexpected and 
fundamental way by S. E. White's unusual book, The Unobstructed Uni
verse. The author seems to have only a superficial knowledge of physics, has 
no great critical faculties, nor is he particularly well educated; his mentality 

1 Ibid .• p. ~57 [GW/GW 8, par. 'fLI1. 
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Particularly relevant for our JIUIPC*I is the eletMp,l_ ...... ifi!iitF 
(pp. 44-~)· Here the author 181' that &equency _ tIiit~.P!. 
consciousness," the ·potentiality of life or evolution,-hiutioc IIhulI.tIililaai 
progression; he goes on to say that this is abo what produc:a this Iile .... 
that the "quality of what is produced is contained thereio-; &eq1lCllCf" 
"the unity of consciousness in motion,' and every conscioumea fiuda ibcIf 
in motion. What seems to me important here is the author', remark tbIIt ill 
English the adjective "frequent" (in contrast to the noun · &equency1 
has the meaning of "habitual" and "persistent." For him. he says, 
has the najve-illustrative meaning of a series of "go-stop· actions. 
other hand, "constancy" for him does not have the meaning of un.cblll1!:e. 
bility but is rather a continuous-i.e., uninterrupted--extension; in 
words, ('constant" means an unending continuum as a whole. For this au
thor, too, the image of "frequency" does not psychologically presuppose the 
concept of time. Ordinary physical time is much rather just a representation 
of real (orthic) time in the higher level of "consciousness" and, just like 
space and motion, establishes the connection between real ("orthic") time 
and what he calls the "obstructed" aspect of "consciousness." But there is 
just one single universe, and it has these two aspects: the obstructed and the 
unobstructed. 

What can be clearly recognized here is an analogy between these ideas 
and the associations that occurred to me in connection with the dreams 
about doublet splitting and with the archetypal periodic symbol consisting 
of alternating light and dark stripes. Here, too, frequency is a characteristic 
of a stable state and its "degree of consciousness"; and here, too, a distinc
tion is made between two aspects of the one universe, an unobstructed 
"higher," spi ritual , timeless one and an obstructed one, rooted in the physi
cal world and ordinary time. 

Obviously, there is a lot of cri ticism that can be leveled at the way in 
which S. E. Whit e uses these concepts . The term «consciousness" in partic-
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ular is used in a way that is luudly acceptable to the W"'I ::== 
An essential part of the definition of this concept for UI it d 
subject is confronted with an object that is different &om him .... _ 
which is perceived. That is why it striltes us as pointless to apply 
·consciousness· to the whole cosmos. And that is also why the term· ..... 
of consciousness' is rather unclear; I would prefer to replace it with .dep=e 
of spiritualization or desubstantialization." Subjective ego consciousnaa, 
by way of contrast, seems to me to be standing on the side of matter and 
ordinary time, with the timeless, objective psyche standing on the other 
(complementary) side. 

Furthennore, although I have no objection to accepting the existence of 
relatively constant psychic contents that survive the personal ego, it must 
always be borne in mind that we have no way of knowing what these con
tents are actually like "as such." All we can observe is their effect on other 
living people, whose spiritual level and whose personal unconscious cru
cially influence the way these contents actually manifest themselves' The 
author's critical admiration for the manifestation and the utterances of his 
"anima" may well be the reason why he gets bogged down with the triads 
and never makes it as far as the quatemity. 

Regardless of any justified criticism, however, we can once again ascertain 
from the spontaneous manifestation of this author's unconscious that the 
concept of "frequency" can be psychologically brought into association with 
the pair of opposites conscious-unconscious, although the ordinary concept 
of time will not automatically be taken for granted. Of course, rationally it 
is difficult to understand why frequencies or masses should have any con
nection with level of consciousness. And there is certainly no direct connec
tion between the physical data of frequency or mass and consciousness: A 
rapid physical process runs without consciousness just as a slow one does, 
and a heavy atom bas just as little consciousness as a light one. But these 
associations of ideas between level of consciousness and frequency, between 
doublet splitting of spectral lines or isotope separation and doubling of a 
psychic content with developing consciousness, all appeared directly and 
spontaneously; this is similar to the way in whicb the connection between 
frequency and energy level in physics, which could not be understood ra
tionallya priori, was simply found to be existing in nature . 

It is difficult to fonn any further definitive conclusions from the material 
given. Yet everything seems to point to a deeper archetypal correspondence 
of the complementary pairs of opposites. 

• In his novcl7ime Mutt Hdve" Stop, A Huxley IIB<w-lq631 describes an interesting thought 
experiment with a spirit of death. In a spiritualist meeting. this spirit makes the most unpleas
ant experience that the mediums misunderstand everything and distort what he actually wants 
to uy. 
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What is it that lies at the essence of the situation desc:ribcd by the tam 
complementarity that makes one Iuwe to limit onadfto pescei,Wg"'_ 
patibility of the two aspects of reality that initially.oem~. wiIh
out any consideration of things or processes in space and time, which .... 
objective-i.e., independent of the method in which they "'" obsenedt' 
This is possible only through unifying symbols, the role of which in physicl 
is played by abstract mathematical functions. 

9 This situation applies not only to the compatibility of the application of concrete concepts 
such as "wave" and "'particle" in physics, which are arrived at through the undemanding of the: 
basic limitations of thei r testability by measurements, but also the compatibility of psychologi
cal concepts such as life and soul with the acceptance: of the permanent validity of pbysicallaws 
wherever physical measurements can be camed out. ~ in physics, the deterministic approach 
has been abandoned, and there is no longer any reason whatsoever to maintain a vitalistic 
approach, according to which the soul could or would have to "violate" physical laws. Mucb 
rather it seems to be an essential part of "world harmony· that physical laws leave just enough 
latitude for the poss ibility of a different approach and method of observation (biology and 
psychology) that the soul can attain all its "objectives" without \iolating physical laws. 

This basic attitude, according to which the deterministic (mechanistic) and the vitalistic 
approach can be interpreted as complemental}' errors, is totally incompatible with the idea 
expressed by C.C. lung (Der Geist der Psychologie [The Spirit of Psychology), EranO$ Jahrbuch 
' 947 ['9461. p. 4'5 [GW/CW 8. par. 375]) that the ,oul might violate the law of ent,opy in 
physics. TIle law of entropy presents no problems for the approach put fon."llrd only because 
thermodynamics expressly permits and promotes the possibility of a transition from clisordered 
to ordered states in a partial system, if a compensatory increase in entropy (i.e .• increase in 
disorder) occurs at the same time outside the system. 

In aU life processes, the well-known physiological metabolic processes of the burning up of 
food are more th an adequate to guarantee the compatibility of the total entropy w.lancc: with 
the increase in the overall entropy required by the ld law of thermodynamics. 
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4. TIlE ACTIVE CONTRIBtmON OF CONSCIOUSNB8S AND 'I'IIJ( 

APPEARANCE OF QUATERNITI' SYMBOLISM. 

According to the point of view presented here, the quatemity would not be 
effective in physics, but a quatemity would certainly be assigned to the 
wholeness made up of physics and psychology insofar as the complementary 
pair of opposites of physics reappears reflected in the psychic sphere. II 
would be conceivable, and in fact seems to me plausible, that there might 
be phenomena in which the whole quatemily plays a crucial role, and not 
just the physical and psychic pair of opposites. With such phenomena, it 
would not be possible to give a meaningful definition to conceptual distinc
tions such as that between "physical" and "psychic" (as is also the case with 
atomic phenomena, where the distinction between "physical" and ·chemi
cal" frequently loses its meaning) . 

I am not yet in a position to say anything that could be adequately sub
stantiated, but nevertheless, both by way of summing up and looking ahead. 
I would like to give two dreams that belong together, in which the quater
nity features prominently. The dreams occurred within an interval of four 
days in the middle of MarchIO this year, when my work on Kepler had more 
or less come to an end. I shall now describe these dreams in detail: 

Dream 1. 

My first physics teacher appears and says: "The change in the splitting of the 
ground state of the H-atom is a fundamental one. Brass tones are engraved 
on a metal plate." Then I go to COttingen. 

Dream 2. 

(Seven pictures in a row. No words are spoken until right at the end and I 
am the one speaking.) 

Picture 1. A woman comes with a bird, which lays a large egg. 

o 
Picture 2 . This egg divides itself into two: 

10 In my experience. dre~ms in which quatcmity symbol ism and especially the birth of some
thing new plays:II crucial role usually occur at the time of the equinoxes. i.e., cnd of March or 
cnd of ScptembeL These two dreams arc typical "equinox dreams. With me the two equinoxc. 
are times of relative psychic instability. which can manifest itselr both negatively and positively 
(crc3tively) . 
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o 
Picture 4. I divide this last egg into two. Miraculously, they muain whole, 

and I now have two eggs with blue shells. 

o o 
o o 

Picture 5. The four eggs change into the following mathematical expres

sions 

cos 0/2 
cos 0/2 

Picture 6. This gives the formula 

sin b/2 
sin b/2 

cos til> + i sin b/2 

cos 0/2 - i sin bl> 

Picture 7. I say, "The whole thing gives eKl , and that is the circle." The 
formula vanishes, and a circle appears. 
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With legard to Dteam 1, it evidently belongs to that &lVIIPU"., 

dealing with a splitting of a spectral line or an enelJl)' doI.~~ 
But it has certain featules that wele not plesent in other dream. 01 
kind. First of all, thele is a change in the splitting. which in physicl iI poa;. 
ble only by means of existing electromagnetic fields of force. What thiI 
corJesponds to in the psychic sphele is an intervention of consciOUllleSS 
(which Dream 2 confirms). The H-atom is the simplest one of all, since the 
positively charged atomic nucleus is only encircled by one single negame 
electron. Thus it also represents the simplest "polar opposite." MoJeOVe~ 
the "proton,· being the lightest atomic nucleus, is the building block for all 
other heavy nuclei. Hence "proton: which 01 course means "the first: 
points cosmogonically to the beginning. Cosmogonical pictures are always 
connected with the process of developing consciousness. The metal plate is 
not in itsell a symbol and represents the material physical world (physis) in 
a relatively stable lorm. [t was originally assumed that there were 7 metals 
(as well as 7 planets); in Dream 2 there are 7 pictures. The tones, by way 01 
contrast, serve very well as symbols; with their connection to music, they 
represent leeling-the very thing that physics cannot express. With their 
connection to the music 01 the spheres ([ was very involved with Kepler at 
the time), they have a cosmic character. As an acoustic phenomenon, they 
also belong to physis, so they are a symbol uniting physis and psyche. To me 
they appear to be exactly what is meant by "archetypes." II we interpret 
"brass· as aere perennilU, i.e., indestructible-timeless, the dream is saying 
that the archetypes also imprint their stamp on matter, so that physis and 
psyche lorm an indivisible connection. But this seems to be a consequence 
01 the change in the splitting 01 the ground state (initial state). An attempt 
WIll be made to assert the point 01 view that psychic contents, and hence 
archetypes, too, only alter because they are being observed, i.e., as the result 
of an intervention on the part of human consciousness. In relation to the 
archetypes, this is the "secular displacement of the unconscious world pic
ture: which C. C. lung has been referring to for a long time'l (CI. here 
what is said at the end 01 section 2 about the alteration 01 the concept of 
energy.) To add to this a spontaneous alteration 01 the archetypes seems to 
me neither very satisfactory nor essential. The objective (independent of 
the personal) statement of Dream 1 seems to indicate, therefore, that the 
development 01 human consciousness, particularly through the conver
gence of microphysics towards other archetypal concepts, has led to a situa
tion in which physis and psyche are indivisibly linked "archetypally." So I go 
to COttingen, a place where not just physics but a lot of important work in 
mathematics is being done. 

"Cf. Prychologi. ""d A/chemi. ('9«). p. ,8, (GW/CW ... par. ,66) . 
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is mathematicaDy conect, and in the ,eple .. d ...... of ~1IIDf11l ill ...... 
through distances ,w is a number that a1ways lies 011 the "tmit ~ .. 
circle with the radius .); if d is taken as any size desiJed, ~ 8da111J ..... 
sents a circle. 

The imaginary unit i = -.1-1 is a typical symbol since it is not onntwi-' 
under the ordinary numbers; the introduction of this syrnboI P- IIIIDJ 
mathematical theorems a simple and distinct form. In this diam it has the 
irrational function of uniting the pairs of opposites aod thus produciug 
wholeness . 

Without going into mathematical detail, I sbould nevertheless Iile to 
stress here that I cannot acknowledge an antithesis between a mathematical 
and a symbolic description of nature, since for me the mathematical repe
sentation is a symbolic description par excellence." 

Far be it from me to presume to be able to give an "interpretation" of the 
two dreams; in fact, I have the feeling that any such interpretation would 
call for further progress in all the sciences. The decisive role played by math
ematical signs in the production of the · One" in Dream 1 also seems to 
suggest that the unifying power of mathematical symbolism is far from 
being exhausted; in fact, I would venture to say that it goes furtber than 
physics does in this respect. 

According to its own definition, physics has to represent regularity in 
nature in conceptual terms and thus has to focus its attention on that which 
can be reproduced and quantitatively measured. As a consequence of this 
limitation that is at the very essence of physics, anything that is feeling-

11 On eggs. ibid .• pp. >T/'"78Ip.rs. 3"4~1 . 
"Cf. ibid., p. 4' [par. ,61 . 
14 1 believe in the accu racy of the following psychological definition: Anyone for whom math

ematical signs have symbolic power has a gift for mathematics. 
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toned, judgmental, and emotional lies on the opposite lIGe'-tbltpjillllll 
ical one-and what is more, from this root there .pringa the .:~::::~ ..• 
ture of its statements, a nature which, especially with atomic 
must basically dispense with any consideration of individual C811C1 

from special ones}. This is not a question of any shortcomings of the Cj1IIIIo 
tum theory within physicslS but a shortcoming of physics within life u a 
whole. 

Mathematics, on the other hand, has not only a quantitative side but also 
a qualitative one, which comes to the fore, for example, in the theory of 
numbers and in topology. Concepts created by mathematics, such u 
Riemann's surfaces, lend themselves very well to a symbolic representation 
of the relatimation of the concept of time that is linked to the developing 
consciousness of the new focal point described as the "ego." It is, however, 
beyond the scope of this essay to delve into the problems involved in the 
symbolic union of the unique with the general. 

From the standpoint of the tendency to unify our world picture, it seems 
pleasing that connections are starting to be formed in a sphere that has 
already become so broad that it includes the Dioscuri myth on the one hand 
and doublet splittings of spectral lines and isotope separations on the other. 

IS Some older physicists hold th is point of view, but the majority, including myself, do not 
accept it. 
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The next two !etten dOcllilll.'8Miil 
P1otinus. 

[1 ] Pauli to Schwyzer 
ZoIL ...... ZirieIJ.'" 1 ~ 

Dear Doctor Schwyze~ (Ifa&dwIitIeu) 

) would like to thank you for sending me your artide OIl PIotiDus, wbicIJ 
has already provided me with much food for thought.) will pennit mpcIflD 
tell you brieRy what interests me at the moment, in particular with ,.m 
to the history of philosophy, and ) have a few further questious for you 
about Neoplatonism. 

) am thinking about the discussions on the priViltiO boni-i.e., the idea or 
doctrine that evil is a "a nothing," just an "absence of good" (n.b. ) myself 
reject this idea, as the Gnostics did, but that is not the point at the moment; 
) am just talking about the historical aspect of the matter) . There was a 
certain amount of discrepancy about this between myself and my &iends, 
who claimed that this idea was specifically Christian, and they referred to 
Basileios and Augustine, among others, where this doctrine has been partic
ularly developed; they also pointed to the link between this idea and the 
early Christian tenet that God is a summum bonum; i.e., only good. ow) 
knew Plotinus, whom) had read in Harder's translation (albeit only in part) . 
) referred to the privatio bani I especially to II 9 (1rPO~ rov~ YVWUTtl<ov~), 
and also to Plotinus's identification of the tV with the £iyaoov. (I was famil
iar with the designation vVEpayaoov in P" s "negative theology" of the 
"One," but) regard P. as an intuitive feeling type l rather than a systematic 
thinker, for he often makes not even the slightest attempt to avoid logical 
contradictions. For example, P" s positive statements about the "One" con
tradict his negative theology of the · One" in other passages.) With Plotinus, 
there is certainly a logical connection between the privatio boni and his 

I Could you please give me the Creek word for prh'atio? I did a little Grec:k in high school. 
2 Schopenhauer describes P. as a "pulpit orator, .. who "Rattens" Plato just as modem pulpit 

orators Ralten the Evangelists. But he praises IV as being "excellent." 
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identification 01 the hi with the ayad.w. (The similar ~~:::~ 
"matter" (vAil) as a simple PrillfltiO and as being identical with 
has not escaped me; but P. probably views matter very diffenmtly &om 111 
and maybe even somewhat differently from Aristotle (7). 

One of my acquaintances responded to this by speculating that Plotinua 
might have been inJIuenced by early Christians. I intuitively felt that thia 
was highly unlikely and that the reverse seemed to make more sense (that 
later on the Christians were influenced by Plotinus). That was as far u I 
could get, without professional expertise. 

Recently I met Prof. Howald, as you know, and in reply to my question he 
vehemently rejected the idea of any Christian influence in Plotinus. He 
went on to say that in Plotinus's day there were no Christians whose spiri
tual ideas could be taken seriously'! However, he did stress that the Gnostics 
(in my view justifiably so to some extent) made life very difficult for Plot
inus (which in fact I knew). He strongly recommended me to read your 
writings on Plotinus, and I am very pleased that you have now enabled me 
to do this. 

I was particularly interested in your statement that Basileios and Origines 
were directly influenced by P. (Parallels: vov,-Son of God, ",vx'! (world 
soul)-Holy Spirit),' and that P. was known to Augustine. I was also inter
ested in your reference to Albinus the didact. (When did he live?) 

My initial opinion5-a purely intuitive one-that the privatio bani doc
trine and the identification of the (ev) with the bonum (6yaoov) was pri
marilya heathen-NeoplatoniBl one and only afterward moved over into Chris
tianity seems to have been well-founded. But I would be most interested to 
hear from you whether these two theses (which are directly connected) can 
be found before Plotinu. among heathen author. (Neoplatorusts and Neopy
thagoreans) of late antiquity (esp. the first two centuries of the Christian 
era) . (These theses seem to me a sort of standard formulation of the Neo
platonist emotional attitude.) 

Without the help 01 specialists I am unable to answer these questions. 
Thanking you in advance for your expertise and your trouble, 

Yours sincerely, PAULI 

) I once saw Tatian and Melito ofSardi. (II c.) quoted but do not know whether these writers 
were Christian. Actually, I assume they were "Neoplatonists or Neopythagoreans." 

• The Plotinus Jonity" lv, voii~. !/Juri is arranged hierarchically, not with equal-ranking 
members, as is the case with the Christian Trinity. 

f I knew that, if on, 10 wi.h,., Parmenide,' distinction between "being" and "nonbcing" 
things could be further developed, as could Plato in this respect. What also struck me was that 
Scotus Eriugena strongly supports the privatio boni, too, although he is more Neoplatonid than 
Christian. His direct source is probably the Acropagites of Dionysios, which, of course, he 
tran.slated. 
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PAULI TO B. a. SCIIWY7.EK 

AI 
origiaaI 

«~~ .. ~.. s~~~~ee~i5~ to do with etbieI or monJftr ............ 
field, which is natural ph~ 
pendently of the priYGtio bcmi. The 61 ......... 
being" things (Pannenides) ".. origiIIIIIJyone oft_all ... ..,' ..... 
ethics. 

It now seems that at the beginning of the CbriItim _ .sit ,.,rTF t 

dent of Christianity-it also happened with the bathm (Nail, •• not _ 
Neopythagorean) philosophers that aD the pairs of OWC_ita tool OIl .. 

ethical-moral coloring and were somehow related to the one pair of 0ppo
sites good-evil. And so, as you say, with Moderatos at the latest. the filII
at the time identified with the KaKOV and probably simultaneoully W ", 
with the uyaCJOv. Everything else emerged naturally 00 its own; ~ 
these ideas appeared as interpretation. of the older philosophers. 

Thank you very much once again; I do hope that one day I shaD ha\'e the 
opportunity to meet you personally. 

With kind regards, Yours sincerely, W PAUU 

I J knew that this equating of the two was to be found with Plotinus, but not the argume.nt 
of Aristotle, 
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Letter from Max Knoll to Pauli Concerning UFOs 

[11 M. KnoW to Pauli 

Dear Mr. Pauli, 

Technische Hochschule Miinchen 
Institute for Technological Electronics 

[Munich] 9. u. 57 
[Typewritten carbon copy] 

Please excuse our delay in replying, which was due to the start of the new 
semester and the fact that Ursula had a severe bout of Ru. Despite that, we 
were able to have long discussions about the really interesting-albeit far 
from simple-problems in your letter. 

Your first question about the nature of the radar system is easy to answer. 
A ground-based radar system for observing aeroplanes consists, for example, 
of a beamed, rapidly pulsed wave, shaped like a fan which, within one min
ute of time, scans the whole horizon (360°) in polar coordinates, with the 
fan beam rising up to 45° above the horizon. The beaming of this fan and its 
scanning movement occur through a rotating mirror. The electromagnetic
wave impulses reRected by aeroplanes are detected by a nearby receiver and 
amplified, their arrival time being dependent on the distance of the reRect
ing aeroplane. They then control the grid of a cathode-ray tube, with the ray 
moving synchronously in polar coordinates; the sky zone being scanned will 
be projected concentrically onto the screen of the cathode-ray tubes so that 
the reRecting aeroplanes will appear as light objects against a black back
ground and the observation point corresponds to the center of the screen. 
The circuit is so arranged that the objects appearing on the periphery of the 
screen correspond to the desired maximum distance of observation. Objects 
closer to the center of the screen correspond to shorter transit times of the 
wave impulses and correspondingly shorter distances from the observation 
point. 

Similar radar systems are used for observation from an aeroplane, and 
they usually just scan one quadrant of the sky or less . 

• Max Knoll (18cn-1¢9) was a professor at the Technische Hochschule Berlin, Princeton 
University. and the University of Munich. He collaborated with Ernst Ruskas on the invention 
of the electron microscope. 
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show a series of 

L&1TD now MAX DIOU. 

.. ~ ... ill UFOs. I do DOt bow, 
tIIat hit Americm pi

_DOtoaly 
UFOs.ID 

unwanted reIIections and the~~~~~~~~~~~~;! with the Jesuit that it is very euy 
pattern. This means that the 
objects lying at the limit of tDCaSUI1IbiIitJ is oftea 
like a Rorschach test, wheJe the struetuJe of the _ JMIlaII • 
"random" one. Radar images would only be comiuciog if they _ ...... 
graphed or filmed, so that a number of experts could form .. oIIjectiw 
opinion as to what are real objects and what ale subjectne irdcsJlle"'w,. 
But so far this has not happened. 

When we visited Jung at the beginning of this year. he also told WlIIhout 
the so·called confirmation by radar of the existence of UFOs. I then pr0-

ceeded to raise the objections cited above. He listened attentively but then 
seems to have forgotten what I said. In the course of our visit on 15 June of 
this year, he brought up the subject of UFOs again, but this time in relation 
to their psychological significance for the individuation process, and h_ 
(like you) I agree with him. He then went on to relate that he had seen 
UFOs on a Nuremberg engraving from the 16th century: • A cylindrical 
mother ship is releasing disk-shaped daughter ships from a glass tube, like 
pills from a pillbox ." 

In summary, I would like to say that once again Jung must be made to 
understand that the UFOs seen on radar screens are no more "real" than 
those sighted directly, and that no definite conclusions can be drawn about 
their actual existence except by radar photographs or radar films (examined 
by experts). and no such material has been published. Based on the observa· 
tions that have been made so far, Jung would actually be in a position "to 
give a convincing denial of the objective existence of UFOs." 

In addition to that, there is no ruling out the possibility-as Ursula points 
out-that they are American or Russian secret rocket-propelled aircraft. 

But even this would not detract from the Jungian concept, since they are 
clearly defined synchronistic causal chains, probably with psychological pro
cesses, perhaps the most remarkable fact being that the disk shape con
stella ted by the unconscious is actually the most favorable one from the 
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aerodynamic point of view. I have read reports in iIhutrated 
about test models with such disk-shaped, rocket-propelled aircraft (iIlGl~ ";' 
ada and France, I believe) . Of course, they are not UFOs. 

On the whole, lung's basic idea that individuation symbolism is the _ 
son why the UFO myth is so widespread strikes me as quite plausible, al. 
though in my opinion, the problem of their "reality without a causal chain" 
does not exist, since there are no reliable sightings. For the same reason. 
lung's comparison of a "reality without a causal chain" with the physical 
system of symmetry (page 2 of his letter [Letter 77, par. 4]) does not seem 
to fit, whereas the analogy between the individuation process and the phys
ical problem of symmetry (page 3 [ibid.]) I find good, also because of the 
way in which the characteristic of · orderedness" emerges more clearly in the 
"wholeness symbols." 

The conclusions you drew from your impressions of the international 
Physics Congress were very convincing for us; it is a pity that we were not 
able to talk in November, but we had to postpone our visit to Zurich be
cause of Ursula's long and difficult illness (she sends best wishes to you 
both) . 

We hope we shall soon be able to come in the new year. 
With kind regards, also to Franka, 

Yours, MAX KNOLL 
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(&ued on Pdul,', Eutq of".. s-. ntJ.)f 
Although the subject of this study is a historieaI -. ill ,.,... • _ 
merely to enumerate facts concerning scientific: biItoIy m_ pin-a, to 
present an appraisal of a great scientist but rather to iJhutntc J*licaI
views on the origin and development of concepts and theoria eE DItaaI 
science in the light of one historic example. 

In contrast to the purely empirical conception according to wbidl uatuaI 
laws can, with virtual certainty, be derived hom the material of ezpeIience 
alone, many physicists have recently emphasized anew the fact that intui
tion and the direction 01 attention playa considerable role in the devdop
ment 01 the concepts and ideas, generally far transcending mere experience. 
that are necessary lor the erection 01 a system 01 natural laws (that is, a 
scientific theory) . From the standpoint 01 this not purely empirical concep
tion, which we also accept, there arises the question, What is the nature of 
the bridge between the sense perceptions and the concepts? It seems most 
satislactory to introduce at this point the postulate 01 a cosmic order inde
pendent 01 our choice and distinct from the world of phenomena. Whether 
One speaks 01 the "participation of natural things in ideas· or of a "behavior 
01 metaphysical things-those, that is, which are in themselves real: the 
relation between sense perception and idea remains predicated upon the 
fact that both the soul of the perceiver and that which is recognized by 
perception are subject to an order thought to be objective. Every partial 
recognition of this order in nature leads to the formulation of statements 
that, on the one hand, concern the world of phenomena and, on the other, 
transcend it by the "idealized" use of general logical concepts. The process 
of understanding nature as well as the happiness that man feels in under-

• Delivered 28 February and 6 March 1948 and recorded in the club's 194B annual report, pp. 
37-44-

t This is an early version of &uli, "Theonen bei Kepler'"; tr. &uli, "Kepler." Al the later 
version is an expansion of the earlier, the text here has been extracted from the translation. 
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standing-that is, in the conscious realization of new mNledt~"i 
thus to be based on a coRespondence, a "matching" of inner iIIIl ... V 
existent in the human psyche with external objects and their belila.ior. 
interpretation of scientific Imowledge, of course, goes bade to Plato and ia, 
as we shall see, advocated very clearly by Kepler. He speaks in fact of ideas 
that are preexistent in the mind of God and were implanted in the soul, the 
image of God, at the time of creation. These primary images, which the soul 
can perceive with the aid of an innate "instinct,' are called by Kepler arche
typal. Their agreement with the "primordial images' or archetypes intro
duced into modem psychology by C. C. Jung and functioning as "instincts 
of imagination" is very extensive. When modem psychology brings proof to 
s.how that all understanding is a long-drawn-out process initiated by pro
cesses in the unconscious long before the content of consciousness can be 
rationally formulated, it has directed attention again to the preconscious, 
archaic level of cognition. On this level, the place of clear concepts is talcen 
by images with strong emotional content, not thought out but beheld, as it 
were, while being painted. Inasmuch as these images are an "expression of 
a dimly suspected but still unknown state of affairs: they can also be 
termed symbolic, in accordance with the definition of the symbol proposed 
by C. C. Jung. As ordering operators and image formers in this world of 
symbolic images, the archetypes thus function as the sought-for bridge be
tween the sense perceptions and the ideas and are, accordingly, a necessary 
presupposition even for evolving a scientifi c theory of nature. However, one 
must guard against transferring this a priori of knowledge into the conscious 
mind and relating it to definite ideas capable of rational formulation. 

For the purpose of illustrating the relationship between archetypal ideas 
and scientific theories of nature, Johannes Kepler (1571-163°) seemed to 
me especially suitable, since his ideas represent a remarkable intermediary 
stage between the earlier, magical-symbolical and the modem, quantitative
mathematical descriptions of nature. The chief writings of Kepler (hence
forth referred to by the number given) are: 

I) My.terium cosmographicum, lSt edn., 15~; 2d edn ., 1621. 
2) Ad vitellionem paralipomena, 1604. 
3) De stella nova in pede serpentarii, 1606. 
4) De motibu. stellae Marti. , 100<). 
5) Tertiu. intervenien., 1610. 

6) Dioptrice, 16ll. 

7) Harmonices mundi (5 vols.) , 1619. 
8) Epitome astronomiae Copemicanae, 1618-1621. 

J should mention brieAy at this point that Kepler's three famous laws of 
planetary motion, upon which Newton based his theory of gravitation 
(1687), were not what he was originally seeking. A true spiritual descendant 
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"'''1IIIkd by the oIcI idea of the music of the 
itDl&n.IhwjiiK·,ioUI in wIoich for 

to pDli!bf, claim
Oocllinee etenoity." His 

...... (Geom-

to ... the 
hieillftllaiall., lop"1IIiIt iI 
occupied by the trinitari8JI Omislien ...... 
ization. For ~ the DIGIt ao.r._ 
form of being is the timoe-dn+ owiuowI ........ ..,......, a ... .., 
work (1): "The image of the trinae Oocl iI iD the ...... __ • tIiIt.to 
say, the. F~ther is in ~ cent~ the Son is in the ... --. _die IIaIy 
Ghost IS In the equably of the relation belwCUI paiDt ..... ill ( If • 

The movement or emanation passing from the ceatcrtotheooda .. ,' I 

an image that frequently recurs with him mel is c:IoseIy o."w: ltd to the 
Neoplatonists (especially Plotinus)-is for him the SfIIIboI of aeatitm, 
while the curved outer surface itself is supposed to lepeseod the etema1 
Being of Cod. One naturally links the former with exbooenioo mel the 
latter with introversion. In his later writings (., 5, 7), Kepler taRs us ODe 

step farther down in the hierarchical order of his universe, passing. that is, 
from the ideas in the mind of the Godhead to the corporeal world. Here the 
heavenly bodies, with the sun as the central point, are for him a realization 
of the ideal, spherical image of the Trinity, though less perfect than it. "The 
sun in the center, as the source of light and warmth and accordingly of Iik, 
seems to him especially suited to represent God the Father. Kepler's view of 
this correspondence between the sun with its surrounding planets and his 
abstract spherical picture of the Trinity is regarded as primary. Because he 
looks at the sun and the planets with this archetypal image in the back
ground, he believes with religious fervor in the heliocentric system. This 
heliocentric belief impels him to search for the true laws of the proportion 
of planetary motion as the true expression of the beauty of creation. 

In view of Kepler's conAict with Fludd-the representative of traditional 
alchemy-it is important that Kepler's symbol-<>f a type designated by 
lung as a mandala because of its spherical fOrrD-eontain no hint of the 
number four or quaternity. Perhaps this is due to the lack of a symbolism of 
time in Kepler's spherical picture. Movement in a straight line, directed 
away from the center, is the only kind contained in Kepler's symbol, and 
insofar as this movement is caught up by the outer surface of the sphere, the 
symbol can be termed static. Since the Trinity had never been represented 
in this way before Kepler, and since he stands at the threshold of the scien
tific age, one is tempted to assume that Kepler's "mandala" symbolizes a 
way of thinking or a psychological attitude, far transcending Kepler's person 
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in significance, produced that natural science which we toe., Cllil '!I_"'~' 
From within an inner center, the psyche seems to move outwud, 
sense of an extroversion, into the physical world in which, by definitioa, 
everything that occurs is automatic, so that the mind, in itself in a state of 
rest, embraces this physical world, as it were, with its ideas. 

The next step in Kepler's hierarchical arrangement of the cosmo. involves 
the individual souls. What he understands by individual lOuis are not just 
human souls but, employing Paracelsus's concept of the "Archaeus," the 
souls of the planets as well. The earth having lost its special position for the 
Copernicans, Kepler feels bound to assign a soul to it, the ani"", twa •. This 
anima terrae is also a formative power (faeu/tas formatrix) in the earth's 
interior and in Kepler's view is responsible for meteoric phenomena. For 
Keple~ the individual soul, as an image of God, is partly a point and partly 
a circle: anima est punctum qualitativum. In the original essay, which func
tions of the soul are attributed to the central point and which to the periph
eral circle is explained in quotations from Harmonic .. mundi. Connected to 
this conception of the soul as both point and circle are Kepler's special views 
on astrology (d. esp. 5). According to him, the justification for astrology lies 
in the ability of the individual soul to react-with the help of the in.tinc
tus-to certain hannonious proportions that correspond to specific rational 
divisions of the circle. As with the perception of euphony in music, the soul 
is said to have a similar specific ability to react to the harmonious propor
tions of the angles that the rays of starlight, striking the earth, form with 
each other. Kepler seeks to link astrology to optical resonance effects, along 
the lines of scientific causal thinking. This resonance is based on the fact 
that, according to him, the soul knows about the harmonious proportions 
because, by virtue of its circular form, it is an image of God (', 5, 7)' In Kep
ler's view, astrological effects are caused not by the celestial bodies but 
rather by the individual souls with their specifically selective ability to react 
to certain proportions. Since this power of reacting, on the one hand, re
ceives influences from the corporeal world and, on the other hand, is based 
on the image relation to God, these individual souls (the anima terrae and 
the anima hom in i.) become for Kepler essential exponents of cosmic har
mony (harmonia mundi) . 

Kepler's views on cosmic harmony were incompatible with the point of 
view of the respected physician and Rosicrucian Robert Fludd of Oxford, 
who, as the representative of traditional alchemical philosophy, published 
a vehement polemic against Kepler's Harmonia mundi .1 The intellectual 
'counterworld" with which Kepler here clashed is an archaistic-magical 

I The relevant writings by Fludd. Di.cur,u. onolyticu. and Replicatio, which was his reply 
to Kepler'. Apolog;G, were unfortunately not available to the author in the original. But the 
publiJher of Kepler's collected works added to his Apologia several quotations by Mudd. 
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'IWO LI!C'nJUS BY PAUU 

in • ...,.my 01 bannnubtioo (Wdltd
... paIar fun,d.n'CUtai priDcipIes: 

above, ad IDIlter, II the cIadt 
...... _nd' I witIa cuct .,mmeby. &om 

*iliel .. W ....... " .... ItiGII.theinl',f.!etriaitaianGocl, 
who meal. himMIf in it A. I' II.,., .... CID lid I thae paIar 
oppoaitea: From ~ the ..... iII"l 't .... 1IpIIIId &om the earth 
like a tree, the matter 1IIcomiag finer .... the tGp; althe -lime, the 
fonnal pymnid grows dowu_d with ill IpCIl CID the .... eucdy minur
ing the material pyramid, In the middle, the ..-. 01 the Am. when: thae 
opposing principia just counterbahmce each other, thae it ..... " t oed in 
the mystery of the chymical wedding the ;nf- toI4tiI, which;. aI the _ 
time the liberated world 10111. In agreemeut with old Pythajp_ ideal, 
Fludd evolves from the proportions of the parta of thae pyramidI the COl

mic music, in which the foDowing simple III1IIicaI intenala play the cbid 
part: 

Disdiapason = Double octave Proportio qruJdruplll ..,. 
Diapason = Octave Proportio du",., 2:l 
Diapente = Fifth Proportio 'nqui,Jltera 3:2 
Diatessaron = Fourth Proportio anquitntia 4'3 

This is illustrated by several figures . 
Fludd seems to have attacked Kepler so fiercely because he felt that des 

spite their common starting point 01 similar archetypal concepts, Kepler was 
the child of a spirit that represented a serious threat to Fludd's own archais-
tic mystery world. Whereas for Kepler only that which is capable of quanlis 
tative, mathematical prool belongs to objective science, for Fludd nothing 
can have objective meaning unless it is directly connected to alchemical or 
Rosicrucian mysteries. This is why he dismisses as 'sedimentary substance" 
the quantities represented in Kepler's geometrical diagrams and aanoM' 
edges only his own hieroglyphic figures (picturae, aenigrrulla) as the true 
symbolical expressions of the "inner nature" of cosmic harmony. He also 
criticizes Kepler lor having shifted cosmic harmony too much into the sulr 
ject, thus taking it out of the physical world instead of leaving it in the 
anima mundi, dormant in the matter. Kepler, by way of contrast, represents 
the modem point of view that the soul is a part of nature. 

Generally, one has the impression that Fludd was always in the wrong 
when he let himself be drawn into a discussion concerning astronomy or 
physics . Yet the polemic between Fludd and Kepler is still of significance to 

2 Co.mi Maiori. ,eilic.t et Mitiori. Mdaphysiea, Phy,ica Cltque TcchniCd HidoriCd, lSt eeln.. 
Oppenheim, 1611. 
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modem man. An important pointer is to be found in JIIucId'. 
Kepler that ·you force me to defenc! the dignity of the quatemity" 
tJd defmdtJm dignittJtem qutJtmltJrii) . For modem man, this is. 
completeness of experience, which is not possible within the scientificj 
method of observation and which the archaic point of view, which also 
strives to express the emotions and feeling-toned values of the soul with ita 
symbolic images, has over the scientific point of view. 

At the end of the essay, an attempt is made to bring this seventeenth
century problem into association with the generally felt wish today for a 
greater unification of our world view. There is an initial proposal to recog
nize the significance of the scientific stage of knowledge for the develop
ment of scientific ideas by supplementing the investigation of this scientific 
knowledge [Erkenntnis nach aussen] with an investigation directed inward 
[Erkenntnis nach innen]. The former process is devoted to adapting our 
knowledge to external objects; the latter should bring to light the archetypal 
images used in the creation of our scientific concepts. Only by combining 
both these directions of research may complete understanding be obtained. 

It is then pointed out that though we now have natural sciences, we no 
longer have a scientific picture of the world [Weltbild]. This very circum
stance, however, should make it easier to move toward a unified concept of 
the entire cosmos [Gesamtweltbilcl], of which the natural sciences are only 
a part. Modem quantum physics has come closer to the quaternary point of 
view, which was so violently opposed to the natural science that was germi
nating in the '']1:h century, to the extent that it takes into greater consider
ation the role of the observer in physics than is the case in classical physics. 
Unlike the "released observer" of the latte~ the former postulates an uncon
trollable interaction between the observer or the means of observation and 
the system observed with every process of measurement, and invalidates the 
deterministic conception of the phenomena assumed in classical physics; 
the series of events taking place according to predetermined rules is inter
rupted by the selective observation, which-as an essentially nonautomatic 
occurrence, according to the point of view of modem physics-may be com
pared to a creation in the microcosm or even to a transmutation [Wand
lung], albeit with unpredictable results. 

Not only alchemy but also the heliocentric idea furnishes instructive ex
amples of the problem as to how the process of knowing is connected with 
the religious experience of transmutation undergone by him who acquires 
knowledge [Wandlungserlebnis de. Erkennenden]; it transcends natural sci
ence and can be comprehended only through symbols, which both express 
the emotional, feeling aspect of the experience and stand in vital relation
ship to the sum total of contemporary knowledge and the actual process 
of cognition . Precisely because in our times the possibility of such sym
bolism has become an alien idea, it may be considered especially interesting 
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I~=::'to which the concepb of what is now called c1alSi
were foreign, but which permits us to prove the 

Qf ,1.,mbok that had simuItaneowIy a religious and a scientific 
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Pauli's Observations on Cosmic Rays 

[Handwritten note from Pauli, undated] 

OBSERVATIONS ON "COSMIC RAYS" AS DREAM SYMBOL. 

I have long been familiar (U-15 years) with dreams in which other physicists 
(usually experts in the field of cosmic rays) conduct experiments with these 
rays (reBection, dispersion of rays, and similar things) . Frequently, the rays 
are described as "dangerous; in that they can all cause "bum wounds" (like 
radioactive rays) . As a protection against this, the physicists in the dreams 
indicate "asbestos sheets" (to insulate the body) or a "spin factor" (spin 
meaning "rotating on its own axis"; "spin factor" here being similar in mean
ing to "circum-ambulatio"). 

The "cosmic rays" in the dreams are not the real cosmic rays of physics. 
They are actually suprapersonal (archetypal) contents but not yet made 
more specific. The dreams under consideration seem to correspond to a 
relatively early stage of the confrontation of consciousness with other-as 
yet unknown-contents of this kind. 

Let me give one example. It contains a very favorable indication
namely, the "fine structure" of the second line. What this does is to indi
cate the beginning of an assimilation of an unconscious content into 
consciousness. 

Example: Dream 7 October 1949 

"The physicist H. is present and says that his father is conducting experi
ments with cosmic rays. They will be made visible by having objects put in 
their way as obstacles. My wife and I are looking on. Lines appear on a 
photographic plate, more or less like this: 

II • 

My wife says that she finds it very interesting." 
Comment (made at the time): It is as if "contents" had been sent to me 

but ricochet off me (scattering), possibly to reappear elsewhere. 
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Note by Jung OD! 

Synchronicity is a neccsmy conseq_ of the COMept of the aeLdhilJ of 
time: The modem concept of Mcomplementaally of -.._ tiIae" .... 
mulates a reciprocal dependence liIre the "complemeatarity of the __ 
scious and consciousness.· What that means m geaenI ten. II that the 
One replaces the Othe~ with both the One and the Other 1('1 "iii •• 
("transcendental") Being. Events are never independent of time, and tiIae 
is never independent of events, as a consequence of which not oaIr is the 
time determined by the event, but the latter is also determined by the b
mer. A "precisely \mown energy value" is paired with "a wmpIetdy un
known temporal progress" and vice versa. (Letter from Prof. W. l'IouIi) 10 
the one case, an amount of energy is precisely detennined at the: expense of 
the time measurement; in the other case, the time at the expense of the: 
energy measurement. Energy and time are aspects and hence factors of an 
observed event; in other words, both are principia exp/icandi, although nei
ther one can be replaced by the other, and both have quantity. Every physi
cal event can be observed from the standpoint of energy on the one band, 
and from that of time on the other. What is most fruitful for the observa
tion of psychic processes is the physical field theory, "within which every 
change at every point involves a change at all the others." These changes are 
released by "field forces" working a distance (K. W Bash: Gestaltgesetze der 
Jung'schen Typologie und Funktionslehre [Gestalt Laws in Jungian Typo
logy and Functions Teachings]. Lecture, Univ. Amsterdam, 1947)·' 

• Handwritten and previously unpublished. 
t Kenover W Bash (1913- 1986), Extraordinariu$ Professor of Psychiatry, University of Bern. 

Lecture published in SchweilfJri,ehc Z.itschri(t fur Psychologi' under the title "Gestalt, Symbol 
und Archetypus." 
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Correspondence between Pauli and the 
C. G. Jung Institute 

[The following three letters record Pauli's persistent demand for a more 
academic approach to psychology.] 

[1] Prof Dr. W Pauli 
Zollikon-Zurich, 22 July 1956 Bergstrasse 35 

[Typewritten carbon copy] 

To the President of the C. C. Jung Institute, 
for the attention of the Curatorium 

Dear Mr. President, 

[n recent years, [ have noted with grave concern that the scientific ap
proach is becoming increasingly neglected in matters relating to the C. C. 
Jung Institute and the activities of its members. As the scientific patron of 
the Institute, [ thus regard it as my duty to draw attention to the standpoint 
of the science., and [ must therefore officially request certain information 
from you as President. [t is clear to me that in addition to the scientific 
aspect of psychology, there is also a humanistic one, but [ do not see it as my 
duty to defend that. [n this connection, [ should like to point out that psy
chology always used to be counted as one of the humanistic sciences, but it 
was precisely C. C. Jung himself who emphasized the scientific nature of his 
ideas, and it was through his works that the way was paved for an integration 
of the psychology of the unconscious into the natural sciences. [t is my 
opinion that the progress that has been made in this respect is being seri
ously jeopardized by the administration of the C . C. Jung Institute. 

There is, for example, the question of the way the success of the academic 
teaching of the President is evaluated. To my amazement, [ noted that here 
the formal-arithmetical criterion of the number of students is a serious factor, 
regardless of the demands made on the students by the teaching staff. Such 
an absurd notion should be rectified immediately-no matter who does it. 
For every natural scientist or mathematician, it goes without saying that the 
only meaningful criterion for judging the success of a teaching assignment 
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COUE8POHDI!NCE 

who aperieDce it. I,hould there
wIIic6 ", 'JOUf"'" """'you CdJI quote 

fII ~ IIfJIII1 tM ~ 
_1j1b here, since they aJe not 

~::~r: ,.:~ lba _nult thiD E'lH.l It~ be of)lllticular inteJat 
fA the lie 111)' __ ,uu------I faurimtifiewod: 
that you cia nat have time to Il8I1)' oat ,.,...... 

Another question rden to the ..... ial .11111011 JeWlI of die ,.,.. 
therapeutic practice. Thi. iJ wIleR thae • die .. "ed ... tt.t the 
practice might degenerate into a completely...... Dtilir _.qurbeIt .,... 
tern, dominated by the form;d-4ritlmMtit: JHiocit* (with 1* iii., fadon 
involved), using the time available ta deal with lII'"pt 1IuuuF-.... a 
number of patients as possible with as little thought iapat II JIIMIihIe It 
used to be necessary for the therapist to have to JHfl 011 hit tIrintiug C8p if 
he was making only slow progress with patients. Today, that iJ hanDy _ 
sary, since with the modem assembly-line system the doctOl' can well afbd 
to dispose of patients at short notice if they threaten to make him think tao 
much . As a result of the fact that doctors are in such great demand, the 
individual personality of the doctor is being replaced more and mOle by • 
sort of collective group consciou.ne.s among therapi.tr. In my eaperience 
(insofar as such a thing is possible with therapists outside the consulting 
room), this is an egocentric attitude of the doctor to "his"-<>r "our"
relationship to the patient and to his (the doctor's) complete alienation with 
regard to the normal natural products of the unconscious (dreams, fantasies. 
etc.) that do not occur in "his" relationship. But it is precisely the scientific 
investigation of such matters that should form the basis for the perception 
of disturbances in the normal process of these phenomena in neuroses and 
other pathological cases. 

By completely neglecting this normal sphere in modem people (I am not 
talking now about fairy tales, myths, history of religion, etc.) the C. C. lung 
Institute is fostering the gradual total elimination of the scientific cbaracter 
of the psychological ideas of C. C. lung in the actual psychotherapeutic 
practice, thus giving it the unscientific character of an assembly-line indus
try. I therefore ask the question-with a request for information-as to 
what measures the C. G. lung Institute is thinking of taking in order-at least 
with its members-to combat the general abuses and deplorable state of af
fairs of a".lytical practice at the moment. 

And this leads me on to another specific question. In his writings, C. C. 
lung repeatedly stipulated that the doctor himself had to undergo analysis. So 
I am also requesting information as to what measures the C. G. /ung Institute 
is thinking of taking to ensure that its members (including the President) 
comply with this stipulation when Prof. lung is enjoying a well-earned rellre
ment and can no longer take ol'er these functions . 
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In this connection, I should like to propose that the __ mr wUtiW 
become the stereotype response of analysts, "Nothing comes to mincl," 
should be sought with the analyst himself, in accordance with the diagnoItic 
methods of C. G. Jung's Association Experiment. This would lead to sur
prising discoveries about the analysts and their psychic state and would also 
mean that this convenient response would be made less often and less 
promptly by the ladies and gentlemen in question. 

I would be perfectly capable of turning all this into a lengthy treatise, but 
I assume that nobody would find time to read it. 

Mr. President, I demand that you bring this note to the attention of all 
the members of the Curatorium as a vote of no-con/idence from the scientific 
/><Itron again.t the administration of the C. C. Jung Institute, and I expect an 
official reply from them at the beginning of the winter semester. 

[2J W Pauli 

Yours respectfully, [signed] W PAULI 

Physics Institute of the ETH Zurich, 
Zurich, 7/6, 6 Aug. 1956. 

[Typewritten carbon copy] 

For the attention of the Curatorium of the C. G. Jung Institute 

Dear Frau Dr. Frey-Rohn,' 

I am pleased that your letter has triggered a discussion, although it re
mains to be seen what tbe outcome will be. I cannot draw up a detailed 
memorandum, but I would like to take this opportunity to add a few expla
nations and further comments to what I wrote in my last letter. I propose 
that you then think the whole matter over and that on my return from 
Italy-not before the middle of September-we pursue the discussion in 
person, if possible in the presence of Dr. Meier (and others, if you so wish) . 

1. I made no reference to facts because I am not interested in making 
myself the center of attention. And I also regard my proposals (analysis of 
the analysts themselves) and my inquiries as more important than my ideas 
about psychotherapists, which must, of necessity, be based on the observa
tion of a small number of people; unfortunately, I do not have at my dis
posal statistical observation material regarding the mental state and the 
conduct of a large number of analysts. 

My letter is the outcome of a lengthy period of reAection and was not a 

• Uliane Frey~Rohn was an ea rly member of Jung'. circle and an analytical psychologi$1 in 
Zurich; she was the author of Von Fr~ud zu lung (1m) (trans. From Freud to lung [1974)) and 
Friedrich Nietz.che: A Psychological Approach to Hi. Lire and Work (1«)88) , 
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111'111_ to II "group COIIICioumm of the paycoo. 
~r:~::.:::= ".,mon in the study of UDCOD-
ill """ "NUl d I .. for them in patieab. Con-

~"~IUI •. ,til., ..... * I, .......... doa DOt Itop at the 
... -., ... ialtitutellut -ny. $ •• toall,.....m"n&!laoo the 

puma. The....,. (be .,. ___ )..., • ., bald the view 
thoU}';" attitude is neither 'If oWe of _ ill Mtd • .., lIIII)ucL ~ 
can,ofcoune, deny aD this, lIutthatwill ......... the ... ' ... je\ $ .. 

upon me.) It looks to me \He the _.BipIIIIIlC .............. in 
tum i, the price to be paid for thit IIICII!GpOIJ ,......_ 

Products of the ullCOllJCious, IIICh ............ tI $ ""'lIy _ 
Iysts only in the cases of people who ... uucIeJ&viu& -'JIiL llat thit ,. 
supposes what the physicist dacribes II _ -.,01,",_"" -.' Ik ..... 
repeated assertion that the examination of cLams of people who ... aeitt. 
analysts nor in analysis i. fundamentaDy imposa'b\e for.... '5*"" pur
poses-not only at the C. G. lung Institute but anywbae in the world in the 
zoth century-has naturally shocked me. For. as a scientist, 1_ ftI)' iater
ested in learning what people dream about, what archetypes crop up and 10 

on when the analyzing ladies and gentlemen do not intenene. 'They sbouId 
have nondoctors trained for this! It has been my experieuce that the IIII8Iyst, 
if asked any question about such an uninlluenced product, wi1I ray in • 
minute or even less, "Nothing comes to mind: and not bother to gM: it any 
more thought. There is no way I can check whether they react to patients in 
the same way, but I assume that is the case with all those who are anxious 
not to overwork their thinking apparatus. 

This trivial reason or any other fonn of intellectual unacceptability is by 
no means necessarily the only or the most ellective reason. In such a case, 
my suspicion, speaking as a scientist, is that with the analyst (who may well 
see himself as a major or minor avenging god) there is a ~.ilfance to th. 
question (which he or she will, of course, vehemently deny, has "never 
seen," etc., etc.) For this reason, I have proposed the Jungian Association 
Experiment-with diagnostic evaluation-as a means of analyzing the ana
lyst and must absolutely insist on this proposal. My impression is that the 
ladies and gentlemen conducting analysis have got completely out of con
trol. Or perhaps you can tell me who controls them? 

1 should like to refer once again to the necessity of training students who are 
in a position to conduct independent, scientific investigations (for nonmed
ical purposes) by applying the psychology of the unconscious. Analytical 

I I am well aware that there arc examinations of dreams by medicine mcn and $0 on. But this 
certainly does not render the knowledge of dreams of modem nonanalyz.ing and nonanalyzed 
people superfluous. 
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psychology must first produce evidence that it Cdn 6. f4vBht not jut *" 
healing art but also as a theoretical seiene., inde(Jendent of the miten« Of 
individual, possibly unique genius.s such tU C. c. luns. 

I am fully aware 01 the lact that there are several ways of being auccenful 
in lile,2 but as regards academic teaching success, I simply do not know of 
any criterion other than that 01 producing students who can work indepen
dently. This criterion is by no means directed at the person 01 Dr. Meier but 
in my opinion applies to everybody. 

One method 01 being successful without any personal scientific achieve
ment, and taking care not to overwork one's thinking apparatus, is also the 
business and organizational activity 01 the President 01 the C. C. lung Insti
tute in Egypt. As regards the question 01 the importance 01 the Codex 
lound there, I freely admit my total incompetence but am happy to accept 
the judgment 01 the experts on language and religious history, and I am 
pleased if Dr. Meier has proved to be 01 use to them. 

But what we are talking about here is an institute lor psychology, and 
therefore I should like to propose that lor one of the nonmedical investiga
tions that I have indicated as desirable, a student 01 Dr. Meier should pro
duce a work on the application of lungian psychology to the interpretation of 
the tert of the new "Evangelium veritatis". What I have in mind is something 
on the level of a doctoral thesis, seeing that Prof. lung has already published 
a great deal on Cnosis in general. This would at least alleviate the ellect 01 
the way the administration at the C. C. lung Institute gives priority to the 
humanities over natural sciences, in that the psychological approach to a 
historical text would also bring it closer to the natural scientist. It is time 
there was evidence that Prof lung himself is not the only one capable of 
writing such psychological commentaries, particularly since he has carried 
out the necessary preliminary work in this field. 

Or will the psychologists and analysts 01 the C. C . lung Institute also 
react to the Codex lound in Egypt by saying that "nothing comes to mind"? 
I shan be leaving shortly and unfortunately will not be able to spend any 
more time on this matter belore I go, but I hope there will be an opportu
nity to talk this situation over in September or October. Anyone out to do 
so can of course come up with a hundred reasons as to why my proposals are 
not feasible, but the punctum BalienB is that where there is a will , there is 
also a way! 

With best wishes, also to Dr. Meier, [W PAULl] 

1 J also know that there are Iirst-eJan research scholars who are not interested in teaching. 
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COIlJU!SPONDI!NCE 

ZoQilm-7.ericIa Be'pbaae 35 'une 1, um 
[Handwritten I 

I am pIeued to haw: IanI &vm JIIIl-apia, and I_you that the 
coatenb of your letter will be _ With •• _ Ie.ttiuu" ..•. 

However, 1ODl& time IIOUJId the end of ApPI, MIl. Jacubi _" .. oed me in 
the course of a telephone COIlmlltiOD that thD quertiDa '" the Zwdocr 
material was a private matter between you IIIIIIIIJIflIf' _ the CwadOIiWD 

"lcnows nothing about it" -despiw that iDMIin&' It u quite dar that the 
C. G. ,ung Institute dill (aj" to fU/IIIOrf my ocientilic encIeavun. I CIIIJJIIOI 
say that I am surprised by thisl (My impiUlion is that law limply being 
used.) Ever since that telephone conversation, I haw: hid no fwtber c:uatact 
with the Curatorium. Nor have I heard whether anything wiIIane of my 
idea of a lecture at the C .G., . Institute by van der Waetdeo un the histuIy 
of astrology (you will recall that that was something else I brought up ad that 
meeting) .... 

I can fully appreciate the fact that your resignation as member of the 
Curatorium will in no way affect 'yow connection with AnaIytic:aI Psych0l
ogy" (since in mathematical terms Analyt. Psychology * C.G.,. lost.). May 
your hope that you will be able to do more for '.'5 psychology be .eaIized. 
11,at will also depend on whether there is any change in my rather critic8l 
attitude toward your psychological skills (of which you are not unaware). 

Thank you for informing me (by means of a copy of your letter to 0.: 
Riklin) about the changes made by the Curatorium in the wi/inc of the 
"Studies from the C .G., . Inst." As long as I am a patron 01 the Institute I 
shall not fail to keep a crilical eye on the publications brought out under the 
new editorship. 

Yours faithfully, With best wishes, W PAUll 

1 This is the exact oppos ite of what I wantedl 
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Articles on Parity Violation from 
The New York Times, January 16, 1957' 

"BASIC CONCEPT IN PHYSICS IS REPORTED UPSET IN TESTS" 

CONSERVATION OF PARrIY LAw IN NUCLEAR THEORY CHALLENGED BY 

SCIENTISTS AT COLUMBIA AND PRINCETON INSTITUTE 

By Harold M. Schmeck, Jr. 

Experiments shattering a fundamental concept of nuclear physics were re
ported yesterday by Columbia University. 

The concept, called the "principle of conservation of parity: has been 
accepted for thirty years. It must now be discarded, according to the Colum
bia scientists. 

The principle of parity states that two sets of phenomena, one of which 
is an exact mirror of the other, behave in an identical fashion except for the 
mirror image effect. 

The principle might be explained in this way: 
Assume that one motion picture camera is photographing a given set of 

actions and that another camera simultaneously is photographing the same 
set of actions as reRected in the mirror. 

If the two films are later screened, a viewer would have no way, according 
to the principle of parity, of telling which of the two was the mirror image. 
The recently completed experiments indicate that there is a way of deter
mining which of the two images is the mirror image. 

In communicating with people in an intelligent civilization on another 
world, the Columbia Report explained, it would be impossible, with the 
principle of parity in effect, to tell whether or not they and we meant the 
same thing by right-handed and left-handed . TI,is could be true and still 
the basic physical laws in both worlds would behave exactly alike. The re
cent experiments indicate that this is not the case for weak interactions of 
sub-atomic particles . 

• The New Yor. Time •. vol. 106, no. 36,152, pp. 1, %4. 
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AIlTICLIS ON 'ARm VIOLATION 

~~~ iIIiI jiiiaw:ipe originated with two thecmicaI 
Lee of Cc*mbia aad Ik Chen NiDg \'aug of the 

Study- I'd dllll, N.J. Tbcy ~ certain cle
m ,.,. GIl the IIIbject: " .. Fuity Coaaened in Weal: 

TIle pnenDy IChjAed belief, wIIieh .... beea. part of aacIar phJsica 
siDce JCp5, was that parity IhouIcI be _ted. 

'IWo seh of experiments .".-ted by the two eL.ntJ __ that this 
parity was not c:muervecI. A team of four Columbia .. ,1itiIb in ,.11" DOa

tion with a member of the Institute for AdvmcecI Study aad • fc8D at the 
National Bureau of Standards carried out the WIlli. 

The meeting that released the resuIta of the apesiuwllb was held at 
1 P.M. yesterday in Columbia's Pupin Physics Labolaloty at IIIjtb Sheet aad 
Broadway. The chamoan of the meeting was Ik L I. Rabi, CaIambia', 
Nobel Prize-winning physicist. 

"In a certain sense,' Dr. Rabi commented on the daelopmmt. ". rather 
complete theoretical structure has been shattered at the base and we _ DOt 
sure how the pieces will be put back togetheL· 

Physicists present at the meeting indicated that it might tale a long time 
to evolve a new concept on the basis of the recently achievecl resuIta. ODe 
scientist said that the nuclear physics, in a sense had been hattering for yean 
at a closed door only to find that it is not a door at all but alikeness of a door 
painted on the wall. Now science is at least in a position to hunt for the true 
door again. he observed. 

K Mesons Led to Doubts 

The Columbia theorists were led to doubt the principle of parity because, 
during the last few years, phenomena had been described in high energy 
physics that could not be explained by existing theories. This was par
ticularly true of the patterns by which certain sub-atomic particles called 
K mesons decayed. Nobody was able to formulate a theory to account for 
both of the two methods of decay that followed . 

Dr. Lee and Dr. Yang suggested that perhaps it would be necessary to give 
up the principle of parity to gain an explanation of the sub-atomic inter· 
actions. They found that certain experiments dealing with particles better 
known than the K mesons could resolve the puzzle. 

One set of experiments, done in a low temperature physics laboratory 
of the Bureau of Standards, showed that disintegrating nuclei of radlD
active Cobalt 60 exhibited a specific "handedness," or spin in a given 

direction. 
The other set of experiments dealt with the decay patterns of pi mesons. 

These are sub-atomic particles that are better understood than the K 
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mesons. The pi mesons are believed to be I.y mJpoIIIlibW"~ 
that holds atomic nuclei together. 

The disintegration pattern of the pi mesons also showed • detIlldW :<! 
"handedness .• 

Scientists contributing to the work in addition to Dr. Lee and Dr. Yana 
are listed by Columbia as Dr. Ernest Ambler, Bureau of Standards; Dr. Rich
ard L. Garwin of Columbia's Watson Scienti6c Laboratory; D. D. Hoppes, 
physicist of the Bureau of Standards; Associate Prof. Leon M. Lederman of 
Columbia and Associate Prof. Chien Shiung Wu of Columbia. 

-rnxr OF THE COLUMBIA REPORT ON 

PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS' 

Following Is the Text of the Columbia Report on Physics Research Released 
Yesterday: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Department of Physics of Columbia University announces a develop
ment of very profound importance uncovered in very recent experiments in 
the subject of the physics of elementary particles. These experiments are: 

(I) The beta-decay of oriented nuclei-Prof. C. S. Wu of Columbia Uni
versity in collaboration with Ernest Ambler. R. W. Hayward, D. D. 
Hoppes and R. I' Hudson of the National Bureau of Standards. 

(2) The angular asymmetry in electron decay of mu mesons-Dr. Rich
ard I. Garwin, Prof. Leon M. Lederman and Mr. Marcel Weinrich of 
Columbia University. (Note: Dr. Garwin is also a senior staff member 
of the I.B.M. [Intemational Business Machines] Watson Scientific 
Laboratory of Columbia.) 

II. SIGNIFICANCE 

Both of the above experiments (described in more detail below) were sug
gested by two theoretical physicists, Prof. T. D. Lee of Columbia Univer
sity and Prof. C. N. Yang of the Institute of Advanced Study, Princeton, 
N.J. The first of a series of three papers on the subject was entitled "Is Par
ity Conserved in Weak Interactions?" The experiments designed to answer 
the question give a decisive answer-parity is not conserved-thus destroy
ing one of the basic laws built into all physical theories of the past thirty 
years. 
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A&'l'ICLI!8 ON .AIm VIOlATION 

_ II oun do-« .... 
banded and right-handed 
cations of this idea, in the 
absolute, universal sense to "Hanolecllaeti!"" 
physics are perfectly g~ if his deliailisa 
a left-hand screw and right-hand -. 

The statement that the two worlds, one baed upon. 1eft-bmdal1JllleDt 
and one based upon a right-handed system. have the _ .... m,.,... 
known as an "invariance principle; i.e., the laws of phyIics _ ... to .. 
invariant and unchanged, if the right-hand and the left-handconoeatiw_ 
interchanged. The interchange is a reRection in the sense that • IIIimIr 
image is a reRection in the plane of a mirror. Physicists Jder to this !e

Rection as a "parity operation." The Principle of Invariance to JIeIIrctiou 
or to Parity Operation has been built into physical theories since I9IS 
and serves as a severe restriction on the types of laws predicted by those 
theories. It is this principle which has been destroyed by the recent Colum
bia experiments. 

The main reason for this is that it has been discovered that elementary 
particles-neutrinos and mesons-possess a "'handedness" as an intrinsic 
property. One must now speak of a left or right-handed neutrino, for ex
ample. More precisely, these particles must now be considered to possess, in 
addition to charge, mass, spin, etc. -properties analogues to a screw-that 
is , a favored rotation (spin) and an advance along the axis of rotation, either 
in the right-handed or the left-handed manner. Another way of describing 
the situation is to compare an elementary (spinning) particle with a spin
ning bullet. If the shape of the bullet were a perfect cylinder, there would be 
no screw defined, or no "handedness: since the two ends of the bullet are 
identical. 

The new concept of particles is now in analogy with a normal bullet 
(pointed nose) which differentiates one end of the spin from the other. 
Particles which "point" in one direction relative to the sense of rotation are 
called right-handed, etc. The fact that such particles exist on this world 
and On the other world now permits an absolute identification of right and 
left hand between the two worlds, in violent disagreement with previous 
concepts . No theory which has included the parity idea would have been 
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successful. These experiments bn1liantly proposed by Lee 1IJIC11l"~~ 
least open the way to a correct and unifying theory of e1~~~::~=~ 
Lee and Yang also point out that the OIIer-all symmetry of the 
still be preserved by assuming that if our galaxy is essentially 1~~::~ 
some distant galaxy may be in tum left-handed. It may be that I 
distant galaxy is identical to the hypothetical anti-matter, now a subject of 
intense speculation. This would represent an enormous simplification in 
our theoretical attack on the structure of the universe. 

Ill. THEORETICAL BAcKcRoUND 

The proposal that the parity law may not be true was made by Lee and Yang 
last summer. This was in an attempt to reconcile data obtained with the 
super-atom smashers, the Brookhaven Cosmotron and the Berkeley Breva
tron. The data consisted of the study of the properties of unstable K 
mesons, particles which were only recently discovered (1952-53) . One aspect 
of K meson disintegration seemed to violate the parity law. So deeply rooted 
was this law, that the entire world of physics was completely bafHed by the 
K meson puzzle, the general feeling being that the K mesons, being newly 
discovered, were just not well enough understood. Lee and Yang boldly 
made the break and, in their historic paper, they re-examine the conse
quences of removing the parity law for radioactive disintegration of nuclei 
and particles. They found, to their surprise, that none of the existing data 
would be in contradiction and that certain crucial experiments, dealing with 
more well-known particles, would give decisive answers. 

Iv. THE ExPERIMENT ORIENTED NUCLEI 

To detect the "handedness of particles, the radioactive nucleus Cobalt 60 
was cooled to a temperature of 0.010 above absolute zero [-273-1 Centi
grade] . At this temperature, all thermal motions are reduced to extremely 
small values. The application of a magnetic field will cause most of the 
cobalt nuclei, which are known to be spinning[,] to align themselves, like 
small magnets, parallel to the applied magnetic field . The radioactive cobalt 
nuclei disintegrate, giving off electrons. The crucial point is the compari
son of the number of electrons emitted along the direction of spin to the 
number going in the opposite direction. The very fact that these numbers 
are different indicates the favoring of a direction associated with the spin, 
that is, a "handedness· in the sense of a screw. Moreover, the magnitude of 
the difference was sufficiently large to indicate a violation of charge conju
gation invariance. 

The technical aspects were quite difficult. At the request of and in collab-
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LowTcmper-

in 

be 

In this experiment two parity \IioIatiaas -:-:!;r:::r::: 
tion of ·charge-conjugation-itmriaucc.- It _ 

familiar pi meson (well !mown since 1947 mel _.~m.~~:~::;: 
responsible for the force that holds nudei tapther) 
meson and a neutrino the mu meson always spim in the die .i. of .. 
motion. Here again, the mu advances as ifit_ ascnwmddemo .... FI ... 

the parity-violating "handedness.' The alignment of mu spina _ ..... '_ 
by counting the end products of the radioactive mu meson decay. md e1ec
trons which were found to favor one direction of spin of the parent DIU 

meson over the other, in their direction of emission. 
As a by-product of this experiment, the strength of the small "magoet

carried by the mu meson (called a magnetic moment) was rneasumI to a 
precision of 5 per cent. Magnetic moments of electrons are !mown to preci
sions of 0.005 per cent (P Kusch, Nobel prize) but the number of particles 
available is 10", whereas in this experiment less than 50,000 particles_ 
counted. Oriented mu mesons are extremely sensitive to weak magnetic 
fields and this technique will prove a powerful tool in probing the magnetic 
fields inside nuclei and atoms between atoms. 

The latter experiment was carried out at Columbia's Nevis Cyclotron 
Laboratories in Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y., operated under the joint pro
gram of the Office 01 Naval Research and the Atomic Energy Commission. 

Personae 

Tsung Dao Lee, Prolessor 01 Physics, Columbia University. 
Chen Ning Yang, Prolessor 01 Physics, Institute lor Advanced Study, Prince
ton, N.J. 
Chien Shiung Wu, Associate Prolessor 01 Physics, Columbia University. 
Ernest Ambler, physicist, National Bureau 01 Standards, Washington. 
R. W. Hayward, physicist, National Bureau 01 Standards, Washington. 
D. D. Hoopes, assistant, National Bureau 01 Standards, Washington . 
R. P Hudson, section chief, National Bureau 01 Standards, Washington. 
Leon M. Lederman. Associate Prolessor 01 Physics, Columbia University. 
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Richard L. Garwin, Associate, Columbia Univenity and Mllior*litwilllll 
I.B.M. Watson Scientific Laboratories. 
Marcel Weinrich, graduate research assistant, Columbia Univenit)'. 

m Concept in Phyoia 
1UND Is Reported Upm in T 

THE MEANING OF PARITY 

(MIRROR SYMMETRY) 

The parity law of physics states that for any atomic or nuclear system no new 
physical consequence or law should result from the construction of a new 
system, differing from the original by being a mirror twin. 

Consider Particle" spinning about a direction M'. Now construct or find 
Particle 2, which is chosen to be identical to the mirror image of 1. The parity 
law says that there should be no observable difference between the two 
particles, , and 2, which may be detected by measurements made along 
direction M'. This law permits one to make predictions: suppose 1 is radio
active, disintegrating into electrons. The parity law predicts that equal num-
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now 1I :1IO="f~~~~ 
mirror image L The phylicirit .. 
serving 2 would make one deciIion 
about the relation between the diRe:.
tion of favored electron emiuion and 
the spin sense; the physicist in the 
mirror world would obtain a different 
answer. Parity law would have been 
violated. 

For the past thirty years, the special 
condi tions predicted by the philo
sophically pleasing idea of mirror 
symmetry have borne fruit, consis
tently making successful predictions 
about atomic and nuclear processes. 
However, a general theory of the 
structure of matter eluded us. Then, 
in the new subject of "strange parti
cles," the K-mesons studied at Brook
haven and Berkeley, the first parity 
puzzle appeared. This led to the Lee
Yang proposal. The preferential emis
sion of electrons towards one direc
tion of its spin is the observation that 
disproved the parity law. 
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Facsimiles of the Handwriting of Pauli and lung 

On oppo.ite poge: 1. Unpublished handwritten note by Jung on synchronicity. 

On poge 228: 2 . Extract from a letter from Pauli to his friend C. A. Meier. 
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THI INSTITUTIPOI. ADVANCID STUDY -"111.""" ....... -,, .. _-
"INCITOM ..... ''''"' 

I?./. I • 



[I] lung to Pauli Kftmacht ... , "lb. 
[2] lung to Pauli K6macht ,...,. 
[3] I ung to Pauli K6macht 19 Olask, IIJIJJ 
['I] lung to Pauli Kiimacbt zNou hcrl9J3 
[5] lung to Pauli KUsnacht :as April 19M 
[29] Pauli to lung Ziirich :all ApriIlCJ34 
[6] lung to Pauli Kiisnacht-Ziirich nMayI9M 
[3°] Pauli to lung Ziirich ",May 11)34 
[7] Pauli to lung Ziirich z6 October lCJ34 
[8] lung to Pauli Kusnacht 29 October 11)34 

[9] Pauli to lung Zollikon-Ziirich nlune 1935 
[10] lung to Pauli Kusnacht '" June 1935 
[ n] Pauli to lung Zollikon-Ziirich 4lulP935 
[u] lung to Pauli [Missing] 11 September 1935 

[13] Pauli to lung Princeton • October 1935 

[Enclosure to 13] 
['4] Jung to Pauli Kusnacht '4 October 1935 

[15] lung to Pauli Kusnacht '4 February 1936 

[16] Pauli to Jung Princeton .8 February 1936 

[17] Jung to Pauli Kusnacht 19 May 1936 

[18] Pauli to Jung Zurich 16 June 1936 

[19] lung to Pauli Kusnacht 6 March 1937 

[.0] Pauli to Jung Zurich 3 May 1937 

[21] J ung to Pauli Kusnacht 4 May 1937 

[22] Pauli to Jung Zurich '" May 1937 

[23] Pauli to Jung Zurich 15 October 1938 

[ ",] Jung to Pauli [Missingl 

['51 Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Zurich 30 October 1938 

[.6] Jung to Pauli Kusnacht 3 ovember 1938 
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[~7] Pauli to Jung Ziirich 8N_berJ938 
[~] Pauli to Jung Ziirich 11 January '939 

[3'] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Zilrich 3 June '940 
[~] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Ziirich ~5 and ~ October '<Wi 
[33] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Ziirich ~3 December '947 

[34] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Ziirich ,6 June 1~ 

[35] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Ziirich 7 November 1~ 

[36] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht II June '949 
[37] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Ziirich ,8 June '949 

[38] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Ziirich 4June '950 

[39] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht '0 June '950 
[40] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Ziirich '3 June '950 

[41] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht-Ziirich ,6 June '950 
[41] Pauli to Emma Jung Zollikon-Ziirich 11 October '950 

[43] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht 8 November '950 
[44] Pauli to Emma Jung Zollikon-Ziirich ,6 November '950 

[45] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Ziirich >4 November '950 

['f6] Jung to Pauli Bollingen 30 November '950 
[47] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Ziirich II December '950 
[4B] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht ,8 December '950 
[49] Jung to Pauli Bollingen '3 January '95' 
[50] Pauli to Jung Zollikon-Ziirich , February '95' 
[51] A. Jaff~ to Pauli Kiisnacht '4 March '95

' 
[52] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht '7 March '95' 
[53] Pauli to Jung Ziirich '7 April '95' 
[54] Pauli to A. Jaff~ Ziirich 3 December '95' 
[55] Pauli to Jung Zollikon '7 February '95' 
[56] Pauli to Jung Zollikon '7 May '95' 
[57] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht-Ziirich 20 May '952 
[58] Pauli to Jung Ziirich '7 February '953 
[59] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht 7 March '953 
[60] Pauli to Jung Ziirich 3' March '953 
[6,] Jung to Pauli Ziirich 4 May '953 
[6,] Pauli to Jung Ziirich '7 May '953 
[63] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht '3 June '953 
[64] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht-Ziirich >4 October '953 
[65] Jung to Pauli Kiisnacht-Ziirich 5 December '953 
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CIIIONOLocr OF LETl'DS 

ZIdeh SJ December I9S3 
lin lI.Z8ricIa JO October I9S5 
....... Z&ida 2'7 AapIt J956 

to,... ZIIicII SJ October J956 
['701 A. Jaflf to Pauli ~ .,Dn lv, IIJ56 
[711 Jung to FauIi '1 IId·ZIdda D. , •• [pI FauIi to Jung ZIIrieIa » .... .", 
[731 A. Jaffe to Pauli JCo.n..:f.t.Z8rida 19-'"" [741 Pauli to Jung ZfIrich J-19$7 
[751 J ung to Pauli KIiIDacbt·ZIIrich '51-19$7 
[~1 Pauli to Jung Zorich 5 Aupst 7IlIR 
[771 Jung to Pauli KiImacbt-ZIIrich AapitI9$7 
[78] A. Jaffe to Pauli Kiimacht-ZOrich '9Nc-m .... ~ 
[79] A. Jaffe to Pauli Kiisnacht-Zilricb 39 December. 
[So] A. Jaffe to Pauli Kiisnacht-ZOrich 70ct0ber~ 
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being: in the metaphysical sense, lOS; opposi

tion of not being and, n-J8, ~S. 99; 
spiritualism/materialism statements on, 
100; unconscious as potential, 94""95; 
wholeness of man and, 95-<)6 

beta-decay, 161-6: 
biology/biochemistry dream. L4~ 
"'The Blond'" dream, :;0-31 
Bruder Klaus chapel. lB 

C. C. Jung I nstitut~uli correspondence. 
lU- 17 

cardinal numbers, 116 
Catholic-Protestant opposites. 88 
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causality, 61, 6>, 6cj 
Changing Woman image. xlv 
chemical element, db-83 
chemistry, IrI 
"Chen" (shock, thunder) [I Chin&J. .." 
Chinese couple dream image. 9CH}1 

'"Chine5C revolution'" in physics (Nh' Yor~ 
Tim,.,), 161 

Chinese woman (Exotic One) dream image: 
as dark anima, uln.8; described. 88, 163; 
as holistic anima, 98-99; Pauli's descrip
tion of dream with, 88--90 

Christ/Antichrist, n 
Christ/fish or serpen~ 6cj 
Christianity: ace of clubs symbolism of, 17; 

Grail legend as exprc$5ion of. 49-)0; indi
viduation alternative to, 28; Merlin's rela
tionship to, 51; Pauli's comments on, 74-
75. J..4O; privatio boni doctrine of, 75. -,6, 
80, 93n-,8, 'cn--<J8, '99- Se. alto God; the 
Trinity 

Christ-lapis parallel, 19. 20 

chthonic triad dream image, J.48. 149 
circulation. t)8-<)c} 
circulation-rhythm relatioruhip, 2.C) 

clock dreom, '75 
clove< leal archetype, "!ll 
cobras dream, J.4l.-4}, 156 
collective phenomenon, 41 
collective unconscious; connection to arche

types tlu-ough, ",-.p; described, 6; enan
tiodromia and, ~7; invisible reality as, 66; 
lung's notice of archetypes of, xxxii; 
quatemium representation of, 130 radio
active nucleus symbol of, 14- See allO 
unconscious 

Columbia University Report, :uS, 1ZO-Z4 
Communism, 86 
completeness/objectivity opposition, I..lJ 

oomplnio oppo.itorum, I~ 
concrete phenomenon, lOS 
coniunctio, 142> 1st' 
conjunction process, 10-41 
connections: between psychology/physics, 33, 

u8-U): between visible/invisible reality, 
~; as cause and eHect, 61, 66; mean
ingful coincidence of, 37-39 

consciousness: archetype doubled through, 
l.08-t): differentiation of ego, 79n.1O; 
eclipse as d.-runing of, 153-54; frequency 
symbolism and, 182, 183, 186-t)1; in God, 
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75; pmcluced by • ....., of _ h ... '41 
quateroity 'ymboliam ...... u,...6,19J"9i; 
time defined by animl', trmopIont iDIo, 
45. S .. dbo unconscioUl 

Coponh_ (play), xlYiii 
corput .ubtil., 186 
cosmic rays dream symbolism, 110 

CPT theorem, 1m 
Creator God, 78 

dance motifs, C)O 

Danish everyday/English dream languages, 
'43-46, '5' 

dark anima, ~, 9"]-98, U3n.8 
dark maiden dream, -42-43 
-dark one- dream images, 88 
Dark Woman image, 16%, 163, 16.ct-. 165 
David's $"NOrd, 47 
death: of the individual, UrZO; periodic sym-

bolism connected to, Z4 
detenninism ideal, ]2-33 
Devil, 86, ~, 151 
Dialectial, 131, 147 
diHerentiationlspectralline splitting, u 
dreams: background physics manifested 

in, 39: "1be Blond," 30-31: on Chinese 
couple/stranger, 90-91; on Chinese 
woman, ~, <fo-99; connection of psy
chologicaVphysics in, 118-19; on dark 
maiden, 42-43; insignificant vs. signifi
cant, 18; periodic symbols used in, '4-
~5: polar-force image in, 13; as psychic 
reality, 108; on shadow figure, B9, u6, 
I.ll; symbols of self in . 1~. 122; synchron
icity of external circumstances and, 34-35, 
~, 44i on time/dark anima, 42; on two 
boys, 43. 440 45, ¥); world-clock vision, zo.-
21, UJ 

Dret1m. of a Final Theory (Weinberg), xxx 
dreams (Pauli's): on Aucker, 137-38; of bioi

ogylhiochemistry, 147-~; on chthonic 
triad, J.48, 149: on clocks, 175; on cobras, 
J.4l-43, 156; on Gustahon and Sweden, 
134-'35,1)4; on journey, l49-S2; Jung's com
ments on Pauli's and own, 45,113-17, 153-
57; on new house, 138-39, J.4l, 149; physical 
analogies of psychic facts in, 1.0-12; related 
to Jung for interpretation, 41-44> 46, 85. 
~1, 118-14t 134-52; on symbolism in , 15-
16, n; on three popes, 135-37, IS+: on un
known woman, 147, l4B-49; on v/w differ-
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serpent 
f1uddz Kcplc oppositico. Ss 
Bying saucers, 8>-S3o .60, .66 • • 6-T • .6S. .69. 

lOO-= 
(our.'-' archetypal inuge. '9 
hequ<nq symbolism, .S>, .830 .SIHp 
'fro= accid""ts" thesis (GcU..&bnn), xliv 

gougc theory, xliii 
"Ocr Geist dcr Psychologic" (The Spirit or 

Psychology) Oung). '0', 'o;~, .88 
"Der Geist Mercuriw" [The Spirit Mercu

rius) Oung),43 
"Ccsprichen von Zurich" (the International 

rorum Zurich), p. 73 
Gnostic archetypes, n 
Cnostics. 75. 78 

'''' W> 

I c.r..,. "" .." '11 Ic.r.., ~_t. ,. I ~ 
idea ancI_ l<'<' 

inc:amaboa.. 
lnctt-.tum. 
individual: tOrI ........... ol ... <1<Il10 01 tM. 

19-'" 
indt,idultMn as Ouut~ ~1Yt:~ 

dc-r-.lopm<Dt 01. ~ """"'" sq>OI'" 
lion IS snubol of, '1 I.n>tid;,," of 00II>
tie snk-men"- U9- Sft.J '" t 

Institute for Th<or<-hctl Pb (llm,....,h 
of Cop<nh>&<nl.-I 

Institute of Ad>-anccd tum- (l'm,_l. »0 

T#t.lnt.rprwtation of Nata,fI' and tM p'l'dw 
OUl'&: and Pauli). ' (tlX 

intuith'C ~ling-.scicnti6C' thin\ing oppou .. 
tion.. S6 
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invisible reality: u collective lIllCClOUciow, 
66; matter u .bstnc:t. a, 

inotionol upect 01 reality. 105 
isomorphy .......... 
isotopes dream motifs, .80-86 
isotope separatiOll.1CI8-<j, '35 

Job.9Il 
IMn 0.. (Fdl-Smith),'3 
journey d ... m. '49-9 
Judeo-Christian God-image. 114 
Jung Institute. 33 
Ju~uli cIuonoiogical order ollette". s.. 

letten 

K-mensons. 111)-30, u3. ns 
knowled£c (unio mmtali.): ide:a of absolute, 

133; transmutation and acquiring of, w8--
9; types 01. 1>8-29 

Krishn> •• 68 

la.nguage: Danish everyday/English dream, 
li3--t6 •• ~ dream symbolism 01. 'CY/. li3. 
14'-'¢; of Jung's psychology, ~; as means 
of communication, 156; of the psyche! 
malytical psychology •• oS-u; theologieal 
metaphysical, lcrr-8. See allo neutral 
language 

Lao-toe. 73. 75 
law of nature, -,0 

law of probability. ~ 
letters: C. C. Jung InstitutolPauli, 212-17; 

chronological order of JundPauli, 2l9-

3' 
libido theory, xxxi 
light •• 88 
"Light and Life" (Bohr). 4 
light anima, J.4O. 151 

linguistic symbolism. I<YJ. li3. li5-~. S .. 
dUO language 

"little man" symbol .... '3. z6 
loop-space theory. xliv 

Mut, xlv 
Madonna,9B 
magician archetype. S~51 
magnet as Self, Ison. U 

m2na personality. 500-51 
mandalas symbolism, 34-35 
Manhattan Project, 8m.d 
mapping/participation mystique, 11- 11 
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marriap: 0IIIJIIi0dnJmia ........... ' .... itJ 
u UJIUI nnmdsrI nsocIoI, .,..,. 

masculine-feminine IJDIboI, 74 
ma .. : energy u equivoleallo, 180; soIothIty 

01. 6>-630 6? 
rna" destruction, -,6 
Mass (Euch>rist). &j •• j6 
materialism: being and. 100; oppolita of 

psychism .nd. 95; of the psyche. U>-'3 
mathematics: applied to physics, lo6-r, auto-. 

morphism applied to, 79; dream use of, 
u8; research into fundamentals of, 6..J; the 
stranger as application of, 44i use of num· 
hers in, 131-P; used in -Mind in Hyper. 
space," 158, 159. Wettem tradition of, B9. 
Su 4110 numbers 

matter: alchemists on antimatter and. xlii
xliii; Aristotle and Plato's notion of, 93. 
linked to Mother archetype, 114; Mach's 
definition of, l~ union of idea and, 100; 

union of soul (spirit) and, 87, 100-101, uti 
meaningful coincidence, 37-38 
"The Meaning of Parity" (New Yorio: Time.). 

»4-'5 
meaninliftime connection, 39 
Medusa, 163 
Mercury. 117 
meson decays, 213 
metaphysics: of archetypal symbols, llj-14f 

label of. 103-6 
microphysics laws, 55 
"Mind in Hyperspace" (van Dusen), 158 
mirror-image symmetry: lacking in "Mind in 

Hyperspace," 159, 160; New York Time. ar
ticle 00, ll4-.2.5; overview of asymmetry 
and, xxxvi-xxxviii, xli-xlvi, 167-68; as 
physics/psychology mixture, 160-66 

«Modem Exlillmples of 'Background Physics'" 
(Pauli). 176 •• 79-¢ 

Mona. Hieroglyphica, .2.3 
mother archetype, u7-18, 1~ 
multiplicotio, 187, 188 
mundu. potentiali., 83 
Mycenae, 163 
mysticism-science opposition, 86 
mythological statements, u7 

Nathan den Wei.en [Nathan the Wise) 
(Lessing). 116 

natural science, 156 
Die Naturwi .. ,nschaften journal, s. 6 
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choid IpprooclI to, ........ ""'7\ =::~iIr 
expreued in. 66-6r. __ '" " 1 

into,,,,,. s.. .110 hmgaop 
Nevis Cyclotron Loboraloria (Colambio 

University), 223 
new house dream symbolitm. 138-19, LtJ., 

'49,155 
New Yo,," Time, articles: -Basic Concept ill 

Physics Is Reported Upset in Tests;..s
~; "Chinese revolution" in phy.ics, 161; 
"The Meaning of Plrily,' >24-25: "Text of 
the Columbia Report on Physics Experi
ments," UC>-24 

nominalism, 71 
nonascertainahle, 99. 100, 117 

non being/being opposition, n-78, C)l.--95. 
99 

NOllS, 163 
nuclear fission theory. 4 
nucleus: beta-decay of oriented, 161~1.; as 

symbol of the psychic, '40 35; " symbol of 
self, '47. See a/.a radioactive nucleus 

numbers: as archetype, u6, 12']-28, 129o.a; 
"feminine," 138n.5; lung on interpretation 
of, 1)4-55; speculation on archetypal,131-
31. See also mathematics 

objectivity/completeness opposition, U1 

"00 the Positivistic Notion of Reality" Oor
dan),6 

oppositiorVopposites: beinglnot being, n-
78, 9~~5; Catholic-Protestant, 88; circu
lation uniting,l}8-w; completenes~ 
objectivity, W; coniunctio resolution of, 
86, 156; ESP phenomena and animation 
of, 88; of God's nature, 10']"-8; good-cvil, 
77; Holland-Italy, 86, uS. U9i materialism
psych ism, 95; Pauli's list of, 85-86: quan
tum physic~psychology schema of, 91-91-: 
of rite and reason, 141; symmetrical treat
ment of, 77-78 

......... 
''Il00 ...... '' .. f' 't ' ..... . 
".. :'" ' ............. .-
l'1Ioo.cAoI ' ""- ,- 1 1--;, ,-J ....,. 

'4 
ph;ww;CCII ~ .. 
pbysiaII t;ml .. tip) , '. ' 2 , : 

lion, D-I1 s...., a.w, ... 
pbysics, cWtiaelia4' 1 •• ~,.,.. 

choIogy and, J]. ~ ,_. 

dne:uns u COPIICCIioa bd-.. ...,.,.., 
and, u8-'9> fusion 0/ po,chaIos7 and, )0-

JJ; lung's definitions 0/, w; Ii&: JII-
ena explained wing laws 0/, >s-J6; Moda', 
definitions of, I04t mass destructioa poem.. 
tial using, -,6; mathematics applied to. 
to6-r, minor symmetry muture of psy
chology and, t60-66: misuse of tel'lllinol
ogy from, 10; pair of oppositcs for. s6; 
quantum,4t 6r64, 91--9l. u9> statistical 
character of laws of, 55-;6; symbolic reprc r 

sentation of p5)'chic processes, lC)-:ao. S
Cllso archetypes; background physics 

PK (Psychokinesis) experimentr, 58-s90 &]. 
Se. Cllso Rhine experiment series 

planetary motion laws (Kepler) , 104-S 
platonic philosophy, 86 
Plotinism, 78n.9 
Plotinistic Trinity, n 
politics/Devil connection, 86 
positivism, 6, 104 
primCl materia, 50, 51 
priWJtio bon; doctrine, 75. -,6, So, 930.18. 

19r1, l99 
problem of evil, 75--,6. Se. also evil 
production or red tincture. Sn red tincture 

production 
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psyche: lung" delinition 01. u5; ~ 
01 the. ~ material natun: 01 ....... 
1); radioactive nucleus IS symbolism of, 
t.t. 15; in spirit and matter, 101(>--1011, "7. 
u6 

psycl>ic: defining. "'5, lung on enef8Y 01. 
xxxviii; object of mathematics as, l07; 
worId<lock vision as, u6 

f")'cllic rdativity 01 time/.pace. 6> 
-psychic Jtatemcnts.· .31 
psychodynamic mctaphon. xxxix-xli 
psychoid. xxxix, xliv. w-u. u7 
psychoid an:h.types. u6 
Psyehological Club. 33 
Psychological Club 01 Zurich (Pauli lec

tures), W]-9 

Prycho/ogiICh. Typ.n Oung}. U3 
psychology. distinction/connection between 

physics and, 33. u.8-~. 1]I-P. 191; dream 
connecting physics and. u~19; fusion of 
physical world and, 32-33; language of ana
lytical, w8-u; mirror symmetry mixture 
of physics and, .60-66; opposition schema 
of quantum physics and. 91~ pair of op
posites for, 95; primary focus of, xxvii
uvili; use of analogy and metaphor in, 
xxxix-xli. See alto archetypes 

Prychol"lJ1 and AI.h .... y Oung). JUvii 
Prychol"lJ1 and /Utigion Oung).:zo. 30.&! 
Psychology-physics opposition, 8, 
psychopompo ••• 3 

quantum mechanics, xxxi 
quantum physics: a1chemy and, uxv

xxxvi; epistemological concepts of, ~ 
impact of discovery of, U9; opposition 
schema of psychology and, 91-<}l; syn
chronicity in, 63-Gq. 

Qu4ntum Ph)'fics and I Ching (Hsi.h). 
,88 

quaternity symbolismlconsciousnen, U)l-

¢ 
quaternium, 13 

radar SY5tems, zoo 
radioactive nucleus: background physics and, 

37, 39; physical phenomenon of, 41. "self' 
and, U; as symbolism of psyche, I..f, 35. See 
al. o nucleus 

radioactive substance hypothesis (Pauli), 39-

42 
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radioactivity: com ............ offitil 
66; diatinguisbed &om field ~ .. 
67; dream symbolism of. 'M. "50 1M; 
statistical eo_ponde.co chol1.'''''hIkco 
~ 

I'dtiocinatio, Ip 
reality: classical quatemio on, uS; dream u 

psychic, 108; invisible, 66, &r. irrational.s
ped of, 105 

redemption, 79 
red tincture production, 40-41 
reRectionsIReRector, 163, t6.t., 165, 168-6c) 
Refonnation, 140, 156 
relativity 01 m .... 6>-63. 67 
feligere, 155 
religious philosophy systems: free of contra

dictions, 73'"'7-t Lao-tse, 74-75; Neoplaton
ist negative theology, 78n.9. See also 
Christianity 

resonances, U 

Rhine experiment series, 36, S4-55, 58--59 
rhythm-circulation relationship, ~ 
,hythm •• <)0 

Roman Catholic Church: Assumption 
dogma of, 86, 97-()8; opposites of Protes
tants and, 88 

Romans de La Table Ronde, 47 

Sacrifice of the Mass, 20 

"sacrifice-parallelism," 13% 
Same/Other, w 
science (natural), xxvii, 156. See auo physics 
"'The Secret of the Golden Flower" (Chinese 

alchemical treatise), xxx 
Die Seele air elementarer Naturfaktor [The 

Soul as an Elementary Factor of Nature] 
(D,i •• ch). '33 

Seelenprobleme der Gengenwart [Soul Prob
lems of the Present], 8 

· Seelc und Tod" (Soul and D.ath( (Jung). 
5. l 5 

Self: archetype of wholeness as, 101; cosmic 
aspect of, 16: dreams containing symbols 
of, u , 1.12; magnet as, 150n.1I; nucleus as, 
147; subject to transfonnation, 80; transi· 
tion into conscious stale, &,; UFO legend 
conclusions on, 16c}; woman a. mother of, 
1S4. See alro individuation 

"self"/radioactive nucleus, 12 

serpent or fish/Christ. See Christ/fish or 
serpent 



.loo time 

spatial ~,,::p~L: .. =:~:';'; 
spectral line sp1i1lintJ'dlffe. 'ieOfea, .. 
"Spiegler" (Re8ec1or), m.. J6s, d-6f 
'pindle/l'rinily archetype,lf1-IIS, " 
Spinth., (the .park), '4 
spirit : being and, 100; 'ung" definitioa of. 

u,; psyche in, IOC>-IOI, 117. u6 
spiritualist meeting, I9OD.8 
"Statements by the Psyche" (P:ouli), ')I 
the stranger archetype, -to. 43. 440 SO. 90. 

117-18 
"' Die Struktur def Steele" [The Structure of 

the SoulJ, 8 
Studien zur Analyt;,chen Psychologie C. C. 

lungs [Studies in C. C. lung's Analytical 
PsychologyJ (Rascherl, ,61 

Sweden dream image, 134-35. 154 
swordIChurch archtype, 47 
symbolism: of ace of clubs as Christianity. 

15-16, 17; alchemy used to understand 
dream, J2..4l1.9; consciousness and quater
nity, 192.-¢; cosmic rays dream, 210; 

eclipse, 153-54; of elephant image, no; fre
quency, 182. 183. 186-1)1; "li ttle man," 2.1, 

23. 26; mandalas, 34-35; new house dream, 
138-39. 14l. 149, 155; of nucleus as psychic, 
4; Pauli's theory of physical dream, u.o
~ periodic, 24-15; of physicaVpsychologi
cal interpretation, lJ- Ui of psychic pro
cesses, urUl; of radioactive nucleus, 14. 
35,37. of radioactivity, 1)4. 135: of self in 
dreams. 12, Ill; used in alchemical litera
ture. 2.l, 13 

symmetry/asymmetry, xxxvi-xxxviii, xli-xlvi, 
167-68 

synchronistic phenomenon: applied to 
dreams/outside circumstances, 34- 35, 4l> 
44: conjunction process and , 4~41: as ef
fects on different levels. 56; formula for. 
167; Jung's thoughts on, xxxviii- xxxix, 36, 
53- 59, 111; narrower/broadcr definitions of, 
65 , 68-6<J; as ordering system, 60; Pauli's 

line,.,.. ...... """,IM 
thlee pro 0,' ........ ,., 
T_ (\'I0I0) ..... ... 
time:_lioahot.... ............ 

......,1IId. JIIs; up • .., __ ... 

.... <IS; poydUc ..!otmty",...- ..... 60; 
radiooctmty IIId. .... I' 'i - 01 
spaee in one r ";..,01,80. So..,., 
.space-time continuum 

tim ... lativity, 8, 62 
transmutation, XT], ~ 

Tree of Paradise."7 
the Trinity. clover leaf archetype 01, J4lI; 

Copernican world system as symbol 01, 
1']6; K.pl"', image of the, 30, "'S-6; rUe 
of Plotinistic. 71: spindle archetype of, .f7-
48, 50; three popes dream symbolism of, 
136. 15+ S~e also God 

Tsi-Gi,l88 
two boys dream, 43, 44r 45, 46 

UFOs. Sec Bying saucers 
unconscious: colleeti\-'C:, 6; individual con

sciousness in, 7i as potential being. 94-9» 
as psychic matter in individual. 13; radio
active isotope as symbolism of, 1)+ Sn 
also collective unconscious 

unio mentalis (knowledge) , u8-2C) 
unknown woman dreams, '47. 14~90 115 
The UnobdructrJ Universe (White) , 188-

il<) 
Unus Mundus (one world) , 83. UQ. 1300 157. 

'59, 165 

Th~ Varieties of Religious Experience 
Uames), xxix 
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VmfnIn&u"8 und /(ompl ...... tdrildt IRe
pression and Complementarity] Oordan), 
6 

v/w dillerence, '43-46, 1s6-57 

"'Das Wandlungssymbol in der Messe" 
[Transformation Symbol in the Mass1 
Oung),~ 

wholcn~s of man/self, 9S-fJ6. 101, u8 
whole numbers, U7. U9n.a 
"Di. Wied.rkehr de< S .. I." IRetum 01 

the Snull, '51 
windowless monads, 115 
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"Di. Wi ... nscbaft unci cW .bencIIIncIioche 
Denken" Oecture),l57 

woman, dreams of unknown, '47, ~ 
'75; importance of dream .ppe ....... by. 
'37; as symbol of realizationlmother of 
Self, '54 

world-olock vision, ~ll. 29. 116 
world picture quatemio. 65 

Yoga perception principle, 7 

Zeus, u8 
Zosimos visions, :11, 13 
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